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I

(J ). Basic notion of creation and evolution of the
Universe in the view of Western Science.

) A . Ancient era.
" The Universe is a hypothesis "
Sitter.

De

Every race has its own idea of

co~ogonies.

A cosmogony

represents an idea of primitive mind to make itself a little more
at an mysterious and threatening world, it is a confused mixture
of various motives - religions, moral fanciful.

Its root stretched

back so far into the dim past that we only guess at what they meant.
As a product of imagination it may possess to a slight extent that
quality of disinterestedness. A scientific cosmology breaks completely with all fanciful imaginations, it looks for the cause of
things not in mythological fancies, but in actual physical agents
which it sees to work. This agents can be subjected potentially to
some sort of experimental testing.
Thales, a great philosopher of 6th. century B.C. has been
to be the first one to find the elemental cause of the Universe.
But attempts on a grand scale to account for the Universe existed
long before Thales• day and he was perfectly familiar.
Thales foun d cause of everything of the Universe is • WATER •
This may be regarded as the attempt to find out the mysterious
substance of the ' COSMOS '

• But this idea of a primary elementary

tended to encourage philosophical sceptism, for wood and iron are
e.ssentially s a me as water. Then the evidence of the sense untrustworthy.

Notwithstanding this philosophical scepticsm the thing
•t which he aimed is a

'COSMOLOGY' and attempted to find out the

elementary sort of reality-the fundamental nature of the Universe.
He also enanciated the

prop~sition

that when two traing-

les are of the same(i.e. when their an9les are the same their .
sides are propcrtiQnal?.Thales measurd the height of an Eqyptian
pyramid by

comparining the length of its

shad~w

with that cast

by a stick.
~ugh

Thales' discoveries were rudimentary but he stood

at the fountain head of Europe•n geometry where he turned out of
the history of the geometry.Thus he became one of , the pioneer
in mathematics •nd science in general.
ANAXIMANDER (610-544 B.C.).
Anaximander who followed Thales w•s the first Greek to
m~ke

•

m~p

cf the knotm world. He w•s illso the first to to
....- recGg-

nize that the heaven meves round the pole-star and to draw the ·
conclusion that the visible dome of the sky is half of '- a complete sphere,at the centre of which is the Earth.It was now represented as a finite flattened cylin~er,ori9inally surrounded by
envelopes of

water,~ir

and fire,and floatinq within the celestial

sphere.It was thought that the sun and stars,shattered fragments
of the original fiery envelope,were attached to celestial circles,
and with them revolved about the

~arth,the

centre of all things.

In Anaximander's cosmography,worlds were supposed to ar-

ise by division of opposites from the primordial stuff of chaos

in a way such that the beqining of the formation of the world •
.
kind of forces as we see at work in nature everyday.This developed further a rational mechanistic philosophy.
He said that there are infinite numbers of worlds,all in
to him without motion there can be no coming i

motion.AC~ording

into being or passing away.He believed _primary matter mcy be eternal; but all created things were doomed to destruction anq to r
return to the undivided unity of Universal unity of Univers•l
beings.

( 3). THE PYTHAGORIANS.
11

In our own day,Aston with his integral atomic weight;

~~sely

with his atomic number,Planck with his quantum

theory,are recieving the ideas that in older cruder forms
appear in

Pythagorian philosophy•.

Pythagoras and his followers gave up the idea of one single element and held matter to be composed of earth,water,air a
and fire which were supposed to be divine by

th~

combination in

pairs of four underlying qualities hot and cold,wet and

dry.~ater

for instance being cold and wet;while fire was hot and dry.
i>ythagore.ans un~de reCil advance in cosmogony.They recognized the earth as sphere,explained apparant rotation 0f heaven
by supposing a moving earth.The earth was thought to revolve not
on its ~w n a x is but balanced by the counter-earth, round a point
fixed in space.At the fixed point was a centrgl fire.
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The special subject-matter was of the Pythagorian discipline
was mathematics and Pythagors• philosophy is summed up in the doctrine that things are number.

If we take number in its abstract

modern sense, as distinguished from concrete things that can be
numbered; it is not easy to make much of its statement. In a general
way we may indeed compare it with a notion. The underlying notion of
all modern science is that the aim of scientific enquiry is the discovery of mathematical or numeral relationships. It is in the direction that in fact the Pythagorians is pointed.
They studied numbers in a geometrical setting paying special
attention to what they described as traingular and squre numbers.
The traingular numbers were 1, 3, 6, 10, 15 etc. because any one of
these numbers of dot will · exactly

f~ll

up the interior of a traingle.

Following are a few of the illustration for studying numbers in
a geometrical setting. They said that the traingular numbers dots
will exactly fill up the interior of the traingle with evenly spaced
point in Fig. 1.
•

•

Fig. 1

Fig .2.
The squre numbers were similar, the traingular being replaced
by a square: thus they were 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, etc. The pythagoreans
discovered that the sun of two consecutive traingular number is a
square number; this can be seen immediately on fitting one another
as in Fig .2.
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The famc::ms

"Theorem of pythagoras .. is usually a. ttributed.

to them and generally pythagoras himself. Statement •f the theorm
is as follews:-

"If a trainqle is right-angled the squre on the largest
......

side is equal in area of the squares on the other sides".

'}. 61.-4- c. '2--

0.. .::.

b
C\. ::::.

J!o')..+

l! l -

This discovery is q corner stone of mathematical science
which has been included in the UCLID GEOMETRY.
Pythagorea.ns

'theory of the Universe also sought in the

scheme of related numbers which were held that the distance if
the planets from the Earth must conform to musical progressions
and forth "THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERGS. Ten was the perfect number
(for 10

=

1+2+3+4); so the moving luminaries of the heaven must

be an invisible counter

e~rth.

At a later oate Aristotle very

rightly criticized this JUGGLING WITH FACTS.
After the Ranaissance, the idea ef the importance of
number was taken up by

cope~nicus

stre s s on the mathematical harmony

and Kepler. They laid chief
a~d

simplicity of the helio-

centric hypothesis as the best evidence of its truth~ In our
own day, Aston with his atomic numbers; planck with his quantum
'

theory are

recievin~

ideas th•t, in order cruder forms appear

in pythagorean philosophy. 2

.

" Me t•ppysical Foundation of ~d
ern Science, London &
New YQrk. 1925. PP- 23, 44.
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HERACLEI'rUS(540-476 B.C.)
•you cannot step ·. tw J.ce in to the same river,
for fresh water ever fleatinq in

u~~::m

you".

- Burnet.
Heracleitus belongs to the Milesian school. According to
him there is no static BEING, no unchanging element; movement is
the LORD 0f the UNIVERSE. Nothing ever is, but everything is BECOMING; all things are passing and nGthing abides.

Man is no excep-

tion. Heraclitus formulates the conception by saying that
or mist but 'Fire' is the ultimate

g~und

n~t

water

of the world. All changes

in the world arise from the dynamic and cyclic interplay of oppsites and he s•w a p•irs of opposites and transcends all opposing
forces. He called it as 'LOGOS'.
The split of this unity began with permendes, a philosopher belonq to the Eleatic school who asswnes that a Divine Principle standing above all:

~ods

and men. This Principle was first

immutable and indivisible. BEING is

t~~an

eternal, self-complete,

motionless, beyond or apart from which there is nothingness.
This 'BEING' become intelligent and personal GOD who st•nds
over the world. The concept of an indestructible substance as the
subject of varying properties grew out of this pnilosopny and become the fundamental cocepts of Western thoughts.
In the fi£th century B.C. the Greek philose>phers trie'd to
overcome the sharp contrast between the views of parmendes and
Heraclitus.

In order to reconcile the idea of unchangeble BEING(of
Heracietus) with that of eternal BECOMING(of parmindes) they
assumed that BEING is manifested in certain invariable substances,
the mixture and seperation of which gives rise to the changes in
the world. This led to the cenception of atcm, the smallest indivisible unit of matter which found its clearest expression in the
philosophy of Luecippus and Democrites. The Greek atomists drew
a clear line between spirit and matter picturing matter as being
made of several building BLOCKS.
As the idea of division between spirit and matter took

hold the philosophers turned their attention to the spiritual
world, rather than material one and to the human soul and the
problems of the ethics.

These questions were to occupy

Wes~ern

thought fGr more than two thousand years after the culmination
of Greek science and culture in the fifth and fourth century B.C.
THE ELEATIC SCHOOL
PERMENIDES:ZENO.
Permenides of Elea, a disciple of Xenophanes was the real
founder of the Eleatic school, perrnenides is one of the greatest
philosophical thinker of pro-secretes times•It was he who turned
explicitly from cosmological speculation to an examination ef
ideas and concepts. This does not mean that he converted reality
into a merely logical existence. Thus he has been called by one
recent critic as the father of MATERIALISM.
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Permenides assumed that what is inconcieveable is impossible,even if the senses tell us that it has,in fact, happened.
He

thus: Creation is impossible because something cannet be con-

cieved to srise from nothing,or being from non-being cannot be.
Conversely ,destruct.ion is impossible;because something cannot vani s hed into nothing.Even change is impossible;because something
cannot vanish into nothing.The appearances of change;of diversity
and multiplicity,of time and space which we see or

t~ink ~re

but

a false impressions of sense.Sense perception are unreal,nonbeing,thought alone is real;true being.In other way,to have the
exact knowledge of reality we must eliminate all differences in
bodies,and thus get life with a single uniform essanve. This is
the only rea 1 it y which is - e te rna 1 and unchangeble , 1 imi ted · only
~

by itself;evenly extended and therefore spherical.in the app-

arent world of phenomena;the unreal

b~still

observed Universe

is a series of concentric shells of fire and earth.
5ome of these

we~

carried further by Zeno of Elea

.wh~

opposeq the Pytnagorian doctrine that all things made of integral

~umbers.

THE PLURALISTS .
ANAXOGO.RAS,r
Anaxagoras

EMPEOOCLES~·
wa~

LUCCIPES AND DEMOCRITUS

an Ionian philosopher,born about 500 B.C.

t o whom matter was cro wd of different entities .. each with

dif;f-

,
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...erent

entities each with different qualities

est.However, division is sarried

as the senses sugg-

out,the parts contain things

like the whole.Differences may also arise from different proportions in the ingredients. The heavenly
v

bod~es

are matter of .

the same nature as the Earth;the. Sun is not GOd Helios but an
ignited stone;the

~oon

has hills and velleys.

Sicilid n philosopher Empedocles(4SO B.C.) thought that
the

~roots'

of elements were earth,water,air and fire- a solid,

a liquid,a 9as.This four elements were combined throught the
universe in different proportions under the influence of the
two constrasted divine powers,one attractive and one repulsive.
Other theory is based on the conception off fire fellowed in later

t~es.It

was the first great guiding idea of Chern-

istry. Marsh says: "The fire theories are the Greek theory of
the composition of metals,the alchemical theory

of composition

of metals,the iatrochemical theory of the hypothetical principle of' PHLOGISTON£ THEORY'1>ths theory was developed during the
18th. century.

THE ATOMIST.
"According to

conven~ion

there is a sweet and a

'

bitter,a hot and a cold,and according to convention
there is colour.In truth there are atoms and a void"
-Democretus
Empedocle§
thought that by imaging his four elements
\,
united in different proportions, he could explain all the endl .= 1. Harsh, J .E.

"The Origins and Che-mical · Science, London, i928.

ess kinds of different sub.stances known to man. Leucippus and
Democrites carried the simplication further,and developed into
a theory of atoms,the older and alternative hypothesis of a ·'"' ,
single element. ·.,
The ground on which the atomic theory of the Greeks
was :. founded was very different from the definite experimental
fa~ts

known to Ealton,Avagadro and cannizaro when they had for-

mulared the atomic theory and molecular theory of today.
The atoms of

a

Dnocritus were uncaused,existent

and never annililated-"strong in solid singleness" They were many
in size and shape but identical in size.The differences in properties is due to difference in

size,shape,positi~and

movement of par-

ticies of the same ultimate nature.
Democrites teaching effects a wonderful simiplcation in the mental picture of nature previously held.In fact,the
picture is too simple.The atomist passed unconsciously over the
dif£culties which after the lapse of twenty four centuries are
still unsolved.

F~M

THE ATOMISTS TO ARISTOTLE.

"God is good and the sphere is the most perfect
therfore the Universe must be spherical"
· -Plato

'

After Pythagoras the distinguished scholers ··.P~to
was the follower

of Socretes and Aristotle was th• follower of

Plato .They lived in Athens within 2500 ye&rs.They were distinguished as the philosophers and scientists of Athen's school.
SOCRATES.
Socra~es
\ ' ·,

regarded mind as the not only worthy

object of study and held the true self was not body the soul
is the inner life.Thus his influence tended to turn man's
away from q study of the Past and Present to a consideration
of the FUture - the end of which the world is created.
PLATO.

Plato,disciple o.
·,.f Socrates,was the greatest expounder of idealism. Sceptic and mystic were combined in . .
Plato's ideas of nature.SOd is and the sphere is the most perfeet forms,therrefore,the Universe must be spherical.For the
\/

making of time there are heavenly bodies moving in a cycles;t
'

to which God has given circular rnotion.He regarded the stars
as floating free in space; moved in their own souls.He considered the Sun moves round the earth and in his . .old age Plats
i s said to have realized that a moving Earth would give a
simpler phenomena.
Plato's physics and biology were anthromorphic,
even ethical. While the Ionian held an evolutioQary cosmology;that of Plato was creational.His COSMOS was living organism with body;soul and reasoning. He deduced the n•ture and structure of the Universe,even human physiology,and analogy between the COSMOS and HAN.

as.

ARISTOTlE

Aristotle was the greatest collector and systemiser of knowledge whom the ancient world produced. His supreme importance lies
in the fact that till Renaissance of learning in modern Europe,
appreciable advance in our

kno~ledge

were made by Aristotle. No

complete grapes of knowledge at all comparable with his appeard
in all centuries that followed him.
In his writting -

t~e

• Physical Discourse • he dealt with

the philosophy of nature, the principle of nature, the principle
of experience, matter and form motion, time and space, the . overcoming sphere of the outer heaven, and the Unmoved ·Mover who must
keep it in motion. Later on conception of LOGOS had been developed.
Aristotle's

1

Book On the Heaven • gradually descends from the

outer region to the material and perishable and thus led to an
account of generation and destruction. Here the opposing principleshot and cold; dry and wet; produce by their mutual action in pairs,
the four elements; fire, air, earth and water. To these terrestial
elements Aristotle added AETHER which moves in circles and made up
the heavenly bodies perfect and incorruptible.
The METEOROLOGISTS treats of the region between heaven and
earth, the realm of planets, comets and meteors, and he defined
the life is sustained by the vital force it gorws itself and
died . spontaneously.
The book

11

On the Soul

11

written by him at the

same time dealt with biology and psychology and according to
this the plant kingdom was the 'SOUL' and animal kingdom

w~s

the 'ABSOLUTE' has manifested fully in man.
In Physics he rejected the previously existing

atomic theory altogether because its censequences did not agree
with the other ideas of nature and as such due to the absence
~f

definitely confirmatory evidence,he was able to deny the

atomism of matter.
Aristotle though accepted the spherical

fo~

of

the Earth1he admitted the geocentric theory which v regarded the
centre of the Universe.This was accepted by astronomers till
the Copernicus'tirne-

SCIENCE IN ALEXANDRIA (330 B.C.- A.D. 642).
EUCLID.(330- 275) •

•
"Euclidian space is one which the twelfth
axioms is universally true•
-James Jeans.
Alexander,the great,concquired Egypt and he 6hose
a site of the flat lands where the Nile ran into the sea,and called the still unborn city as 'Alexendria' after hirnself.After
the death ' of Alexander Ptolomy,Greek emperor built a

'Musium'

which i s equivalent to modern University. Athens,the cultural capital of Gre~ce ,had been shifted to the Alexandria and the

7.

yniversity provided a home for science for thousand years.
Euclid,a great mathematician in Alexandria;was
most famous for his work in the "Elements of

Geometry~ ~.

We do

not know what purpose of this book. This is a book or the way
to teach Geometry to students ,or a summery of

Geometrical' ~,

knowledge,or a scholer's effect to demonstrate that the facts of
geometry are inevitable trUths which can be deducted from AXIOMS
of absolute validity.
The modern geometer does not think of the axioms
as indespensible tuth.'He agrees that if they are true the propositions follow as a matter of logic.But he regards the AXIOMS, *
and specially the famous twelfth

~XIOM

as specifying products of

space.He has to deal with many kinds of space; 'but there is only
one EUCLIDEAN SPACE,in which the twelfth AXIOM is universally
true.The properties of other kind of space are most easily specified by stating the manner and extent in which the theorem of
Pythagoras fails in them.All this has to be brought into the
field of practical science of late,because the theory of relati-

*If a straight line meets two straight lines so

as~o make the

interior angles on one side of it together less than tWG

ri~ht

angles,then these straight lines will meet if continually produced on the side on which are the angles which are together less
than two right angles.
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yity depicts the world as existing in space in which Euclid's
a re not

~enerally

true.

THE ROHAN A.GE.
"Flammantia moenia mundi".
11

I.JJ.cretius.

From the invisible evaporation of water to the majestic
motion of the heavens bounded by the shinning walls of the
Universe ...
In the ancient world original scientifical thou-

ght wa s almost entirely confined to the Greeks. The Romans,the
inhabitants of Italy,occupied many states in Europe.Their exceptional aptitude as a

soldiers,a~instrators

and framer of law

is praiseworthy; but they had little creative intellectual force.
Notwithstanding this, it is worthy to mention that they

sh~wed

considerable curisity about the natural objects.Their arts,their science, even the medicime,were borrowed from the Greeks.
The Romans seems to have cared for science only as a means of
accomplishing practical work in medicine,agriculture, architecture etc.
Greek scientific philosophy in the case of atomism was expounde d and· approved in . the poem DE RERUM NATURA of

Tifus Lucretius Carus( 9 8-55 B.C.).This poem contains no new thought,but using the ideas of Greek atomists said how

t~~

princi-

ple of causation controls all things from the invisible evaporation of water to the majestic motion of the heavens bounded by
shining walls of the Universe.

f. THE MIDDLE AGES.
"The whole COSMOS is imag ~ned

~~·ilS

permeated,

and bou nded by a living spirit of the world of Neoplatonism".
Generally the term MIDDLE AGES was applied to the
whole long interval of a thousands years between the fall of the
ancient civilization and . the rise of the Italian Renaissence.BUt
the revival of interest in the history,art and

~liqion

of the 13th.

and 14th. centuries has led to a clear recognition of the fact
that by then a new civilazation had arisen,and

now it has been

recognized · that by 'MEDIAEVEL' age identified to the four hundred
years between the "Dark Ages

11

and tne Renaissance.

The mediable mind was fascinated by an imagined
analogy

be~ween

the nature and GOD-HEAD,the astronomical

c~nsti-

tution of the COSHOS or macrocosm;and. the anatomical,physiological and psychological structure of man- the microcosm.The whole
C0Sl'10S is usually imagined as permeated and bound together by a

*
living spirit.A world spirit of NEO-.PLATONISM,which
in its turn
influenced and determined by the GOD-HEAD.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

* Neo-Platonism:-Philosophy of Neeplatonism was the last product
of late paganism and this philosophy became less and less physical and experimental and more and more concerned with fL'. S~ical
ideas.This

view were brought down to the practical life und

led: cto greater credulity in magic and sorcery.
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·rn other sense the picture of t-t.'.'le physical
COSHOS had been recognized as follows :-the Ecrth is imagined as
central sphere,in which the four elements,originally

i~

harmoni-

aus order and is surrounded . by cocentric zones of air,aether and
fire,containing stars,and planets,all kept in motion by the four

ot

heavens.These are related to the four elements of Earth and

the four fluid in

huma~

body.Heaven is the bright beyond the

zone of fire and hill is within the sphere of man.

THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.
SCHOLASTICISM.*
THOMAS ACOUINOS.{l225- 12740)
In the 13th. century Thom•s Acquinos produced
revolution on thought,specially in religious thought, From Plato
through Neo-platonism to saint Augustine, man who held a mixture
Of thinking of soul in living body.Every soul endowed with some
inborn ideas including some idea of the Divine.
Thomas Aquinas recognized that the mystery of
the Christian faith written in the scripture of the Fathers and

* Scholasticism or acholastic system derived from Aristotle
which

~xtended

to mediable periods of European civilization

and which explained natural phenomena in a rational manner.

· - of Christian tradition and the truth of human reason are not
erroneous, but they are the source of natural truth. The two
sources cannot be opposed, since they both flow from GOD; as
the same source. Hence philosophy and theoloqy must be compatible; even the existence of GOD can be demonastrated by reason.
Acquinos' scheme was framed in accordance with the Aristotle's logic and science. In saint Thomas scholasticism reached
its highest level. His logic acquired a wider influence when a
+ational synthesis of knowledge was attempted. It led naturally
to the ide« of knowledge derived from intuitive axioms on the
one ' side, and authourity to the catholic church.
recognized from the following

pro~osition.

rhe

This may be

scolastic at

that time thought that heavyness is a natural quality opposed
to lightness and the heavier bodies fall faster than lighter.
Thus scholastic oppose the view of Galelio.
Acquinos accepted the ptolemic system of astronomy but
he regarded it merely as a working hypothesis but gradually the
geocentric theory be.c ame part of the Thomists philosophy.
According to him material bodies possessed mass or inertia and other definite physical and chemical properties. Things
which fall into certain categories are on the whole a subject
or an entity. He, following Aristotle, combined the whole of
natural knowledge with theology into one rigid structure.
According to him as man was the object of creation so
the Earth was the centre of the universe and round it evolveed

conce~tric

spheres of air, ether and fire which carried the suns

/

stars and planets.
The scholasticsm

opp~~t~~experimental

science after

the Renaissance, but it was through rdtionalism of their system
that formed the intellectual atomsphere in which modern science
was born.
THE DECAY OF SCHOLASTICISM
The ideas and thoughts of the 13th.century had been
influenced by the doctrines as established by Thomas Acquinas.

In this century Roger Bacon; the only man born

a~ut

1210A.o. in

Europe throughout the Middle Ages, who approaces in spirit of
the man of science of the Renaissance. But his thoughts could
not influence the existing intelectual envioronment under the
grip of orthodox churches.
Bacon; a distinguished philosopher of the mediavel period
put forward the clear understanding that rimental methods alone
give certainity in science. This was a revolutionary change in
rnental attitude which was appriciated after a course of study
of the other writting of his days.
He realized that the importance of a study of mathematics both as an educational exrcise and as the basis for other
sciences. He says that there is the experimental science as to
be perfect when applied for varification of various scientific

propositions. Experimental science alone able to ascertain what
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can be effected by nature, what be art, what be fraud.

It is a

kind of logic which can be used as for deductions of various scientific doctrines.
Roger Bacon's criticism of the scolasticism of Acquines
was sound from the modern point of view. BUt it was not in harmony with the prevailing spirit of the time, consequently pro&Lt. .~

little effect at that time.
The philosophical attacks on scolasticism of Duns

S~o

scoutus(l265-1308A.D.) the leading christian doctrines in the arbitrary WILL OF GOD, had been changed and FREE-WILL was adopted as
the primary attribute of man and placed i t high above reason.
In this period attempts were made to free philosophy
from the bondage of theology. Science union with experiment, gave
birth to an eXdct science. ·
The process began by Dusn-scous went further in the writtings of William of Occam, who denied thdt any theological doctrines were demonastrable by reason, and showed the irretional
nature of many of the doctrines of the church. He attacked the
extreme theory of PAPAL SUPREHACY.
THE RENAISSANCE.
"Renaissance is a word meaning rebirth".
BACK GROUND
After the 13th. century there was a gap in the intectual
developement

~f

European civilization.
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In Judie-Christian tradition a self-existence Creator of
everything exists. The Creator created the world out of nothinq~REATO

EXNIHILO. There are two important corollaries of this ide&.
Frist, it makes. an absolute distinction between GOD and

the creation such that it is logically impossible for a creature
to become a

cre~tO)",

Thus creator is creator. and creature is crea-

ture to all eternity. Anything of human being becoming GOD is thus
ruled out as meaningless by the Judie-Christian conception of Creation.
A second corollery is that created realm is absolutely

dependent upon GOD as its maker, and thus we are dependent upon
GOD. We have a part in the Universe, not by some natural right
but by the grace of GOD from moment to moment and is a gift to
be received to-wards the Divine Giver.

From the philosophical side, attacks were made on this
traditional religion and scholasticism of the scholastics. The
philosopher is one who seeks to escape from the world of transient and declars the world of real being freed from all confusions
a~d

errors which infects the coonception of science as well. These

conceptions changed totally all the unscientific ideas and may
be treated as the spirit of

"FREE 8NOUIRYN.

Philosophers were scientists and the scientists were philosophers as well. In the front page of history of men the saga
of rational thoughts of human being written. A world which is
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£ull of divine

bea~ty,delight,sweet

cal notes were felt with

t~e

aroma and melodius musi-

helf of different external senses

but these also stir the senses of mystery.These men were the
philosophers and the

sc~entists

of 15th. and 16th. century.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RENAISSANCE.
NRenaissance" is a word meaning : rebirtb.It refres to
the birth of learning which began in Italy and spread throughout Europe in the 15th.century. - with the invention of.printing

the

books of ancient Greek and Rome were multified and widely

read. It was an age of ·great painters, sctilptors,and architects,
poet and playwriters,scientists and men of learning.
Renaissance brought a

revolutiona~change

in the idea

and conception of science.In the 15th. century the study of n
nature

!

was approaced for the first time in a truly scie-

ntific spirit and experiment were undertaken to test specula- · tive ideas.
Philosophical thought were moulded by the prestige of
science. Truth is contain~nly in that which

can be recogni-

zed clearly and distinctly;what is unclear and mysterious is
not true. Truth lies whare all men think alike in Judgements
of Universal validity"Mathematics is the greatest example of
such truth.As the developent was paralleld by a growing inter-

~6 • ·

~st

in mathematics it fin~ly led to the fo~ation of proper

scientific theories based on experiment and expression in
mathematical language.Galileo was the first to combine emperical language with mathematics and is

theret'o.r~

seen as the fat_..,,,-

her of modern science.Science is essentially quantitative and
any treatment of any scientific ideas are not purely descriptive must cobtinually make accurate statements in terms of standerd quantities and concepts,
Let us take the case of study of the Universe.The most
fundamental ideas of the study of the Universe are those of
time,distance,mass and temperature

meas~red

quantitively.

They are the "DRY BONES" of studying Universe but without their
support the form of her would be splneless in all her co-herence and beauty dignified and austre.

~IKOLAJ KOPPERNIGK

(NICOLOUS COPERNICUS: 1473-1543).

ASTRONOMY.
•Astronomy creats a new vision of the Universe and str-

.

ikingly illustrate s the dialectical process of cognition

~

our

natural enviornment,of progress from relative to absolute knowledge :'

- V. Komarov.
The first great change in scientific outlook after Ren-

a issdnce was made by Nicolous Copernicus; . a mathematician and
astronomer. The geocentric theo~f Hipperchus and Ptolemy were
v

succesful in e xplaining the facts . with that degree of accuracy
which t he observations of the

t~1e

demanded. But the geometric

point of view was complicated due to cycles and epicycles it
envolved.Men considered the Earth at rest below their feet,thoVLgh sone imagined it as a sphere floating at the centre of the
COSMOS.
Copernicus describe te theory of the Universe

~sfollows:-

"First and ab<)ve a ll lies the sphere of the fixed stars
conta ining itself and all things .J.\s due to the stCltic positions
of the stars a true _

irame of the Universe to which the

position and motion o£ all other stars are reffered.Of the moving body first comes Saturn,who completes his circuit 60 years.
Afte r him is the Jupit~lfmoving in twelve years.Then YJars who
revolves biennialy.Fourth,the Earth revolves annual cycle with
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lunar orbit as an epical.In the fifth place Venus is carried
round in nine months.The

~~rcury

holds the sixth;calculating

in the space of eight days.In the middle of all dewels the Sun
who indeed in this most beautiful temples would place the torch
in any obher or better place.From here it illuminate the whole
of the universe at the same time. Some call it is the lamp of the
universe,other is mind,another again considered as the visible
GOD.And thus the Sun sitting on a royal throne governs the circumambient family of stars. v!e find, therfore, under this orderly
arrangement a wonderful symmetry in the Universe and a definite
relation of harmony in the motion and magnitude of orbits,a kind
it is not possible to obtain in any other

way~ •

.

To Copernicus the primary question was what motions

of

the planatory bodies chould give the simplest and most harmonious geometry of heavens.The extracts given above suggests that
he accepted the ancient view that the stars were fixed to a sphere but there is some evidence that the outcircle is meant to
represent the inner concise face of a sphere bounding infinite
space.
Copernicus realized that the frame

~f

reference for

planatory movements had been shifted from the earth to fixed
stars.Due to this idea there was a physical and mathematical
revolution and made Aristotle's physics and astronomy futile.
As regards,Ptolemi's arguement that moving Earth
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would fly into pieces

Coperni~~s

do so even more,since it is .

· · . ; said that moving sky
larger in circwnference.

Therefore,if it revolves,must move faster.In fact this is physical reasoning and he tried to explain pheno mena from the
view of mathematics.He appealed to the mathematicians to accept
his view on the ground that his observatio~ are simpler scheme
that the Ptolemic cycles and epicycles in which the heavenly
bodies move round the Earth.
Copernicus taught men to look on the world in a new
light.The Earth sank lower place with the other planets instead
of centre of the Universe.

GIORDANO BRUNO. ( 154 7-16 00).

The prominent scientists of the last few centuries had
been mainly a follower of the Christian's Church.In philosophy
Bruno was something of a panthiest.He saw nature as a world of
life and beauty,fullc:•of activity and pulsating with divinity.
Since there is nothing finite about GOD,so there can be nothing
finite about the Universe .He wrote, "It has seemed to me unworth·e. of the divine goodness and power to create a finite worlds
'-

when able to

produce besides it another and others without

engs so that I have declard. that there are endless particular
worlds simillar to that of the Eartl'\, with the Pythagorians · ·
regard it is a star,and similar to the Moon,the planets,and

i~··

?ther stars,which are infinite in numbers and all these bodies
and worlds".
Thus Bruno carried astronomy out beyond the solar system and introduced the modern view of the systems of the stars
~e

displaced not only the earth,but also the SUn,from the eter-

nal position of the Universe.Thus he was comparably more revolutionary than Copernicus.In fact,there was no longer any centre,for,as the Universe is infinite,no body can properly be s
said to be centre of the Universe.
Man occupied no preferential position in space,and could
expect no preferential treatment. All the planets circling round
all the Suns stood on the same footing,all were evidence of the
goodness of GOD.The church had accepted the revolutionary doctrines of Copernicus, .hut this new revolution touched its interests more closely.In religion,Creator was distinctly separate
from His Creation but Bruno was preaching that they were identical. It had so far placed hell inside the earth,and heaven beyond the sphere of the stars.Bruno's new COSMOS left no room for
the material heaven.The new doctrines of Bruno called for restatment of many,unless GOD

~as

to become a mere tribal god of the pla-

Earth.Though he was moving in a moving planet man might still have
been the centre of GOD's interest which is the main concern of his
CREATOR. Bruno's doctrine now implied that there were infinite other worlds of the same k i nd by the CREATOR.

c.

Birth of Modern Science.
~HON KEPLER (1571-1630).
"I have attested it(Copernicus . system) as true in my
deepest soul;and I contemplate its beauty with incredible and ravishing delight:
--Jhon Kepler.
'

Kepler was convienced that God created the world in a
accordance with the principle of perfect numbers.As such,the
underlying mathematical harmony;the music of the sphere$,is the
real and discoverable cause of the planetory motion.He was searching for emperical rules to be rationalized by a coming. Newton.
He was searching for ultimate causees; the mathematical

h~rmon-

ies in the mind of the CREATOR.
He regarded the SUN as God as the father,the sphere
fix1!l- stars as GOOD, the power of the sun passing through the
intervining AETHER. implies the planets in their orbits as the
HOLI GHOST.
His book ASTRONOMIA NOVA (1690) enancieted the two laws:-

* 1.

The planet(mars) moves in an ellipes which has the SUN
at one of its FOCI.

2.

The line joining the Sun to the planet sweeps out equal
aceas i n e q ual times.
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In his book 'Harmonious Mundi'(1619) he announced yet
another law of motion now known as Kepler's third law.
3~ .The square of the time which any planet takes to ccmplete its

orbits is proportional to the cube of its distance from the Sun:
It is

to

be noted that first two laws deal with the mo- - -

tion of any one planet,while the third gives a relationship between
the periods and distance of the several planets.The third law is
sometimes called the "HARMONIC LAW ...
These three laws 0£ Kepler have been confirmed by innumerable observations.We know now that they are not exactly absolute;
but they are so exact that no error was found in them for more than
200 years.As they form one of the qreast landmark in the astronomy
\...-

we are to consider the background by which they are arrived.
The essential part of the story begins with Ptolemy's
assumption that the Sun and Moon

and planets all moved in orbits

round the Earth and this made a great simplication possible,so he
was able tm fit the new observation with only thirty four circles i
in place of the previous . eighty.
KEPLER'S PLANETORY MOTION AND THE LAW OF GRAVITATION.
According to Kepler's plan for moving of the planets a
about the sun has been represented as elliptic around the sun.
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Kepler,in going to rectify different observations and
inference thereby replaced the aqe-old circles by ellipse. seven ellipse could now account for the motion of all seven bodies.
The new scheme was so simple so convincing that Aristotelian
circles now dropped out of astronomy for good.
BUt in answering one question,Kepler had opened up
another: why did the planets move in ellipse rather than in any
of the innumerable other curves that could be imagined(
~epler

himself gave some thought to the question why?

But without any succes.Following Pythagorus,he had thought in
turn that the clue to the planetary orbits was to be

foun~

in

numbers,in polygons;and solids •.~ain he represented the motions
of the planets in their revolution in an orbit by q group of
musical sounds.His composition HARMONIC MUNDLANNOUNCED Kepler's
third law of planatory motions and imagined the chords which
the planet must sing as they moved in their paths round the SUn.
But these were not · suffice for explanation of planetory
motions and he turned to mechanics.Following the Aristotelian
veiw he assumed that the Sun was occupied by an "ANIMA MORTEX'
(motive forces) which pushed behind the moving sun.It emitted
tantacle like rays of force which rotated with it like a spoke
of a wheel.In brief,Kepler replaced Aristotle's •sphere of the
fixed stars• by a rotating Sun.
This might explain circular orbit,but could not

explai~

elliptical orbits,something more was needed for these.Kepler

picture d every

plan~t

as a magnet of which the

~xis

always poin-

ted in the same direction, this direction lying in the plane in
which the

pl~nets

moved round the Sun.Thus as a planet moved in

· its orbit,it was alternately

att~acted

and repelled by the SUn,

and Kepler thought that this would cause alternate increase and
decrease in the dist•nce of the planet from the sun,hence the
elliptic orbits. ·
If the orbits of the plsnet are taken as cirgular,we
can un understand how Newton formulate the theory of 9ravitation
starting from Kepler's law.
Kepler thought that similar forces might operate throught the Universe,and to

th~s

may be 9onsidered as the idea of Univ•

ersal gravitation.This he described as a mutual affection between
bodies,tending towards union or conjection,

. s~ilar

to magnetism.
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GALILEO GALILEI. (1564-1642).
"O man thou are pendulum between life and death".
- Shakespear.

Galilee may be considered as the first modern scientist in the
true sense.When we read his ·writting we instinctively feel at
home to see the begining of the modern science. In Galileo's
period the old assumption of a complete and rationalized scheme
of knowledge, the ideas of med'iaval Neoplatonism and scholastic
philesophy have been given

~P·

Facts are no longer deduced and
•
obliged to conform with an authoritive and rdtional synthe~ts.
v-

Irrespective of human desire each . fact was established

b~t

obser-

vation or experiment and in consequence the whole of the nature
becomes amenable to reason.
Galilee's cheif and most original work was the found•tion of the science of dynamics. At pisa in Italy he set to work
to discover the ture Principles of mechanics and felt that the
conventional Aristotelian idea, namely, that different bodies
fall at different rates, he dropped bodies of different weiqhts
from the top of leaning tower of Pisa and found that canon- ball
and a masket-ball tooK the same time to fall. This experiment
proved conclusively that something was wrong with the Aristotelian mechanics, Galilee wanted to find out what it was.
He found that the speed described increase as the square
of the time.
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It was assumed that every motion required a continual
force to maintain it. The planets had to be kept in motion by
Aristotle's Unmoved mover or kepler's action of the SUN exerted
through the aether. By Galilee's investigation it becomes clear
that it is not motion, but .the creation or destruction of motion
or a change its ·. d·i rection requires external forces when matter
is endowed with inertia and the planetory system is set in motion,
it needs no force to keep the planets moving.

He also discovered

~he

fact that(for small movements)

the time of swing of a pendulum is

i~dependent

of the displace-

ment. Thus gravity increases the speed of the bob by equal times.

If a pendulum as shown in Fig.I a static position of the
ball when the ball is taken to C position and again to B position
and again will come back the position of

a.

Time required for this

is called as period of oscillation. The relation between time
period a length '1' of the pendulum given by the relation:.
T

= Period

the

of osscillation. g

e a rth.~=

= acceleration

due to gravity of

a constant having value of 3.1375.
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OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY.
EARLY TELESCOPIC ASTRONOMY.
MBy means of his telescope Galiieo confirmed with sensible
facts 1 which any one 1 if he looked, might verify, the new
theory of astronomy, which hitherto had been based only
on its PRIORI grounds of mathematics".

- w.c.

Dampier.

The ultimate origin of the telescope is not definitely known.
Roger Bacon had vaguely explained the Principles on which such
an instrument might be constructed. The practical invention of
the telescope 1 like that of microscope must be attributed to the
Dutch spectQcle makers. Early in the seventh century they were
making telescope instruments of the opera-glass type 1 but treating them only as a toys. Official records at the Hague show that
patent for the making of this instruments was granted to a certain
Hans Lippershey of Middleberg on 2nd October 1 1608 A.D. and that a
simillar application from a . James Meutius was considered on 17th.
October* 1608. Decartes credits the dnvention of the telescope
to Meutius but Lippershey's discovery is generally supposed to
have the better claim. , Lippershey's discovery is said to have
been largely accidental, on day he happened to turn a combination
of lenses towards a distant weather-vane, and was surprised to see
it substantially magnified.
As soon as Galilee heard of this 1

its scientific importance 1

•

.and set about making such an op.tical glass for himself. By sparing neither

labou~

nor expense, soon he had constructed an exce-

llent instrument which magnified objects about a thousand times
in area,

an~

so reduced their distances to about a thirteenth. In

the next year Kepler suggested a better arrangements of lenses.
A few years later, Huygenes made still further improvements which
brought the instrument almost to its present form.
In his earlier time Galilee had taken no great part in
astronomy, but as soon as he had got a telescope in his hand he
proceeded to make discovery after discovery with great succession.
Turi_ng it to the moon, he saw markings which he interpreted as
shadows cast by surface irregulrities.
He next turned his telescope on to well-known areas of
the sky and saw vast multitude of new stars. Beyond the stars of
other stars, so numrous as to be almost beyond belief. For insv

tance the Belt and the sword of Orion no longer contained only
nine stars but more than eighty, while the six well-known stars
of the Phiades v.'ere increased to thirty six and more, The effect
was even more marked in the Milky way. The Glaxy contains a mass
of innumerable stars planted together in clusters, which were the
same as precisely what

An~xagoras

and Democrites had said 2000

years earlier. Bruno, too had been .right or nearly right.*

* According to the classification of Hipperchus these are the
finest . stars which are visible to the naked eye, and so the fintest which could be seen it by _all in pre-telescopic times.
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.four

Galilee next turned the telescope on to Jupitor and saw
satd~lits

circling round the great planets to circle round

the greater ma ss of the SUN. A study of the Venus showed that it
passed through a

'sequence' of 'phases' like those of the Moon

and so on indefinitely.This proved that Venus was not self-luminous,but shone by light reflected from the SUN.But it showed mo
.,...
more than this.For the Ptolemic hypothesis required that Venus
should never show more than a semicircle of illuminated surface
to the Earth,whereas the Copernican Hypothesis demanded exac't:ly
the

seq~enc~·- of

phases that 'ol.·ere exactly seen. Thus this one obser-

vation of Galilee killed the Ptolmic hypothesis

a~

established

the Copernican for all could be concieved by visual proof.

Later in the same year he observed the ring of the satern.
He also had observed dark spot on the sun.

Thus Galilee's work in astronomy haq shattered the Aristotellian COSMOLOGY.The main scheme of the Universe was clearly
established and it was obvious that the final victory could only
rest with Copernicus;Bruno and Galilee.
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RENE DES~RTES (1596-1650).
"'
"GOD is not the Supreme GOOD rather is

,,

thought tC) be the First CAUSE.

-~scartes.

Rene Descartes is usually regarded as the founder of mod·~

ern material philisophy. He was a brilliant mathematician and
his philosophical outlook was
physics and

profondly effected by the new

~stronomy.

In his view spirits are personel and discontinous; matter
must be therfore

impe~sonal,continuous

and its essance must be

extention.The physical Universe must be closely packed assembly
with no empty spaces.There is no vaccum into which a body can
find room to pass.Hence Descartes formed his famous theory of '
'VORTICES' in a prirna·ry rna tter or 'AETWER', invisible, filling all
spaces.As a straw floating in water is caught in an eddy and whril to the centre of motion so the falling stone is drawn to the
Earth and Satellite towards Planets.While the Earth and the Plan et
with their attended and surrouding vortices,are whirled in a greater vortex round the Sun.
1

cartesian vortices was a bold attempt in solving of dyna mics and as such it is of very much important in the

hi~tory

of

scientific thought.It reduced the physical Universe to a vast ma chine as .Newton in rnathemetical terms, But afterwards it was found
t(!) be

incorn.t.\:,
In fine,to Descartes the material Universe was a machine

and nothing but a machine·. '!here is no purpose ,life or spiritua"

r
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lity in .matter. Nature worked according to mechanical laws and
everyt ~ ing

in the mechanical laws and everythin9 in the

te~s

of

arrangement and movement of its parts.This mechanical picture of
nature become the dominated paradigm of science in the period (
following Descartes. It guided all scientific observation and the
formulation of all theories of natural phenomena until! the early
part of t he twentith-century physics brought about radical change.
Descartes gave scientific thought its general frame-work-the
view of nature as a perfect machine govered by exact mathematical
laws.
The beljef in certainty of scientific knowledge lies the
very basis of Cartesion philosophy and of the worl1view derived
from it,and it was here at

· ; , outse.t Descartes went wrong.'!We-

ntieth century ~hysics has shown us forcefully ~hat there is no
absolute truth in Science and all our concepts and theories are
limited and approximate.
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~HE

(b)

NEWTONIAN EPOCH.

BACK GROUND OF ISSAC NEWTON
THE s.TATE OF SCIENCE IN 16 00 A • D.
The Newtonian Epoch may be considered as early developement of modern science,for' the work of Galilee and Kepler

was

incorporated with that of Newton himself in the first great physical synthesis. In this epoch the science and philosophy had u
undergone

·'I

tremendous change.

The scolastic structure of Universe! knowledge which

ci) •

·· was adopted for training in rationalism had long been adequate •
( ii).

.Gilbert and l'larv.ey .haSf shown how experiment could be

used emperically.
(iii).

Calelio had proved that mathematical

s~plicity

which
v-

which to Copernicus and Kepler was undergoing meaning of celestial phenomena,could be discovered also in in terrestial motion.
(iv).

The

s~olastic

substances and cause,in terms of which mo-

tion of a bo dy had been described in a very unscientific manner
This view of motion was replaced by time,space,matter and force.
A new concept first now clearly defined and used mathematically
to discover how things move,and to measure the actual velocities, acceleration •
(v).
no

C1Jalelio di.s covered that with the helf of experience

continu~l

exertion of force was needed to keep a body in

motion~ · once startf!d it would travel forward by virtue of in-

nate quality somehow similar connected with weight.Here, from
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s~olastic
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tion of a bo dy had been described in q very unscientific manner
This view of motion was replaced by time,space,matter and force.
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(v).
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Qalelio discovered that with the helf of experience

continu~l

exertion of force was needed to keep a body in

motion~ ··once startf'!d it would travel forward by virtue of in-

nate quality somehow similar connected with weight.Here, from
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the above ideas the concepts of mass and inertia were obtained •

.

.(vi).

The mystical

meaning assigned to mathematical harrno-

nies by Copernicus and Kepler was commended to express mathematically in terms of matter and motion.These also found to be explained mechanically either by Galilee by contact in same way as Descartes imagined in his Vortices.
(viiJ. All scientists and almost all philosophers of the 17th. century looked on the world from the Christian standpoint.Descartes
postulated a cosmic mechanism and considered the mathematical laws
of 'nature had been established by GOD. A fundamental theistic assumption was made by all scientific scholers at that time.

ISSAC NEWTON. (1642-1727 A.D~).
"The spacious firmament on high,
With al l the blue etheral sky,
And spangled heav•ns a shining frame,
Their great Original proclaim:
Move round the . dark terrestial ball7
What tho'nor real voice nor sound
Amid their radiant orbs be found7
In reason's ear they .all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious
......An

voice~

Ode to Newton, Joshep Addision.

In 1665 and 1666 A.D. when Newton lived in the quiet place
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' of woolsthorpe, he found out ample time to ponder over various
scientific problems and their solutions.
Fifty years later he wrote as,

1

" In the beginings of the

year 1665, I found the method of :(i). approximetring series, and the rule of requcing any
'
dignity ( i.e. any power ) of any binomial to search
.
2
a ser1es.
(ii). the same yea r in May I found the method of tangent of
Gregory and Slusius and in November had direct method
of flexions.

3

(iii). the next year in January had the theory of colours.
(iv). and in May I had entrance into the realm of flexions.

4

(v). and in the same year ( 1660 ) I began to think of
gravity extended to the orbit of the Mbon, and - - from Kepler's rule of the periodic terms of the planets
in their distance from the centres about which they
revolve, and thereby compared the force requisite to
revolve, the Moon in her orbits with the force of
gravity at the surface of the Earth and found them
answer pretty nearly. All this was the two years of
1665 and 1716.
1. In a manuscript quoted in the preface to "A catalogue of the
Newton MSS Postmouth collection ( Cambridge 1888) pp. viii.
This manuscripts was probably written in or about the year 1716.
2. this is the famous 'binomial ' theorem'. Expansion of (1-x)m,
where ' m ' is +ve or -ve or fractional integers.
3. This is the differential calculus.
4. this is the integral calculus and may be treated as the reverse
of differential calculus.

In the solar system all the planets are revolving round the
SUN - had been established by the scientists Copernicus, Kepler,
and Tryacho Bra ho - but they did not mention the force required
to keep the motion of the planets around the SUN. Newtown deduced
the most celebrated

1

Law of Gravitation

1

and according to which

one body of this Universe attracts other bodies and amount of force
exerted by one body is directly proportional to the product of the
masses say m and m and inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between the bodies, say

1

d '

• In this case the whole of

the mass of the bodies are considered to be concentrated at the
centre of the bodies. The gravitational force will be expressed
as :or

F

Here

.G

F

=

( G is a constant ).

is called to be the Gravitational Constant.

UNIVERSAL GRAVITATION.
" Newtown had grapsed the clue while idly watching
the fall of an apple in the orchard of his home.M
- Voltaire.
The Universal Gravitation plays a great role in explaining
the internal connection between two or more bodies with one another.
in na ture. The domain of this study of Gravitation, from the relation
betw e en gaints stars and between the triffling matters of the Universe. This study again has started in explaining the rotatory motion
of the planets a round the Sun, as explained by Kepler, Isac Newton·
to Einstein of recent age.
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As discussed earlier Kepler tried to answer the question.
In1666 three peoples took up the problem almost sirnultaneously by Borelli,Hook and Newton.
BORELLI:- Borelli who was Professor of Mathematics in Galileo's University of

Pisa,publish~d

a book * in which he said that a planet m

moving in a circular orbit round the Sun had a tendency to recede
from theSuo and he compared the motion will that of a stone in a
sling.He argued that as a planet does not ln actual fact recede from
the Sun,there must be some force drawing it towards the Sun.This
become so equal to the recissive tendency caused by the motion,then
equillibriurn is established ana the planet will revolve continually
round the Sun at a definite distance from it. It was the first

t~e

that the mechanics of the problem had been accurately stated since
the time of Plutarch.
HOOKE:- The same thing was being said in England at almost the same
time by Robert Hooke,

how the path of a

In a paper dated 23 May 1666,he discussed

cel~stial

body could be bent inta a circle or

ellipse,and considered that it might be through Nattractive property
of the body placed in the centre(i.e. the celestialr ) to itself"
Hooke says that if such a force is granted,then "all

thep~nornena

6£

the planets seem possible to be explained by its cornrnom principle
of mechanical motion".
In another paper published eight years later,he attempted

* Theoritical

~ediceorm Planetarurn(l666).This dealt primary with: the

motl9n of Jupitor's satellites,which Galilee had called Medican stars.
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to " explain a system of the world differing in many particulars
from any yet known but answering in all things to the common rules
of mechanical motions. This depends upon three suppositions." The
first supposition is simply Universal Gravitation. " The second is
that all bodies whatsoever continue to move forward in a straight
line untill they are deflected by some effectual powers, sent into
a circle, ellipse, or other more complicated curve." The third supposition is that these forces are strongest at short distance, and fall
in strength as the distance is increased."
Here Hook accurately enanciates the mechanical principles which
govern the motions of the planets, and suggests a universal force

of

gravitation. The theory of planetary motions and of universal force
of gravitation was now almost complete, but it needed the genius of
Newtown to weld in into a consistant whole and to establish that the
musterious force that kept the planets moving in their orbits round
the SUn was identical with the familiar force which caused an apple
to fall

on the Ed rth.
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NEWTON (1642-1722).
Newton's law of gravitation . is applicable to t~e bodies
situated in the Earth at a

lit~

distance again to the stars

situated at a large distance in space.With the helf of this law
the revolutionary idea of movements of all bodies can be explained.This is independent of the composition of the bodies.This
is independent of the composition of the bodies. This is the reason why Newton's law is a UNIVERSAL
Accepted value of

~ne.

*

'G' is (6'67 + 'OOS)X 10 -8 c.g.s.Unit.

NEWTON'S 'CLASSICAL' MECHANICS.
"Newtonian mechanics are valid only for objects consisting
of large number of atoms and velocit,es which are small
compared to the speed of LIGHTM.
The heavenly bodies,to Aristotle divine,incorruptible and
different in kind from our imperfect world were brought into the
*Some deviations have been

observe~

near the vicinity of the SUN

Where the dttraetive force is tremendous one,e.g.PERHELION; the
neares't point of the planet to the Sun during its revolution in
the orbits shows a whirling motion per hundred years.
In case of theory of relativity where the mass of a moving
body depends on its movements and distance of t he two bodies is relative to the other position of the bodies,this law cannot be applied adequately.This law is not applicable in case of very little distance as 1 0~.

llg

.range of man's enquiry.These were shown to work in an gigentic
mathematical harmony in according to which dynamical principles
e stablis hed by t~e terrestial experiments and inductions of Galilee and Newton. Ke himself apPleed his theory to the movement of the
pl~nets and was able to explain the basic features of

the solar sys-

tem.His planetory model was greatly simplified.
However,the gravitational influence of the planets on each o
other had been neglected

an~

thus he

found that there were cer-

tain irregularities which . he was not able to explain.He resolved
this problem by assuming that GOD was always preseet in the Unive' ;rse. to correct these irregularities.

NEWTON 1 S

11

THREE LAWS OF MOTION 11 •

"Newton • s three· laws of motion may be termed as

1

AXIOl'!S".

The laws of motion stand on much the same footing as the
'AXIOMS' of Euclid Geometry.Newton 1 s axioms stoo9 more or less unchallanged ' for two hundred

Y7a~,untill

E.Mach pointed out that the

supposed definations were not definition but assumptions,the specified a particular kind of mechanical system to which thetheorern of
the "PRINCIPIA" apply
Law I Every body perseveres in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line,except in so far as it

~ is

compelled to cha-

nge that state of impressed force.
Lawil- Change of motion(i.e. rate of change of momentum~.v) is
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proportional to· the moving force impressed and takes place in the
direc~ion

of the straight line which such force is impressed.
Foem.v

·'"'

or

Where, m= mass of the body;

F= k.m.v = m.f.

v=velocity of the moving body

f= acceleration of the moving body,
k=constant of pripertionality.
Law iii.--Reaction is always equal and opposite to action,that is
to say,the action of the two bodies upon each other are
always equal and directly opposite.
KINEMETRIC EQUATION OF RECTILINER MOTION.

(i) Determination of the

distanc~

's' travelled by a body moving

with a velocity 'u' and a uniform acceleration 'f' after 't' sec.
s= vt --------------(1).
(ii). Determination of the final velocity of a body moving with an
initial velocity 'u' and a uniform acceleration 'f' after
' t ' sec.

2

(a) • s= ~ ft ------ (2).
(b).

s= ut

+

~ft

2

if u=o

------ (3).

if

u+. o.

(iii). Determination of the final velocity of a moving body
travelling with uniform acceleration 'f' {after ' t ' sec.
(c) v = u+ft------- (4). u= initial velocity.
v = final velocity.
(iv). Determination of velocity acquired by a particle after traveiling a distance 's' with .a unoform acceleration 'f'
2
2
(d). v = u + 2fs.-----(5).

IMPROVENENT OF MATHEMATICS.

"Mathematics is the ~lf way between Physics and Philosophy"

The infinitesimal calculus was developed in different forms
by Newton and Leibniz, independently. The introduction of the idea of.·
varuing velocity demanded a method of dealing with the rates of variv-

qtion of changing quantities.A constant velocity is measured by the
space 's • described in a time 't' ' ,and the quantity s/t will be the s
same however great or small's'and•t-may be.But,if the velocity vary,
its value at any

~nastant

can only be found by taking a time so short

that the velocity does not change appreciably,and measuring the spac
space

~escribed

in that short

time.~~en

1

and 't 1 are reduced withe-

S'

out limit and become infinitesimal, their quotient gives the velocity
at the indtant,and this was written by their quotient gives the velv

ocity at the instant,and this was written by Leibinz as ds/dt,which
is called the differential

coeffi~ient

of

1

S

1

with

~gard

to

Newton,in his method of fluxions,wrote the same quantity as

~

•

'A

;,.

1

1

,a

•

notation which is less convenient and is now superseded by that of
~ibnz's.

Any two quantities which depend on each other may be tre-

a ted i n the same way,and the

rat~

of variation of 'x'and ' y ' rnay be wri-

•

tten as dx/dt in Leibniz 1 s notation or 'x 1 in

•

Newto~.

* The values pf these differential coefficient for different fun-

can be calculated; for instance,if y= xn it can be shown that
dy/dx

=

nx

n-1

•

The converse process,the summation of differentials,or the
~stimation of a quantity itself from a knowledQe of its rates of

change,is called integration,and usually an operation of greater
difficulty. It is needed in such problems as Newton's calculation of
the attraction ~f a whole sphere from the attractions of each of its
all particles. *
An equation which contains differential equations;the difficulty usually is to integrate and thus to solve them. **
FORCE,ENERGY,WORK.
wThe whole dynamical Universe is the manifestation of
different kinds of enevgies.M
Newtonian mechanics the idea of force,energy and work are
proved to be essential for deducting different workinqs of the mechanics.
Force as defined by Newton, is "any acticn on a body which
changes,or tends to change,its stable rest or uniform motion in a
straight line."
*TO each differentiation there corresponds an integration;thus,to the
example of differentiation given above,there corresponds the inten+l
n
··rl
X
gral of x ,it can be shown that
x dx = n+r +c,

* * As a simple example,the equatdon ydx+xdy = O.can be integrated as
dx

-X
dx

and we get - X

<~f

+ ~
l

=

dy
+ - y =0. The terms can then be integrated,
c or logx+loqy = c.
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Generally ENERGY is defined . , ::; s the capacity of a body for
- doil)g work.
~t may be said that the whole dynamical Universe is the

modification of different kinds of energies.Like the conservation
of mass which cannot be considered as absolute due to the £orrnulation of Einstien's celebrated equation normally E=

M.C 2 ,

show-

inq the interconversion o£ mass into UNERGY and vice verse.Norv

mally it is stated that like the mass when one kind o£ energy is
converted into another kind of energy is evoved.This is also restricted due to tQe principle of comversion of energy into mass.
However,£or our purpose of classification o£ different
kinds of energies are as follows:-_
(a).Mechanical (b).Electrical (c).Light (d).Sound (e).Magnetic
(£).Chemical (g).Atomic energy.
(a).Mechanical energy is divided into (i). Kinetic
(j ).

(ii).Potential

Kinetic energy is the energy due to the movement of the

mass 'm' with a velocity 'v'.
OuatJcative expression of kinetic energy of mass is

~v 2 •

( ii). Potent.ial energy is the energy of the mass 'm 'when the
position of the mass is changed from its standered position.In this
position the the'm' acquirs certain energy within it whenever position it is allowed to return to its standard position the stored
energy will be manifestated.
From the above,we find that mechanical energy requires s
some mass or the some total of the absolute particles named as
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ATOMS and MOLECULES of certain bodies and is governed by the
postulates of Newtonian mecnanics.
The established laws are not only applicable tG the terrestial substances,rather they are also applicable to the masses
of the Universe .
Thus we come across Newton's mechanical models of the
Universe.
SPACE AND TIME : IN NEWTONIAN MECHANICS.
"Absolute space,in its own nature,without regard to anything external,remains always similar and immovable;absolute,true,
and mathematical time,of itself and by its own nature,flows uniformly,without regard to anything external."
· -Newton.
The conceptions of absolute space and time,underlie in Newton's dynamics and astronomy.Newton says that he 'does not define
, ,Space andMotion,as being well known to all' but he distin-

Time

guishes between,on the one hand,relative space and time as
~ed

measu~

by our senses in terms of natural bodies and motions,and,on

the other hand absolute time which flows equally -without regard
to anything external".The idea of'flow' brings in that of..f time as
a necessary component;hence this definition of time as a necessary
component; and this 'flow'is circular one,it served Newton well
enough.
Newton concluded that a body moves in a straight line thro-

.&.c..v .--

and it has continued to run for ever since,like a machine governed
by immutable laws.
The mechanistics view of nature is thus closely related

to

a rigorous determinism.The gre . Cosmos machine was seen as being
completely causal and determinate,All that happened had a definite
cause abd .gave rise t0 a definite effect.~e future of any part of
the system could be predicted with absolute certainty if its state
at any time has known in details,
Physicists of this period were encouraged by the brilliant
·successof Newtonian mechanics,in astronomy and they tried to explain great number of natural phenomena.
(i). the continuous motion of fields;
(ii). the vibrations of elastic bodies.
(iii). the heat reduceq to mechanics for explanation of water
e.g.ice,water and water vapour with the change of temperature.
In early 19th. century all scientists believed that UNIVERSE was a huge mechanical system running according to the laws of
rnotion.Newtonian mechanics or classical mechanics was considered
tp be the ultimate theory of natural phenomena,but it was less than
a hundred years later that new reality was discovered and this
made the limitation of the Newtonian ideas.At the same time showed
that none of its feature is absolute one.
This realization did not come abruptly but was started by
gradual developements of scientific thoughts and thus prepared
the way for the scientific revolutios of our time.

l

~ewton,in

~I 1

spite of his mathematical power,tried to maintain

an empirical attitude.It was not that he had no philosophical or
the ological

inte rest.~uite

the contrary,he was a philosopher and

d eeply religious man.In spite of his rejection of all philosophic
systems as a basis for science and of . all unverifiable hypothesis
in its building,he definitely assumed implicitly a metaphysical
systems which had all

t~e

greater influence on thought because it

was not explicitly stated.
At; _) later date,Newton•s science was taken by others as the
basis of a mecha nical philosophy,but that was not the fault of Newton or his friends.They tried their best in theological language
to make clear their belief.
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( t),NINTEENTH-

CENTU~Y

PHYSICS.

"In Nineteenth-century the begining and the end of the Sun
and the Earth as they exist at the present were made clear
by science,it must be pointed out that the bearing of the
res·ult on the metaphysical problem d!f the oriqin,meaning of
the UNIVERSE as a whole is very small.The lives of the sun
and earth, in.deed of the whole galaxy of stars ,might be traced

trom the prirneav•l

nebula to the final dead state;one

would but have traced a few stages in the evolution of the
r·
COSMOS,and would still be as £ar as ever from the mystery

of its existence".
The nineteenth century is to be regarded as the begining of
the scientific age, due to the rapid growth of our knowledge of
nature.The study of nature is as old as mankind;in the primitive
arts of life we have the application of

~

the fragmentary knowle-

dge of the properities of matter,and in early myfb and fable we
have theories of the origin of the world and a man founded on the
evidence then available,But,during the last hundred or hundred and
fifty years the whole conception of the natural UNIVERSE has been
changed by the recognition that man,physic41 laws and processes as
the world around him separately from the world, The scientific methods of observation,induction,deduction ahd experiment are applicable,not only to the original

subject~atter

of pure science,but

to nearly all the many and varied fields of human thought and
activity.
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DUring the nineteenth century we see scientific invest~gation, undertaken in a search for pure knowledge,begining to procede and to suggest practical applications and inventi9ns;
this there is a , great

~xpansion

du~

to

due to the mechanical principles

and this became competent to account for the whole Universe.
The broad tendency of the peri0d now to be brought under
review is the .t he gradual extention of the experimental and mathematical methods of to other subjects of physics,and,as far as applicable,to chemistry and biology also.The study of science at that
time d+vorced from the persuit of philosophy. During this period the
~cientists · continutd

v

to elaborate the mechanistic
model of the Uni.

verse in physics,biology,psychology,and the social sciences. As a
result the Newtonian world-machine became a much more complex and
subtle structure.At the same time,new discoveries and new ways of
·.\;.h.inking made the limitations of the Newtonian model apparent and
prepared the way for the scientific revolutions of the twentieth
century.

FIELD PHYSICS.
"Let us fathom it,whatever may . befall
In this, thy nothing,may I find my all.N
- J.W.Goethe.
One of the 19th. century developements was the discovery of
electric and magnetic phenomena that involved a new type of force
and could be described appropriately by the mechanistic model.
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From Newton's theory of mutual attraction between two bodies
situated at certain distance we get an idea of the gravitational
field. The general classical field is a kind of tension or stress
which can exist in empty space in the absence of matter. It reveals
itself in producing forces which act on any material objects that
happens to lie in the space the field occupies e.g. electromagnetic,
gravitational. The chief

ch~racteristic

of a classical field is

that it is the strength of a given point varies smoothly as they
moves in a space. Quantitavely this may be defined as
F

=

F

m
= ----~
r2

Field strength, r= distance of another particle from the point

mass 'm'.
With the inclusion of the principle of relativdty, the classical field theory gives a

satis~actory

explanation of all large-

1

scale phenomena of the Universe.
The wave theory of light opened the first chapter in what is
called ' FIELD PHYSICS '· Production of field involves
(i).

1

FORCE '•

In the first, the field produced electro-magnetic force
within the work of Faraday and Maxwell.

(ii). In the second, Einstein explained gravitation in terms
of Geometry.
(iii). Third, the field produced by the Weak force like radioactivity.
(iv). Fourth, field produced by the strong force due to the
structure of nuclie of atoms where protons with protons,
protons with neutrons and neutrons with neutrons

,
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ELEcrROMAGNETIC EFFECT THEORY OF LIGHT •
In

19th. century upto the time of Fresnel light was studied

as an isolated group of phenomena having nothing to do with other
phenomena such as 111agnetism and electricity. BUt in later period
of time it has been observed that if a card be laid on a bar-magnet
and iron fillings be scattered over the card, they cling together
in chains, showing the lines in which the magnetic force acts.
Faraday imagined that a such lines of tubes of force,·connecting
magnetic poles or electrical charges, have a real existence in a
magnetic or electric field perhaps as a chain of polarized particles. *
If they were in a state of strain like rubber cords, streched longitudinally and compressed transversely, they would spread themselves
throughout

the medium and would draw magnetic poles or electric

charges together, thus explaining the phenomena of attraction whether real or not, Faraday's lines of force give ready and convenient
way of representing the stress in the insulating medium of electric
field.
Faraday's ideas were in advance of his time and were expressed
in unfamiliar language. But when, 30 years later

c.

Maxwell transla-

ted those ideas into mathematical form, and developed them into a
theory of electromagnetic waves, their full importance were realized.
In classical electrodynamics the theory constructed by Faraday and
Maxwell, the fields are primary physical entities which can be studied without any reference to material bodies.
In

1872, Clark Maxwell working on the hypothesis of displace-

·----------------------------* Polarization here, signifies motion of a particle in definite
direction.
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ment of current in diaelectric ' arrived at the conclusion that in
electro-magnetic disturbance should travel in space with a speed
given by ,

v

= -c- -

where

'k'

and~

= s.r.c. and permeability

I

of the medium respectively.
c =ratio of the E.M.U. to the E.s.u. quantity of electricity= 3Xlo
in vacuum, K = 1. Hence v=c= 3Xl0

10

10

•

• ems/sec. which concides with the

velocity of . light in vacuum.
This led Maxwell's to put forward his famous ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
EFFECT THEORY.

In Maxwell's theory, the vibrations in wave theory are replaced by the oscillations of electric and magnetic intensity which are
mutually perpendicular to each other _and also perpendicular to the
direction of energy. Vibrating electric and magnetic field can travel
through space in the form of radio-waves, light-waves or other kinds
of electro-magnetic radiation.
From above consideration it is evident that, by replacing the
concepts of a force with much subtler concepts of force-field Michael
Faraday and Clerk Maxwell were the first to go beyond Newtonian
physics,

1

showing that the fields had their own reality and could be

studied without any reference to material ·bodies. This theory, called
electrodynamic~,

culminated in the realization that was in fact a

rapidly alternating electromagnetic field travelling through space
in the form of waves.

1. Capra, Fritze£,

11

The Tao of Physics .. , Berkeley : Shambala

( London ) Wildwood House. pp-95.
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While electromagnetism dethroned Newtonian mechanics as the
ultimate theory of natural

phenomena, J ~ ~new

trend of thinking arose

that went beyond the image of the Newtonian world-machine and was
to dominate not only the , nineteenth century but all future scientific thinking.It involved the idea of evolution;of change;growth,
and developement.The theory of the solar system proposed by both
nnmanual Kant and Pierre , Laplace was based

~

~n

evolutionary concepts.

l

' \' l'-

These ideas formed the intelectual background to the most farreaching formulation of evolutionary thought- the

theo~y

•

of the evo-

'

lution of species in biology. The discovery of evolution in biology
forced scientists to abondon the Creation conception of the world as
a machine that had emerged fully constructed from the hands of its
Creator.

Instead,the Universe had to be pictured as an evolving and

ever changing system in which

complex structures developed from

simpler forms.While this new way of thinking was elaborated 1n the
life sciences,evolutionary concepts also emerged in physics.However,
whereas in biology evolution meant a . movement towa+d increasing
order and complexity,in physics,it carne .to mean just the oppositea movement toward increasing disorder.

*

1. Capr•, Fritjop, "The Turning Point, Flemingo edition
London, WIX3LA, 1988. pp-58.
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HEAT AND THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
"The i dea of 'the correlation of forces' and 'the persistence
of\ force' developed into the definite physical principle which came to be known as the 'conservation of energy'
HEAT -- CALORIFIC THEORY.
In earlier period of science the theory of heat was a

sub ~~•

tle,jndivisible,weightless fluid,passing between the particles of
bodies with perfect freedom. This was recognized as · the calorific·_
theory,according to which heat is the measurement of quantities of
heat was done. The developement of heat by friction was explained
by the calorists on the supposition that the fillings on
the

he~t

abrasion~.,

was squesed out and thus made manifest.
But as physical explanation,the theory of molecular agita-

tion had

alway~

appealed to the more scientists like Boyle end Newton

In 1738 Daniel Bernoulli had shown that,i£ a gas be imagined to c
consists of molecules on

th~

walls of the containing vessel would

explain the pressure,and the pressure would increase proportionately as the gas was compressed or the temperature raised,as experiment required.In 1798 count Rumford,an American, showed by experiments on t9e borlng of cannon that the heat evolved was roughly
proportional to the total work done,and bore no relation to the amount of shcvings.Neverthe -less the fluid theory survived for another
half century.
But by 1840 it had become apparant that some at all events
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of the different powers of nature were mutually convertible. In
1842 J.R. Ma y e r upheld the possibility of the conversion of work
or visa viva into heat and heat into work. Mayer calculated a numerical value for its mec hanical equivalent ~.L In the same year Sir
w.R. Grove known by his invention of a voltaic cell, explained in
a lecture the idea of the interrelation of a natural powers, and
elaborated it in a book published in 1846 under the title of 'The
correlation of physical Forces~;-: This and the independent study in
1847 by the great German, physists and mathematicians H.L.F. von
Helmholtz ( 1820-1894), Ueber die Erthaltung der Kraft, 'contained
the earliest general account of the Principle nQw known as the
"CONSERVATION OF ENERG'f".

DUring the years from (1840-1894) rneasurd experimentally
..

"\;"

the amount of heat liberated by the expenditure of electrical and
mechanical work. Mathematically he established a relation between
work done due to expenditure of heat as W

=J

X H,where

'J' is

reco9nised as mechanical equivalent of heat.
Joule's definite experimental result that work and heat
were equivalent gave power and point to the idea called by Grove
the "Co-rrelation of forces .. and by Helmholtz "the persistence of
force''• That idea was thus developed into the definite physical
Principle which came to be known as the "conservation of energy•.
Energy, as an exact physical quantity, was new to science. The
c~ocept

1.
on of

which underlay it had previously been expressed by an
.I'i.iebig.s Annalen, May, 1842. 2. Grove, W.R. "The CorrelatiLondon,l847.

Phy~lcal Force~,
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~naccurate

and confusing duplication of meaning of the

word"FORCE~

a confusion which had been pointed out by Young. Energy may be
defined as the power of doing work, and, in the conversion
plete, may be

me~sured

}:\e

c~l'l · 

by the work done. The use of the word

'ENERGY' in this specialised sense is due to Rankine and William
Thomson.
Joule's experiments showed that, in the cases he inve,'tigated, the total amount of energy in a system is constant, the
quantity lost as work reappearing as heat. General evidence led
to the extension of the result to the other changes, where, for
instance, mechanical energy is converted 'intG electrical energy,
or chemical energy into animal heat. Till recent years all known
facts were consistent with the statment . that the total energy of
an isolated system is constant in amount.
The Principle of the conservation of energy, thus established, is comparable with the older Principle of the conservation of mass, identical with the conservation of mass. Thus
besides mass emerges. in our consciousness, chiefly because it
remains unchanged throught a series of transformations. We find
it convenient to recognize the existence of that quantity, to use
it as a scientific concept, and to give it a name. We call it
energy, measured its changes by the amount of work done or by the
amount of heat developed, and, somewhat laboriously and after
much doubt rediscover its constancy.

1 37.

By none of the processes known to nineteenth-century physics could matter or energy be created or destrOyed. In the twentieth-century there have appeared indications that matter itself
is a form of

energy~

and

thc~ t

transformation from one form to the

other are not impossible, but, until recent years, matter and
energy were rigidly distinguished.
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(J}THE SPIRIT OF ENQUIRY AND THE MODERN SCIENTIFIC
DISCIPLINE OF OCCIDENT IN TWEENTH CENTURY.

"Things derive their being and nature by mutual
dependence and are nothing in themselves"
- Nagarlu~~(BUddhist sage).
The civilization in which we live today is the product
of the human discipline known as modern science. There are two
aspects of science, the first is pul:(l science, whicn tries earnestly to understand the truth of nature through a dispassionate
enquiry, and the second is applied science

i~

which the truth

discovered by pure science flows as technical invention for the
enhancement and enricrunent of

~uman

life. Knowledge leads to power

and power leads to control and mainipulation of the

f~rces

of

nature. Every new discovery in pure science at some stage or other,
becomes converted into applied science. And as the result, as revealed in recent history , is the saga of

m~ern

scientific discovery

and inventions resulting im the world-wide technological civilization today. It is a most fdscinating study how the human mind,
disciplined in the persuite of science developes the capacity to
truth after truth. This led to our

extr~rdinary

modern age of

nuclear science and space travel.
In the modern time scientific thoughts rendered other
thoughts, e.g. religion, ethics, art, politics and economics to

13 9.

explosive and revolutionary One.The modern thought is a scientific
one.The aim of science is to study nature and human experience
.To quote Karl Pearson:"l'he classification of facts,the recognition of their sequence and relative significance,is the function of science,
and the habit of rorming a judgement upon these facts com... .

""""""'

by personal feeling is characteristic of what may be made
the scientific frame of mind•.
This quality of the scientific mind,and the mood and temper of its approach,have enabled science to extract nature its secrets,first from one field,then from another and transform nature's
forces into agencies for service of man.
This quality of the scientific mind,and the mood and temper of its approach,have enabled science to

extr~ct

nature its sec-

rets,firs·t from one field,tnen from another and transform nature's
forces into agencies for service of man.
The history of science in recent centuries is the history
of the

truim~of

the spirit of free enquiry over,mere opinion,

. untested belief,prejudice ana dogmas. It is remark~le adventure of
the humane spirit which has borne a bounded fruits not only method
but also material,for,science as a lucifera has flowed into science as fructifera.This brings a bumper crop of discoveries and invention which has transformed beyond recogni;ion for the world in
wh.~ c}t

rJe

live.

1. Pear~on, Karl ; · · ·--,~~ ~.: "'fhe Gramme~ of Science, 1900 pp-6
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In Western civilization;the interests has been increasingly focussed on single science upto the early period of twentieth
century.In the nineteenth century was the century of conflicts and
division;the

twentie~entury

oncilation and

uni~n.The

bids fair

t~ becQ~e

the century of

rec~ ~

discovery of different scientific phenomena

of the nature in occidental scientific world,the ontological viewpoint has been gradually preferred

~s

in India.western Science att-

empted to make chaotic diversity of sense-experience correspond to
a logicdlly uniform system of thought.In this system single experiences must be correlated with theoretical structure in aucm a way
that the resulting co-ordination is unique and convincing.It has :
been further realized that the spirit,unbiased by personal attachments and aversions

th~t

makes a study scientific and not mere the

subject matter of that study.In fine,in this century the wider view
of science as a discipline and a temper enables us treat the scientific study of the facts of the inner world which religion has set
to itself for enquiry.
And this has been in Indian approach that made religion in
the West endeavours have been made to meet the challange of advancing knoweledge.
Another view of the

nat~re

of this scientific

enquiry which directs A, Einstein to study science is worthy of men-.
tioninig:"A supernatural cm>SMIC SENSE is the source of eternal desire
f<Dr studying science and finding

Olllt.

the absolute truth.
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I l)lave felt with gratitude and awe the grandure of GOD ·. -'
who ·. with mysterious power and invincing energy manifests HIMSELF
with HIS we ll-re gulated and disciplined to rule the COSMOS.The
spirit pf search of this invisible existence

cons~itutes

my reli-

gious enquiry and my GOD.I firmly believe that the COSMOLOGICAL
SENSE OF RELIGION is the source of greatest and powerful driving
force for scientific investations.In ths materialistic age the
v

·

scientists are the persons with a sinceremost craving for truth
and

kno~ledge

can only realize the ULTIMATE ONE".

The scientific way

ofla~~ng

concepts differ from that

which we use in our .dlai·ly life. This is to some extent depends on
merely in

th~

more precise definition of concepts and conclusions,

more painstaking and systemic choice of experimental materials
and greater logical economy.By this last the efforts to requce
all concepts and corelations to a few as possible logically independent basic concepts and axioms.
From the very begining there has always been present the
attempt to find a unifying

the~retical

basis for all these single

sciences consisting of a minimum of cohcepts and relationships
of the single discipline might be derived by logical process.
Thi s what i s meant by the search for a foundation of the whole
of the Physics.
From what has been said it is clear that the word 'FOUN~TION'

in this connection does

no~

mean something analogous in
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all respects to the foundation of a building. Logiaally

conside~

·

red,of course , the various single laws of physics rest upon this
foundation. But whereas a building may be· seriously dameged by a
heavy storm or flood,yet its foundation remain in tact,in science
the logical foundation is always in greater danger from new experiences or new knowledge than are the branch disciplines with their closer experimental contacts.Once a poundation is established
for the unified theory,but likewise its greatest danger in face
of any new factor.This is the cause of the so-called revolutionaary epochs of the science have not more often and more completely
changed its foundaticn.' than has actually been the case.
The first attempt to lay a uniform theoretical foundation
was the work of Newton. In · .his system everything is reduced to
the following concepts:(i). mass-point with invariable mass
(ii).action at a distance between any pair o£ mass-point,
(iii). law of motion for the mass-point.
There was not strictly speaking any all-embraci foundation,
because an explicit law was formulated only for the actions-at-a
distance of gravitation;while for other,. acti~ns-at-a nothing was
PRIORI except the laws of equality of ACTIO ~nd REACTIO.
Newton's mechanics was adopted as the most succesful in
explaiming all the scientific investigations and was regarded as
final upto the end of nineteenth century. The Universe was cons!-
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as a huge mechanical system running according to the laws of mot~

ion.Newtonian mechanics was considered as to be the ultimate theory of natural phenomena.
But it
was

w~s

discovere ~This

less than a hundred years that new reality wa
made the limitations of the

~ewtonian

ideas.

At the same time it has been proved that none of its feature is
absolute one.
This realization did not come abruptly but was started by
gradual developement o·f scientific thoughts and this prepared the
way for the revolution of our time.Due to this revolutionary
changes we are now in an UNIVERSE of different kind than the
Newton's one.

(~),MODERN

AGE.

"The expansion of human thought and the greater and precision of _the astronomer's instruments have resulted in the
repl a c ement of one image of the Un!verse by another.The
new image does not in itself destroy the dignity of man.Indeed,the fact trodt the mind of m•n can so

e~lore

and com-

prehend this vast sideral world enhances his dignity.Nor
does it annihilate GOD,or the possibility that there are spheres of existance other than the material levels of consciousness and perception different those of human beings.It
does,however, raise acute theological,metaphysical,and
epistemological issues.It 9ompels us to comsider afresh our
ideas of the nature of the Universe,of man,and GOD,to search for new and more adequate images.Perhaps in this task a
study of mysticism may be irrelvant of without value".
--swami Rangathananda.

~ the earlier decades of the twentieth century the methoc~

logy and idea of this Universe has been undergone a profound change
due to the discoveries of ~

1

(a).theory of relativity by A.Einstein;
(b). discovery of the quantum theory and quantum mechanics;
(c).physice of high-energy particles.
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(a).THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
"Nature and Nature's law hide in
God said,let Newton be and •11 was light.
But not for

~

long,let Einstien be,the Devil said

And lol 'twas a dark, the light fled."
--A.Pope.
Theory of relativity has proved that all scientific knowledge based on sense perception is only relative.The important idea
of the theory of relativity-consciousness of observer and the act
of observation should be with reference to the same frame of reference -invali tated 'objective 'attitude mf

nature • -r_;

This theory of relativity is ome . of the fundamental theories of nature and the presemt time it needs further

expl~nation

phi-

losophically,physically and mathemarically.It has a leading position by right among the achievement of the advaneeg physical

thoug~

hts of the 20th. century.
various scientific natural phenomena and the applicataon in
different kinds of technology invented on the basis of this theory
has changed the social, political and economic •spect of the human
society in an enormous ways. It has also changed the view of the
Universe so far as the philosophical QSpects are concerned. 1n fine,
the theory of relativity and other several sophisticated corolaries
have changed the picture of the present world.
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The new conception in science due to final

~nalysis,

however,

it may be seemed to be originated one invariably rests on the foundation of previous knowledge, and is the

s~~etime

new conception of

the present time leads to new conception of the fature.
FORHATION OF THE NOTIONS OF RELATIVITY AND THE UNIVERSE.
ARISTOTLE:-(384-322B.C.)
In the 'PHYSICS', Aristotle brings up the concept of natural
motion as a basic concept of dynamics. BOdies that occupy places
that are not natural for them are implied to move, whereas those in
their natural places or not. No natural motion can exist, according
to Aristotle, if every point of space is equivalent. He also denied
the existence of a vacuum. In vacuum; e.i. in a uniform space, he
pointed out that no-body can say why a bP.dy get in motion would stop,
e.i. in a uniform space . for wmy should it stop in one place and
not another? This Aristotalian motion contradicts the viewpoint of
Greek atomists; Democritus and Epicurus who cl•imed that there is
an infinite outer space which contains things and is the arena for
their movement. Aristotle refused to accept the notion that time
is independent of events. His arguement was that time

ca~not

exist

without change, that is if the present were not different in each
situation but remain the same, there would be no time.
At the foundation of Aristotelian dynamics and cosmology
there lies the concept of an active causation that sustains every
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kind of motion. Thus,in case of radial motion(the Earth was believed to be the centre of the Universe), Aristotle held, did not
affect the static harmony of the centre and the sPheres.
As mentioned above, Aristotle defined form as the force
that makes matter be what it is. Moreover, he believed

the~

(Greek for intellect, Universal spirit) to be the "form of all
forms". Thus his idealism had spilled over into theology. The
~

Unive rsal NUS is the "primary power" tmat governs the expedient
motion of the whole Universe. It was this aspect of Aristotle's
philosophy tha t interested scholastics in the Middle Ages as St.
Themas Aquinas.
NICOLAUS COPERNICUS(l473-1543A.O.)
In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus published "De revolutions
or bium coelestium'• (On the

Revol~tions

of the Heavenly Orbs).

This introuduced a new theory concerning the Universe, and this
led inevitably to fresh concepts of relative motion and physical
relativity. Copernicus found the following analogy;
the sailors abroad a ship sailing in calm weather

It seems to

th~t

everything

around the ship is moving, as if refleeting its movement, whilst
they believe that they themselves as well as everything close to
them are at re s t. Obviously, Copernicus continued the arguements,
the same occurs for a moving Earth and it seems to us that the
rest of the Universe rotates around us~f

1. Copernicus J.F. Dobson & S.Brodetsky. Royl Astronomjcal
London, 1 947.
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So, in terms of kinematics, it is

~ually

possible for

either the observer or the observed to be in motion, either one
could be at rest. However, considerations of an astronomical •nd
philosophical nature led Copernicus to the view that immobility
of the Earth was illusory and that it moved around the sun. Coper-

'
nicus's ldeas were later taken up by Galileo.
GIOR~NO

BRUNO(l548-1600A.O.)

Giordano Bruno developed Copernicus's teaching philosoph!cally·. He criticised the doctrines of Aristotle and Ptolemys become
in fact a proponent of the philosophy of Democritus and Epicurus.
He rejected Aristotle's teaching of finiteness of the Universe,
of the opposition of the earth and the heavens, and that there
was an absolutely fixed centre im the Universe.

GALILEI

G~LILEO(l564-1642A.O.)

Whilst advocating copernicus's teachings, Galilei Galileo
p'roposed his own Principle of relativity, and to illustrate it,
he described the motions to be observed in ship at sea. This description is contained in his "Dialogo sopra i due massimi sistemi
del mundo: tolemaico e copernico"(Dialogue About Two Basic Systems
of the World: Ptolemy and Copernicus's). Having described what
happened when the ship was

~t

rest he pointed out that if the ship

was then to move at some speed and provided its motion was uniform
(no rolling or pitching) then none of the phenomena would be
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· ·changed in the slightest nor could an observer distinguished
wtaether the ship was moving or standing still.;L
This formulation contains q very important
ciple, the Galilean Principle of relativity. No

p~sical

m~chanical

Printest

will re<lveal whether a system is at rest or is moving uniformly
in a straight line. Any movememt within these two reference frames
is identical.
A.Einstein paid a great deal of attention to Galileo's
~cientific

heritage. He noted, in particular, the striking simi-

larity between the contributions of

Far~day

and Maxwell

i~

their

epoch and those of Galileo and Newton in the 17th.century.
IS~C

THE RELATIVITY

NEWTON(1643-1727A.D.) .

P~INCIPLES

OF MECHANICS:THE GALLELIAN TRANSFORMATION.
ClASSICAL MECHANICS.'

Classical Mechanics gives an accurate description of
motion of particles that are heavier than individual atoms and
that move with velcities much smaller than the velocity of light.
The classical mechanics explains correctly the motion of CELESTIAL
BODIES like planets, stars and macroscopic as well as microscopic
terrestial bodies moving with non-relativistic velocity(i.e.velocity of the moving particles must be less than the velocity of
light).
Classical Mechanics includes the concept of
mass (b) Absolute space (c)Absolute time.
1. Glizzi, M.

•storia della fi~ca'Torino, 1965.

(~)

Absolute
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(a). concepts of mass :In Newtonian mechanics,
{i). the mass of a body does not depend on ·the velocity of
its motion;
( ii). · the mass of an isola ted system of bodies does not change
with any processes occuring within the system ( law of
conservation of mass

).

(b). concept of space :Newtown asswned that space is absolute and

11

exists in itself,

without relation to anything external and remains unaffected under
all circumstances ... This meant to say that the length of an object
is independent of the conditions under which it is measured such as
the motion of the object or the experiment.

It is three dimentional,

continous, static, infinite, .uniform and i;e. isotropic.
(c). Concept of Time :According to Newtown, time is absolute by its very nature
'
flowing uniformly without reference
to anything external. Hence

there is a universal time flowing at a constant rate, unaffected
by the motion or position of objects and observers. This implies
two things

:-

(i). The interval of time between two events has the , sarne
value for all observers, irrespective of their motion.
(ii) • .If two events are simultaneous for an observer, they
are simultaneous for all observers, irrespective of
their sta te of motion.
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NEWTON IAN RElATIVITY.
The Newtonian principle of relativity may be stated as
" Absolute motion which is the transition of a body from one
absolute place to another absolute

~lace,

can never be detected,

Translatory· motion can only be perceived only in the form of
motion relative to other material bodies."
This implies that if we are drifting at a uniform speeds in
a closed spaceship, all the phenomena observed and all the experiments performed inside the ship will appear to be the same as if
the ship were not in motion, This means that the rudimental physical laws and principles are identical in all inertial frames of
reference; Which is a system of co-ordinate axes which defines the
position of a particles in two or three dimensional space. The
simplest frame of r e ference is the familiar· Cartesian system of
co-o rdi nates, in which the position of the particles is specified
by i t s three co-ord i nates x, y, z along the three perpendicular
axes.
THE GALLELIAN TRANSFORMATION
An absolute frame of reference S; fixed with erespect to
abs olute space in an inertial frame, and the transition from one
such frame to another is accomplished by a Galilean transformation
i .e. x : x+v.t;

y = y;

z = z and t = t.

If a particle wi th a mass

1

m 1 is moving in aG absolute refer-

ence system 1 S 1 accord.i ng to the second law of motion we have
2
2
md xI dt = F. If now we consider another inertial reference 1 S';
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and because according to Newtonian mechanics

1

F

1

and

1

m

are

1

absolute quantities, i.e. they are the same in both reference
frames ( F = F, m ; m ) then using the Galelian transformations,
it is shown that in the new reference system, m.d

2

x I dt

2

=

F.

This means that Newton 1 s .second law is invariant with respect to
these transformations. Thus all internal reference frames are
equivalent and there is ·no way of detecting absolute space.
THE SPECIAL THEORY OF RElATIVITY

" A 's pecial non-sense " '!
The invarience of all natural laws under the Lorentz transformations was first suggested by Poincare. Finally in 1905 Einstein showed that this transformation corresponded to the properities of unified four dimensional space-time manifold. This fact
was best expressed later by M. Minko.w ski. This development marks
the start of the era of the special theory of relativity.

In order to study of this theory, it is not enough to learn
the difinations and formula, we must change the very nature of our
Physical thought, disentangle ourselves from conventional doctrines and rise to a higher level of Perception. From our own experience we know how difficult it is • We have pass through a stage of
setting up and resolving a number of " Paradoxes " of the theory.
Only by reapeatedly reasoning these paradoxes can we be concieved
of the valadity of this theory • This sequence of events occured
in Physics throughout the first half of the 20th. century.
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THE EQUATION OF SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY

The equations are readily obtained by considering the
relation between the place and time of individual events referred to two systems of co-ordinates in uniform reccilinear
motion with respect to each other, adhering to the principle of
equivalance and the constance of the velocity of light as shown
below :x

= a( x-vt ); y

=

y; z

=

z; t

2
=a( t-v /c ).
X

Comparing these e q uations with these of classical mechanics, viz. x-vt; y

= y; z = z; t =a( t-v X/c 2 ). We see that (x-vt)

must be multiplied by •a• to get the value of x in the relativity
equation, when however 'v' is very small compared to 'c', then v/c
is negligible so tha t a

=

1 and the relativity equation is reduced

to the classical one. Hence, the modification introduced by relativity becomes considerable only for very great velocities.

In the relativity equations the time ' t ' of the second
system is not same as the first except when • v • becomes very
small compared with 'c' , it depends not only on the velocity 'c'
but also on x the abscissa in the first system. Hence according to
Einstein's Realitivity theory, evenfs which happen in the

same plane

a t dif f erent places as well. Similarly a difference in special
pos i tion

with respect to another • Thus a space difference can be
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converted partly into a time difference and vice versa by a mere
change in the frame of reference that is used. For this reason
space and time are considered as two intimately connected aspects
of four dimensional • space-time • continuum.
In the equations •v• must be less than 'c' ( the velocity
2

of light); otherwise ( 1-vx/c ) becomes imaginary. Hence in the
theory no body can move with a velocity greater than that of light •

. ll-1PORTANT CONCLUSIONS OF THE
SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
Einstein's theory has been able to the

dif~erent

conflicting

theories and experiments regarding absolute motion by simply denying all absolute motion in nature and accepting instead, relative
motion alone. But its greater achievement lies in the marvellous
conclusion it has led to as regards physical phenomena and laws on
the Universal scale. These are as follows

:-

1. FUTALITY OF ETHER :The existence of • ETHER • has for a long remained a necessary
axiomatic assumption in the explanation of all natural phenomena,
such as gravitation of all natural phenomena, such as gravitation,
propagation of energy in vacuum, electric and magnetic field etc. in
which there is apparently action at a distance. But it had to be defended by the ne ed o f the phenomena propagate from one place to another • It was considered once to be rarer gas again it may be regar
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ding most rigid to account for the transverse nature of the light
waves demanded by the phenomenon of polarization. Hence it appeared
to be endowed with intrinsic contradictory properties. Fresnel's
elastic solid theory of light waves and Maxwell's electro-magnetic
theory of radiations demand various aspects of ' ETHER ' for the
following reasons :(a). I£ such a medium does not exist one shall be forced to accept
at a distance in order to explain physical phenomena.
This difficulty, however, can be answered if we remember that
in the theory of relativity

1

action • and

1

distance

1

have

lost much of their original absolute significance, because of
the impossibility of synchronising time at two distan.t. points.
(b). In general relativity, the gravitional field is considered as
a deformation of space which would be meaningless if space is
totally empty without physical properties and in that sense
existence of

1

ETHER ' is justified. But the gravitational

field of the general theory is a deformation not of space
alone but of a space-time continium which is something quit·e
different from space or time considered separately.
2. VARIATION OF MASS WITH VELOCITY.

m

=
_I

I

2
1- . ;

c
This is the relativistic formula for the variation of mass
with velocity.

' m0

1

is called the rest mass i.~. when the body whose
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mass is measured at rest relative to the observer,'m' is the effective mass i.e. the mass of the body when it is moving with a velocity 'v' with respect to the observer.Hence,as far as the observer
is concernced masses on any moving system •ppear to increase with
velocity becoming infinite 'v' attains the velocity of light 'c'.
Hence

'c' is the limiting value attainable by the moving body again
2 2
if 'v' is very smallin comparison to the term v /c is negli~ible

and both the masses are same and which leads to the conception of
mass remains same in classical . rnechanics.

3. MAS$-ENERGY REALATION.
"Enerqy has mass and mass represents energy"
· --Einstein.
E·. = 1-"JC

2

E= Energy evolved,
M= mass of the substance,
C= the velocity of light.

The formula which expresses the relationship of mass to energy is the most famous formula in the world.The ener9y contained
in

d

'

piece of matter is equal to the m•ss of the matter multiplied

by an extraordinarily large number,the speed of light squared.TQis
means that even the tiniest,the very tiniest particles of matter
has within it a tremendous amount of concentrated energy.
Although Einstein did' not know it &t the time,he discoveed
the secret of the steller energy.stars continually convert matter
into energy.It is becauseof the very large ratio of energy released.

1~.

to matter consumed that stars can continue to burn through countless millennia.
A hydrogen ( fusion

bomb is produced by detonating an atomic

flassion ) bomb in the midst of hydrogen. The heat from the
atomic explosion ( in place of the heat of friction caused by
gravity ) fuses hydrogen 'atoms into helium atoms and releases
heat in the process which fuses together more hydrogen atoms,
releasing more heat, and so on. There is no limit to this size of
a potential hydrogen bomb, and it is constructed from the most
plentiful element in the Universe.
For better or worse, a major revelation of the special theory
of relativity is that mass and energy are different forms of the
same thing. Like space and time, they are not separate entities.
There is no qualitative difference between· mass and energy; there
is only mass-energy. Mathematically this discovery meant that the
two conservation laws of mass and energy could be replaced by a
single conservation law of mass-energy.
4. INTRINSTIC QUANTUM NATURE OF RADIATION.
With the emission of ETHER in the theory of Relativity; another
conclusion followed concerning the intristic nature of radiations.
The

cl~ssical

view of considering them as perturbations in ETHER

had to be modified on new lines. Radiations came to be considered
as particle of energy, which propogate in absolute vacuum with
a velocity that depends not on the physical properties of the
medium but upon their own intrinsic nature e.

• upon their
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energy content, which is a function of the constant standard-the
velocity of light. This new conception of radiation is found upon
us

no~

only by the theory of relativity but also by the observed

fdcts of black body radition,photoelectric, Compton and Raman
effects and their theoretical explanation by Planck's quantum or
corpuscular theory. It may be noted here that if radiations are to
be considered as particles having quanta of energy E = hY, the

commonly accepted classical distinction between matter or mass and
radiation or energy has to be given up.
E =energy, h = Planck's constant,

J) =

frequency of the radiation.
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MINKOWSKI 'S FOUR DH1ENSIONAL SPACE-TH1E CONTINUUM.

"Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, are
doomed to £•de away into mere shadows, and only a kind
of union of the two will preserve •n independent reality".
- H. Minkowski.
Minkowski's four dimensional space-time contiuum is the
starting point of Einstein's general and gravitational theory.
Minkowski, utilising the principle of the special theory of relativity and four dimensional geometry of Riemann, was able in 1908
to arrive at a new concept of four dimensional space-time continuum which may be ragarded as a geometrical interpretation of the
special theory. Riemann in 1854 showed how our usual 3-dimensional
Eucli dean geometry may be regarded as a special case of a more
general 4-dimensional Geometry in which space is curved. Moreover
as Riemann himself recognised, what
metry should

a~so

~holds

for 3-dimensional geo-

apply to geometry of any dimension. Minkowski

made use of the four dimensional geometry in connection with the
special theory of relativity as followssAny e~ent in any frame of reference

•s•

can be represented

by the 4-dimensions x,y,z,t. If the same event is observed from
another frame 'S' will be x 1 ,y ,z ,t • satisfying the equation
1 1 1

Minkowski reflecting on the form of this equation argued
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that we may treat the square of the product of time and velocity
2 2
of light taken along with the negative sign,i.e.(- c t ) and
(- c 2 t~) as s q uare of the 4th.co-ordinate in the 4-dimensional
geometry.

In order tha t the four co-ordinate may have same sign,
2
2 2
2
it is necessary to replace (- c t ) by (+w ) and(- c t~) by
(+w 2 ) where w=ict and w = ict, (i = .f=i

)

This 4-dimensional manifold which appears as a linking
together of SPACE and TIME is known as

11

MINKOWSKI WORLD" or'the

4-dimensional' space-time continuum, where the 4-co-ordinates
are x,y,z and ict, and time is equivalent to an imaginary length.
Thus, according to Minkowski, space and time is equivalent to an
imaginary length. Thus according to Minkowski, space and time
considered as independent realities sink into the region of shadows;only their union can claim to possess an individual existence. In other words, the world of Minkowski involve space and
time inextricably bound with each other. A point in such a spacetime system is known as the "WORLD-POINT• and the motion of a
particle in it may be reprensented by •woRLD-POINTN and the motion
of a particle in it may be represented by WORLD-LINE" which expresses the dependency of the path on the time while its projection
in 3-dimensional space the course of the path.
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can be represented by the integral
~

Jds
~

A and B being two ponts along a WORLD-LINE. Hence is a
'GODESIC'. Since it has the same value in any co-ordinate system,
it holds both for rectilinear systems.
Putting ds

=0

in the equation of the four dimensional

continuum we get

which represebted by something moving with the velocity of light.
Hence the equation of the space-time continumm with ds

c

2

=

0.

=

refers to a light in it. Since ds = 0 the world-line of a ray
of light is a GEODESIC of zero length.
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6THE GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY.
"Einstein, ,above his work and writtings,held along term
vision: There is nothing in the

~~orld - expect · curved

empty

space;Geometry bent one way here deacribed gravitat·i on.
Rippled another way somewhere else it manifests all the
quantities of an electromagnetic wave. Exc~ed at still
another place,the magic material that is space shows itself as a particle".
--J.A.Wheeler.
Special relativity deals with suatems in uniform rectilinear motion which are known as inertial system.According to ·
Einstein's theory in all such systems ·the physical laws have the
same form.This principle of Equivalence is extended to general relativity to systems of moving in only any way,even with accelerated
mot·ion which is involved in the simplest and most Universl of physical phenomena viz.GRAVITATION.
The history of the general theory of relativity is consirderably longer.In a survey of the special theory of relativity,which
appeare:

as early as

l~JO;Einstein

pointed out

the'n~cessity

of a

generalization must be based on the equivalence and presented the
damental

fun~

.dea that the generalization must be based on the equivalence

of inertial and gravitational mass.
GRAVITATION ~ -

THE GENERAL THEORY OF GRAVITATION.

The overall structure of the Universe appears to be the
force of
aspects.

gravitati~n

we begin to discover its many puzzeling
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Laboratory techniques are not very effective for studying
gravitational effec; s , because the effects are small. Thus unless
we a re dea ling with huge masses, these are to be found in the heavens r a ther in the l a boratory.
For our attemp t to understand what the general theory of
relativity is about, we must first notice a remarkable property of
gra vitation, namely its

' permanence ': if gravitational influence

is present in a certa in r 2gion it cannot be switched off at any

po i nt, except momenta rily. Let us take example of the Earth's gravitat i onal at t raction. It is always there. We cannot construct a chamber inside which there is no gravity. A limited exception to this
was suggested by Einstein in the now famous analogy of the falling
lift. If a lift is f a lling freely (

t~at

is, without any control on

its motion ) under the Earth's gravity, a man falling with it will

feel weightless. While this remained a thought experiment in Einstein's lifet i me, it ha s achieved r e ality in the present space-age. An
astronaut going round the Earth is ideally under no forces except the
Earth's gravity. So he is falling freely, although his initial velocity is such that he continues to move in a circular or elliptical
orbit. While in orbit the astronaut feels weightless.
Now such examples of the cancellation of gravitational force
apply only over a limited part of space and of time. Thus, in the
astronaut's case, if we take a small region of space which includes
this orbit, gravity is absent over the region for the time during
which the astronaut is crossing the region. Even here , a closer examination of Einste i n's ideas shows that exact cancellation of gra-
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vity can be achieved only at a point of space and time and there
is still a small residual gravity present in our astronaut's space

ship. Gravity cannot be destroyed permanently. This is in sharp
constrast to the case of electric or magnetic fields, which cannot
be destroyed permanently.

Einstein interpreted this remarkable property of gravitation
in the following way, permanent and all-pervading; and he related it
to something else that has the same characteristics, namely space
and time. In what way can gravitation, related to space and time 7
Einstein achieved this through geometry, by arriving at a new synthesis of space, time, and matter.
From Minkowski's deduction it can be known that the spacetime is in four dimensional geometry is curved one. The curvature
of that many things in this world are.

differ~nt

aspects of the

same entity. · This was the case with mass and energy, with inertial
mass and gravitation fields and the geometrical properties of spacet i me. CUrvature is a geometrical properties whose components vary
from point in any given system of co-ordinates. The curvature is a
field, in the mathematical sense oft he world, and at the same time
a manifestation of a physical gravitational field.
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(i). EFFOCT OF GRAVITATIONAL FIELD ON A RAY OF LIGHT.
Inerticl ~ss h /• is •ss . . iated with • light puls
puls ef

ene~y

H h • Frem the

prinei~le

ef

equivalan~e,

the gravit•-

tien•l mass ef this qu•ntum is h /e se th•t light eught te be subje-

Fer ex•mple, light r•ys th•t pcss ne•r the sun eught
pcss ne•r the Sun eught te
be

defle~ted

;

~

*--

tew•ras it, just

•s the paths ef the plcnets
•re

defle~ted

by the sun's grcvitati•n•l field. This defleatien is

fer • r•y ef light is shewn in Fig.l.
stein effe•t. This

defleetien
I

Thi~

deflectien is knewn as Ein-

c•n 9e detected •t the time ef tet•l

sel•r eclipse. The experimental v•lue

~f

the ebserved defle•tien is

•lmest equ•l te its theeretiecl v•lue which is 1.75 seeends.

(ii).

GRAVITATIONAL REDSHIFT.
The third preeiatien ef general relativity is that "• sta-

ti•n•ry cleck runs mere slewly in• a streng

g~vitsti•n•l

field then

in • weak ene." Let us suppese • oleck h•s •n intervcl ef •t• between
ticks when it is infinitely f•r frem all matter. When the aleck is •t
• distance'R' f rem • mass 'M', then it will have an interv•l ef

T t = t/ 1- 2GM/R.
B between ti~ks. An atem emitting light •f a definite frequency is equi·
v•lent te • cleck(atemic eleck). The third predictien mecns that the
light emitted by an •t•m en a star must be ef frequency lewer then the
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~ight emiteed

by an at•m •n a star must be •f

that emitted by tee same at•m •n earth.

frequene~ l•wer than

(Sinee the gravitatien.al fie-

ld •£ star is much mere strenger than th.at •f earth). This effect is
called the "GRAVITATIONAL RED SHIPT". The gravitatienal red shift has
been actually •bserved in the spectral lines •f cert.ain stars called
{WHITE DWARFS

1
,

.amd als• in a lab•rat•ry experiment invelving

BAUER EFFECT' and has verified the predictien.

1

MOSS ·_
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(P)• WESTERN ATOMISM.
"Into a microwor_ld .I'd

~nt_er,

World of unseen magnitudes,
Place where roots of all the causes
And effects put down their roots.
Kingdom of the small dimensions
Where the common moment splits
Into something like a million
Micromomentary bits7"
-- vadim Shefner.
The Greek philosopher

Her~clitus(540•475

B.C.) of the Mile-

sion school believed that there is no Static Being.He and his followers

believe~

that

in ~ a

world of _perpetual motion and movement

is the Lord of the Universe .Nothing ever is ,but everything is 'soc.:..
OHING' ,all _>.hings are passi.ng,and nothing abides.Man is no exception.Heraclitus thought that all changes in the world arise from
the dynamic and cycliq interplay of opposites and he
opposites as unity
He call~d it as

whi~h

s~w

a pair of

contains and transcends all opposing forces

'LOGOS'.

The split of this unity began with Permenides,a philosopher belong to the Eliatic scool,who assumed a DIVINE PRINCIPLE
standing· above all gods and men.This one is eternal,irnmutable,
imortal and indivisible.This is BEING. Being is thus an eternal, .
self-complete,spherical,motionless,solids body beyomd or apart from
which thGre i~ nothingn~.Thus began a trend of ·thought,which led,
ultimately,to the separation of SPI~IT and MATTER and to a du•lis~
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.which

there is

nothingness.T~us

began a trend of thought,which led,

~

ultimately,to the separation of SPIRIT and MATTER and to a dualism which become the characteristics of
A drastic slip in this

We~tern

d~rection

Philosophy.

was taken by Parmenides

of Elea who was a stromg opposition to Heraclitus considered a
Divine Principle standing over all,was first identified with the
unity of the Universe.
The Being became intelligent and personal who stands over
the world.The

c~cept

of an indestractible substance as the object

of varying properties grew out of this philosophy and became the
fundamental concept of Western

thought~'

In the fifth century B.C.the Greek philosophers tried
overcome the sharp contrast between the

t~

v1ews of Parmenides and

Heraclitus.In order to reconcile the idea of unchangeable 'Bein9'
(of Parmenides) with the eternal Becoming(of Heraclitus).It was
assumed that the Being is manifested in certain invariable substances,the mixture and seperation of which give rise to the changes
in this world.This led to concept of the

'ATOM',the smallest indi-

visible unit of matter.T. is concepts found its clearest expression
in the philosophy of Leucippes and Democrites.The Greek atomists
drew a clear line between spirit and matter,picturing matter as
being made of several building blocks.These particles moving in the
void.The cause of their motion was not explained,but was associated with external forces which were assumed to be of 'SPIRITUAL'

1. Capra, Fritjop. wThe Ta~ of Phy~ic~~ Flemingo. London, 1980,p
pp-2 s.
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origin and fundamentally different from matter. The dualism between
mind and matter, between body ·and soul, became an essential element
of western Thought.
As the idea of division between spirit and matter took hold
rather than material, to ·the human soul and the problems of ethics.
In Leucippus we have the first clear statement of a philosophical materialism in its modern meaning. In his atomic theory
there was reduction of true realists what later become to be known
as the primary qualities of body. This has proved to be greatest
important for scientific thoughts as this reduction of qualitative
to quantitative differences made it possible that the application
of mathematics to the treatment of scientific law.
According to Leucippus mind or soul is only a particular form
of atomic matter, it is composed of the fire

1
I

ATOMS ·1 which are

the smallest, smoothiest and most active of all, and which move
about in all directions. The soul atoms exist everywhere.

In the

human body they come together in certain quantities and consciousness accordingly will disappear again when the body will be dissolved •.

-

.1.

Aristotle rejected atomic theory altogether because its inferences ·did not agree with his other ideas I of nature. In the absence
of definite confirmatory evidence, he accepted this view. Aristotle

1

S

idea of matter , motion, space, time, and other such ultimate

concepts are included in his work
ties are really a metaphysics.

1

Physics

1

•

All these trea-

FUrther developement of atomic theory of Western Science
had to wait until the Renassance,when man began to be free themv

selves from the influence of Aristotle and the Church and showed a
new interest in nature.
In the 16th. and 17th.century A.D.European countries observed 'Ranaissance' which gave birth to a splendid enquiry into science for its own cause and not for makimg Gold and Medicines. The
seeds of the true science was sown.Leading men of scientific method
based on inductive method of ' st~dying science followed by experimeR~
tation as

studie~

by Francis Bacon (1561-1626l.His words and writi-

ting are regarded as some of the greatest contributions of human
thoughts and he is truely recognized as the father of modern

scien~

ces.The credit of establishing methodical study of science supplemented by experimentation,however, the actual credit in this respect
should go to Robert BOyle ( 1627-1691). In his famous book ''SCEPTICAL
CHE!'iiST",he first enumerated the mod
ing the vague older

theor~es

. idea of elements,overthrow-

of four elements.

In the early 19th.century it was John Dalton who have tried
to make a scientific approach to the eternal problem of the constitution of matter and he was succesful in developing a metaphysical
idea i~this regard.
In 1803 John Dalton made boldly a theory on the constitu- ·

tion of matter whieh is known as Dalton's Atomic Theory and is now
regarded as one of the greatest truimph of Science.

l

17 3.

A.

POSULATIONS OF DALTON'S ATOMIC THEORY.
The main postulatios of the theory are essentially as fell-

q ws:(a).

All substances consist of infinitesimally small particles
called 'ATOMS' which are indivisible and can neither be crea- ted nor be destroyed in any chem!cal change.

(b). Each substance consists of its own atoms.Simple substance
contains

indivi~al

atoms;whereas complex substance

(compo~nd)

contains complex compound which can be broken down during chemical reactions.
<c>• Atoms of the same elements are alike in size,shape,weight and
in all .a. other physical and ' chemJ.·cal properities but atoms of
different elements are different in their characteristics.
'.

(d).
'

Chemical combination occurs by the union of atoms of the
reacting elements in simple numerical ratios .(1:1;2:2;1:2 2:3)
leading to the . formation of complex{compound)atoms of chemical compounds.

.

B. DEFECTS AND MODIFICATION OF DALTON'S ATOMIC THEORY •
The formation of this theory

~as

manily based upon the

cre a tive investiga tions or speculation of a great thinker although
i t receive some pra tical value but in the light of newer developments it had to modified. These are as follows · : ...
(1)

Dalton's idea of complex or compound atoms was not at all
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tenable. Aftew a rd it was found to introduce another ten» .
'MOLECULE'- the smaller particles of elemants and compounds.
(2)

Atoms are divisible (physically) and are made up of subatomic particles like protons, neutrons, electrons etc.
which make the atom divisible.

(3)

Ideas of 'ISOTOPE' and'ISOBAR' demand the modification of
the Dalton's Atomic theory.

D. MODIFICATION

0~

DALTON'S THEORY

From above discussion it is felt that Dalton's atomic
theory should undergo some modifications. These are as follows:(a)

Atoms are the smallest unit of matter.

(b)

Atoms are indivisible in chemical reactions but they· are
divisible physically which shows that the atoms consists
of some sub-atomic particles e.q. electron, proton, neutron, positron and mesons etc. In artificial transmutation
of atom shows that different kinds of atoms may be formed
from other type of elements.
E. TRIUHPH OF DALTON'S ATOMIC THEORY.
Though in later age this theory has undergone dif f erent

changes; but it is quite succe s sful.
Above theory though is a metaphysical one, the postulations brings~bout the qtomicity of elements on the basis of scientific observations and inferences for natural science. Thus natural
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science. Thus natural science is freed from their mediable hypothetical idea about the .formation of an element.
( ~ · MODERW ATOM.
A • . SUBATOMIC PARTICLES OR ELEMENTARY PARTICLES.

All matter is built up of atoms, and these atoms are also
in their turn built up Elementary particles which have pecuiliar
properties. The s e smallest units of matter are too small to see
with the aid of powerful microsecope. We can see objects having
'dimensions not much bigger than the wavelength of light 10 -9metre.
BUt elementary pdrticles have dimensions about 10 time smaller yet
of the order of 10 -18 metre. Hence we can never see the e 1 ementary
particles, only their tracks can be defined. Here we have to describe various kinds of particles, quantum mechanical wave-functions
and various forms of symmetrical properties or invarience which
arise in this description.
The elementary particles are analysed in terms of their
mass, intrinsic spin, magnetic moment and interaction properties.
CLASSIFICATION OF ELEt-1ENTARY PARTICLES.

Physicists smashed atoms to_ find out what

~ is

·- inside them-

has an element of truth in it, but there is a more general reason.
Atom-smashing is really a misnomer. High-energy particles collisions
would be a more accurate description. When sub-atomic particles
collide at great speed, the shock of impact bursts open new world
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of forces and fields. The fragments of energized matter which erupt
from these encounters carry secrets about the the workings of nature.
The secrets of have lain unsuspected the creation, buried in the
deepst recesses of the atom.
What are these particles( some of them are the components
that common constituent of the Universe-the protons and neutrons
of atomic nuclei, and the electrons which orbit around them. Others
are not normally found in ordinary matter; they exist only fleeting1y before decaying into more familliar forms. The nurnbe r of different species of these are unstable.
There a r e a large number of elementary particles which have
(i) small characteristic life-time which of most of these particles
is greater than 10 -16 sec.
(ii) While a few of the elementary particles like protons, electrons,
and neutrons are

st~le.

The unstable particles decay into simpler

particles or anihilate with their antiparticles in due course of
time just after their production.
(iji) ~he spin of the sub-atomic particles comes in fixed multiples
of a fundamental unit of sub-atomic particles, is taken to be ~·
Thus the proton, neutron, and electron have spin \and the photon
has spin 1. Particles are also known with spin O,~t' and 2. No
fundamental particle has a spin greater than 2 and theorists believe
such an entity is impossible.
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The spin of a particle is a vital indicator of its nature,
and all particles fall into one of two quit·e distinct classes.
Tho se with spin

o,

1, or called

1

BOSONS

after the Indian phy-

1

sicsts satyendra Nath Bose, while half-integral spin particles
(those with spin

~)are

called

1

FERMIONS

1

;

after Enrico Fermi.

These two class e s of particle belongs most important vital statistic.
The elementary particles are classified into FOUR GROUPS.
1 • MASS LESS BOSONS •
The example are photon.

rays and graviton. These have zero

or integral spin and obey Bose-Einstein statistics.
2 • LEPTONS . (" FERMIONS ) •
These are light particle$, which take part only in weak
int8ractions. But if they were charged, they have electromagnetic interactions as well. Such particles are electrons, neutrons,
positrons, anti neutrons .Positive and negative mu-mesons, these
particles h a v e spin

~

a nd a r e explained by Dirac equation.

Amongst these asubatomic particles,

I

NEUTRINOS

I

are the

most common objects in the universe, outnumbering electrons or
protons by a thousa nd million to one. In fact, the universe is
really a sea of neutrinos, atoms are rarely remain as impurities
in this. It is eve n possible that neutrinos collectively outweigh the stars, and therefore dominate the gravity of the cosmos.
3. HADRONS.
In contrast to the handful of known leptons - there are lite-
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~ally

hundreds of hadrons. This fact alone suggests that hadrons are

not elementary particles,but composites of smaller objects.The bestknown and commonest are the neutron and
v~ry

proton.All the others are

short-lived,and decay either in less than a

m~llionth

of a sec-

ond under the a ction 9f the weak force,or much more· rapidly from the
effects of the strong force.
In the 1950s physicists were at a loss by the number and var.
iety of hadronsibut due their gradual study of the particles'mass,charge,and spin a different patterns became apparent.A suitable step in
unravelling the hadron mystery came in 1963 when Murray Gell-Mann
and George Zweig of caltech invented the quark theory.
The essential idea is very simple.lhside all hadrons are smaaller particles called OUARKS.The rules say that quarks are permittted
to stick together in one of two possible ways,either in trios or in
quark-antiquark pairs.Combinations of three obviously produce heavier
particles ,and these: are called BARYON.S,meaning 'heavy

ones ·. ~.

The best-

known baryons are the nuetron and proton.Ouark-antiquark pairs are somewhat lighter,and make up particles known as MESONS.The name derives
from the fact that the first mesons were intermidiate in mass between
electrons and protons.
Quarks possess a quantity of charge that is either\ * f the
fundamental unit carried by the electron.In this way,aggregates of both
two and three quarks can make up a net charge of either zero or one.
All quarks have spin

}'Zt and

so they are ~ermions.
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( b), OUANTUM MECHANICS OR WAVE MECHANICS.

"Philosophically the implications of Quantum Mechanics
are psychodeiic"
Gary zukav.
The phenomena of interference,diffractionand polirasation of
light could be w explained on the WAVE NATURE of light.However,there
are certain phenomena e,g.the theory of Radiation cannot be explained
with the helf of wave theory.Again it has been found that the sub-atomic particles often exhibit the characteristics of waves.Thus a dual
nature of light e>r radiations and subatomic

pa~;ticles

has become evi-

dent.The subatomic particles which are discovered,are found ta be
governed by the Quantum Mechanics were formulated.Ouantum mechanics
in its turn depends on the dual nature of sub-atomic and Heisenberg 's·
uncertainty Principle.In the later part Pf the 20th.century the methodology and ideas have been

chang~d

in solving the fundamental ques-

tions regarding truth.
Philosophically the implications of quantum mechanics are
psychodelic.Not Qfily - we infer our

realit~vity,but

in some degree we

actually create it.Because,it is the nature of the thing that we know
either momentum of particles or its position,but not the both.We
must choose which of these two properities we want to determine.
Metaphysically,this is very close to measure those properties.
Einstein while explaining photoelectric effect considering
light as corpuscular nature where ene·rgy of light wave . concentrated
into 'CORPUSCULES 'or '.PHOTON'. But this theory never invalidated the

the old tested evidence that light

for~

of wave motions.

In fine, it may be stated that the waves are the

mathemati~ -

cal expressions of the way in which the photons moves.The photon
is beam of light which do not obey Newton's motion.
(A)WAV~S

AND PARTICLES.

(i).DE BROGLIE'S CONCEPT OF

MATTE~

WAVES.

According to de Broglies(1923) the dual nature - wave and
particle - should not be confined to radiation but should be extended to ma't ter also.He sugge-sted that electrons,protons,atoms etc.
could not be regarded as simply as corpuscles but the periodicity of
the wave-motion must be also associated to

~hem.

de Broglie was led to this hypothesis from quantum theory
and theory of special relativity.He also proposed a relation between
momentum and wave length of particle in

mo~ion.

(ii) .DE BROGLIE'S HYPOTHESIS. (BY ANALOGY WITH THE PHOTONS).
rep~esents

The equation which

the wave-particles relation

for photons is represented as follows:p. c =hJJo r p=

In this equation

}!-

or ?--~ ::. -

~

r

is the wavelength of the associated with

photons of momentum 'p'.
In 1924 Louis de Broglie extended the wave-particle relationship for thephotons to all particles in motion(i.e.electrons,protons,neutrons,atoms and molecules etc.) and put forth the following

I~

.J..:+:J •

. hypothesis:"All particles in motion have properities characteristic of
wave "•
The wavelength and frequency of the associated with a particle in motion are given by;

/'--. .=.

v= the velocity of the particle

/-..

- -

y;

Where

h..

p

--m . UL

£

--

E= the kinetic energy of the par-

ticle.
m= the relativistic mas so£ the

"'-

particles given by
-2 4
'h'is the Planck'sConstant = 6'62X io
Joul-sec.

11'1

=

-n-vo
-J A- .:!E--z.--

e'2-

De broglie extended the relation into the dynamics of the

particles and proposed that a wavelenght is associated with a particle,in . motion which related to its motion ·as

{v- A_ ::; ~
-= p
-mw
The velocity of

'v'(a particular property)is thus connected

to wave-length (a wave properties)by Planck's constant.
The wave behaviour of material bodies having been established
the distinct nature of'material waves' must now be considered.Material waves are different from electromagnetic waves occuring in radiation.Thus while radiation(in vacuum) always travels with the same
velocity namely 3Xlo

10

cm/sec;material waves do not.Aqain material

waves are ccpable of propagating in vacuum;they are also different
from mechanical waves like sound waves.

HEISENBERG UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE.
"TO

be or not to be;that's the question"
-shakes pear.
,.-

STATEMENT OF THE PRINCIPLE:-

"It is impossible to determine precisely and simultaneously
the values of both the members of a pair of physical variables which
describe the notion of an atomic systems.Such pairs of variables are
called canonically conjugate variables.•
In

o~der

to understand the physical content and the implica-

tion of the "Uncertainty Principle" first enunciated by Heisenberg
(1928)sone should have a clear idea of the past and contemporary
developement of the same.
classical mechanics of particles,wave motion and laws of energy had been the main tools of the physicists for explainig the diff· er.nt pNenomena untill the begining of the present century classical
mechanics which is essentially based on deterministic laws,which
means of the position and be known at a,ny time its flight momentum
energy,in classical view,is taken as the undualotory continuous flow
of the energy with exactly determinable values of frequency of any
time.
Dual behaviou~o£ matter- particle and wave- identical with
the photon of radiations was contlxmed
by Davison and Germer's expe~
....
riments on diffraction of electron beam.
This paradox of dual behaviur of radiant energy and matter
became a challange to the human idea and knowledge.It was at this ·

1
~-

stage Hiensenberg went to the root of the problem and final answer
was the Uncertainty ft'inciple.
It states that simultaneus and precise measurement of both
position and momentum(or velocity) of a dynamic particle . ·is impossible.This limitation applies to many combinations of dynamical variables(velocity,angular momentum,energy,time etc.)thst have the physical dimension of mass,length,time and can be expressed as:-

where Aids the root mean square uncertainty in position andAflis the
root mean square uncertainty in momentum bx...LI~ikewiseLi£,.1-lPeing the
1oot mean squa re uncertainty in energy and time respectly.
If

we ~ want

to know the position of something we have to tou-

ch it physicall y or illuminate it with light cbr produce some other
interaction with it.Suppose we wish to know the position of an electron we cannot obviously see it with visible light since the wavelength is perhaps a million timeS as larger as the diameter of the electron.So we try by using radiation of a shorter wavelenght,say X-rays.
rhe X-ra ys,however,reveal tf)·e position of the electron unless
first scattered by ·i t. But the X-rays scattering ;: by · electron is accompanied by a Compton effect. An X-ray photon on colliding with the
electron will change its momentum of the electron is quite uncertain.
MOreover,since the momentum of a photon is given by
wavelength of the X-ray

l

the smaller

the greater becomes the uncertainty in mom-

entum a nd vice versa.It , is thus impossible to determine the both the
original momentum as well as the position and thus uncertainty of

~ither

position or momentum is evidently not a matter of physical
in the measuring

imperf~ctions

app~ratus,nor

is it

on~

that may be

overcome by some improved technique.This uncertainty represents a
fundamental limit of nature and sets a fundamental limit of our knowledge.

SCRONDINGER WAVE EQUATION.

The acceptation of the uncertainty Principle means that the
old mechanics has to be discarded;since it is no longer possible to
a ssign a definite position and momentum to a particle# A new mechanics called QUANTUM MECHANICS has to be used.Ouantum mechanics was ,
developed · independently by W.Heisenberg(1926) and E.Scrondinger(1926).
The approach Heisenberg followed is refferd to as MATRIX MECHANICS
and that given by Scrondinger as WAVE MECHANICS.
The equation deduced is as follows:-

'V ~

-+

~

/1
~")
K71:!: ~V..;If' :; 0,
'l-

-v

Hex e-. -v ~

~ ').--

:+ ?;"l-- + (J-

2fi'J- () ~,_ o~?--

This relationship is the Scrodinger wave equation is at the
basis of our

und~rstanding

the atomic and molecular structure.

WAVE FUNCTION
The variable quantity that characterize the de Broglie's
wave function depends upon the co-ordinates of the particle and this
is a time dependc .

function.The wave function has no direct mean 1 ng,

I~ C.,
t:fil.

however,gives the probability of finding a moving particles at any
point in the space at a time 't'.

THE IMPLICATION OF THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE.

Thw implications ofthe Uncertainty principle along with the
succes of .wave-mechanics teach us;(i).

we can never hope to estsblish wholly the identity of such
entities e.g. photons,electrons as particle or waves.Simult•~eously

precise assignment of such particle-properties as

location, velocity and track not being possible, the idejttity of the entity as

partip~es

remains unestablished. Dual

property is an essence of nature.
(ii)

Since classical tracks are seriously disturbed in the dynamics of microparticles, classical mechanics with its DETERMINISTIC laws become inapplicable. The laws of motion should
be governed by some mechanics which incorporates probabilistic ideas and avoids mention of paths of mi~roparticles~
wave mechanics, having such ingradients, becomes the fruitful theory in this domain.

(iii)

Heisenberg explained that there can be no physical phenomena
all by itself. In any physical phenomenon so-called particle
or wave, the observer and the measuring device become an
integral part of the phenomenon. This measuring device becomt
-~

an integral part o£

the , p~nomenon.

This measuring device

always interfers with the phenomenon introducing uncertaities in the measured values. These uncertainties are

ne~i-

gible in the macro domain, where classical mechanics with
its DETERMINISTIC viewpoint holds 900d. But in the domain of
atoms d nd micro-particles energy of a few quantam, action
of a few 'h',distance a few angstrom-the uncertainties due
to interaction with measuring devices become sources of
seriO\lS error.
From the above discussion it has become evident that, Hlfnsenberg's uncertainty principle may be cocsidered as the turningpoint in the begining of present century and 'PROBABLISTIC' theory
finds its place by removing the

'DETE~1INXSTIC

THEORY' of Newton.

It is interesting to note that physicists are sharply divided on
the question of Universal validity of uncertainty principle. Bohr
was one of the great supporter while Einstein did not have faith
in it. He uttered :- "GOD does not play with dice".

Lt) -S OURCE OF STELLER ENERGY.
I

E

=

MC2

I

In the late 1920s and early 1930s Eddington had suspected

~

that source of energy was to be found inside the nuclie of the
atoms which make up a star. When nuclei are transformed from one
state to another ; this can be realized in some cases. However,
the atomic physicists of those days did not think that such a
release of energy was very feasible. Their main objection was as
follows. For nuclear transformation occur, two or more nuclie of
like charges have to be brought together. However, like charges
repel one another and in order to surmount this repulsion the

~

charges are required to move towards . one another with tremendous
velocity. This is possible only if the temperature of stellar
material is very

~igh.

How high 7 Eddington estimated the central
0

temperature in stars to be high as 40 million K

,

and confidently

believed that energy-producing nucleus reactions must be trigged
off at such temperatures. The atomic physicists disagreed. They

...

felt that these temperature were too low for the purpose of releasing nuclear energyo
A

few years later Eddington was proved to be right. In 1939

work by Hans Bethe and others .showed how light nuclie can be brought together and transformed into heavy nuclie at temperatures
0

around 10 million K , which are easily achieved in the centre of
a star. The process of

nu~lear

transformation result in the

relea~e

of energy which provides the source for the brightness of a star
1 ike the Sun •

The processes may be described briefly as the fusion of fo
four hydr-ogen nuclei to form a helium nucleus.Symbolically this may
be written as:1

where H

1

4He

+- J

2 . ~,

on the lefthand side represents a hydrogen nucleus,within

superscript 1 denoting its approximate mass in atomic mass units.
The symbol is here

use~

to describe the release of energy in the

form of the r a diation(finally in the form ofJ-rays).Where does this
energy come from7 Its origin•. lies in E-instein's celebrated formula

2
E= MC •
which says that the energy'E' released when mass

'M' is destroyed is

given by mass ' M'; times the square of the velocity of light 'C'.
In a typical star this process of converting hydrogen to
helium takes place in one of two possibie ways.The first one,called
the proton-proton chain ( or p-p chain)-operates in stars of small
masses;the second is t he carben-nitrogen-oxygen cycle ( CNO cycle)
which operates in more massive stars.The net effect of these reactions is the same as that described

earli~r-namely,the

conversion

of hyd rogen to helium.The details are descrived below:-

THE p-p CHAIN AND THE CNO CYCLE.
The basic reactions of the p-p chain are as follows.1 Hl +lHl ----)
3

2 D,+

Q_+- 1- -v

I

2- D, +I

H1---7 3

H~+ ~H e..z_~ 4 He;_+~ 1.~,

HQ.~ +.;

That is , first two protons ( or hydrogen nuclei combine to
give the deuterium nucleus ( ~Dl), with the release of a positron
and a neutrino. Next the deuterium combines with hydrogen to form
the Helium neucleus and release energy. Finally two He combine

t~

form the more stable He-nucleus. In this process two proton are
r e leased. A proper accounting of these shows that four H nuclei
combine to . give a He nucleus with release of 26'7 MeV energy. The
p-p chain can also proceed along other channels in which the shortlived lithium, berellium and boron nuclei are formed and destroyed
in the intermidiate stage.
In the CNO cycle the main set of reactions give by

13c

+ 1H
1

14N +
7

.J

14N + 1H
1
7

150 +
6

-1

150

15N

6

)

6

lSN
In

7

+ 1H

1

7 +le

+

.,
~

12c
6 + 4He2

these rea ctions the second and the fifth are the slow ones,

just as in the p-p chain the first reaction is slow. These involve
a change of electric charge. The CNO cycle also has other alterna'

tives as shown here. The energy release is the same as in the p-p~
chain since, basically four 'H'-nuclie are fused together into a
He-nucleus. The CNO cycle r eq uires a higher operating temperature
than the p-p chain , and hence it is more likely to occur inside
more massive stars.

In the

1

CNO

cycle it is observed that the reactions form

1

a closed chain or cycle r e turning to the starting point after
every six stages

1

c

1

and

N

1

1

may be considered as mere cata-

lyst. The period of a complete cycle is about 5 million years.
The mass of 4 protons= 4 X 1 1 0083
The mass of a

1

He

1

=

nucleus

The mass that has disappeared

1

4 1 032 m.u.

4 1 00386 m.u.

=

0 1 02866 m.u.

Hence the total energy liberated
considerations of the actual

=

=

H 1 and

1

0 1 02806 X 931
He

1

=

26 1 7 Mev.

content of the Sun

going at the present internal temperature for about 30 billion
years. Age of the Sun is 3 to 4 billion years more or less the

~arne

as that of Earth. The Sun is considered still young.
According to modern views of steller evolution, the above
mentioned CNO cycle comes at rather late stage · in the life of the
stars. A star is formed by the condensation of a large amount of
matter at a point in space. Under the influence of gravitational
attraction the massed matter gradually contracts, releasing in a
rise of temperature until the central part is about 200,000C 0 • At
this stage, there is sufficient thermal energy for a proton-proton
interaction to form a duateron as given by :-

2D

1 -+1e +

which is followed by two additional proton reactions resulting in
a particle as

:-

2D

3He

1H
1 +
1

3He

1H
2 +
1

4

2-

He 2 + 'e +

These reactions are,in the main,responsible for the luminicity of the stars fainteF than the Sun e.g. th1socalled ~ed
dwarfs.
After about a million years,when all the deuterons are exhausted,the star shrinks again and growa hotter and the core temperature,are now great enough to allow them to interact with heavier elements,such as lithium,berelium and boron again

fo~ing

helium as the final nucleus.The star now said to pass through the
"Gaint stage" when all the above three types of nuclie have been
destroyed further contraction sets in,with the increase of temperature to

20,000~00C.When

~

the proton content is finally exhausted

the stars undergoes a rapid cohtractaon,and is almost the end of
the carrier. The socalled .. White dwarfs" belon~r':.: to these last phases of stellar life.The energy liberated

during · the ~ fin~l ~ contrac-

tion soon exceeds the thermonuclear energy resulting sometimes in
catastrophic explosions as evidenced in whet are known as "Novea •

...

and "Supernovae" .As the Sun may be considered to belong to the

categories of star which are still young;although its internal
temperature corresponds to stars in mature life.
In the last few years attention has been

f~cused ~n

anot-

her possible star model,which contains matter in an even denser
form than that found in white dwarfs.These are . the so-called "Ne-a.tron stars".As the name suggests,these stars are made of the elementary particles called neutrons.Normally,a neutron is an unst-a-

. ble particle .• In the laboratory a neutron decays into an electron,
a proton 7 and an antineutrino• . However,wh~n matter is highly compressed the reverse reaction is more favourable,so that matter
made of electrons and protons can combine to give neutrons.For
this to occur the matter density must be about 100 times higher
than that in a white dwarf.The mass of a neutron star has been est1mated _to be not higher than 3M. •
Although a number of white dwarfs have been detected,none
has yet observed a neutron star.This may be a million or more
times fainter than the sun.
However, the detection of

1

1
pulsers **
in the last 5 years ha·p

created great interest in neutron stars .At present reasonably,

* The
(=·

Earth has a mass 'of nearly· 6 million mil:l,.ion milion

6Xlo 24 ) - kg.The Sun is about 300,000, times as massive as the . .: .

Earth.Again, the kilogram is too small a unit to describe \:astronomical masses.A more coavenient unit is the mass of the Sun;denoted
I

,

by the symbol M.

r

** The first pulser was discovered,by the cambridge radioastrnomers,in 1968.It was an unexpected discovery,but its importance prompted a systematic search for more pulsers by radio-astronomers all over the world and '· ·

;has led to the discovery of doz-

ens of pulsers.Pulsers are characterized by the extreme regularity and short period(of the order of a second)of their pulses,which
sets them apart from other astronon'tl:ical objects.

( E"). VACUU~

- EMPTINESS AND FORM.

FAUST ( TO MEPHISTOPHELES )

" Let us fathom it, whatever may befall,
In this, thy Nothing, may find my all ."

-- J.w.

von Goethe.

From the available data on the structure of matter, we have
every reason to call our whole Universe, the VACUMM. This reasonably not only because all the countless SUNS and PLANETS are tiny

,.

Isles in the ocean of interstellar " near vacuum "• It may be
also linportant to imagine that in the stars and planets, in each
of their atoms, the dense nucleus and its surrounding electrons
are also surround by and immersed in vaccum.
This omnipresent medium called, as in ancient times, a vacuum,
that is, emptiness, or " nothing ", is by no means simply a container of all forms and varieties of matter. vacuum influences
everything it surrounds, but " influence " is too weak a word
here. Scienties now know that what they observe in experiments in
elementary particles physics is the result of interaction of the ~
particles with one another and with the vacuum.
Hence, many laws that govern our world detected in the final
analysis, by what is called the Symmetries of vacuum.
What is more, the elementary particles themselves are frequntly thought to have created out of vacuum.

It may be that any

puzzels of space and time themselves can be called forms of

exist~nce

19 4
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vacuum,!£ we take into account the true significance of the role

that the physical vaccum plays in our world.
Up-to-date science,conducting research into the

micros~co 

pic world and space,into solid-state and elementary particles,and
nuclear physics and gravitation theory,finds it equally inevitable.
A radiophysicst and a nuclear specialist,a historian of science and
an investagat6D of superconductivity make the conviction that one of
the most fascinatiating and promising trends in modern physics is
the study of the vacuum.
An apprehension of deep scientific problems plays an extraordinary vital role in understa nding the world by man and in wdrking
out a overa ll outlook.In the March of science,the phenomena being
v

investigated are related by laws that are based either i mplicitly
or explicitly on fundamental concepts.From the very outset,emptiness
was also included in these few most essential ideas of science.The
void preoccupied the keen mind of Aristotle,tormented Descartes,worried Galilee and botherd Newton.Conceptions of the Void have change d
.,....

down through the centuries together with our concepts of the Void
have been changed down through the centuries together with our concepts of the world as a whole,but they always played a lea ding role
in our picture of the Universe,even during the times when emptiness
was considered to be impossible.

I'

THE FIFTH

11

II

ELEI'1ENT

II

-----

I

ETHER

I

(

AETHER )

The folly and wisdom. of each age

are equally valuable for the wisdom
of the science of subsequent ages."

s.J.

lee.

Aristo tle attached a strictly scientific meaning to the word
11

Aether ". or

11

Ether ". He denied the very· possibility that empti-

ness exists. what should occupy a place where there is no earth, no
water, nor fire and no air 7 It became necessary to introduce the
fifth element into the universe, the fifth essence, the fifth substance. This became much later to be called by the Latin word
11

~uintessence

". The ether, taught -Aristotle and his followers,is

not simply the fifth element, enjoying equal rights with the other
four.It , they said, was the progenitor , the essence of all things,
the basis underlying all the other elements of nature. Aristotle
called etherimmortal and divine, and deciphered its name as a compound word me aning

11

eternally in flight ... According to other sour-

ces, ether is a Greek word meaning " blazing

11

and wa s given to the

substance of which the ancients thought all the heavenly bodies,
which emit light were made.
Abs olute emptiness, declared Descartes, is impossible, because
ex t e nsion is a basic properties of matter. consequently, everywhere
there is an extens ion, that is, space itself, there must also be
matter present. Al l the bodies are move in certain vortices in

~b

193.

in finer medium.

In modern time elementary particles are regarded

as certain vortices, though not immersed in ether. Whereas the
idea that elementary particles are to be considered by many physicsts as a scientific fact.
Newton's ideas on the ether were complex, quite difficult.
At different period, he held three basic views :1. the sun, planets and stars are surrounded by absolutely nothing.
This nothing is what fills universal space.
2. space is filled with a kind of matter, some material medium.
This is not nothing, but something about which it is better
to guess, because of the unavailability of the required experimental material.
3. everything in the universe , from the emptiness between bodies
and to the bodies themselves, is permeated with the finest
particles of ether.
After some time Newtown became convinced of the " material "
nature of light and agreed that vibrations of ether are equally
usefull and necessary for both the wave and corpuscular hypothesis.

But scientists of the 17th. through the 19th. centuries, who
ha d accepted ether to be the universal medium, found themselves
from the very begining in a tight corner. They unlike the ancient
sholastic scientists, were the votaries of the new science based
on the principle of Francis Bacon : proper experimental tests of
all theoretic a l propositions.

According to the theory of relativity as enanentiated by
A.Einstein,universal space itself serves as the material medium
thar inte r acts with gravitional bodies.Space has taken on certain
functions previously attributed to ether.Ether was no longer required as a medi¥ffi providing an absolute frame of reference,because,it
now became cle a r,all system of reference are relative.

VACUUM AND QUANTUM FIELD THEORY.

"We must never forget that each success in our quest for
knowledge poses more problems than it solves, and that in
this region each newly discovered land enables us to assume
the existence of as yet unknown to us unbounded

continents~

---Louis Victor de BROGLIE.
In vacuum there is also the field; only it is one with energy eq u a l

to zero;a field without reql particles.To be more exact,

vacuum is a whole system of fields,not one of which has any real
particles(quanta).This is an electromagnetic field without photonsit is a pion field without pi-mesons,an electron-positron field
without electrons ana positrons.
In a physical system called a

va~uum

we would seem to be

able to simultaneously determine all of the charecteristics of a
field.But here,the quantities of the field at any point is zero.
In a vacuum a qua ntum system cdn be determined with allthe absolute

19. <6

~-

precision to which we were once trained by the macroscopic world.
But it is established that the laws of nature and the principles ·
established by science know no exceptions.The uncertainty relation
positively requires that

with~

a certain probability the enrgy,

for instance .that linked with any definite point in a vaccum,must
not equal zero.

THE LIVING VACUUM.

"A crude model of vaccum can be concieved as infinitely

great supply of energy of one

sign,compensate~

by as

large a supply of energy of the other sign".
-- G.T.Naan.
When physicists began to study the Quantum theory of fields,
they discovered thet a vacuum was not at all what had a

lo~

app-

eard to be just empty space devoid of substance and activity.Ouanturn physics seemed capable of playing tricks even in the absence of
any quantum particles.
It

i~

well established that the law of energy of conserva-

tion of energy can be suspended by quantum effects for a short intetvel of times.During this brief duration energy can be BORROWED
for a ll

manner of purpose;one of which is to create particles.Any

particles produced in this manner would be of short.life span,because the energy tied up in them has to be repaid after a minute
fraction of a second.Nevertheless particles are

pe~itted

to pop

out of nowhere,enjoying a flutting existence,before fading once
again into oblivion.This type of disappearance of the particles cannot be prevented. The space can be made as empty as it can possible,there will always be a host of these temporary particles whose
appearance is financed by the Heisenberg loan.The temporary 'GHOST'
particles cannot be seen,even though they may leave physical traces
of thier brief existence.They are,in fact,a form of 'VIRTUAL' particles,similar to messenger particles,but with nothing on the 'ends of
line' to send or recieve the message. They treve1from emptiness to .,
emptiness,whereas to the existence of a force field,but with nothing
permanent to push against.
What might

I·

appea~o

be empty space is,therefore,consists of

virtual particles.A vacuum is not inert and featureless,but alive
with throbbing energy and vitality.A 'real' particle such as an electron must always be viewed against this background of great acti. vity.When an electron moves through space,it is actually swimming
in a sea of ghost particles of all varieties-virtual leptons,quarks
and messenger,entangled in a complex 'system'.The presence of the
electron will distort the irreducible vacuum activity,and the distortion in turn reacts back on the electron.Even at rest,an electron
is not at rest,it is being continually assulted by all of other
particles from the vacuum.
"

'

?~

~7.

l~

),UNIFIED FIELD THEORY---- A.EINSTEIN.
"The force of gravity between the components of hydrogen
atom is

lo- 39

of the electric force.If a hydrogen atom were

bound by gravity rather than electricity the smallest electron orbit would be larger than the obseravable Universe!'
--Paul Davies.
we can study the theory includes the treatment of mattter,
electricity,radiation etc. on the ordinary MACROSCOPIC scale,perceptibl~

to our senses.But study of the MICROCOPIC structure in the

hands of its equalilyimportant colleage- the QUANTUM THEORY.
It is the hope of physicists that the two theories shall
meet;and a fArst real contact has already

~en

made by Prof.Dirac

in 1928 by his relativistic wave equation of the electron. Einstein
himself has been

en~aged

for a number of years with the same prob-

lem and appears lately (Jan.1950) to have arrived at a definite
solution,which geos by the name of

11

UNIFIED FIELD THEORY•.

The main feature of this new may be briefly stated as fllows:Relativity has shaped all our concepts of space,time and

~

gravitation and the realities that are too remote dnd vast to be
percieved.Quantum theory,on other hand,has made a similar achievement concerning our concepts of the atom,the basic units of matter
and energy and the realities that are to~elusive and too small to
be directly observed.

~7

1-9-8.

Yet these two great systems rest on entity different and
unrelate d the ontical fondations.The GRAVITATIONAL

P·I~L.p,Accord-

ing to the theory of relativity,is produced by big-scale material
bodies and their motion;and is characterised by TEN fuctions changing in space and time,it

h~s

a geometrical counterpart which is our

four dimensional non-Euclidian and Riemannian.The ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD ACCORDING TO THE QUM.NTUM THEORY 1 is produced by small scale
electrons and their motion and is completely specified by SIX functions changing in three dimensional space and time;it is purely physical witpout a geometrical counterpart.It has been remarked that
the artificial mixture of geometrtcal and physical concepts in the
'

gravitational field theory is unsatisfactory.Further,both the gravitational and electromagnetic theories are

DUALISTIC~

(matter-field)

i.e. sources of the field(mass,eharge)and the field itself.
Einstein argued ' that this state of affiars cannot be true to
reality and hence aimed at building

~

UNI~RY

PURE field theory.The

laws of gravitation an d the laws of electromagnetism should be unified field within which gravitational and electromagnetic fields are
merely particular forms or condition of state.In such a unitary field
matter is to be deduced from the field equations alone,matter being
made eq uivalent to espcially strong change of field with time.A. region with a strong but finite field represents concentr.dted energy,
that is matter.Thus,thus,the old dualisms of FIELD-MATTER and PHYS-·
ICS-GEOMETRY are removed;both charcterise the four dimensional continuum which i s our UNIVERSE.

SUPERFORCE.

-

...

"EtadyoninT bhutan~ sarvanety upadharaya .
Ahamkrtrtsnasya jagatah prabhavah pralayas tatha•.

"Know that all beings have their birth in this,
I am the origin of all this world and its dissolution ·
as well".
It has become the modern trend of scientific knowledge about the UNIVERSE how a complete theory of the universe,including
its origin, can be established from the new Physics .A wonderful
prospect originates from the sequence of understanding the fundamental FORCES that control all natural
revealing the existence
forces are but

~f

activity.~cent

research is

a supreme SUPERFORCE of which all other

a part.Continual fresh discoveries have opened the

way to radical new concepts of a UNIFIED UNIVERSE emerged out amid
extreme violence and all physical structure are fashioned out of
the primeval fire under the action of the SUPERFORCE. This revolution in our understanding of the Universe is also happening even
to the time of writting the thesis.
A good number of new and speculative theories are to be
mentioned and would be discussed.
(1).

Space-Time has four dimensions.

(2).

Supersymmetry-This theory has reached a more advanced
statevf developement,and th eor i es speak strongly in

favour of it.But this theory remains yet a conjecture.
( 3) • •

~rand

unification theories, GUTS.Here we can find some

~·j

sorts of experimental support.
Though these ideas are speculative,yet these are essential
for establishing a scientific theory.Science lives on speculation
and conjecture.In the case of COSMOLOGY these plays a vital role
as the experimental tests are difficult or even

~possible.Here

scientific controversy tends to involve :. confrontation between
rival theories,rather than between theory and observation.Notwithstanding this the progress of understanding the theories can still
be made,by keeping to the rules of logic,and depending upon the

•

consistency with the progressive ideas of physics,chemistry and
biology etc.

~~\

THE UNFOLDING . UNIVERSE. ·:

- -;- ..

CREATION AND THE SEARCH OF SUPERFORCE.
"Tatrla kastham jagat krtsnam pravibhaktamanekadha

•

---The Bhagabadgita,
11

There the Pandava (Arjupa) be)held the whole Universe,

with its man(,·fold divisions gathered together in one
in the body of the GOD of the GODS 11 •
The most important scientific discovery of the modern times
is the idea of physical Universe which did not exist beforehand.
Science faces a greater challanges to explain:(i).
(ii).

How the Universe came to exist?
Why it is formed in the way it is?
It ma y be deemed that these are met in the last few years

and for the first time in history we have rational scientific theory of all existences.This revolutionary aspect bring forths for
us an idea of unparalleled magnitude in our understanding of the
world ~P man~s conception of the COSMOS and his place within it.
1

In the second half of· this century, the concepts of the
evolution of the entire observable Universe became firmly established.It was found that like animate nature,outer space is single
in its .origin.It has developed from the super-dense and super-hot
state of matter known as

singularity.J.lready ~:;

at the very first

stage of the emergence from this state physical laws came into ·

- ~

and remained subsquently unchanged.Along with the initial

distri~

-

bution of masses and speeds,these laws constituted initial condi'

tiona which determined the entire future structure of the world :
and its fate.The potentially contained atoms and molecules,planets and galaxies.
Two new conceptional schemes are currently forcing the pace
One is the "Grand Unified T~ories" or GUTS and the other called
'SUPERSYNMETRY'. These two kinds of investigations reveals that ·
all nature is ultimately controlled by the activities of a single
'SUPERFORCE'.The superforce would have the power to bring the Universe into being and to furnish it with light energy,matter and structure.This SUperforce is the Great Unification with enormous energies of singularity;there was a primordial interaction which split
with the fall of the temperature into electromagnetic,weak and
strong interactions.
The search of a superforce can be traced back to the early
work of Einstein who attempted to construct(a UNIFIED FIELD THEORY.
A century before of Einstein, Faraday

~nd - Maxwell

had ~ shown

that

electricity and magnetism are intimately related forces and g.ive
rise to a unified theory known as electromagnetic field.The sucess
of this description is evident as the tremendous impact that radioand electronics are derived from the electromagnetic field concept.
This unification

motivated the unifieation of the electromagnetic

field with other force fields,such as gravity.
The next step was Einstein's quest for a unified theory of

.the electromagnetic and gravitational fields was in vain and it -: was not untill the late 1960's that further progress on the road to
unity was taken when it was shown that electromagnetism can be mathematically combined with one of the nuclear forces( known as the
strong force).The new theory made testable predictions,the most
spectular of which was the existence of new kind of light made up
of mysterious particles called 'Z'.In 1983,in a series of high-energy collision experiments in a subatomic particle accelerator,and
the unified theory was definitely confirmed.
By that time,theoretical scientists proceed ahead ana formulated a much more ambitious theory.Here the other type of nuclear
force

(the strong one) is unified with the electromagnetic and we.

force.The simultaneous work on gravity had began to show it also
could be merged with the other forces in a united theory.Physicists
believe there are only these four fundamental forces of nature,and
naturally a search for a completely integrated theory in which all
the forces are encompassed within a single descriptive sceme.
In their attempts to unite the four forces of nature into
a common SUPERFORCE,physicsts have to overcome some difficulties.
Tne modern theory of forces has grown out of quantum physics,in
which force-fields acts by conveying 'MESSENGER' particles as well,
quantum physics provide a common description of force and matter.
In fact,it is impossible to untangle the nature o; forces from the
microscopic structure of matter: particles act on other particles
(and themselves) by the exchange of still more partiqles.It that

a theory of forces is al~o a Unified theory of matter.
Gravity is nature's odd man out. The three forces of nature
can be represented by fields of forces extending through space
and time, but gravity is space and time. Einstein's general theory
describes gravity as a wrap-field- a field of curvature in the
geometry of space-time. It is nothing but disterted emptiness.
The geometrical nature of the gravitational field be elegent,
but it has serious consequences for any quantum description. for
decades Einstein's general theory of relativity has resisted all
attempts at a consisting quantum formulation. The description of
gravity in terms of

G~VITON

m~ssenger

exchange yeilds sensible

answers to only the simplest sort of process. The difficulty, as
always, lies with the infinity terms which arise whenever closed
gravitation loops occur.
The infinity problems of the Gravitational Field are explained by the fact that the Gravitational Field are explained by
the fact that the Graviton is itself gravitally

1

charged •. In

this respect, it resembles the gluon, which is the mediator of
the strong force. Because all forms of energy-including gravitation itself are a source of gravity, we must say that Gravitons
gravitates. This means that two gravitons can interact by exchange
a third graviton, as shown below in Fig.l.

Fig. 1.
Gravity gravitates. Gravity is itself a source

'2-

.~

-2:fr5.

of gravity, an effect which at the quantum level permits gravitons
(wavy lines) to interact with each other. In this process 1 two gravitons experience a mutual gravitational force by exchanging a
third, messenger graviton.

Fig. 2.
The ability of gravitons to interact with each other permits
processes involving complex networks of gravitation loops. A single
loop is depicted here. These loops produce uncontroable infinite
terms in the mathematical description of quantum gravity, and render the theory useless.
More elaborate network gravitons are considered, and it is
clear that closed graviton loops ( Fig. 2.

) will rapidly multiply

once processes other than simple gravitatan exchange are entertained.
The appearance of endless strings of infinities in the gravitation equations is now accepted as a deep-rooted anamoly of
quantum-gravity based on Einstein's original ehtory. The situation
is recollection of the weak force before it was united with electromagnetism. Both theories are

' non-normalizable •. In the case of

of weak force the answer lay with symmetry. BUt the old theory could
not explains this. Guided by this lesson, the o riests began to search

supersymmetry is closely related to geometry; if two supersymmetric operations in succession carried out a simple geometrical operation like a shift in spetial position is obbained. In
fact, supersymmetry mathematics has been called the square root
of geometry • Gravity, being purely curved geometry, receives
natural expression through the language of supersymmetry, which
brings out its gauge field nature in a more powerful way.
Because it unites

1

Bosons

1

and

1

Fermions

1

;

supersymmetry

incorporates particles with different spins within the same family.
collections of particles, some with spin
~,1,

1

0

1

,

others with spin

and so on, can be grouped so that the family as a whole is

supersymmetric.

If one demands , therefore , that gravity is a

supersymmetric. If one demands, therefore; that gravity is a supersymmetric theory it means that the Gravitation, with its spin value
2, cannot exist alone. · It must belong to a whole family of particles
which connect with spin 2 via the supersymmetry operation. These
include particl e s of spin

0,~,

ard significantly, 3/2.

Description of gravity in these terms are known as the theory
of

SUPERG~VITY.

The way that supergravity differs from ordinary

gravity is that the

1

Graviton

1

is not only particle responsible

tor transmission of the gravitational force. This is done by a
whole supersymmetric family, and particular assistance is due to
the puzzling spin 3/2 particles which physicists have termed as
" GRAVITONS "

~1]

2o8.

The precise details of the family structure depend on how
the theorist chooses to represent the supersymmetry mathematically. The most powerful representation is known as
supe~r a vity,

1

N

=

8

1

and it generates a family of particles of impress-

ive size : 70 with spin 0.56 with spind

~~

28 with spin 1, and

8 with spind ~ , a s well as the lone gravitation with spin 2,o
An interesting question then arises. can all these particles be
identified with the known particles in nature, i.e. with quarks,
leptons and messengers 7 If . so, we can have the idea of a unified
theory of nature, which not only aggregates all particles of
matter into a single superfamily , but also put together all the
messengers, and hence all the forces. Supergravity thus procides
a framework for TOTAL UNIFICATION, in . which the entire world is
placed under the control of a single, master force - a superforcewhich displays itself self through different facts - electromagne tism through photon messengers, the strong force through gluons,
etc. - b ut all connected through supersymmetry ( see Table 1 ).

TABlE 1.

----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------Y______
Electriciyy
ElectremagnetismJ
(Ml~ll, 1850s}
Mignetism
Weak force

Electroweak force
(sa l•im, Weinberg, 196 7 )
Grand unified theories
(Glashow et al.1974)

Strong force
Gravity

Superforce
(19907}

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUccessive unification of the forces of nature with Maxwell's synthesis of electricity and
in the nineteenth century. The union of the weak and electromagnetic forces is now well-establ.i shed with the discovery in 1983 of the W and

z

~rticles.

Evidence for grand unification rema-

ins elusive, but eagerly sought. The theoretical foundations fpr a superunified theory which
merges all the forces of nature inte a single superforce are progressing rapidly.

~

I

(~)gTHEORIES

" The

1

OF THE UNIVERSE.

Universe

1

is the largest

possible object of existence

• "

Universe is composed of Galaxies which contains the stars,
other interesting objects in determining the dimension of the
Universe is the galactic space. The study of it is not confined
to what it looks like • Now

1

but also includes the investiga-

tion of its properties in the past and in the future.

(O...J·NEWTONIAN COSMOLOGY •

•
The early attempts to study the Universe were based on laws
of motion and the law of gravitation as established by Newton.
These attempts, however, failed to provide a satisfactory model.
The fault lay partly with ,t he theoretician·s in attempting to
employ the wrong type of model and partly in the inadequecy of
the Newtonian concepts.
Mqst astronomers of the 19th. and those of the early 20th.
century believed that Universe as a whole is static. That is, they
assumed that there is no systematic large-scale motion of its
major constituents. So attempts to provide a satisfactory model
of the Universe centred round this static picture. Newtonian
concepts could give such a model. This is largely because, in a
Newtonian framework, every constituent of the Universe attracts
l

every other constituent, with the result that all constituents
tend to move towards each other, if they are held at rest any

starting point

moment. If they are all flying AWAY from each

othe r at some moment, say as a result of explosion, they either
continue to move a way from one another at all times, or they
come to a momen t a ry rest and then begin falling in towards one
another. These are the predictions of the simplest Newtonian
picture, and ne i ther pre diction fits with a static Universe.
However, as we sha ll soon se e , the Universe is not static and
therefore this objection to Newtonian theory is no longer valid.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF NEWTONIAN COSt-OLOGY.

In Newtonian Cosmology the simplest models were obtained b Y,
E. A. Mine and W.H.McCrea in 1934, using the cosmological principlt
and the Weyl postualate. At constant time
assumed homogeneous and isotropic.
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the Universe is

so without loss of generality

our Galaxy may be taken as the origin of co-ordinates and the
co-ord ind t e s o f a t ypic a l g a laxy
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0

1

of mass

1

m

1

may be denoted

by the radial co-ordinate Rand angular co-ordinates and it is · known
that the only velocity tha t

0

1

may have relative to our

1

Gala~

consistent with homogeneity and isotropy, is radially away tram the
orig i n and proportional to

v
where ,

=

1

H. r,

r

1

•

we write this velocity as

- - - - - - - - - -

- ( 1).

' H ' Hubble's constant, may depend on timeT only. But

is the rate of change of ' r
dr/dt

=

' , so that (1) reads

H.r

- - - - - ---(2).
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This integrates to
r

= S

(t).r,

r

=constant -----------(3).

S(t) is the expansion factor. The volume of a sphere of radius 'r'
abOut the origin is
-

- - (4}

The density of matter in the Universe may be denoted by the
function so that the mass contained in the above sphere . is

(t) - - - - (5}.

As the Universe expands or contracts, if no matter is created or
destroyed the mass of this sphere stays constant, that is,
(t) s 3 (t) = constant =A ( say )
To determine

S(t) we denote that ' 0 ' is attracted towards the

origin by the gra vitational force of matter contained in the
sphere of radius 'r' • This force h d s the magnitude

_43_____ ~r~
. --------- ( 6 )
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Why not include the gra vitational effect of other matter in
=

the Universe 7
This question is answered by dividing this matter into concentric shells of larger and larger ra radius centred at the origin
( Fig.

~
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Newtonian gravitation

us that the gravitational force:exerted

by any uniform spherical at a particle •. INSIDE it is zero • . Hence the
above conclusion.In spite of this calculation,the result that

··a•

should not · be attracted towards any specific point.The paradox arises
because we are dealing with an infinite system in an unsatisfactory
way,and indicates one of the shortcomings of the Newtonian picture.*
Accepting (7) for the moment,we write down the equation of
6

rriotion of'Q'as
that is,using
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which has the solution

Where
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• B' is an arbitrary constant(J)and ~)show why it is impossible

to have a static Universe.rn a static Universe,S = constant,so that

This is not permitted by
The solutions of

can be represented by c4rves describing the

variation of S with time.

* The second aspect of the matter goes deeper.Even if the Newtonian
theory gives as satisfactory model,it is suspected for conceptional
reasons .For one of the prOpert1es of Newton1an gravitarion is that it
~aian INSTANTANEOUS INTERACTION.That is,if we consider two objects att-

racting each other gravitationally pull at once. This is contrary to

.the modern idea,based on Einstein's special theory of felativity,
that no physical influence can travel faster than

light~So,in

the

above example,3ccording to special theory of relativity the Earth
should feel the gravitational effect of the Sun's disappearance At
the same time that the Sun is actually SEEN to disappear from the
Earth -

IF NmT LATER? The concept of instantaneous interaction does

not produce results discrepant with observations in relation to the
solar system bec a use we are dealing with relatively short distances.
But its use in cosmology, where distances are measured in thousands
of millions of light- y ears, nust be viewed with a great deal of
c a ution. Further, the Newtonian laws of motion have been shown to be
incorrect in some circumstances, specially where rapidly moving
objects are involved. These laws have now been superseded by those ,
of Einstein's theory of relativity. In cosmology, the motions of the
galaxies are not properly describable by Newtonian laws of motion.

EINSTEIN'S UNIVERSE.
"The Universe is finite in volume but unbounded".
- A. · Einstein.
When Einstein proposed his general theory of relativity
in 1915, he h a d a framework which was eminently suited to the discussion of cosmology. This theory took

c~re

of the conceptional

difficulties as discussed in Newton's idea of the Universe and Provided a more sophisticated picture of space and time.
In his early attempts to discribe the Universe, Einstein
tried to construct a static model in line with the attempts of earlier cosmologists. Howeverf his gravitatinal theory, like Newton's,
f a iled to yield such a model, for

m~re

or less the same reasons to

construct t he g ra vita tional attraction, Einstein modified his equations by introducing ~he now famous

' ?x.-term'. This new term des-

cribed a force of repulsion, which become important only over cosmological clista nces. Betwee n this force of repulsion and the force
of grd vitation of :the Universe could be held static. This model is
known as the 'Einstein Unive r se', and was proposed by Einsein in
1917.
The 0.-term and the Einstein Universe.
In order to produce a model of a static Universe, Einstein
introduced a force of repulsion between two rnasses which increased
in proportion to their distance apart. Although this extra force

_a ppeard in the equations of general relativity,its effect can be
seen in the simpler Ne ·· .tonian frameke described in the case of descrip~· ion of the Newtonian framework described in the case of descri-

ption of the Newton's idea above. There equation~)is changed to

in a static situation the two forces on the right-hand side exactly
balanced for

'£' given by

:so =( lt~~CVIJz

This is equivalent of the Einstein-Universe in Newtonian cosmology.

The Einstein Universe in fact can be described in the relativistic framework as a Universe with constant S (= S) and with
curvature parameter k = -1. This Univrese is FINITE in volume but
UNBOUND. To visiaulize it in lower dimensions,.Let us think of tne
sur~ace

of a sphere.It has a finite area,but no boundary.

THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE

At the begining of the present century astronomers believed
thut entire Universe consisted only of our Galaxy. Within a few
years this belief had to be abandoned; as new observational criteria demonstrated thct:.

the large-scale structure of the Universe

is quite differe nt from what me e ts the naked eye. Unequivocally

it is demonastrdted that millions of stars from gaint conglomerations know as galaxies; and there are millions of modern telescopes. Our sun is only one put of millions of stars forming the
Milkywa y and g a laxy.
In 1928, Edwin Hubble, working on the two-inch telescope at
Mt. Wilson in Southern california, begin to discover a remarkable
property of light from these galaxies. The shift represents a
systematic increase in the wave-length of light from the source.
The shift repre s e nts a systematic increase in the wavelenghth of
light from the source. The entire spectrum. of . the · source, including the comtinuum and the absorption lines

is spifted towards

the long-wavelength end, that is , towards the red end.
In the case of galaxies, the main feature in the spectrum is
the absorption lines. These lines correspond to absorption proces s es t a king place in the atoms and molecules of the galaxies. And
h e found that the spectrum for all the galaxies ( excepting the
ones very c l os e to the Milkyway. Like the Andromenda ) is shifted
tow ~ rds

red; a longer wa velengths, compared to the lines of our

own g a laxies or of nea-rby ones. Thus if we expect the line to be
o f wa ve -length a nd it appe a rs instead to have a wavelength ( grea te r t ha n 0 t hen we define the r e d-shift 'Z' by

------------------(1)
Hubble found such-shifts in most of the distant galaxies.
Moreover

he not i ced that the fainter the galaxies the larger

I

is its redshift.

If we take the view that the fainter the gala-

x ies the larger is its red-shift • If we take the view that the
f a intness is entire ly due to distance, then we come to the conelusion that ' Z ' increase with distance. Hubble found a simpler linear. law relating 'Z' to the distance D

z

=

DH
---c-

-------------(2)8

where 'H' is a constant and 'C' is the velocity of light.
Hubble estimatea the value of
second. This constant

I

'H' a~ approximately ''5Xl0- 17 per

known as Hubble's constant , has been

mea sure d and r e -me a sured
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by astronomers over the last 40 years or so. Each cime its value
h a s been reduced the p resent value being 'SX1o- 18 per sec. i.e. 10
times smaller than Hubble's original estimate from one another.
Yet no p articul a r dot has any favoured position in relation to
the rest. From this analogy we fonn the following picture of the

THE DOPPLER EFFECT.
How can we interpret the cause of the red-shift7 The siplest interpreta tion lies in the 'Dopler effect'. In Fig.
source

'S' and a reciever 'R' of light, at rest relative to each

pther.I~t

'R'"

If

we have

us s u p pose at time 't'=O,

'S' sends

'R' is located at a distance

o~t

its first wave to

'D' from 'S',the wave, trave-

lling with velocity 'C', will reach 'R' at a time

-r/~v .

't'= D/C. J{

is the frequency of the radiation and its wavelength,the next wave
will be sent by 'S', at the time ' t ' will reach at the
t~

D/C + 1/ 'R' will therefore intercept

time

to be the frequency of the

the wave.
Let us suppose that 'S' is moving away from 'R' with velocity and that

represents the situation at 't'=O, when the fir-

st wave left 'S'. As before,it will be recieved by 'R' at t
The next wave will be sent by 'S' at a time

~

i:-

T = 1/V. F(Fig.
0

=D/C.
).

So this wave will reach 'R' at a time

[)

-t- - c.
Therefore,

v
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'R' will interpret the frequency of the wave as -,) where

I
y
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(b) -b-=

~

0

and its wave.lenghths as

'A -=

,..

Hence

t-~::-----

~ CJ (t+ ~ ")

'R' encounters a red-shift given by

------~

THis is the Doppler effect,and it applies to any wave motion. In the case of sound the drops in frequency of a teceding
sourch shows itself in the flattering of pitch, similarly, when:·

•s•

is approaching 'R' is greater than and the sound appears shri-

ller.In the case of light,the spectrum from an approaching object
is blue-shifted.

THE RECESSION OF

GA~~IES.

If we interpret the galactic red-shift as due to the Doppler effect we can use the simple Newtonian relation since the redshifts measured by Hubble's obsered relation

we get.

That is, the further a galaxy is from us the faster (in proportion)
is the velocity

~f

recession of that galaxy.Hubble tried to find

out if this motion of galaxies obey some law. }-{e .. plotte.d the radial
velocity of the galaxies against their distance.It was found that
the graph is almost a straight line.That means,the more the distanee of a galaxy,the more the speed at which it receded from us.
To

visualize the exact

situation we can follow the
'ballon analogy'.If we blow
up a ballon with dots on its
surface,we notice all dots
moving away from one another

'from one anothe r. Yet no particular dot has any favoured position
in relation to the rest.From this analogy we form the following
picture of the Universe.We imagine the galaxies as embeded in a
space which is itself expanding.Thus all galaxies move away from
one another,to the observed Doppler effect.This picture is often
described by the phrase 'the Expanding Universe',
The abovementioned idea again raise another problem.!£ the
galaxies are today found to be receeding from one another,in the
past they must have been closer.That wa y if we go backward in time
we reach a situation when the density of the Universe was very very
high--- in the limit we can call it infinity.
George Gamow first gave this picture.He said that the Universe started in that explosion as "BIG BANG" and hence the theory
concerning the history of our Universe following the above sequence
. \
of observations and thinking has come to be known as the "BIG BANG
THEORY".
If one considers this theory,an obvious question follows;
when did this theory happened? How long ago? That can easily be calculated from the inclination of the line in Fig.l,known as the
11

HUBBLE CONSTANT". If the rate of expansion of the universe is assu-

med to be constant,the time taken be the galaxies to come to their
present position would be obtained by dividing the average distance
between galaxies by the relative velocity.The calculation showed
that the Big Bang occured two to three billion years ago.That put
the Big Bang theory in a fix,because the age of the Earth obtained

...
from various lines of evidence were already known to be more than
four billion years.
In thut situation there was no way but to reject the Big
Bang theory. Some alternative theories were proposed, out of which
the most famous is the " STEADY STATE THEORY " developed by Herman
Bondi, Thomas Gold, Fred Hoyle and J. Vishnu Narlikar. According
to this theory, the Universe at any epoch, it will grossly look
the same. Obviously, this theory stands on the hypothesis that
spontaneous creation of matter is possible.
When this was the state of affairs, Walter Baade discovered
an error in the Leavitt-Sharpley relationship between period and
luminisity of cepheid stars. Naturally the whole exarcise of cal-

.

cula ting distance of galax'i es had to be repeated becaue cepheids
were the yardstick by which galactic distan·c e were measured • *

* The method was to identified the cepheids in galaxies and
to calculate their distance from the period and apparent luminosity • The method can be directly applied for the nearby galaxies
where cepheids can be visually identified. If the distance and
appQ,rent
of the galaxies are measured, the absolute
. luminosity
.
luminosities are known. It was found that the similar looking
galaxies have approximately the same absolute luminosity. This
enabled the scientiests to measure distances of galaxies where no
single star can be discerned simply from their absolute luminosity.
Thus the whole calculation of galactic distance was dependent on
the period-luminosity relation of cepheids.

•.

~·

Universe. We imagine the galaxies as embeded in a space which is
ilself expanding. Thus all galaxies move away from one another
leading to the observed Doppler effect. This picture is often
described by the phrase ' the Expanding Universe '·The above
mention e d ide a again raise another problem. If the galaxies are
today found to be reducing from one another, in the past they
must have be e n closer. That way if we go backward in time we
reach a situation when the density of the Universe was very high- in the limit we call it infinity.
George Gamow first gave this
Universe starded the present

fo~

pictu~.

He said that the

am infinitely dense condition.

The out-ward motion created in that explosion as the " Big Bang
Theory ".
If we conside red this theory, an obvious question follows :
when did this Big Bang happened 7 How long ago 7 that can easily
be calculated from the inclination of the line in Fig. 1, known
as the

1

Hubble constant

1

••

If the rate of expansion of the Uni-

verse is assumed to be constant, the time taken be ' t ' , the galaxies to come to their present position would be obtained by divi ding the average distance between galaxies by the relative velocity. The calculation showed that the Big Bang occured two to the
billion years age. That put the Big Bang theory in a fix, because
the age of the earth obtained from various lines of evidences was
already known to be more tha·n four r :ill ion years.
In that situation there was no way but to reject the Big Bang
theory , Some alternative theories were proposed, out of which the
most famous is the " Steady state Theory " developed by Herman
Bondy . Thomas Gold , Fred Hpule and Jayanta Vishnu Narlikar. Accor-

ding to this theory the universe is expanding; but the everage
deflsi ty remains constant. As the falaxies recede from one another,
matter is CREATED in the empty space which later clump into new
g a laxies • If we look at the universe at any epoch, it will be
grosslook the s a me. Oviously , this theory stands on the hypothesis that spontaneous creation of matter is possible.
When this was state of affairs, Walter Baade discovered an
error in the Leavitt-Sharpley ' relationship between period and
luminisity of cepneid stars. Naturally . the whole exercise of calculating distances of galaxies had to be repeated because cepheids
were the yardstick by which galactic distances were measured.
When the gra ph of Fig. 1 was again plotted with the corrected
distance , it gave a completely different value of the Hubble constant - 15. Km/sec.per 10

6

light years. From this fig. the time of

the Big Bang can be calculated as 15Xl0

9

years ago.

Thus the main argument against the Big Bang could not hold,
When putting

~orwa rd

the theory, George Gamow along with his co-

workers Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman showed that if the event
did r e ally occur, there must be some obs e rvable remnant of the

* The method was to identified the cepheids in galaxies and to
calculate their distance from the period and apparent luminosity . The method can be directly applied fort he nearby
galaxies where cepheid can be visually identified. If the
distance and apparent luminisity of the galaxies are measured,
the absolute luminicities are known. It was found that the
similar looking galaxies have approximately the same absolute
luminicity. This enabled the scientists.

gre at explosion. They pointed out that when we look at a galaxy
one million light ye a rs away, we don't in fact see its present
condition. we see its state one million years ago.

~~en

at gre a ter dist a nce s , we also go further back in time.

we see
If we

manage to see very far, we may be able to see the birth of galaxies. And i f we look further -

15 billion light years away.

~e

w11J see the early stages after the Big Bang just by looking far
enough.
This is a wonderful place of argument, no doubt. But how do
we see it 7 We know that the further we see, the more the red
shipt. It was calculated that if we look 15Xl0

9

light years away,

the radiation emitted at the time of Big Bang will be so highly
red-shifted by the time it a reces the Earth, i.e. it will not be
visible light, not even infrared. Its frequency will be even lower- in the microwa ve range. He calculated the temperature of that
.
0
r a diation -- approxima tely 3'5 i.e. the frequency will be the
sctme as that of the black radiation from any objects kept at 3'5°K.
It can be understood frOfT\ another angle also. If the Big Bang
d id not occur, the temperature of the

~niverse

just after the Big

&ing ha ppe ned 15 bilJ.ion years ago, calculations showed that the

a ve rage tempera ture should have come to only 3'5°K by now.
The radiation should be observable even now and thus the
truth of the the i ry can be verified through direct observation, No body heeded Gamow a t that time since the age problem was sufficient

of nearby ones. Thus if we expect the line to be of wavelength
and it appears inste a d to have a wavelength
then we d efi ne the red-shift

1

z

1

greater than )

by

Hubble found such red-shift in most of the distant galaxies. Moreove r, he noticed that the fainter the galaxy the larger its red-shift. If we take the view that the faintness is
entirely due to distance, then v.re come to the conclusion that
1

2 1 incre a se with distance. Hubble found a simpler linear law

relating

1

2 1 to the distance

1

D1

Where 'H' is a constant and
Hubble estimated the va lue of

;

1

C' is the velocity of light.

'H' as approximately

o.sx 1o- 17

per second. This constant is known as· Hubble's constant , has
be e n me a sure d and r e -measured by astronomers over the last 40
years or so. Each t i me its value has been reduced, the present
value being 0'5X10-

18

per second , i.e. 10 times smaller than

Hubble's origin estimate.

When the graph of Fig.l was again plotted with the corrected
distance,it gave a completely different value of the Hubble constant-15Km/sec. per 10

6

light years. From this figure the time of
6
the Big Bang can be calculated as 15X 10 years ago.
Thus the main arguement against the Big Bang could'nt hold
When putting forward the theory,George Gamow along with his cowor~kers Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman showed that if the rvent did n
not really occur,there must be some observable remnant of the great
explosion.They pointed out that when we look at a galaxy one million light years away,we don'nt in fact see its present condition.We
see its state one million years

a~o.When

we see at greater distances,

we also go further back in time.If .we manage to see very far,we may

be able to see the birth of galaxies. And if we look further -

15

I'

billion light years away,we will see the early stages after the BigBang just by looking far enough.
This is
we

a

wonderful piece of arguement,no doubt.But how can

sea it? We know that the further we aee ·, the radiation emitted

at the time of Big Bang will be so highly red-shifted by the time i t
reaches the earth,that it will hot be visible light light,not even
infrared. It's frequenc_y will be even ·lower- in the microwave range.
He calcula ted the temperature of that radiation- appoximately 3'5 9 K
i,e, the frequency will be the sqme as that of the black radiation
from any object k~pt at 3'5°K.
It can be understood from another angle also.If the Big Bang
happened 15 billion

ye~rs

ago,calculations showed that the average

0
temperature should have came down to only 3'5 K by now.
The ·radiation should be observable even now thus the truth
of the theory can 9e verified through direct observation.Nobody heeded Gamow at that time since

th~

age problem was sufficient to rej-

ect the theory.Even when the time of the Big Bang was recalculated,
the prediction remained in oblivion.When the final proof finally •
came,it was a shot out of blue.

In 1965,two engineers of the Bell Laboratory in

u.s.A

,Pen-

zias and Wilson,were building a microwave antenna for communication
with a satellite.They were trying to perfect it so that no unwanted
disturbances interfered with the communication.But,to their utter
'

dismay;they found that at a certain frequency a noise could not be
eliminated.T;hinking that it may come from ·a nearby sourcd,they rotated the antenna.It was found thd t

the radiation was coming from all

directions,in the same affiount.Days passed,months passed,seasons changed,but the intensely of the radiation remained the same.
Today,after many years of meticuleus observation and measurement of the radiation,mOst
the

the~microwave

of the scientists are convinced that

background radiation,discovered accidently in 1965,

'IS' the relic of the big bang.The temperature of the radiatimn has
been measured to be 2'7°K,surprisingly close to tije predictions.And
it is e extremely uniform- deviations are of tbhe order of one part
in 10'000. THis backgroung radiation is considered to be strongests

observational verification of the Big Bang theory.*
The steady sta te theory has lost most of its supporters after
this discovery, since the theory offers no explanation of the microwa ve background radiations that can satisfy the majority of the
scientific community. The Big Bang theory is generally accepted and
is referred . to as the · ' standared model ' in cosmology.
It has been a long-standing dream of physicists to unify the
four known forces - the electromagnetic force, the weak nuclear
force,the strong nuclear force, and the gravitational force - into
one unified field theory. We have so far been able to take the first
step by unifying the first two ( known as Salam-Weinberg theory ),
which has been experimentally verified in laboratory. Theories have
been formulated to combine the strong force with the electro-weak
force yielding a Crand Unified ( GUT ), but specialists still differ
on the details. The unification of the gravitational force with the
other forces is still a far cry, but the scientists have started
fondly dealing this theory the

11

Theory of Everything '' ( TOE ) •

* . Today's mathematical structure of the Big Bang theory
i ncorporates the cosmological principles based on Einstein's general Theory of Relativity, known as the Friedman· models. In fact,
in 1922 the Russian mathematician and physicist A. Friedmann predicted the expansion of the universestating from GTR.
Naturally, the arguementsmin favour of the Big Bang theory
le a n heavily on the assumption that Einstein's GTR is correct and
remain correct if we go back in time.

One of the most exciting developments in 20th. century physics has been that at higher energies or temperatures, the four forces begin to unify. The unification of the electro-magnetic force
with the weak nucle a r force occurs at a energy greater than 100
bilJion electron volts. These values have been achieved in the
CERN particles accelarator and it is estimated that the corresponding temperature existed about l0So

10

seconds after the Big Bang.

we have a tested theory to calculated events since then.

If we

could extend our observations to still higher energy situation, it
is possible that we may be able to detect a duch temperatures are
found nowhere in the observed universe, it appears that the Big
Bang itself may be the only time when the forces we were unified
field theory became closely interlinked.
It is incorrect to say that the standered model of the Big
Bang answers all questions in cosmology Many problems remain to
answer which states newer

~ersions

of the theory are being proposed.

It is worthwh i le to note that all the successes of the Big
Bang and all problems agree with the standered model regarding
what happened after one second.
Another major lone of development has been the marriage of
cosmology with particle physics • Particle physicists have found
that most of tne particles exist only at very high energies. Naturally, they are to be considered in the study of the first fraction
of a second after the Big Bang where energy existed. It appears that
theories of c~smology and particles physics are now in a position to
test the validity of each other.
In

pushing towards times closer and closer to the Big Bang,

scientist have found that beyond a point, the quantum effects
neP.d to be taken into account in the theory of gravitation.
Stephen Hawking, Roger Penrose and some others are trying to
develop this quantum theory of gravity and when it is developed.*

* since the theory of quantum gravity is still a tentative one; it may be a little immature to talk about its philosophica position • But the way the theorx is taking shape, it may
be throw new light on the nature of the Big Bang itself. The
Spe~ial theory of relativity taught us that to view space and

time
as inseparably lined with each other, as dimensions of four
dimensional space-time continuum. General theory of relativity
taught us that space can be curved; leading to the effect that
we call gravitation. The quantum th~ry of gravity opens up the
possibility that the space-time continuum itself may be curved
in such a manner that it is bounded but without a boundary --like the surface of a ball. In two dimensional ·analogy. Since
neither space nor time is required to have a boundary, in physics;
physical terms it could mean there would be no"beginning" of
the universe within the framework of Big Bang theory itself. If
the universe is completely self-contained, having no boundary
or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end; it would simply
be says Stephen Hawking;

•

11

there

11

What place, then, for a Creator •

STEPHAN HAWKING'S UNIVERSE.
II

11

so long as the UNIVERSE had a beginning , we could

suppose it had a CREATOR, But if the UNIVERSE is
really completely self-contained, having no boundary
or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end; it
would simply be. what place, then, for a CREATOR."
-- Stephan Hawkings.
When • A Brie£ History of Times

• launced in Britain in

June 1990, its celebrated author, s. Hawkings said he had wanted
to communicate to the public his excitement at recent explorations
into the Universe. He is greater, by far, than the ' experts

' who

have • explained •quantum physics and cosmology in terms that
support a religious agends .
His scientific reputation has been largely associated with
fundamental contributions to the theory of ' BLACK HOLES • in a
• Brief History of Time • he · was pouncing on still more fundamental questions.

In the words of Carl Sagan in his introduction,

" This is also a book

11

about GOD or about the absence of GOD.

The word GOD fills these pages.
Actually this is not his central subject , it is a consequence of the universe that emerges from his ideas. His principle
concern is whether the Universe had a beginning which is by no
means a new question in either science, philosophy and religion.
In going over the older theories he also reviews the changes in
the basic concepts. These contradictions that the older views of
static Universe.
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SINGULARITY

In

1965 Roger Panrose 1 an english scientist and mathema-

tician 1 proved mathematical analysis of the general theory of
relativity when any star greatly contracted due to gravity of
the masses of the star itself 1 it will confined in a space whose
dimension would be zero. In otherwords all the materials within
the star will subjected to a pressure and will be of unlimited
density in space of zero dimension. According to mathematical
language this limited

function is termed as

This contracted star is known as

1

1

SINGULARITY

1

•

Black Hole •. Nothing even

light cannot escape from gravitational pull of the Black Hole.
Penrose proved with the help of general theory of velativity 1
there exist singularities at the centre of a black hole • After
this Stephen Hawkins and Roger Penrose shows this singularity
like this also exists at the very beginning of the expanding
Universe. This known as big bang singularity • Again if known as

.

singularity in a part of the space-time the natural laws are
found to be inapplicable. So the scientists are in dillema: why
in the solution of the general theory of relativity becomes un1 imi ted one 7

s.

Hawkings can realize the cause of this anamoly. He says;

in going to solve the theory of relativity 1 singularity emerges
from the conception of zero volume; but according to the uncertainty principle, there would exists no such zero volume, there should
be always the existence of uncertainty in space-time. This according
to quantum theory there would be possibility of remaining some
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particles and photons outside the blackhole.

In actual practice,

some radiation of particles and photons from a black hole which
a r e known as Hawking's radiation, have been detected.
Hawking conceeds that this is only a proposal, he is not
exa ctly sure which theory successfully combine general theory of
r e l a tivity with q u a ntum mechanics. But he hopes that a unified
theory o f r e lativ i ty with quantum mechanics. But he hopes that a
unified theory will be found to eliminate the Uncertainty about
wh at ha p pened at the beginning and

w~y

7 The scientific determinism

t hat prevailed at the end of the 19th. century, lert the initial
,-

c o nfi gur a tin a nd its law to GOD. GOD would choose how the Universe
bega n but would not i ntervence once it started off. The big-bang
s ingularities is a concept of modern physics, but since the laws
o f science would bre akdown at the big-bang. GOD would still have
h a d complete fre e dom to choose what happened and how the Universe
be ga n g
Hawking's GOD comes only as the CREATOR; the agency which is
r e sponsible for setting all these into motion. There are many others
who would see no need to postulate a GOD in accepting that the Unive rse h u d a beginning. There are many other too, to whom a Universe
wi thout beginning a nd wor l d be perfectly compitable with belief in
GOD or mystical compre hended Cosmic reality of principle. Hawkings,
howe ver'· told of h is intense dislike of mysticism which he would
le a v e to those who did not understand mathematics •
.-

Einstein s a ys,
is the my stic al .

" The most beautiful emotion we can experience

I t is the power of all true arts and science."

Hawki ng ' s r e ma r k is tha t one turned to mysticism when one finds
' the o retica l ph ysic s and mathematics too hard '•
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{)~)~IDEA

OF GOD ----- OCCIDENT.

" GOD is the Supreme energy.

11

As Science marches onwards, the great and grand revelation
gradually dewns upon us that instances of discontinuties lie dormant in a continuous trend of

events~

In a

regime of law and order,

of symmetry and harmony conceals the alarming face of frek and whims
of chances and accidents of jumps and jolts.
The scientists say that,

11

It is seen that we have in such a

world which in the macrosecopical scale appears to be well regulated by the definite laws, but in the microscopic range. Nature seems
to indulge in the name of probabilities which sometimes amount to
uncertainties. As in the case of the nuclear world, so in the biological cells too, accedents decide the future •
. The foregoing analysis points out with unamiguous clarity,
to the existence of mystical power acting always and every religion
of the Universe. The Universe being present within each minute elementary particles, as well as in each and a very biological unit
has been carrying on the tremendous task of creating, synthesizing, degrating all these units everywhere with inconceivable skill
and afficiency, It is also worthy to mention that though the most
complicated processes of Natural Science, and maintaing law, order
and symmetry everywhere and yet creating jumps and discontinuties,
whereever req uired.
In the Occident they Holy Bible, though speaks of GOD, at the
very beginning of the Creation of heaven and earth, the light, ferearth separated from the waters and made fruitful, the Sun, the moon
a nd the stars, fish and food, of beasts · and cattle, of man in the
image of God, and his food-considers GOD as the Supreme Energy.
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(&~GOD

AND THE ABSOLUTE.

" o Lord you are the GOD of all gods, you
are the Absolute,
You pervades the three world ( Heaven, Earth
and Hel l
With the thre e principles.( Svatta, Rajas and
'
Tamas )
From the crude st beginning of God in the primitive man down
t o the mode rn age of resoning and

enligh~ent,

the notion of GOD

has assume d va r i ous forms. But the notion is that there exists
some super-human power that is supremely good and wise, who demands from man an atti t ude of worship. ·
I

From the early period upto the middle of the 20th. century
it had been thought t hat

1

GOD

1

could not be emperically demons-

tra t e d in the sc ie ntific sense, and the question of existence of
GOD wa s of extre me philosophical importance, both theoritically
a nd pra ctically. BUt with the progress of scientific thought which
a lter the philosophical thoughts of human being, the idea of GOD in
s cience became a vital belief, in the later part of the 20th. century.
THE IDEA OF GOD.
The main views of God which may be classified under two
he a ds :(a ) One a s concering the nature of GOD;
(b) the other a s turning upon His relation to the world.
(c ) Under t he first head, some believe in an idea of many
g ods a s d istinct and personal beings, more or less in
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conflict with each eather. This idea has origin in ancient Greece,
Babylonia, Egypt etc. There is a plurality of gods; all worthy of
worship and this belief.

1

Polytheism

1

•

Some again believe in dUa-

lism of opposing powers of good and evil, fighting each other. For

example, the relig ion of Zerastratu believes in

1

Ahura Mazda

1

( god of light ) and Ahirmn ( god of darkness). This theory is
known as Detheism.
(d).

In order to discuss the relation between God and spatia-

temporal world h a s been conceived differently by the Deist, the
Panthiest and the

Theist~

All these thinkers believe in the God but

they. conceive the relation between GOD as the World order differently.
PROO FS FOR THE EXISTANCE OF GOD
11

0 ! You, as super energy are playing with the

Universe·

MS

a Child.

0 ! Absolute One, the stars, the Sun and the
t-Pon Are like puppets in your hand o
0 ! Eternal Bliss you are destroying and creating
Everything in the Cosmos as you desire.

11

Kazi Nazrul Islam.
Philosophy although may not be able to penetrate very far
into the mystery of God, must not shrink from the attempt.

It can

at least investiga te the meaning of GOD in humans experience, and
it cannot ask whether the belief in such a being is consistant
with the science a nd phil~sophy of the present day and whether it
answer to any actual need in our experience.
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In his famous

11

Critique of Pure Reason " Kant reduce the

many proofs for the existence of GOD to three logical,

(1). the Cosmo-

(b). the teleogical, and the ontological.

( 1 ). THE COSMOI.DGICI-\ L PROOF.
The Cosmological proof rests on the notion that there must
have been the first cause, there is final ground for the existence
of this world. The argument is useless because the same problem
than at t aches to the

11

firs~

11

cause. What brought this into being?

If nothing brought it could equally well assumes that the world
always was, and thus would not have to assume a first Cause or GOD
to account for it.
(2 ). THE TELEOLOGICAL ARGUMENTS.
This argument is very similar to the Cosmological argumento
The world seems everything to reval a rational ordering and a benovolent design, which certainly points the fact that there must be a
divine architect or designer of the world. This argument is often
challanged on the basis that the Universe

xs

not benovalent and if

this argument is sound GOD is an evil king.
(3). THE ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENTS.
Both of the above mentioned argumen~

•

rest on the Ontological

which asserts simply that GOD is a being whose very nature implies
existence GOD is said to be most perfect, more real and thus must
exists otherwise GOD would be neither of these.
The teleological and cosmological arguments rest on the assumption that there is a being which exists through its own necessity
o f nature.
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SC IEfiiTIFIC PROOFS FOR THE EXISTANCE OF GOD.
the ' whole of the Universe is composed

In modern science

of a limitless eterna l and indestructible energy. various kind of
energies are the manifesta tion of this implicit energy. Again it
has been inferred that all matters in the Universe are nothing but
the concentrat e d forms of energy which appears to our senses as the
' MATTER

1

a nd this energy remains in the form of electro-magnetic

waves inside the Matter. At present matters can be converted into
energy following Einstein's celebrated formula E

=

MC

2

where

I

E

I

is the amount of energy due to the conversion of amount of mass 'M 1
I

'M 1 and

1

C' is the velocity of light • Again, at present energy can

also be converted into ma tter, as evident from the theory of Quantum Electro Dynamics and from the steady state theory of creation
of the Universe.
In fine, it

~ay

be stated that the whole Universe is composed

of energy.
Next questions become evident that whether this energy is
conscious or unconscious. In the last part of 20th. century, science has embraced both High Energy Physics and Quantum Mechanics :
The Uniformity of nature
ent

ti~e

1

which was the basis of science of anci-

h a s been demolished, in real sense matters do not exist.

" Composition of tffi Universe cannot be explained with the help of
ide a of matter " ( J. Jeans ).
Mechanical theory of the formulation of the world is absolute at present and for function of the atoms an entity like
is required

1

MIND

Schrodinger ), and whole of the material Universe is

noth i ng but the ma nifestation of " Mind Stuff "( Eddington ) •

1
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Whole of the Universe appears to be the Outcome of thoughtprocess. There is something creative as · our mind lies behind the
appearance of the Universe ( Jo Jeans ).
JoB.

Berek states - . " Creation of the universe is an object

of thought and the whole Universe is purely a product of materialistie plan of a

" Universal Mind ", " an artist

11

•

As an artist

composes an art remaining outside of his composition as an efficient cause . , similarly the Creator of the Universe while remains
outside of the space and time of the Universe. However, accordingly to the UpanT-:>ads or the Vedanta the Creator becomes one with
his own Creation.
From the above we can arrive at a scientific conclusion that
there exists a limitless eternal and indestractible COSt--lOS pervaded
by an energy whose root lies in

11

Universal Consciousness

11

•

It will

I
be all the same whether we recognize it as GOD, Iswar
or -Allah.

There is something in the Universe more elemental than either
energy or matter, namely, the direction of energy. Just as in psychology we have learned that there is something more elemental than
sensation, perception, and thought and just as in biology we have
suspected that deeper than organic life itself there is some elemental struggle for life , so in the whole world there may be some
original impulse which is making for order and structure and life
and mind. Perhaps for righteousness. These are the eternal values.
GOD, therefore, is not energy, but a Creative Activity and not
merely this, but " Ideal Tendency

11

•

We can mingle: our insignifi-

cant consciousness and real spiritual discipline together.
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l~·EVOLUTION

OF THE IDEA OF THE GOD.

The SUPREME ENERGY according to the philosophers, scientists, metaphysicians; the theologicians, us the creator of the
Universe and various names have been given to tne ENERGY which
is usually termed as GOD.

Evolution of the ideas of GOD, the supreme energy in the
western thought, is described below in nut-she •l l.
GOD -- PU\TO.
11

God is the first cause or the ELAN VITAL ".
-- Plato.

plato believes that a nation cannot be strengthened unless it
beljeves in GOD, first cause or ELAN VITAL. This is not a person
and this force c oul d hardly inspire hope, or devotion or socrifice, it could not offer comfort to the hearts of the distressed
nor courage. But a loving GOD can do all these, and it can resist
men from greed some control of his passion.
According to GOD may be after-all only the personofied ideal
of our love and hope and that the soul is like the music of the
~ure,

and dies with instrument that gave it form. There is no doubt

that God will do sous no harm, and it may do us and children immeasurable good.

1

what Pythagorians meant by the • number • 7 When he thought
that this is a world of numbers, the world is ruled by mathematical constancies and regularities.
Plutarch tells 1us that according

to Plato,

11

erized "

1. RICHIES,

D.c.,

1

Plato

1

,

Edinburg, 1920; pp. 85.

God is geo-
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GOD -- ARISTOTLE.
.. GOD is the Prime Mover • "
-- Aristotle.
It is Aristotle's doctrine that nothing can EXIST which is
not an individual but Universal and abstract.
THE JUDIAC AND CHRISTIAN CONCEPTION OF GOD •
.. It is who sits above the circle of the earth and its
inhibitents are like grass-hopper who striches out the
he a vens like a creation, and spreads them like a tent
to dwell in.
To whom then will you compare me that I should be life

him .. 7 says the Holy One
Lift up your eyes on high and see who created these.

11

--- Isaiah - 64 :6.
Monotheism is the basis of the Judiac-Christian conception
of GOD. This ide a first came fully effective to human conscious in
the worlds •
.. Here 0 Is real, the lord, our GOD is one, Lord and you shall
love the Lords with all your heart and with soul, and with all your
might. ,l This words indicate , the Herdraic understanding of GOD,
continued to be the idea of GOD in Christinaty.
Polytheism is the belief of the common primitive peoples and
became a classical expression in West in ancient Greece and Rome.
These were a multi tude of personal Gods, thus personal Gods were
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indicated as to be the in-charge of different departments of life
e.g. in Greek belief these are : POSIDON ( god of the sea ), ARES
( god or wa r

). and APHRODITE ( godess of love ).
ATTRIBUTES OF GOD.

The true coments of the GOD - idea are understood when attribute God is conceived as the highest and Supreme~ Personal Expre-ssion and the GOD-idea are based upon the idealistic attitude of all
that is highest in human experiences and of all that is of supreme
value. The Supreme Mind is qualitatively and quantitatively different from human personality. No thought, feeling or will in the
human sense can be ascribed to GOD.
According Christian idea of GOd is infinite, self-existant
and absolute. God is creator of everything else that exists. Here
creation is · far more significant than the creation from an already
given material rather it means creation out of nothing

11

Creotio

ex nihilo " Thus for the existance of GOD will be there as a two
important corollaries of this idea
First, it shows an absolute, distinct between GOD and the
Creation. It is impossible for a creature to become a Creator.
Cre a tor is Creator and creator are creature for time eternity. Any
thought of human beings becoming GOD is impossible according to the
Judiac- Christan conception of Creation.
Second corollary is that GOD is absolute for His realm of
creation, as He is the maker of nature. We have a part in the Universe , not by some natural right, but by the grace of GOD and each
d a y i s a gift to be received in thankfulness toward the Divine Giver.
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IDEA OF GOD. --

NEWTON.

He governs all things and knows all

11

things that are or can be done.

II

--- Newton ..

Newton, in spite of his mathematical power to be an emperical one. Though he wa s a· natural scientist he was a philosophers
and de e ply religious man. He regarded all the subjects as a vision to be se e n from the pinacles of human knowledge, and the
beg inn ing of the scie nce. In his book

1

PRINCIPA

1

it is expre--

1

ssed in the na turdl theologic a l lang uage of the time. Its sense
is .t hat of the argumen t from design. He wrote,

11

That most beau-

tif ul system of the sun, Pl a nets and comets could only produced
from the instruction and dominian of an intelligent and powe rful
~i ng

11

is everywhere pre sent, and by existing always and every-

where. He cpnsti tutes duration and space.

11

<

Thus to Newton, abso-

lute Time and space are constituted by the everlasting and boundless.
Newton does ·not conceive GOD merely as a

1

FIRST CAUSE

1

,

who makes and starts a machine which then runs for everalone. GOD
is immanent in nature .

11

He governs all things and knows all thin-

gs that can be done ---------- who beings in all places , is more
ably by

11

WILL

ably be his

11

11

to moves the

WILL

11

11

PARTS OF THE UNIVERSE

to move the " PARTS

11

11

is more

of our own BODIES • 1

Newton als o invoked GOD to correct by direct interpretation
irregularities which may gradually accumulate in SOLAR SYSTEM
owing to distribut ing causes, such as the action of

1 . Optics 3rd. edition pp-37.
2 . Optics 3rd. edition pp- 317.

come~s.
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GOD--- RENE DESCARTES'
( 1596 - -

- -16 50

)

Rene Descarts is the originator of New Philosophy based on
human experience and consciousness. In order to conceive of the
idea of the existence of GOD, the Supreme Energy, he started
his investigation by talking a data at the very beginning, being
a rna themet.i cian. The domain of his consciousness is extended
from the direct apprehention of GOD to observation and experiences in physical world.
re,scartes was the first to formulate dualism - the sharp
distinction between soul and body, mind and matter. This idea
after wards became general belief and important in philosophy.
According to him whole physical Universe is reduced to
mechine as Newton showed. Descartes machine fundamentally different from the view of Plato and Aristotle according to whom GOD
had cre ated the tha t, through man the whole processes might return to GOD.
Cartesians dual i sm raises the question of the mind and matter.
In D=s scheme GOD endowed the UNIVERSE with a motion at the beginning and a f terwards alJowed t9 run spontaneous in according to His
Will. According to Descartes GOD

endow~d

is not the Supreme God

r a ther is thought to be the FIRST CAUSE.
To Descartes extention is one of the vital qualities and all

other qualities are related with one another through a mathematic a l rel a tions,

the secondary are mere translation of the primary

be the humansenseQ
In

fi'ne,

it can be unhasitatingly be mentioned that Descartes

pro ved t h e way for our perpose, by placing MAN in much higher positio n by a ttr i but i ng as the thinking MAN, and s e condly by concie
ving :endeavouring to explain the existence of
or Eternal Fo r c e .

the Supreme Energy
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EINSTEIN'S CONCEPTION OF GOD.
The firm belief bound with a deep feeling in a superior

11

mind that reveuls itself in the world of experience . represents my conception of GOD. In common parlance, this may
be described as panthiestic.

----- A. Einstein.

11

( Ideas and opinions, scientific truth).

Einstein believes in the existence of two distinct and different .tmiverse, one is opreceptable by senses which is merely personal world of the perception of the senses. He arrived to this conclusion as the sages of deeply absorved in a super-intellect under
the spell to meditatio n. His feeling finds its expression as follows :11

A super-conscious cosmic sense engages me in search of true

scientific thoughts. I feel with awe and wonder the presence Of the
Omnipotent ONE who is the source of the Unified energy to sustain
this beautiful and wonderful Cosmos, Search for this formless One
r

invokes in me the ide <:1 of GOD.

11

Mistery of the causes and effects of tre Universe constitute
his ide a of GOD • He never belives in personal or conventional
religion.and the GOD who bestows any kind of punishment or is responsible for salvation, To him nature is the manifestation of GOD
and Universal spiri tual intuition is the source of his will.
11

In my sense the Cosmic spiritual thought is the greatest

and s upreme cause for devotion of scientific work. In this materalistic world the person solely absorbed in science, are the actual
spiritual seers.

11
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EXISTENCE OF GOD --- MODERN NEW SCIENCE.
" one c a n env isag es cre a tu re s whose c a pacities are so
gre a t we co u l d not distinguish their activities from
na ture its e1f . This heirarchy would involve a supreme
be i ng po sse ss i ng the gre ate st power and intelligence.
suc h a b ei ng wou ld f ulfil many of the tra ditional req u i r e me nt s o f GOD."
--- Pa ul Davies.
In

the p a st de c ades , it h a s been recognized that there are

coincide nce bet wee n c erta in laws of physics that imply the Universe
wd.s des i gn e d for the purpose of Creating. ht present there is an
act ive discussion a bout this mysterious coincidences mean. There
a r e tv.o c a t eg or i e s o f science. Some one believes that the human
r a c e a s o b se rve r par tic Jpant has actually had a major role in creating bo t h t he Unive r se an d the. laws of physics. Others feel that
the e x is te nce of such coinc i dents

prov~des

us with the scientific

e videnc es o f GOD.
In the ye a r 198 3, a _s ymposium on the constants of physics held
by Royl societ y ,

a theory in the

discussed prominentl y.
theay in t h e
Th is

1

1

1

Anthropic Principle

1

Take n from the Gre e k term

Anth ropi c Pr i nc iple

Anth ropic Principle

1

1

1

1

held

Anthrops

1

been
,

a

had been discussed prominently.

me a ns that

1

man's observational

of the Un i ve rse tha t h a v e helped for moulding what we percieve as
the l a w o f physics.

L

M:ld do x , " New Tw ist. for the Anthropic Principle "
February 2 , 198 4. pp- 4 0 9.

Nature (307)
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The Anthro pic Principle was first enanciated in the middle of
1970 by astrophysist Bra nder carters. He was inspired by the numerical coincidence s tha t have come together in the formation of
sta rs.It now known that the formation of states is the outcome of
its consta nt struggle between the forces of gravity which cause the
star to collapse in upon itself and the force of electro-magnetism
which work against gravity and struggle to keep the star from collapsing .
carter. also obse rved tha t

the balance of power between these

two forces is very much incredible that it is quite difficult to
understand tnat in the formation of the Universe; the strength of
40
the force of grovitation h a d varied by as little as 1 part in 10
par ts.

If this delicate balance would have been destroyed and suns

1
as our Sun would never have formed. · Another coincidence is that in
the nucleus of an atom; protons and neutrons are held together by a
powerful cohesive force.
Freeman Dyson has noted that if as the Universe were forming
this force had been only slighly weaker than it is; protons and
neutrons would not be able to hold together and atoms as we know;
then would never have form e d. Conversely, if the force had been
minu tely stronger; it would then have been possible for protons
to sticl< together a nd long ago all the free protons in the Universe

1. Carter, Brandon. " Large Number of consciousness and the Anthropic Principle in Cosmology

11

in M.S.Longair, "confrontation in

Cosmological theories with observation
PP- 242 .

11

Holland: Reidal. 1970.
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would have mop ped up like so much glue, pre venting the formation
of atoms ; and stars a nd people.

1

Another co incidence has been pointed by Sir Fred Hoyle

1

along

with california Institute of Technology astrophysicists William

A.

Fower , t hat o xygen a nd carb on, the most importa nt elements on which
life on earth is based , are a lso balanced in the interior of the
sta rs in equa l amounts .
other pn,dominated

If this would not have been there and one

in the Universe; there should not be any indi-

cation of life in the Universe.

2

what do e s it sig nify 7 Most of the scientists conclude that
the activities of observer at all points in time are constantly
self -organising and streming bag through time; guiding the development of the Uni verse throughout its history.

3

This thought is certai nly stra nge one, for it can be questioned
whether as tronom ers are trying to see the relies of the Big Bang or
whether they are helping to create it. !\"ext question is do these
coincidences in the way the Universe is put together exist becau
we hum a ns h a ve re a ched ba ck through time and placed them there 7
These are the question we come across due to scientific inquiries.

1 . Paul , Da v ies.

The Anth ropic Principle " Science Digest. October

11

198 3. pp- 2 4 •
2 . Hoyle, Fr ed . 11 The Intelligent Universe ".
Adison . - 1080. pp3.

~·heeler,

John,

11

Beyond the Black Hole

11

~ssachusettes

in Harry Woolfe, some

stan.,;r eness in the proportion Reading, Massachusettes : AdisonWis ley , 1980, pp- 359.
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AlJ the scientists io the world could not
crit icism of the

Anthropic Principle

1

0 POSTHOC ( or after the fact

1

ac~

pt it, their

is that it is an entirely

) theory and has not yet be e n used

to predict any undiscovered feature of the Universeo Another Principle lacks the physical foundation to make any theory scientifically true.

1

The l a st cirticism has be e n answered by Berned Carter and
M:irtin Rees as,

" such a foundation may already exist in the •

many worlds interpr e t a tion of quantum mechanics ". In other words
there are some universe in which all the physical laws do not come
together in order to allow the lives to be developed.
This Many-Worlds Hypothesis has been rejected by Wheeler,
according to wh om it is only proper to speak of one universe in
which the presence of observer results in the well-defined laws of
physics.
Modern age admits that there is a connection of us with the
Cosmos. ,When we look out at the stars, we see the same laws, the
same kind of orga nizations that also govern thought, In fine,
it may be said that we humans are connected to the Universe, to
the distant past of the Creation and the remote future as well,
in a way that goes far beyond unavoidable human thought. This
Anthropic Principle certainly one explanation for the connectedness between human and the Universe. But some Scientistshave
recently pointed out that the .re· "is. an6ther explanatl.on that ·should
be given serious- consie1eration by' scie·nce. These Shows that there

1 . Pegels, Hin z,

11

1985 . pp .. 34-38.

B " A cozy Cosmology

11

The sciences, March,

GOD AS AN EXPIANATOOY PRINCIJlLE OF SCIENCE.
"God is the most compelling evidence for an element
of COSMIC design 11 •
Paul Oil vies.
The line as mentioned in the title above has got the references to the following findings of the eminent

scienti~ts

like Paul

Davies, Fred Hoyle and Francie Crick..

(1). Paul Davies argues that science has reached to a point where it must be adimitted that the present structure of our

Univ~

ers has been designed in some well-planned manner. Davies also concludes the possible expl•nation ie that these designs must be attributed
to God. navies writes Ie it any aesier to believe in a Coemic designer
than in the multiplicity of Universe necessary for the weak. Anthropic
Principle to work."?"
Though neither hypothesis can be tested in strictty scientific sense, yet ravies think that the presence •nd vast number of
these coincidences still remain--"the moet compelling evidence for an
element of Cosmic design ... l .

1. naviee,

pp-189.

Paul, "God and New Phjsics" L::>ndon: J.M. Dent

&

sons.
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navies express other possibilities, e.g. after acknowledging that consciousness and intelligence see SOFTWARE.

1

This pro-

vide in such a condition of sophistication of mind one can say
that the act of mind could not be distinguishes from the activitie s of nature
A similar view is recently expressed by Sir Hoyle, an eminent scientist. He says that scientific evidence indicates that
the Universe is governed by some kind of interconnected heirchy
of intelligences. This basis of the conclusion is not only due to
the celebrated and anthropic principle which are require d for in
our current understa nding the laws of Physics, but also on an occu rrence tha t

, According to Hoyl the creation of biological life

on Earth was the r e sult of a purely random sequence of events.

1. A number of properties is gained by computers due to the electronic, or electro-mechanical components specially intended to
realize these properties. The arithmetic lOJic unit is referred
to SOFTWARE. Some other features are imolimented through SOFTWARE without using suitable HARDWARE OPERATING in a specified
mode in compliance with the orogram supporting the machine in
performing a given function. A computer for instances, may have
no h a rdwa re - i mplemented operation of extracting the square
root. However, i f there is a program of extracting the squre
root with the aid of available harware, then from the user's
sta ndpoint the computer possesses the ability or taking the
square root.

By me a ns of hardwa re the corresponding functions of computers
are performed f a r more rapidly, then in case of using SOFTWARE.
Therefore, one a nd the same function can be realized in small
compu t er s with the a id of software, while in large machines for
wh ich the s p ee d o f opera tion is one of the most important feat u res - by men n s o£ hardwa re.
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Francis Crick concluded,

11

An honest man -armed · with all the

knowledge available to us now, could only state that in some sense.
The origin of l if e a ppe a rs at the moment to be almost a miracle, so
many are the conditions which would have had been satisfied to get
.
1
i t go1.ng.

Ne x t, we came to the problem

th~

if biological life did not

arise 7 Hoyle believed that life did not originate on Earth, but
wa s seemed by infection fr om space, and that the Cosmos is conceived with living materi a l whose true origin are lost many billions
of years are in the misty past. Further, it has been observed that
random processes t e nd to destroy order, and intelligence shows itself most eff ective ly in arranging things and producing order out
of chaos. Thus Hoyle concludes that the complexity of life indicates
that the Universe itse lf is intelligent and this intelligence first
create d the order in matter and resulted in living things.
Hoyle be lieves tha t for even remote interstellar ancestor to
ha v e self-organized out of chaotic matter whatever , •rom their hardware.2 took would have required the existence of an organizing principle. He believes this principle to be an overall Gestlet intellige nce or pure information tha t exist beyond time. According to him
this overall Gestle t of intelligence reaches out of form all points
rr

in the r e mote and infi nite future back to all points

1. eric,

Simon

in their

Francis, " Life Itself : Its Origin and Nature , New York:
&

2 . Log cit.

Schuster, 1981

) pp. 88.
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infinite past • Thus l i fts itself by its own bootstraps. and
f e e ds i t self in the past the very information that will allow
itse lf to beca me so unfathomed intelligence in the remote future.
At pre sen t e vo l utionary theorists have come to recognize that
the e vol utio n of l ife on Earth is not a gradual process taking
p l ace i n descre a t e ste ps b ut is most often an abrupt and suddenpro ce s s with n e w de signs and suddenly. Hoyle's suggestion is that
perhap s the ne w me cha nism responsible for the new view of evolution , k nown a s

11

PUNCTUATED EOUILLIBRIA

11

are the result of pro-

cesse s s i mil a r to t he ba ckwa rd time flow. This h d s allowed the
o ve r a ll ga slet o f intelligence in the Universe of self-organized.
Due tq t hi s s i mil a riti e s of processes between the Universal
i n te llege nce a nd biolog ic a l

life on Earth, Hoyle concludes that

perh aps there i s connect ing chain of intelligences. This intelli
ge nce e x tends downwa rd from the intelligence of the Universe as a
whole to the inte lligence of those heiarchies of software whose
ac tiv iti e s are indisting uishable from nature

by a series of

11

f u t u re link s to huma ns upo n the e a rth 11 • 2 Later on there is found

1. Ge o ff r ey Ch ew p ropo s ed it in the early 1960s and other physicists ha v e us ed it to d e velope a comprehensive theory strongly
inte r a ct i n g p a rticles together with more

general philosophy of

n a ture. This is known as Bootstrap approach. According to this
phil osop hy, nature cannot be reduced to fundamental entities,
like f unda me nta l build i ng blocks of matter, but has to be unders too d e n t ire ly thro u gh self-consistence. This idea constitutes a
r a d i c a l de pertu r e from the traditional spirit of basic research
r

in p hysi c s wh ic h h a d always been bent on finding the fundamental
cons t i tu e nts of matter. At the s a me time it is the culmination of
the c o n cep tion of the ma terial world as an interconnected web of
r :l a t i ons t h d t e me r ge d from quantum theory. Here the Universe is
seen a s a d yn a mi c we b of i nter-relat e d events.
11

2 · Ho yle , Fre d,
Th e intelligent Universe
a nd Wi n s ton e , 1 98 4 ). pp- 129.

11

(

New York, Rinehart
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that this heirarcal and interpretrating chain of intelligence
exists; and thus the evidence.
Hoyle further notes the fact that there seems to be a Unive rs a l r e ligious impulse or spiritual drive in Humanity. In this
erd of sophistic a t e d enlightment, impulse and spiritual drive all
considered a s the sma ll portion of the ancient thoughts which is
considered as mo s t ordinary one. These ideas have mould the idea
of ancient world. This idea has inspired the human race for thous a nds of ye d r to g a in divinity le a ding to heavenward through the
va rious anthropomorphized gods. This religious impulse may be reco g nized a s our a wa r e ness of connectedness to our intellectual development, This impulse of different kinds is the simple encoded
me ssage within e a ch of us.

AN UNDERLYING UNITY BEHIND THE
'-

UNIVERSE
" From grass to stars , are tied together
with a relation of Vital power."
Rabindranath Tagore.
In 1982, modern science suddenly discovered that far below
the apparent variations of space-time world of matter and energy,
the r e lies a deeper fundamental inter-connectedness in our Universe.
A rese a rch team composed of physicists Alian Aspect, Jean Dalbard,
r
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a nd Ge r ci d Rog e r a t the Institute of Theore tical and Applied
Op tics in Pa ri s , made perhaps one of the most significant discoverie s of the century which successfully confirmed this fact
of underlying un i ty,
The story o f t h is discoveries goes back to the year 192 7
whe n t he toung Germa n Physicist werne r Hiensenberg started the
world o f s c ienti s t s with his successful experiment of the famous
Undert a inty Princip l e .
The three c o rollaries

of the experiment brought, in fact,

r e volu tiona ry c ha nge s in scientific thinking •
(1)

No

one can know what a sub-atomic particle reality is,

al thoug h o ne c a n confirm its presence and even work with
it. The world of sub-atomic particles appeared like the
inside of a n ' unop ena b le watch • as Einstein said.
(2 ) The stri ct l nw of cause and effect relation which operates so clea rly in everyday life does not operate in the
qua nt um world of sub-atomic particles.
(3) Th e stri ct div i sion or seperation between the object of
e x p e rime nt a nd the mind or subject of the experiment, or
the di s tinct ion between objective matter and subjective
mi nd i s de molishe d forever.
(
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This Principle is also known as the Theory of Indeterminacy,
since it shatertered the old determinism of science which wos
defined by Laplace, and confirmed by Newton's laws of motion •
. . . stro-physicist Stephen Hawking brilliantly sunmed up the basic
defect of the cla ssical determinism of Laplace.
" Laplace's determinis m was incomplete in tv/0 ways.

It

did not say how the laws should be chosen ·and it did not
specify the ini tial configura tion of the Universe. These
were left to GOD. GOD would choice how the Universe began
a n d what laws it obeyed, but he would not intervene in the
Universe once it had started, In effect, GOD was confined
to the areas tha t 19tho century science did not understand. ,l
Scientific dete rminism not only. failed to satisfy the Quantum
Theory , it failed equ ally with the general theory of relativity
when it wu s applied to d efin e the beginning of our Universe. Writes
Hawking
" 1\cco rding to the general theory of Relativity, there
must have be e n a state of infinite density in the past
causing the big-bang , which would have been an effective
beginni ng of time - - - -. At the big-bang and other singularities , all the laws would have broken down 7 so GOD
would . still have had complete freedom to chose what happ-

em~d a nd how the Universe began. 112
Einstein, for whom the world of matter was very much real and
objective, and which runs a ccording to strict casuality, could not
a ccept the Uncertainty Principle.
In order to dispro v e the Uncertainity Principle in 1935,
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Rinetien and ~ris Polodolsky and Nathun ~sen published a paper (
(based on thGught experment) entitled 'Can Quantum mechanical description of the physical reality be consedred completed'. This paper is
known as EPR Effect wa s, in fact. a direct challange to the Heisenberg's

uncer~init~

Principle. The Uncertainity dernonastrated that

in the world of sub-atomic particles, our ordinary idea of caus•lity
s~ply

cease to exit.
In this paper. Einstein,

Podolsky and R0sen mathematically

postulated that if the strict cause and effect relatisn in the w•rld
of sub-atomic particles really does met exist as the Uncertaibty P
Principle asserts, then a strange phenomena will

emerge~ ~What

is this

strange phenomenen 7
It is 'to put it simply' that two same kind of sub-atomic
particles must

s~mehow

be

simultane~usly

connected, even if they re-

main separated at an enormoyself long distance. Hew is it possible?
How is it possible that twa same kind of particles separated et space- like distance{which light and the fastest electromagnetic

sig ~b

nals take a few seconds to traverse) communicate instantaneoUsly?
untill

~936,

no such ptienomenen of

instatane~us

connection betwwen

two particles was known to exist. And s since it was unknown up )G
the t~e of ~instein,and he thought that HeisenberQ's Uncertainty
Principle must be wremg. This was the coatenti•n er challenge pcaed
by the EPR thought experiment. But the strange phenomenon did proved to exist, confirmation being shown by successful experiments in
1927 by vavid Eohm in London; Clauser and Freedman in U7S.A. and a
team of Alian Aspect in Paris in 1982.
In 1 964,

J.s ..

Bell, a physicits at the

Uuropean Orga-
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.nization for Nuclear R·\!aearch (CERN) gave mathematical formation to
the EPR Effect. One of the implications of Bell's theGrem is tA-t &
'at a deeper and fundamental level,the SEPARATE PARTS of thet

· uni~

1

verse are connected in an intimate and immediate way. During the 1
1960s, there was not sulificent technological precision to prove the
theorem of Bell, but later on physicst David Bohm of London gave an
experimental version

~f

this EPR Effect. Although the whole experi-

ment sounded like a tale from the hrabian Nights, the entire idea has
now been experimently demonstrated. In 1972, John Clayser ansd Stuart
Freedman at the Lawrence Berkeley laboratory actaally perfonned the
experiment. They found that the Statistical prediction

u~n

which

Bell based his theorem are correct •. They startled many physicts. S
2
Schrondinger commented, 'It is rather discomfGrting'. David Shorn's

succesful experiment of EPR Effect is illustrated in

~

simole way

by Gary Zukav in his book 'The r»ncing wu L.i Masters •. 3 Let us take
a two-particle zero-spin system. There are such systems in the physical world where the spin of one particles in the sustem cancels the
~ pin

of the other. In snort, these two

particl~s

act like twin bro-

thers. Let us imagine that the two particles of this ayaterna are acattered simultaneously in two opposition direction• on the same plane
of polarization.

~low.,

if one of the particle• is given · a chzange of

direction after it haa traverased a certain diatance(X), then the
other partiaale moving in the opposite direction gets, after traversing the same d istance(X),exactly the opposite change of direction.

* 1, zukav,Ga.ry ... The Dancing Wu L.1. Maatera 11 (New York: Marron
1979). pp-32. "2. Ibid, pp-298. 3. Ibid, pp- 299 -303.

&

co,
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If the particle

'A' in the two-parivle

~y~tem

'AB' ie

given a s pin towa r ds right up after it has travers•d a diatance (X),
then the s econd particle &B' movin9 on the same plane but in the opposite direction, will

~et,

after traversibg the same distance (X), a

spin left down. And the chan;e in the direction of particles 'B' will
occur spontaneously without any action done on it. The startling f
fact of t he EPR experiment is that the paeticle 'D' CGUld

s~how

know that its twin moyion brother 'A' has alao been -.given a spin right
up. And then the particle 'B' reacts to the action done upon its twin.
But 'B' reats in exactly the opposite way-from 'A' in infallible
ner, spontaneously, is astonoshing. How could 'B' know

a~ut

rna~-

ita bro-

ther, and ho\-r could it react in such a •irengely measured and indepedent way"J
While EPR dealt wilh a pair of hypothetical twin partieles,Clauser and Freedman performed an expriment with real paired particles (photcn ~r light particles). They experimented with these pa
pared photon particles in their states of polaization (instead
their states of s pin). Clauser and Freedman used in their

~f

th

exper~ent

on Bell'sTheorem* the paired photons that emit simultaneously in two
exactly

op~site

directions frem a neon light.

* Bell, 's theorem demGnastrated that the Universe is is fundamentally intercennected, independent and inseparable. This preves that
the existence o£ local hidden variables is in consistent with the
sta tical predictigns of quantum theory. Bell's the~rem dealt a sha-

~

ttering blow t& Einstein's pGsiti~n,bby showing that the conception of reality as consisting of separate parts, joined bu ~~cal _
gonnections, is i-ncempe·~ib:le with quantum theory.
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Th e Clauser a n d Free dma n e xperiment proved tha t wha tever
may be the altere d cond i t ions of the experiment, it ultimately
va rifies that one of the pa ir o f photon ( in the twin-pairs
a lwa ys a n d ins t a nta ne ou sly commun icates with the other photon.
EVen when the twin p hoto ns a r e theoritically separated by an
a stro nomica l d ista nce ( a dista nce which l ight takes severa l
se c o nds to t r v e l) , t h e c o n diti o n of photon is immediately conve ye d to it s t wi n . Th e s tra ngest aspect of the experiment is
here : c o mmuni cation signal in our spa ce-time world i s the seed
of light whi c h

, as Ein s tei n showed, is the limiting speed in the

Universe . But , most surpr i singly, the two photons seemed to commu n i c a t e d insta nta ne ousl y , ·even when separated by distances which
ligh t

t a ke s a f ew s e conds t o tra v e l.

~11

physicists were however,

not huppy wit h the exp e r ime nt. Some criticized its methodology
for va rious r easo ns .
Then , i n 198 0 , Alia n Aspe ct, a long with his colle a gues Jean
Dal i ba r d a n d Gerard Roger, added the refinements neces s ary to make
the resu l t s un equi voca l .

1

The group used photons produced by a

a tom s o f me rcur y vapour exc i ted into a higher energy state which a
l a ser beam as t he i r pa ire d partic les. Then, with the aid of switchi ng me chan isms t h a t could opera t e in the billienth of a second,
f a s t e nough t o c a tch a p hoton afte r it h a d left its source but
be fore i t had t r a vel le d mo re tha n a f e w ye a r s awa y, Aspe ct, Oalibard a n d Rog e r proceeded to me a sur e the angles of polarization of
stream of count less paire d photons. They found that the level of
correla tio n b e tween p hot o ns sca tte re d in opposite directions was
f a r grP. a t e r t ha n wou ld be e x pected • In fact it was almost insta nta ne ous .
1 • Ta 1 b o t

,

Mi c hae 1 " Be

yond t he q uan tum"(London: Bantam Boo"ks)pp. 32.
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How could insta taneous communication between two aspects be
p oss ible 7 Einste in's theory of relativity shows that

' faster-

than-light ' or • superluminal communication ' is impossible. But
such superluminal does incredibly exist. what are the possible explana tion 7 Since 1975 scientists have been trying to explain by
making intelligent guesses.
Henry Sta p p, an Americal physicjsts that ' information is
trc. nsfe rred superluminally is , a priority, not unreasonable.

1

He

as s erted that Bell's theorem undoubtedly proves that our ordinary
idea s about the world some-how profoundly deficient even on the
ma croscopic level.

2

In 1975 another physicist Jack 5arfatt1 made a

more daring speculation and postulated that not only superluminal
connections c a n be moulded in a controllable way to communicate
me s sages.

3

We have come to the point where we can give a physical explana tion of Telepathyv 4 Between an anxious mother and an ailing
child sta ying a long dista nce away. Scientists have today come
face to face in the laboratory with an experience that can no

1~

Gary zukav,

" The dancing Wu Li Master

pp-310.

2. Ibid, pp. 306
3•

Ibid

1

pp • 311.

4. Telepathy is a na me for the mysterious fact that sometimes a
thought in the mind of one person apparently causes a similar
or associated thought to occur to someone else when there are
no normal me a ns of communication between them, and under circumstances such that

m~re

coincidence seems to be excluded. It

is no t a matter of transferring or transporting a thought out
I

of one mind into another.

If, indeed, such an idea makes sense

a t al l, The t e l e pathized thought, does not leave the sender's
thought gives r ise to a mental
r Fceivei. This

' echo • in the mind of the

' echo' occurs at the unconscious level
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more be deni e d a s be longing to the realm of mystiGism or the
superna tural. A fund a mental unity lying at far deeper levels
than could be detected either by Newtonian or Reali.tivity physics, does really exist.
With the EPR effect, Einstein, without knowing it, opened
the Pindora s Box, a s Gary Zukav h a s said, in modern physics.
postul a ted the existence of a fundamental inter connectedness
between two similar articled separated by any distance is the
whole Universe.

It
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SUPER - DETERMINISM.

Fre sh d is cover ies , a s discussed, have opened the way to a radical
new concept of u nif i e d Universe, in which all physical structures
are f a shioned in an unifi e d way under the action of the SUPERFORCE.
Or j gin of the ide a of SUPERFORCE has the reference to the most
re l e vent of new rese a rch in atomic and sub-atomic physics in last
three decades of the 29th. century. The notion of a basic "Cuantum
Interconnectedne ss " received a renewed attention during this period. The physicis t s c a me to realize that the Universe, in actual

sen~

s e may be interco nne cte d in a much subtler ways than had been thought before.
The new kinds of interconnectedness which has recently emerged
out enforces the similarities between the views of physicists and
mystics.

It also r a ised the un derhand lot of relating sub-atomic

p a rticles to Jungia n psychology and perhaps even to parasychology.
It casts a new l i ght on the funda mental role of probability in
Quantum Physics.
It is evident that primarilly an object is subjected to local
veriable which r e sides within the object evolved. In sub-atomic
physics local variables are represented by connections between
spetial l y separa t e d events through signals. But at present beyond
these local connections other non-local connections have recently
bee n predicted in a precise mathematical way.
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S - .MA.TRIX AND OOOTSTRAP.

In 1925 Heisenberg set about developing of means of organizing experimental da t a into tabular form. He was fortunate in
that sixty six years earliar an Irish mathematicians named

w.R.

Hamilton h a d developed a method of organizing data into arrays,
or mathematical tables, called ~TRICS. At that time Hamilton's
matrices we were considered as the fringe of pure mathematicse
But in later date fitted like a precut piece, into the structure
of a revolutionary physics.
To sue Heisenberg's tnbles, we simply read from them or calculate from them, what probabilities are associated with what initial conditions. Using this method,

~hich

Heisenberg called MARTIX

MECHANICS. We de a l only with physical observations, which means
those things that we know at the beginning of an experiment, and
those things that we know about it at the end. We make no speculation about what happened in between.
After twenty five years of struggling for a theory to replace
Newtonian physics; physicists found themselves with two different
theories, each one of unique way of approaching the same thing.
Schrondinger's wave mechanics, based on the de Broglie's matter
I

waves and Hiesenberg's matrix mechanics. Since both of these theories are valuable tools for sub-atomic

rese~rch,

both of them were

incorporated into the new branch of physics which became know as
Quantum mechanics.

----------------------------------------------- - - -
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Much later, Heisenberg applied matrix mathematics to the
particles collision experiments of high-energy particles physics.
Because such collisions always results in a scattering of particles, it was called the SCATTERING MATRIX, which was shortened to
the s-MPtrix. Toda y, physicists have two ways to calculate the
transition proba bilities between what the observe at the beginning
of a quantum mecha nica l experiment and what they observe at the
end of it.
The first me thod is the Scrodinger. The Schrodinger wave equation describes a tempera l development of possibilities, one of
which suddenly actualizes when we make a measurement in the course
of quantum mechanica l e xperiment. The S-Matrix gives us directly
the tra nsition proba bilities between the observations without giving
any indication of a development in time, or the lack of it, or anything else. Both of them work. The Schrondinger wave equation works

f

at lower energies, since it is non-relativistic, it does not work
for high energies. Therefore most particle physicists use the sMatrix together, perhaps, with local relativistic quantum fields.
As importa nt a s wa s Heisenberg's introduction of matrix mathematics into the new physics, his next discoveries shook the very
foundations of

11

the exact science

11

•

He proved that, at the sub-

atomic level, there is no such thing as " the exact sciences "•
CUrrent rese a rch in physics aims at unifying quantum mechanics and relativity theory in a complete theory of sub-atomic parr

ticles. We h a ve not yet been able to formulate such a complete theory, but we do ha ve several partial theories, or models, which desc ribe certain aspe cts of Sub-atomic phenomena very wellG At pre-
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scribe certain aspects of sub- atomic phenomena very well. At present there are two different kinds of

1

quantum-relativistic' the-

ories in particle physics that have been successful in different
areas. The first are a group of quantum field theories which apply
to electromagnetic and weak
s-ma trix theory is more

inte~actions.*

Of these two approaches,

relevent to the theme o£ this discussion

about the interactions betweee sub-atomic particles which fall into
four basic c a tegorie s with markedly different interaction strengths
thus : the strong, Electro-magnetic. weak and gravitational interactions.
The Philosoph i c a l found a tion of S-matrix theory is known as the
1

BO OTSTRAP • approa ch. Geoffrey Chew proposed it in the early 1960s

and he and oth e r physicists h a ve used it to develop a comprehensive
theory of strongly interacting particles together with more general
philosophy of nature. According to this bootstrap philosophy, nature
c a nnot be reduced to fund a ment a l entities; like fundamental building
blocks of ma tter, but h a s to be understood entirely through selfconsistency. All o f the physics has to follow uniquely from the
r equireme nt that its components be consistent with one another and
wi th themselves¥ This ide a constutes a radical deperture from the
trad itiona l spirit of ba sic r e sea rch in physics which had always
b e en bent on f i nding the fundamental constituents of matter. At
the s a me time it is the culmination of the conception of the
ma terial world a s a n inter-connected web of relations that
emerg ed from qua nt<® the ory. The bootstrap phi* Th e i n t e rac tion be tween sub-atomic particles fall into four basic

c a t eg orie s wi th ma rkedl y differe nt inte raction strengths the
s t rong , e l ec tro - magne tic, weak a nd gra vitational interaction.
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(I).HIGHER MULTIDIMENSIONAL REALITY.
n

"Bohm's shallange te physics is multifarious;
highly mathematical, and

~

detail~d,hy

revolutionary. Althouqh physi-

cists ef his own age are unlikely to want to 1 ok into
the challange he poses as they have now shown such reluctance to do so for more than 30 years, yonger scientists
have been showing increased interest in his ideas ••.
---Robert Temple ----in New Scientists.
PRELOGUE.
Over t h e past 30 years or so on dialogue(and debate) occured in the Journal- • REVIS ION JOURNAL • •

Its topics perhaps for the

fitst time condradidt the idea of "real science" (e.g. physics and p
physiology) and"real.

religion"~e.g.

mysticism and transcendence). A

All these :1a ve b e en. considered by some scholars as

• EPOCAL' and in

other these may be considered as the "revolutinary i d eas" in the realm
of science of today.
Conflicts beyween science and religion goes back a longway at least to Plato, Aristotle ans Plotinus. &'Science' in actual
practice and 'religion' did not mean at Lhat time as it is defined n
now. Previously,however, tne

~scussion - usually · ~entered

on the diff-

erence between them, their competing and apparantly iraconcilable
truti1 claims.
But, in 1970s some very sober and akeptic researcers in
p hy s ics, biology amd phys ologists, nuerosurgeon were not religious

one and they were simply " talking religion "· -They were doing so
in a ~ a ttempt to explain the hard data of science itself. They
tried to make sense s only if we assume some sort of implicit or
unifying or trd nsce ndent a l growth underlying the explicit data.
The topic of our discussion will be to synthesize between
science and religion - first for the moment let us simply note
for various sophisticated reasons these researcher and theoreticians say that there exists no transcendental, spaceless and timel e ss ground. The d a tas which is the very resultless of their labor a tory experiments, could not explain the abstract ideas as pointed
above.
But at present the transcendental ground seem to be identical,
at least in description to the timeless and spaceless grouping of
Being ( as Godhead ). These are universally described by the world's
gre a t mustics and s a ges, Hindu, Buddhists, Christians, Theoist and
it wa s that idea, unprecedented and far-reaching, that are defined
in the REVISION

di~logue.

In 1951, a scientist, named David Bohm saw in the EPR experi1
ment s o~ething importa nt that quantum theory could not explain.
Shortly thereafter BJhm published a paper hypothizing that " hidden
variables " explained the mysterious connections between sub-atomic
particles. Such as . those between the two photons emited in the decay of a positronium atom. To this day, many physicists in incorrectly perceive that BOhm attemptea to impose a determinism on the
indeterministic world of the quantum theory. Bohm never

t~ied

restore certainity to the quantum world. On the contrary, he

1 . Bohm, David,

' Hidden Variables and the Implicate Order •

London, Janua ry 1985. ppQ 1-4.

to

'stated that if there be any "Hidden variable§ 11 exist between subatomic particles, existed on a deeper level of reality then manifestated
1
itself in quantum uncertainity •

As the years passed, Bohm's test of achievements grew. He
gained wide respects for hiS work in plasma physics and
hes of phusics. He also

c~ntinued

to revise

hi~

~ther

br•nc-

notion of hidden var-

iables and while doing so in thee later part of 1950s he encountere1
the work of Krishnamurti,the Indian philosopher. 2
Bohm became friend of Krishnamurty in 1961 and their relationships seem to have had an import•nt effect on Bohm's thinking in
developing his idea •bout hidden variables. 3 This farther developed
and ultimately resulted in the 1980, the publication of his book
·~leness

and the Implicate Order", which cont•ins his most

re~ent

ideas about the connections between sub-atcrnic particles.
a.hm's works in sub-atomic physics and the

'Quantum PGten-

tial'had led him to the conclusion that physic•l entities which seemed to be

~

separ•te and discreate in space and time were actually

linked of unified in an •:implicit" or underlying fashion. In Bohm's
terminology under the "explicit" realm of separate things and events
r

*

1. Temple,Robert,

1982.
Wilber,

2.EWeber.

"David Bhem"---- New Scientist, Nevernber.11,19

~ene,

"Field Consciousness and Field Ethics in Ken

"Hologr&phic Paradigm and other Paradoxes (Boston, New Science

Library, 1982.)
.I

3. Temple, Robert, op cit, pp-363 •
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ie an 'implicate realme

of undiveded Wholenese. This implicate whole

is simultaneously available to each explicit

part •.~ In

othe~rds

.:.

the physical Univer8e itself seemed to be a gigantic heloqram. Each
part is the whole and whole being in each part.

In same ways this paradigm seemed to make the cu1minations
of a discernable historical trends since the "Quantum Revolution of
fifty years ago.
various physicists have been finding the secret parallels
between their results and certain mystical transcendental religions.
Heisenberg,Schrondinger, Eddington, Jeane even Einstein himselg all
held a mystical-spiritual view of the world with great influx ef
Eastern religions to the West.

J

THE NEW SCIENCE AND HOLONONY.

"<Xn, Pil~itmadah FU"n:-mrgro ~~am\id\.fchatsu
-

I

pu~a~,PU~daya, ~rnarnebaba~i~~· "

------I~a P UpcniSd.
,
. ,. .. That is the Whole, this is the Whole. All these

~tters

--micro-

scopic or macrosecopic-- eriginates from this Whole; the Whole
the transcend One, remains omniwhole, even when a part ef it
involves in creation of the Whole Univeree".
In the transformed mathematics Gf h~loqraphic theerya

pulse of energy which in the physical domain seems to occur at a particular instant of tirr.e in the

frequ~ncy

domain is "TIMEIESS ''ETERNAL 11 •

That domain is beyGnd time and space. Thus the holographic theories
appear to make more plausible psychic and mystical phenomena which tras ced usual space and time relationship. BUt these

the~ries

still would

interpret and primary datum consciousness in terms of semethinq
else ultimately quantifii16 Le • . There will be, semeday,4l new science,
complimentary to the kind we have,in which wholes are seen as wheles,
and consciousness is more nearly cause than effect. These

HolQgraphic

theories we are net kn0wn that new science, but rather of the old, in
wh ich the attempt is made to explain away consciousness rather than
to understand.
THE HOLOGRAPHIC PARADIGM.
The Neuroscientist . Karl Pribram of Stanford and physicists
David Bohrn of the University of trondon proposed the<Pry that an arran-
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~ed

One behind the world, appear to account for all transcendental

experience paranermal events and NORMAL perpeeptual round by round.
The Theory in a nutshell is :"Our brains mathematically constrauct 'CONCRETE' reality by
.•

· · in~erpreting

'

frequencjes from another dimension a realm of

meaningful, patterned ··primary reality that transcends time
and space. The brain is a hologram, interpreting a HOLOGRA%
PHIC UNIVERSE" •

1

Phenomena of altered states of comscieusness (which would
reflect altered brain states) may be due t&

a

a literal attainment

the visible matrix that generate 'CONCRETE' reality. This may enable
interaction with reality at a primary level, thereby acceuntsng for
pre-recognition,psychokinesis, healing time

dist~rtion,

rapid learn-

ing----- and experiemce of "ONENESSM with the Universe, the conviction ordinary reality is an illusion, description of void that is
periodically full a s in the Taoist saying--'the real empty and the
empty is real'.
It is appropriate that this radical, satisfying paradigm
has emerged from the neuroscientists Karl Pribram of stanford, who
was a

frie~d

...

of the Western'Z.en teqohers, Allan watts and Br.:thm,a the.-

oritical physicists and close friend of Krishnamurti,an lndian philosopher.
WHAT IS HOLOGRAPHY?
.I

Holography is a method of lenses ph&tcqraphy in which the
wave-field of l i ght scattered by an objects is recorded Gn a plata
l. ~ Edited

by .Ken Wilber, shambala,Boulder, london,l982,pp-S.

~ ~ Holo59-N:.~ ?~~ '
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as an interference pattern when the photographic rec~rd - the holo1
gram - is placed ina a co-herent light beam like lASER * ;the ~riginal
wave pattern is regenerated. A three dimensional image appears.

**

LASER reprasents one cf the most remarkable scientific and tech-

nical milestone of the 20th. century. It is an optical device fer g
governing amlyfing, constrance light waves into an intense highly directional beam. Laser are now used in the most diverse fields; biQlogy and medicine, cybernetics and computer; communications and rader
systems, industrial process and measurements

~f

various systems.

A lal!Ser beam is a very special light source, greatly different from incandescent light source, floueescent light and so fprth.
In c~ntrast to ether sources of light,

the lesser radiation is charac-

terised by a high degree of ordering of the light field. This idea

~

A laser can be treated as a sort of an OPTICAL RADIO TRANSMITTER in
comparison all other light sources which generate only OPTICAL NOIS&
Until the advent of the laser, radio-frequency used in radiophysics was ased as the co-herent light sources. A textbeok was the
only place where light could ·:_" e-xist" as sine waves. Laser optics is
the optics of co-herent radiatiGn.
Althogh this new branch appeared only thirty years ago, it
had already giveh rise to a number of sueprise

novel and very unus-

ual optical phenomena were found and then put to use in extremely ,
interes~ing ·

applications.

The two newest directions of ce-herent optics are special

lly significant : OPTICAL HOLOGRAPHY &nd NON-LINEAR optics.
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Objectified nature by looking at it through lenses we might
know a world organized by the frequency domain. No space, nQ time-just events can that reality be read out of the domain. Transcend&l
experience suggested that there is acces to the frequency domain th
the primary reality.
Primbram pointed .out the extraQrdinary insight of mystic
and early philosopher that proceed scientific verification by cent~
ries. Onemple is the metaphysical descriotion of the penal gland as
the

'THIRD EYE', Ecently it had been found that the penal may be

something o·f a super master gland. Since the secretion of melotin r
regulates the activitjes of the pw petuiary, long considered the
brains master

gland.

HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTO.

A Holographic Phote says; a hGrse and one section of it

cut out, e.g. the horse head, and then that section of the p

~rigi

nal size is enlarged. He will not see a big head form; but a pictum
certains the WHOLE

pictU·f~

inc comdensed

f<~trtn.

The part is in the

whole picture in condensed form. The part is in the whole and the
whale is in each part--a type of unity in diversity and di»rsity in
unity. The key point is simply that the

'PART' has aceeses to the

whole.
Thus if the brain fustian like a hologram then the mind
has access to larger whole - a field domain er 'HOLOISTIC

FREOUE~

NCY REALN', thetranscended spatial and temperol boundar4es. And

J

•
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this domain, reasoned Pribram, might very likely be the some dOmain
of trascendel unity- in-diversity; described(and experienced) by the
world's great myst i cs and sages.

PRIMARY REALITY MAY BE FREOUENCE REALM •

"I believe tha matrix were in the middle of a paradigm
shift that encompasw all

science ...
%

--Karl Pribrim.

Is Reality the product of an invisible matrix7
Karl Pribam went on a spell out a powerful, multifacted
thatc could account for sensory reality a s a

'SPECIAL CASE' constr-

acted by the brain's mathematics, but draw from a domain beyond time
and space, where only frequency exists.
This theory has gained increas4ng support and has

n~t

been

seriously challanged. An impression. body of reaearce in many laboratories has demona s trated that the brain structures see, hear, taste,
smell and touch by sop histicated mathematical analysis of
or special fraquencies. A similar

pr~perty

temp~ral

of both hologram and

brain is the distribution of information throughout the system,each
fragment enclosed to produce the information of the Whole.
Although the Holographic model generat~d fruitful answers,
it r~ised a question that carne to haunt Pribrarn. Who was leoking at
the hologram? Who was the little may inside the little rnan7
Pribram&s conversation with his son, a physicst led him
t o the r ecent theory of David B Bohm. To his

excitement he fcund
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'that Bohm speculated that the nature og the

universe might be more

like a hologram, a realm of frequencies and potentialities under· lying an illusion of conereteness.

REFLECTIONS OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC PARADIGM.

One of the simplest and most functi0nal esamples of the ho
holographic paradigm is displayed in the expression of MANDALA. It
is a sanskrit word which refers to a particular type of circular of
-

geometrically arranged drawing - th&~ 1e frequefttly · us~a· as a focus ~
for meditative self-exploration. The mandala is said yo be a symbol
or representation of some particular aspevt of the Universe. It is
supposed the designer or CreatOr G>f each m•ndala seeks

t - ·first~to"' ~· . ,

identify some particular spectrum of experience from the entire ran
ge of life, s uch as relationships between people's feelings of love
or hate,

the history of civilazation etc. Once tye spectrum Qf exp-

erience is selected it is then examined deeply until! the artist
has distilled the entire experience into its most elemental forms
and dynamics These basic relatuonships are then translated into
the symbolic pattern which are known together into the 1-lANDAIA
drawing.
This symbol serves a number of purpose.
It exists as a thing on .i ts own, a work of arts, statement of beauty. In addition, it is believed that when a person look
looks deep into the MJ\~DAIA: the person will not omly experience th
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the lines~ flows and statements of the arts~ gijt in ·addition will b
begin to enter into a symbolic drama that the drawing offers. As a
result 1 the expe rience a>£ the MAND\lA comes to appreciat and understanding not only the passion of the origin•l artists who served the
translator of the universal context that the Mandala has definitely
captured.THis is a per£ect example of the way in which a particular
aspect of life stands a s a whole unto itswlf , as well as a storehouse of inpormation df some grander 1 large whole. In this sense, t
the MANDAlA is a HAWGRAPHIC or a a WHOLE/ EPIPHANY.
From the above discussion it is evident that we could
accurately determine the complex nature and identity J of the planet
through the living symbology of ome of its creatures.

We

might even

extend thi s s discussion one stept 4 further by realizing that we
could probably identified the nature of this planet if we had only
one cell from thi s human ••••• perheps only one atom ••••• perhaps on
one electron ••••• perhaps one unit of time ••••••
The kind of reasoning that must be applied to the y
understanding of holographic systems to be strange mixture of deduction1induction. intuition, sensation and insight. As a result it
may be prop osed that within the framework of understanding this new
paradigm we appreciate the emergence of a more complete form of reasoning which might be called HOLOGRAPHIC REASONING.
The holographic paradigm is not specially mathematical, chemical, physical or philosophical. But it is simply a system
f rom which arise explanations ~or the various flows ana activities
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' associate with life and cpnsciousness. However, in the light of
we
thi s new paradigm we are forced to revalute many of the purely arbitrary scientific

categ~risation

that have been established. For,

in reality, there are no such things as biology or psych0logy or
physics. They are merely constract designed to facilate the developement and artidclation of knowledge. When knowledge or information
emerges which does not fit within the categories and schemes of

th~

fields than to disregard the new knowledge. This is certainly one o
of the challanges of the holographic paradigm. ·

(J). EVOLUTION.

(a). SNAPSHOT OF THE EARLY UNIVERSE.
The sucession of events in the course of evolution of
the Universe after it started to expand from the 'Big Bang', which£
finally led to structure that

~e

see now

We need not discuss the history of 15 billion years but
only the interesting events pertaining to the study of the present day
universe to the study of the present day universe.The dramatic evolution of the universe taken place through the first half an hour or so
can be visual i zed through the great works of the particle physicists
and cosmologists for the . last 25 years.
100 seconds after the expansion started, the whole course
of evolution has been precisely understood. Following Weinberg, we w
would describe it ina a manner as if we were taking a view of the
evolving universe with a movie camera and took 5 snaps (frame) by stopping it at certain time and temperature of interest to get glimpses
of the evolving universe. As the events moved more swigtly at first
.than later, and the physics

o~

the events happened to depend only on

the temperature, the camera would be adjusted with the fall of temperature so that it could take a snap each time the temperature dropped
by a f a ctor of about 3.
As the physics of the earliest time is very complex and
not well known we cannot run the film from zero time and infinite
temperature. We shall start from the time we cen confidently predicts
events, i.e. after the 1/lOOth. second. Beyond a threshold temperatu
ure of thousand thousand million degrees Kelvin (1.5 X

1o 12 K),

the

presence of a large number of particles, known as pi-mesons (responsi ble for the bound state of nuclei and of mass 1/7th. ofa proton or

a neutron) made it extraordinarily difficult calculate the behavior
of

m matter at super-high temperatures, because these particles

interac.t strongly with each other and v: ith nuclear particles
(protons or neutrons). The physics

w~uld

be simpler when the

universe coo led to a temperature below the threshold of pimesons, muons and all heavy particles. The threshold temperature

of a particle is one below which it can remain stable

and exhibit its natural behaviour and above which the particle
can be created out of black body radiation.
Let us describe what happened to the universe
frame by frame. Within 1/lOOth second from the big bang(7 10

12 K ) ,

the decoupling of the electromagnetic force and the weak interaction took place i.e., these could no% .longer remain as a
single interaction. The universe now contained electrons

(e-),

positrons (e+), neutrons (v), .antineutrinos (v-), muons (J.l ) ,
antinuons(Af) and

photons (y), which were in thermal equilibrium

There was also a very small number of protons and neutrons in
equal number.

FIRST

FRAME

Time : 0.01 sec after the big bang

Tempe~ature: to 11 K
Density : 3.8 x 10 9 kg/litre
Major events : The particles mentioned earlier were in thermal
equilibrium and were guided by the laws of statistical mechanics. The particles were colliding with each other at a very
rapid rate. The most import a nt reactions at that time were
antineutrino + proton

- Positron + neutron

neutrino + neutro n - electron + proton
The pro ton to n e utr o n ratio w2 s nearly equal to one. The ~

+

a nj }1- jisappear from the universe by annihilating each other.

SECOND

FRAI-£

Time : 0.11 seco nj f rom the first frame
Tempenature

3 x 10 1

Density : 3 x 10
Majo~

7

° K.

kg/litre

events: There was no cha nge in the qualitative _sense.

'I'he universe was oominated by the particles of the first frame.
The proton-neutron bal 2nce shifted to 62% ano 38% respectively.
'l'he rate of ex pa nsion of the universe oroppeo with the square
of the temper a ture.
THIRD FRAME
Time:

1.09 seco no

from the first frame

Temperature: 1o 1°K.
Density : 3.8 x 10 4 kg/litee
Major events: 'I'he v a no v- started
with th e loss o f

behave like free partie les

thermal equilibri~ with electrons, positrons

ano photons oue to oecreasing oenaity
neutrinos ce a sej to play an active
calleo the

and temperature. The

role since then. It is

oecoupling of the neutrinos from the rest of

the uni~erse. It wa s still too hot for protons and neutrons to
be bound into atomic nuclei. The proton-neutron balance shiftej t o 7·6% ano 24% respectively.

FOURTH FRAME
Time : 13.82 second since the first frame
Temperature: 3 x 10 9 K.
Density : It decreased a lot.

Major eyents: As the temperature went below the threshola
for

e- and e+ , they began to disappear and energy re-

leased due to their annihilation had slowed down

the

rate of cooling of the universe. From that time the temperature of the universe would mean that of the photons. It
was now cool enough to produce stable nuclei like Helium
c1He and ~e) but it did not happen immediately. The
present temperature was above the threshold for deuterium
nucleus

(an isotope of hygrogen containing an extra neutron)

which is again the building block for creation of helium
nucleus. The reactions are

as follows :
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as follows:1

1

H +

H ---- 2..H + e++ energy.

1 H + 1 H;+ e------ 2 2 H + energy.
1
1
2

3

1

H 4 - - - - - - - - _Hex+ energy.
3
3
4
1
He;2. + He~------ He2, + 2 H \ ·

2

3

H1 +

11 1+
H1 +

\n
1

(neutron)

H1 -------

3

-----~' 3 HI

(tritium) + enervy.

He·~

But to sta~t the chain or reactions leading to 3 He or 4 He,
deuterium nucleus must be created first. But the temperature was
too high for a cproton and a , neutron to be bound to form a deuterium
nucleus. Now the proton- balance was . S3% and 17% respectively.

FIFTH FPAHE.
Time: 3 min. 2 sees. since the first frame.
Te.nper-ature: 10 9 K. (only 70 times hotter than the centre of the Sun)
Density: decreased still further.
Major

ev~nts:

The Universe was cooled enough fmr tritium and helium

to exist in bpund states, but the

'deuteri~

hottleneck'(as soon as a

proton and a neutron hold together, the temperature causes them to
separate) was still at work. The decay of neutrons into protons becarne important (the second reaction of the first frame), so that the
proton-neutron balance become 86% and 14% respectly •
./

rI

A little later: After about 3 minutes 46 second since

the first frame, the temperature decreased to 0'9 X 10 9 K and the dra•
~matic events of nucleosynthesis started. Neutron decay increased
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more to have a balance of 87% and 13% neutrons. The 'deuterium bottleneck' was removed with reduved

temperature and

~tbe · chainio£ ex~

: events mentioned earlier was initiated and enhanced. The proton-neutron balance and the evolution of the universe past O.G1 seconds t
through thermal equilibrium and nucleosynthesis can be understood
~N £ lL T R.O!Y

from r"'ig • 1 •

:t

50/,
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NEUTRON
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SIXTH FAA ME.

liM£.

Time; 34 min.40 sec. since the first frame.
8

Temperature;: 3X 10 K.
Sensity: o.099Kg/ litre.
~ajor

events; Electrons and positrons are annihilated completely,

except for the small excess neeaed to balance the charge of the protons. Nuclear processes had stopped the nuclear particles were for
the most part either bound into helium nuclei or were free protons
(hydrogen nuclei) with about 20-28" helium by weight. Though there
was one electron for each free or bound proton, one electron for e
each free or bound proton, one Universe was still much too hot for
stable atoms to hold together.
T

The Universe went on expanding amply and cooling and
there were no new events of interest for another 700,000 years. At
that time the temperature decreased to a limit to give away for the
formation of stable atoms. The lack of free electrons made

-

-

-

____________________ _ _..
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the Universe transpareent to radiation, the decoupling of matter a
and radiation would allow matter to form the galaxies and stars. t
The energy density of photons, neutrons and antineutrenos dropped
much below the density of hydrogen or helium and the Ubiverse evolved to the matter dominated era. Another

1o,eeo

million years or

so was necessary to give birth to the living like us to teconstruct
the

out of their intellectual persuit and perseverance, Scienti-

sts are trying to generate the history after 15 billion yeare
through their theiries, observation and tireless effort abd someday
we would be able to make a complete picture out of it.

2ss.
ORI GIN OF THE WOPLD.

TH EO RY OF C REATION

THEORY OF EVOLUTION

i
0
0

6

0

~
~
~

THEORY OF MECHANICAL

BIOLOGICAL
EVOLUTION.

OR COSMIC EVOLUTION

0

~

THEORY OF ABSOLUTE
CRV.TION

TH EORY OF DEPENDENT
CREK T ION.
Theory of fl.bsolute Creation

To

produc e a new o ne which h a s got no existence before hand

is defi n e d as creu tion . Cre a tion needs Creator, the agent of creat ion . Accord i ng to t h e the ory o f creation nothing exists, at cer~ajn

pe r i od o f t ime GOD wished to create the world with a view to

exhibi t his g lory a nd thu s he cre a ted the world. His

I

will

I

is

the c ause o f cre a tio n and for t h i s there is no need of elements.
r'> t

fir st he c re a t es ma tter out of the void and he creats a couple

of h e-an i mal a nd s he - a nim a l. All animals follow the same kind of
cycle of b irth and dea th. One k i nd of animal cannot be evolved
from oU1er a n imaJ.s . Th e crea tor always remains as it is as when it
h ad been creo t e d . .-.s in .a c c ordanc e with this theory GOD created
the world of void , it is k nown a s the theory of the ABSOLUTE CREATION.
h9a in , GOD
~-

bein~

the Cr e a tor, bestows the world with energy

and animals wi th fre e will the world can survive with the help of

1

their own eff ort s , as such, and due to the effort o£ animals them-

selve s . These a r e indi r ec t causes as GOD is not involved for direction of propaga tion of the World.
...'-
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GOD creates the world but He keeps himself out of the world in his own position, wherever the world fubctions abnormally. He
rectifies the same through flood and other catastropy. Often He sebds
preceptors to rescue the disarrayed animals.

THEORY OF DEPENDENT CREATION.
Accprding to the follower of t his theory there are two
difterent causes for work e.g. efficient cause and material cause. Combination of this two causes produce a work. For moulding of an earthen
pot efficient cause is the maker of the pot and the earth is the material cause and thus GOD mould the world according to his own plan
out of the inert matter. Then He sows . the seed of life into the world
and various kinds of animal are formed. GOD mould the world accordibg
to His

own plan out of the inert matter.

this world and makes the world from

f·.

GOD

remains outside of t

its own positon.

Here we see that the world has got no object of its own,
it is moulded according to the suit will of GOD. GOD directs its function in correct ~ay it designed be GOD for matigating the Will of GOD.
In connection withe postulation,it may be said the vaisess ika Philosophy tollows thi s doctrine. It admits the existence of the
a toms of earth, water, fire and air and these atoms are inert.GOD vitalisez these to produce a - world according to His own will
animal s can enjoy effects according to their dee~

50

that the
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THEORY OF EVOLUTION.

word

1

EVOLUTION • is a mystic W'Ord.

It originates from the Latin

1

EVOLUTJO ' an unfolding or unrolling.

Evoluti o n embra ces the idea about the gradual developments
of the UNIVERSE and the orga nic one of the universe from the very
day of its inception upto the writting of this thesis.
Evolution rr.ay be def ined as the gradual and orderly change
of a being into becom ing. Conger says that evolution implies three
fundamental not ions :(i). Change in time,
(ii). Serial order
(iii).

Inhere nt c a us e s.

To these he would ado a fourth, namely, creative synthesis,
if inherent caus es a r e to be described •
•
In fine, evolution is an " an integrat.i on of matter and concomita nt dissapaticn of mo tion during which matter passes from an
indefinite , incoherent , homogienty to a different co-herent heterogenity and dur ing whi ch the r e t a ined motion undergoes a parallel
transformation ."
M

convient scheme to study the ·theory of Evolution may be

summeris e d as follows for our purpose :EVOLUTION

t

-r

Organic

Universe
0

0

- -~

Western
vie w

Eastern
vie w

0

Mind(psycho-social)

Western

0
Ea stern

Western

Indian
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THEO RY OF MECHANICAL EVOLUTION
COStUC EVOLUT JON - HERBERT SPENCER.
He r be rt Spencer

18 20 - 1930 ) outlined a general view of

Co sm ic Evoluti o n wh i ch t a kes the whole Universe within evolutiona ry sweep.
To Spencer, the world is a great evolutionary process. The
mate ria ls of t hi s p rocess are matter, motion, and force which are
not ult i ma te r e aliti es but only a modes of the unknowable Absolute.
Ou r knowl e dge does not beyond matter, motion and forces, by the
r ed istribution of ma tter and motion is explained in following
f ormula.
In the begi nn i ng the world wa s a firy mass in a nebular state
all a like a n d hig h ly diffus e d . It be g an to be solidified integrate d a n d dif f erent. Ol a nts we re separated from the Sun, land and
wa ter, mountains and velleys appeared and presented further diffe r e ntia tion. The primitive nebular mass was in a state of unstable
eq u i llibrium and by physical forces inherent in the atoms, matter
~J

~

solidifie d into globular bodies round the centres of greatest density. The gasous cloud of star-dust thus differentiated into the
sun a nd the

plan~ts.

Life come out of non-living matter and evolu-

tio n o f liv i ng fo rms follows the law of integration and different ia ti o n. At first there is undifferentiated mass of protoplasm.
Afte rwards manifold differences of organs and function grow within
i t. In soc i al evolu tion also the same process is operative. Spencer
believes in the mechanical integration and disintegration of the
ma t e ria l forces only and does not see any purpose of the evolutiona ry process.
Though the r e is s ome truth i n
ves too much to a

cha n ce ~

S~e ncer's

theory, his view lea-

The r a ndom play of mechanical forces
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cannot produce the wonderfull unity and harmony pf the World. Spencer bekieves in the mechdnical integration and diaintegration of t
t h e material fo r ces only amd does not see any purpose of the evolutionary proces s .
Though there is some truth in Spencer's theory, his
wiew leaves too much to a chance. The random play of mechanical force s cannot produce the wonderfull unity and harmony or tpe E World.
~ pencer

assumed that ma9ter,motion and force as modes of the Ultim-

a te and Knowa ble Absolute. But a full-fledged agnosticism making the
ultimate reality unknown and knowable, does not satisgy the modern
followers of philosophy. Again why did the homogenous matter become
h eterogeneous 7 3pencer supposed the nabular mass to be in a state
of unstable equillibrium and

cons~uently

in a . state of constant

agitation. But simple and homogeneous things like rocks, are obviously more sta ble and permanent than complex and heterogenous thing
like animal bodies.

COSMIC EVOLUTION --- JHON ELOP BOOOEN.
Boodin in his Cos mic Evolution has presented a carefully
worke d out theory of evolution based on the principle that noting
happen s without a cause, and system like Darwin's do not reveal the
causes even of organic evolution Evolution, he believes, ha 8 its c
cause in the "Creative adoptation of life to the energy patterns of
t he Cosmic enviorenments ... Evolution is a creative synt,hesis but a
synthesis "for which all the necessary conditions are supplied",
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and they are supplied by the energy structure of the Universe. Interelligence, creative

imaginat~on,

the senses of beauty have develo-

ped as creative respon s es to the energy structure of reality. If
"there is to be advance in nature towards higher levels, these levels must exist". As

Aristot~e

taught, things donot spring from

Night amd Chaos. Evolution on Earth is guided by "a

·~ pre-existing

Cosmic structure".
Here, it is very intereeting and leads to a view from the
stand-point of a lofty idealism.
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(~.BIOLOG J CAL

OR OP.GANIC EVOLUTION

" That it changes in a gradual and
orderly manner is the doctrine of
the Universe .

11

Orga nic Evolution refers to the development of living form
from simplier living forms and ultimately from the simplest micro-organisms. The theory of organic evolution was proposed long
before Dbrwin's time and is not synonymous with Darwinism. Darwinism is a theory or set of theories to explain the method of
such evolution.*
Perhaps much of the unhappy and needless opposition to the
theories of evolution in the last century could have been avoided,
if Darwin h a d spoken, not to the

11

descent

11
,

but of

11

ascent

11

of a man. The theory of evolution lends at once a new charm to the
world, if we think of it is a process of realization, as the pro~

gressiv e creation of higher and higher values.
It would be hard to illustrate the extent to which the evolutionary or genetic method of study has enriched every department
of knowledge.

Evolution has given us a new method, the genetic met-

hod, by which we le a rn to understood things by studying their growth
* The word " EVOLUTION

11

was little used by Darwin. He was content

to propose a theory to account for the origin of species. In the
early 18th. century, certain anatomists proposed a 1 theory of
evolution
~

1

or performatio n, according to which all the parts of

full-grown animal were present in microscopic form in the em-

bryo, so that they h a d only to grow or evolve . This theory, in
dc tual p rdcti ce , a theory of unwrapping, was later given up, but
thP. word EVOLUTI ON was revived by Herbert Spencer, who proposed
a grdnd theory of inorganic and organic development.
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and development. Every science is now studies genetically, and
we have come to understand that no branch of human knowledge
can be unde:rstood apa rt from the knowledge of the way the subject-matter of tha t science h as grown or developed.

It may be

also be said th a t ethics and religion have participated richly
in this new method and that b oth these subjects have been immeasurably clarified.

HERBERT SPENCER
( 1820

1903 )

Spencer's FIRST PRINCIPLES, in which his theory of evolution
is fully developed, was published in 1862, three years after the
publication of Darwin's Origin of Species. Spencer was not indebted

~o

Darwjn even for this ide a of organic evolution, but on the

writers before D3.rwin. Organ ic evolution is not the sole aim of
his evolutionary doctrines, but r a ther in his outline of a general

system of cosmic evolution.
To

Spe ncer the whole world is a great evolutionary process.

The materials o f this process are found in MATTER, MOTION, and
FORCE, which are not themselv e s ultimate realities, but represent
merely the limits of our knowledge. He calls them MODES of the
UNKNOWr.BLE . The world as we know it results from the re-distribution of Mr.TTER , MOTION a nd FORCE. According

to him evolution is

an in t egra tion of matter a nd con-comitant dissipation of motion,
duri ng which th e ma tte r passes from an indifinite, incoherent,
homogenuity to a defi nite coherent, hetrogeneity, and during which
the r e t a ined motio n u ndergoes a parallel transformations.
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ORIGIN OF LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE·
"The Elan Vital, out of His supreme bliss
Endowed nature with t h e vitality of His own;
For enj()yment of t h e Divine Gladness of
Eternal h ues, sweet odour and melodious song
Along with His own Creation".
-----Rabindr•nath Tagore.
It is strange that a type of creation endowed with the vital
torce of life, tries to find t h e mystery of life, as a person sees his
o ...m ima ge re f lecte d in a mirror and tries to analyzw himself. In case
of materials, rational man throbing wit h life, judge their properties
f rom out s i de, but in ca e of livimg entities or system ancther living
o n e ods erve s their nature. A life, as it were

~bserving

another life.

Living one may be prejudiced in finding out the nature of t h e
o t11e r living be i n g. h ence an i d ea of GOD, t h e almighty CreatGr, was
griginat ~ d.The

GOD endowed the living one with • vital force which un.

like t ile material s can move freely, grows and reproducing anGther living bodies w1ic

1

in its turn

c~n

undergo life cycle namely birth,

growth , reproduction and death. These are the axioms

f life.

DEFINITION OF LIFE •
From prehistorical timesm man of different walks of life tri e d to d e f ine a n d explanation t h e essance of life in their own ways
e n d even every biologist at same time attempted to define life,yet no
a greeable definition of life has been got till the present time.Any
i1ow, t l1e life be.,.. "' oeen defined by following approaces.
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. PHILOSOPHICAL DEFINITION OF LIFE.
Ace rding tG Russian evolutionist Spcrin (1968), ancient philosophers, of two different camps namely! IDEALISH and MATERIALISM/ have
defined life in an entirely cGntradictory t•rms.
The idealists thought of life t

possess seme eternal supernat-

ural methods. This is the 'PSYCHE' Gf Plat•, the 'ENTELCHY' of
tle.

Arist~

'ATMAN'- t h e irrunertal soul or divins spark in Hindu philosophy,

• DHi\Rl'lAKA YA • or • THATATA' in B.lddhist scool of philosephy, the Kantian
'INNER PRINCIPLE OF ACTION' t he manifest-.tion of Hegelian 'UNIVERSAL R
REASON

1

-

t he

'LIFE FORCE 1 ef Vitalists,

~e

demon&ting

Neovitalists 'ThE IJ'v!PLICATE ORDER • 0f [)ii.vid .S.hm and

1

1

IDE' of t h e

SUPERFORCE' of

Pal Davis. All idealists except Hindu philos•phy, considered matter as
non-living and inert an d it served only as material from which the soul
or mind created

tl~

living e ss ance.

( i i) • PATERA LIST IC DEFINITION OF LIFE.
~terialism,based

on

p facts derived from natural science,

contirm s t ha t lJfe, like all the rests of the world, is material in its
nature, ana it doea

n~t

need any of the spiritual origin for its und•

er.:;tanding.
~~ne

o cientists of mechanistic materialism den,es any s rt

of qualitative differences between organism and obtects of inorganic
nature. AccGrding to them t ite same rule that direct inorg•mic nature,
direc ts all

phen~mena

occuring in living bodies.

Thus tlle World-scheme is immensely simplied.
Hist rically, the mechanical theory of living organisms
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Properities characterize living systems.
(1). The c apacity for synthesis.
(2). The

c~pccity

for self-regulation.

(3). The capacity to adopt genetically.
In perspective of above-mentioned characteristics living system described as follows
11

:-

Chemical systems capable of elaborate polymetic synthesis,

directed in specific patterns by the presence of information ( itself in a polymeric form), that is capable of changing to other
controlled patterns at more efficient levels of environmental exploi ta tion "
--- KORN AND KORN.
From the above-mentioned definition of life a central question
arises : " Is life ( and expecially intelligent life) a rare byproduct of processes occuring in a Universe that is best indeferrent to life, or may we except it to be a reasonably widespread
manifestatio n? Again this definition indicates that life is a process of chemical reaction occuring among the large molecules. As
such , it could not exist on the surfaces. As the state contain
simple molecules like Hydro g en and Helium. Still less in the interi ors, of the stars, which are too hot for such molecules to exist

intac t; nor could such chemical reaction produced at all rapidly
at the low temperature s of intersteller space ( although the use
of the world " r a pidly " implies a comparison with human life ) •
BUt , wh ile it may be true that life is possible only on a planet

r

at a suita ble distance from a stdr." 1

1 . M.ic hael Y.J . Ovenden,

" Life in the Universe ", r::x:mbleday & com-

pany Inc . Garden City, NewYork, 1962. pp. 16.

THE CAPACITY FOR SYNTHESIS.

Following discussion has the reference to " that is capable
of changing to othe r controlled patterns at more efficient levels
of e nviornment a l exp loita tion " as mentioned above. The structural
orga nization ( structural , order ) in nature is subjected to the
laws of thermodynamics. This law states that the processes taking
place in an y isolated system proceed in such a manner as to increase disorder in the system, or to increase its ENTROPY.

1

In other

words, living organis ms, as distinct from inorganic structures as
"anti-entropic ". However, this unique property of living matter
does by no me a ns imply that the laws of thermodynamics

are~not

applicabls to - living org a nisms. Living organisms present in a perpetua l exchange of energy and matter with the environment, i.e.
they behave like open system. Due to . this that the maximum entropy
law which is va lid for closed ( isolated ) systems, does not apply
to them. Living organisms, in order to maintain their structural
orga nization mus t contineously spend energy. Living organisms in
\

~

compliance with the first law of thermodynamics, consume energy
from the enviornment, convert it to an

approx~ately utiliz~ble

form and return the equivalent quantity of energy, mostly as heat
to the enviornment, e.g. the cells of photosynthetic organisms
a c cept chemica l energ y from the environment, or when the cells of
other organisms accept chemical energy from organic or inorganic
mate rial s, they convert it to electric energy or to the Adenosine
triphospha t e

( ATP)* chemical bends are used by the cells for per-

forming work. Thermal e nergy , which is of little value to the

J.

Entropy is a me a sure of the degree of the disorder of a system.
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O!:";Ja n ism ,

is, lost to t he enviro nm e nt. Thi s · results in an - increase ~

in entrQpy for tbe en v iorenmen t.
Thu~

the laws of thermodynamics are nGt applicable t• ani-

mate nature: living organisms

~intain

their structural organization

at the expense of the enciornment, with an ensuing decrease in the
env iorenmental order. The cell while containing t

exchange energy

and matter with t h e envirenment is an open, nen-eqillibrium system.
As the processes are operative within the cell beceme equillibrated
the enviernmental energy supply

f~r

maintaning the erdered cellular

organization becomes impossible, and the death of the cell is unavQlidable.
Living o rganisms are functionally active within a rather
narr~w

range of temperature and

p ractically

inca~ble

work. The cell is
i~

pre~sure

and for this reason are p

of using heat as an energy selirce perferming

~sothermal

chemical machine and its efficiency g

greater than that 0£ nearly any man-made energy cenvertsien.

( 2). THE CAPACITY FOR
Subet~nces

S ELF~ REGUlATION.

supplied to the cell are used as an energy sou-

rce and as building materials, since the

continueu~

renewal of stru-

ctural compone n ts is essentia l to cellalar activity. The enviornmental s ubstance supplied to t he cell undergo chemical
te form

bi~lecules

tran~formation

that are needed by the organism,.The transfer-

motion of t he pre ducts i.e. metabolites,are reaeased £ram the cell
into the extra-cellular medium.

Th~

productien of materials that a

a r e r eleased f rom the cell into the extra-cellular medium. The prod u c t i o n of

ma te r ia l ~

tha t are es s ential for the organism must pr _

cee d specia l ly ( i .e. without formation of by-products) and at suffi-
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ciently high r a t e . Ih the course of its evolution animate nature
" created " biologic d l catalysis of protein nature- ENZYMES provide

their self-regulatio n.*
REPR ODUCTION

OR THE TRMNSFER TO HEREDTrY INFORMATION.

The most uniq ue fe a ture of living organisms is their ability
to produce a ph enome na tot a lly absent in ananimate nature. Living
org anisms are capable to produce exact copies of them6elves. All
the diversity of li ving entities is predetermined by the heredity
( genetic

) prog r dmme store d in nuleic acids

: no living organism

that l a cks nuclic a cids h a s been discovered. All genetic information is contained in Deoxyribonuclic acid (DNA ). Its specific
structu~ctl

tion a nd

feature s is the potential_ possibility of self-replicaconsequently , the transfer hereditary signs from the gen-

eration of org anism to another. In the course of the cell's vital
acti vity, the informatio n stored in DNA is materialized through the
agency of Ribonuclic acids ( RNA )+ in the structure of corresponding protiends. A point to be emphasized is that hereditary information tra nsfer cannot be acc omplished

without the protiens, Thus ,

primordial living orga nisms emerged in the course of the evolutiona ry deve lopment o f protiens .and nuclic acid.

* Catalysis is the chemical which can provide high reactivity rate
by its presence in a chemi cal reaction; and after the chemical
re a ctio n the catalis t remain unchanged.
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EI\TV IORNt'lENTS FOR LIVING BEINGS
AND
EVOLUTION OF LIFE

(

Et\RTH AND UNIVERSE )

" there may be no corner of the cosmos that does
not possess some form of life.
Gerald Feinberg and Robert Shapiro.
The enviorenments favourable and in fact, indenspensible for
the · living beings to exist made their appearance one after another.
First of all, a living organism would require a planet with temper a ture, pressure and atmosphere all favourable for such an organism
to grow, exist and thrive. The probability of existence of such a
planet amongst stars of spiral galaxies has been calculated to lie
within 5% of all the stars of such essential factors as oxygen in
their atomsphere and so forth toward off the fatal rays like cosmic
gama - and ultravio let radiation and those which possess the requisite amount of water and food for the substance of living beings
may be possible sites for living organism to exist. None of this
essential requirements appear all on a sudden by magic and such unscientific means, but each factor comes into existence through long
t e dious and extremely complicated processes - some very swift and
others very slow a nd each step in strict obedience to the law of
na t u r cil science .
The atomsphere of a planet is very lengthy and didious process
t a ki r:g mill ions of years. The atomsphere of a planet like the earth
would consists, in the early stages like, · the earth would consists,
in the ea~ly sta g e s like, carbon monoxide

( co ); Nitrogen ( N ) and

o t he r e x1dis e d g ds cs as are found in the volc anic erruption. Accordi-
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ng to the de \:c! iled investigation of the scientists Eerkner and
Marshall , the Uttle quantity of oxygen created by ultraviolet
r a diction before the creation of the planet in the Earth was one
thousandth part o± the present level. The oxygen level at that
t i me could not be raised, of the present level.
According to Abe lson and others the first PHOTOSYNTHESIS*
process originated in the premeable living organisms to be creat e d 2 7 00 mi.J J ions years ago. BUt the process could not increase
the quantity of oxyge n. Large scale photosynthesis was possible
only s i x hundred million years ago when oxygen stood one-hundredth
of the present level. At this time organism of multicellular forms
w.e re crea ted. Th e second period began 420 million years ago; when
the oxygen l e v e l stood at one tenth of the pre sent. This served as
a protectiv e belt aga in st the lethal . ultraviolet radiations of wavel e ngths 1000-2UOO ~and Ozone+ which served as protective belt agains t the

u.v.

r a diaticns of wavelengths 2000-3000 A creation of liv-

ing organi sm in the land a large-scale was possible from this period,
wh ich in its turn a ccelerates photosynthesis and thus increased
Oxygen-level which, by gradually and continued process has made up
the concentra tion of Oxygen to its present value.
All the conte nts of the atom, all the constituant elements
forming the land a nd se a s, their temperature, pressure, concentration which just su it the respective enviorenmerits. Deeply analyzing

* If the solar r a diation fall on the leaves of a plant, it is absorbe d , here it store d up as chemical energy: by the process known
a s Photosynthesis. Raw material are water and carbon dioxide in
pre s ence of s \· n ljg ht can produce glucose and oxygen as follows

+ Ozone is the allotropic medication of oxygen having the formula;of
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alJ thes e f a cts , it appea rs as of va rious species of living beings
a~

bei ng created

i~

different ages, each species just fitting in

with the en viorenmen t conditions prevelent in that age.
One wo uld p a use at this moment and ask how could the different
species , who c an ne ver h a v e the engineering skill to bring about
~

soph isticated anatom ic a l c ha nges

within their body, change their

comp lica t e d anatomy and physiology exa ctly in proportion to the
changed en viore nments 7 How could the change in one non-living
system produce proportionate change in the living machinary of the
other - a s if t wo clocks were wound to run synchroneously, one living and other non-living being 7
In experimen ts to investigate the basic molecules of a biological system t he question as to why some molecules are proportionately abundent a nd some meagre, remains unanswered. The scientists are therefore compelled to remark :-

11

SUch experiment sugg -

ests some preference for f a voured products owing to some pecuiliarity of the syste m under study, which may hold the key to the understa nding of the r Rlati ve abundance of various melecules

cosmic

dut clouds. Why is this some pre f ere nce for some favoured products?
Is it pre planned; wel1 thought . out scheme co-designed by an unknown
supernatural enginee r of superb skill 7 Or is it a mere
ary process

1
-

1

evolution-

which is afte rall a meaningless and mystic term -

set rol ling by ADOPTn TION a nd NATURA L SELECTION ? All these equally
vag ue exp r ess ion s used by those who are unable to see the
the real c a us e
M

be h i ~d

1

truth

1

wha t is ha ppe ning.

detai l ed and de P. p a nalysis of the starting phenomena lea ds

o ne to co~clude that all of them from parts of an integrated WHOLE,
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each one of them be ing e ngaged in fulfilling a purpose, or a goal
wh ic h forms a manifest2 tion of a well throughout pre-planned scheme, otherwise we would not h a v e found such co-ordination amongst
the different factors of the work ing parts of the machinary.

so f a r the discussion about the

1

life

1

remained concentra-

ted mainly on the condition s pre vailed on the planet

11

Earth

11

•

It

h as been assumed tha t the r a ng e of conditions for ac tive life that
is found for e a tthly creature c an be applied outside the Earth. It
is equa l ly possible tha t

the lif e forms tha t we find on Earth are

just those that ha v e evolved and developed on other different planets . earlier than the earth, for evolution and development of life. 1
In this difficulty we come across to two different attitudes:(a). One is that s i nce we knov1 of no limit to the power of evolution to produce the most diverse forms of ·life. It is possible almost eve rywhere in the Universe, except perhaps inside
a s .t "ir-.
(b) . The other attitude is to s ay tha t, since we know of lifes only
as it oc c urs on the Earth, it is merely speculative to talk
other forms of lif e ; we will reasolutely call any planet upon
which earthly life could not exist

11

Lifeless

11

Ra ti o na listic considerat ion prove s that the both attitudes
a r~

wrong and both a r e in fact, equally

1

Speculative

1 •

The midd-

l e course is to be prepared to recognized that there may well be
limits to the physica l conditions in which any form of life is poss-

r
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ible, but not to a dopt the medieval attitude that the earth is
the measure of the physical conditions. In other words, we must

be prepare d to speculate, b~t our speculation must be controlled
a s f e r as possible by knowledge.
Our Knowledg e can perceive living organism and non-living
ones for distinguishing the both two views have been held about
this .
(i). THE MECHANIS T IC VIEW:It is tha t, in princle, the whole of the properties of what
we call living cre.1 ture could be explained in terms of physics
a nd che mi s try.

In this view, thes e is no sharp difference between

living and non-l i ving matter.

BOth of them will be guided entirely

by the e stabl ished l a ws of physics and chemistry.
( i i). THE VITALISTIC VIEW

:-

It is tha t living matter, activated by some vital force that
is outside the realm of physics and chemistry.

we are accustome d in explaining all the properties of life in
terms of everyda y science, and while any gaps remain, it is possible for the Vit a listic view to be held. But it is interesting to
t a ke some of the properties of living matter that vitalists have
suppos e d to s upport their views, and sees how far the same properties are sha red by some non-living systems.

If stars are consider-

ed as non-living comparisons. It is sure that the

1

living

1

is

not applicab l e to a sta r that the comparison serve to show just
how dif f ic ul t it i s to define what is me d nt by • Life

1

in any

f undame ntal sense .
It is best il l ust r a t e d from the formation of sta rs where stars
begin a s a r esult of ga int condensation in interstellar matter.
Eac h p a rt o f

the sta r exer ts a grd vitational pull on every other
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part and due this temperature of thP- star has r ached the about 12
million

c, nucle a r r P-a ctions begin to generate energy and when the

gra vit1tional pull of the substance become equal to this energy,
the expansion of the sta r ceases.
It hus been suggested that the ability to heal itself after
enjury is a peculiar property of living organism. But what would
happen to a star i£ we removed a pa rt of it 7 It immediately would resume its original spherical shape, and be a perfectly good
star , though not as he a vy as it was originally. The star would
have " HEALD " itself . The reason is that it does as the removal
of part of the

st~ r

destroyed the symmetry of internal forces in

the star, thos e parts of the std r at the edge of the cut were pushed ( by the pres ser of . the steller material

). From one side only.

They moved untill the pressure on both sided balanced. Something
very

sL~ilar,

althoug h r athe r more complicated. It is true of the

cells of our fing e r when we cut it, and this a symmetry of conditions leads to the org a nisms adjusting 'itself to a new symmetrical
condjtion i.e. healing itself.
,
STARS

,.., s

II

ORGANISM.•

II

"It is the stars,
The stars above us, govern our conditions ".
Shakespeare.
From the above discussion it is evident that an organism must obtain ma terial from its surrounding in order to reproduce, and we can
imagine a set of circumsta nces whereby a star might reproduce itself . In case of a r a pidly rotating sta r which is still in the
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process of contra ction a nd due to this contraction it may break
up into

tw~

smaller stars.

~s

the double star move into a cloud

of instcller ma tter, the gravitational pull of the star would
a ttra ct some of the interestellar matter. The stars would then
grow by

ACCRE,~TION

a nd could grow into two stars as large as the

original single star , the extra material being provided from outside the original star .
Living things

le~rn

from experience, their reaction to a

given set of circumstances depend upon what happened to them in
the past. This may be illustrdted from the following

: The more

freequently a me t al bar is bent and straightened again 1 the easier it is to bend it ne xt time. The process of bending the bar
chang e s its physical mature, so that it is no longer the same bar.
Like wise, an org a ni s m that had a particular experience is no longer the same organism as before.
Living organis ms a rrang e in different levels as regards their
functionsg The activity of certain parts of our body is controlled
by chemica ls c alled • harmones

• in our blood. ·This harmones is

controlled by our _g lands, which in turn are controlled by the brain.
The sim ila r

• hierarchy of function • in the Universe where the

motion of the moon is controlled by a plant and planet's motion are
control le d by the grd vita tional pull of the GALAXY.
From these differe nt kinds of illustration we find that it is
no more likely t hat the . division between the living and the nonliving is not s harp . In case of VIRUS particles seem to be like
complic ate d ch mical crystals which have some, but not all, properties of life.
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(1)._ ). RG VEDIC PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION FOR EXPLANATION
OF THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE.
"Nasadasl nno sadasittadnTng nasr1.draajo
No Bayma paro 'Yat
/

Kimabaribah kuha kasaya sarmannambhah
KimasTdgahanong gabhiram ".
--Rg
.. Veda. x/129/1 •
"Then eve n nothingness was not, nor existence,
there was no air then nor heavens beyond it.
WWho carried it'? where was it'? In whose keeping'?"
ORIGIN OF RG VEDA.
We have much kmowledge of the religion of the early Aryans
~g

from the 1028 hymns of the

Veda. The

~g

Veda is an oldest religir

ious text in the world still looked upon as the sacred and which was
probably composed between 1500B.C.

The Rg Veda is a collection
I

of hymns for use at the sacrifice of the aristrocrate Aryan cult.
These hymns are believed to be the composition of the absolute ONE
I

and the Vedas are also known as "the Apouresia ".
The chief objects of worship were the 'DEVAS' a word cognate
with the latin word 'DEUS' , the root from which this word is derived.
('DIV' is connected with brightness and radiant and the ('DEVAS' by
connotation are the "Shining Ones". In various passages of the Rg Veda
- /
go d s are attributed the creative functions and role, Indra, Viswakar"
ma n, Pusan, Usa, AgnT, Varuna, .are such gods.

-<--

t'

There are different versions about the orjgin of the Rg veda.

"

Quoting on such vision Swami Pranabananda noted that, "how the Brahman
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~as

once meditating on his creation when there was manifestation wit-

hin the shrine of his heart the eternal word A-U-~1, the seeds of all
knowledge and all thoughts.One by one were also manifestated -the
sounds of all letters and through these latter there become known
unto Brahman,the wisdom of the Vedas.The~n order to spread this knowledge through the world He taught to His disciples to .~richi ,,Atreya,
1
Angirasa and others and this in turn to the world around them".
In this fashion did the Vedas become known to all mankinds.
The Rg-Vedic thoughts may not be considered as the system of

•

philosophy in the modern senses,yet they contain a real philosophy
with cosmic signdficance.Ancient men could not make a clear distinction between the COSMOS and the

in~er

human life.Philosophy and high-

er thought, expressed often in the form of poetry.This

~s

an atte-

mpt to see the inner soul and vital force pulsating with UNIVERSAL
ENERGY.
The _f}g veda is the greatest collections of Hymns (~ or ·.
2
Udg1ta). BUt this literary form should not~ regarded as first class
poetry expressing a second class philosophy. Rather the seer-poet have
reached a precise synthesis of Indian philospphy,CCSMOLOGY,psycholOCJY c.nd myt.hology and also spoke about the practice of 'YOGA' leads

to the unity . of body,mind and COSMIC ENERGY.

•

1 . Pranabananda,Swami. The spiritual history of India.
2 . Barua,~.M. A History Of Pre-Du~~b~~~s Indian Philosophy.
Calcutta University,l921, pp-6.
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CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE:

All through the first

.!~9

VED?\.

~illinium

B.C. rational minds in India

made an attempt for a convincing explanations of the cosmic mystery.
In the latest phase of Ro Veda poets began to wonder about creation
- ·~

·- -

and wonderful 'Hymn of Creation' ,one of the oldest surviving record
of philosiphic doubt in the history of the world,expresses the developement of a high stage of abstract thinking.It is the work of a very
great poet.This described the vision of the mysterious chaos before
creation,and of inexpressible forces working in the deptks of the
primal void.This are as follows:"Then even nothingness was not,nor existence
There was no air then,nor the heavens beyond it
What covered it7 where was it7 In Whose Keeping7
Was there

cosmlc

weter,in depth unfathomes.

Then there were neither death nor immortality,
Nor was there then the torce of night and day.
The One breadth windlessly and self-sustaining.
There was that One then,and there was no other.

At:

first there was only darkness wrapped in darkness
All these only unlimited water

That One which comes to be, enclosed in nothing
Arose at last, born of the power of heat.
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In the begining desire descended on itThat was the j)rimal seed,born in the mind,.
The sages who have searched their hearts with wisdom
. Know that which kin to thet which is not.

And they have stretched their cord across the void
, ~d

know what was above ,and what below.

Seminal powers made fertile mighty forces.
Below was strength, and over it was impulse.

But after all,who knoss,and who can say
\fucnce it all came, and how creation happened?
The gbds - themselves are later than creation.
So who knows truely whence it has arisen?

f·

Whence ail creation had its origin.
he whether he fashoined it, or whether he did not
he,who surveys it all from highest heaven.
he knows-or may be even he does not know.
A,~-Vedic

•

3

Philosophic Foundation •

One of the first philosophers mystic philosopher of India is
4
R£i Dlrgatamas "a pseudonym given to a thinker who associated with
~-

~3.~g

veda.x,l29.Translation of the hymns of creation in ~ Veda by
P.rof .A. L.Ba.sham, "The wonder that is ;I:ndia"
4.1!-g ~ 1.164,21.
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!eng narkness,or Mystery of Creation~ His vision unfolds ·many cosmic,
biological, psychological realities and other mysteries, yet he cannot unviel one Mysrery, the first cause of the Universe.This is the
.,/

Long Darkness of the Mystic.Yet the world can be seen. It is held together by certain basic elements; heat from the Sun,water.air,earth,
sky or heaven.The forces qre at workin the biological world: the
Mother is the principle of life(Pra~ ~-),Matter and Mind.The cosmos
is revolving around like a Wheel

(CHAKRA)~

round an undecaying axle,

following a rhythm of five seasons(five spokes~72 days) and twelve
months(twelve spokes).The Supreme Spirit is

th~

Gardian of the Univ-

erse: The world is differentiated and yet seems £rom only one Principle,in front of which man is astonished and silent.This view is expressed in the

11

Hymn of Creation 11 as described above.

rn· ofrgatamas ·• view the true morality consists in realization
the origin of life,consciousness,spirit,in surrounding to the Univer-

·-

sal Rta. This Rta reflects its order in the social life.
,. _

Another

~r~ Aghamar~~~~

8

considers

heat _~ tapas

)to be the first

creative principle from which not only seasons and time-succesesion
9
but also the eternal law and truth originates. The later two preceeded
S .Agarwala,S.Vasudeva, Vision in Long Darkness. Calcutta university
1921. pp-5.
7.~g

6.Th~ CHAKRA was the common symbol in the Indus Velley.

Veda !,164,21.

B.~g

Veda I,129: X 190 9.Rg Veda X,190,I.
~
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the cre a tion of the visible

COS~10S

which signify that the Universe

is made of also mind and consciousness.However,Aghamarsana is deterministic in his view.
According to 'Prajapa ti

Parame~tin'

the primordial Matter

,

was •water'dnd this water was evolved through its undifferentiated
Cosmic Desire ( ~rna) into all beings.Thales,the first Greek philosopher,considered water as the primordial element of the Universe.He
a lso considers thd t vayu
or Vital air,the primordial element 10, for

the simple fact that it is an essential constituents of the physical,biological and energetic principles of the micro- and macrocosmos.
The Bg Vedic philosophy,and cosmology can be summed up in

•

the following points:Crea tion is concieved more as an

1.

'emanation~or

expansion of

a Primal Princi p le or Element under the impulse of some inherent

+

energitical impulse .VIsvakannan only seems to admit GOD as the creator and sustainer of the Universe~ 1
2.

The emphasis is on the nature of the COSMOS{cosmology) with

its various presiding Forces and the all pervading oneness of the
Mental and Spiritual consciousness.The microcosm has to be seen in
the macrosmic dimension.
*l C .
11.

~g

~g

Veda I,1 29 : X,190.
V~da

X,21.
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(8 )• UJ?AN~DIC VIEW OF CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE.
11

Yahsarbjnah sarbidyasys Jnamayying tapahJ
Tasmaditad Brahma-nama rupancha jayate."
. ~- MCindaka Upanisd,
I.l.
I

... Whole of the Universe which the undifferentiated owing to their
different properities,is created by BAAHMA.N,the seer and all-knowing 11 •
The early Upani~ds of which look back to the seventh or sixth centuries B.C.show that there existed a perplexing variety of
speculations and of theories on the origin of the Universe,the nature
of s&ul and related problems.Some of these were accepted by one or
other brahahmanic school and

decept~d

as orthodox belief, other were

have long since vanished.
The philosophical foundation of the different

yPanJ~ds

as est-

blished by seer-poets and philosophers,from which the notions of the
creation of the Universe originate,is discussed in nutshell.
One entity,often called BRAHMAN, the primordial matter, fills
all space and
Its essence is

time.BRAH~~ · is
ATMA~,

all-pervading,neither female,nor male,

spirit and as such it is common with man. Most

------- ·-

of the early upan1sdic philosophers considers BRAHMAN as something
transcendental,superhuman or other worldly.They did not recognizwd
any GOD as the Creator,controller and designer of the Universe.To them
BPA HMAN is not COD but the infinite totality of existence.It is con12
s.:idered as the only Pth:~U:?A.
~ ---

--- -

1 2 . Katha upanisd - 2/98.
6

3 13.

Th~ creation of the Universe is due to BRAHMASAMKALPA i.e.the

BRA~~N, the primordial persons {PURUSA).He
felt fear and lon_,_

wil l o f

i ines s and felt nee d of cornpanionship.The person divided himself and
produced

2

wife. This couple taking the form of animals and men,cre-

a ted the whole Universe.Here it is recognized that the idea of creation is due to cosmic sexual act is played a great part in later rel13
ig ious thought.
Still another view is important,as a simple questio n arose
in the mind of the seers of India.
"i"lhy BRAtii"lA N wants to be many?"
Here the c a usal relations Of creation is thus that it is an
strong urge of t he Crea tor to enjoy shere joy of himself with his own
a rts or Srst1.
· In perpesctive Of the four causes as established by Aristotle;
the t h eme of the creation of the Universe can be explained. In a consecutive happenings of

on~

event is related with an unconditioned rea-

son and with an everl a sting relation,the first one is considered to be
the cause of seco n d

one.~

order to find out the causes for an even

t he prima ry object is to find out the agent which reqlizes the differ e nt objectives. These are related as follows:According to

~ristotle's

analysis there are four kinds of cau-

se s which a re inte rrelated for complation of an action.These are
(a ). material cause,

(b). efficient cause (c). formal cause and

13 . Basha m,A.L. Th~ Wonder that wa s
1989 , pp- 251.

India, Rupa & co. calcutta,
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~d).

final cause. Formation of an earthen-pitcher from earth may be

cited as a suitable explanation of the four causes.
Material causes of the earthen pot is the Earth.Efficient
cause and formal causes are attributed to the person who gives its
shape.This person makes different pots with varied shapes • . and forms
with the helf of the revolving wheel carrying the earth,the material
cause.Different shapes are recognized due to his own intellect and
the final cause is the objective one.
If the creation of an earthen pitcher is identified with the
creation of the Universe,it appears that BRAHMAN is the efficient
cause.But in the
and percal of

~

Upani~ds

the Creator is also considered as the part

creation.I£ the creator is considered as the pain-

ter of a picture,the painter remains outside of the
here the

paint~r

paifi~ings,but

and the painting are one and the same.The final cau-

se is due to the Brahma's asthetic feeling with his own creation,as
the painter with his own 'art'.
In fine,from above

d~scussion

it may be deemed that a cosmic

energy is always acting behind the scene of his creation.The main
theme of the Upanisdic Brahmabad or the doctrine of Brahaman lies in

'

the fact that a cosmic energy or supreme energy manifests itself in
his own creation.He pervades all in the Universe,he holds everything
and he is inseparable with his own creation.Naturally,we come across
the question,if the same Brahman pervades everything why there we
find a variation of forms and names?This become evident when it is
considered that just as in any art of man a single element manifests

315.

in different form s and hera the roo t material cause is the primary
one and the seconda ry is its manifestation in different forms. The
root cause of eve rything is Brahman and due to its manifestation
with different names a nd forms, thus the sole Brahman is assumed
to be different.

14

Brcihman is ATMAN remaining inwards of every-

thing and as the sole nergy manifests itself in forms in the Universe.

15

Brahman controlls the Universe, his creation, from within the
Universe. Here the eff icient caus e does not remain outside but controls from within, and thus ma terial cause

~nd

the efficient cause

be come the same. This is like the controlling agent of atom is due
to the energy o f protons, electrons and neutrons within the atom.
The vitul force v1hich controls the lives of human being remains
withjn the body.
Brahma n directs the Unive'rse due to his control over the Sun
and the Moon ; time and space; day and 'night regulariy. So
is Rta ( the exact absolute ),

"

1

IT

1

' TT ' is omnipresent within living

beings as a sould or AT~AN, and is

1

RNTARYAMI

1

or all-knowing).

(

Human body may per i sh, but its controlling force is eternal and unperishable and so ' IT
AS

to t as te

1

is

1

ft~rita

1

deathless ) •

for the final cau se of creation, the creator has the desire
1

RASA •

16

with his own creation.

1

Rasa

1

is not only glad-

ness or happinP.ss rnther it is morP. than tha t, it is an

1

asthetic

emotion'. This gla dness not only behavioural one, but it is joy without c.ny re aso n. The whole Uni verse manifested as the knower and known , as enjoyer and e njo y ed the whole Universe enchants with music.

- - -- -------14 . Chhandogya

Upani~d

.

- 6/1/14. ( 15). Katha Upanisd - 2/2/12.

16 . Taitteria UpanJsd - 2/7 •
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'OM'- is word signifying Brahman.
The migh t y unmanifest Brahman,awakening into the
ness and

manifeste~

slf-awa~e-

itself through the mighty explosion of the pri-

mordial atom and the COS MOS came to be.Jaimini wrote about a philosophy c a lled PURVA-MIMANsA in support of Vedic-rites.He admits the
authority of Veda s not their revelation.
Jaimini in this composition adopts the
l.e.SOUND THEORY o f creation in the

~g

I

'SABDABRAHMAN BADA'

veda. This vast world had its

origin in the VAKA i.e. Sound. All perceptions and conceptions arose
from sound.This sound is The VEDA: this sound is

Ve~ic

hymns.All g

g ods are really sounds.vak Devi, daughter of the seer Ambhrna, in
•
Devi Sukta in the ~9 Veda says, "Sound is Brahman and sound is the
origin of all crea tion".
lnnumbera ble sounds of different forms - causal,subtle and
g ross - a re reverbrating ceaselessly with cosmic vibrations in an
.a wesome multiplicity of notes - tonic, supertonic, and harmonic converting

~he

Universe into a sort of orchestra causing what the a

a ncient Greek phi J o sophers Pythagores called "music of the apbere ".
The sylla ble'OM' the first and foremost all the Mantras,whir

ch they identifie d With

Brahman,the ultimate reality. The syllable

' OM' is forme d of three letters?-. tT.M in a single sound; ' A' ans'u'combining together t o make the sound'A '
~d U 1 combining together to
1

-

-- - ---------------------------------------

to make the sound ' 0 1 and which prolongs the 10 1 in a nasal ersonance.

.Q!IL is the quitenessonce,the seed-syllable of the Universe.

1

CREATION:- A

BRAH~AN-

v
YAJNA.

"Brahrnal)arpan Brahmanhabi Brahmangno
Brahmana hutam
Brahaimava tena gantanbouong

Brahma~

karma samadhina ".

"A person, conscious of Brahman ccnsiders

the pfferings of

material like Ghee,the sacred fire of the sacrifice,the
person performing the sacrifice are the manifestation of
Brahman.The effect of sacrifice is related to Brahman".

In the famous

'PURUSA' sukta is percieved as a hymn being

an o also a sacrifice of that being is related to Brahman.Thus
ritual was meant for the whole Universe and Creation was seen as
•

IV

Br a hmanical sacrifice l. Brahman-yajna).
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(DJ CREA T I ON
11

AND EVOLUTtrON OF THE UNIVERS E:- PAURIN I C WEIW.

"'

Seyong ~akt"I mah3:maya Sacch}_daaro.da rupini

•

Rupang BTbhatayrupe acha bhaktaanugraha hltabe•.
- eevl Bhaga .v~_t- .
''To be compassionate to his devotee 1 the _?achh1.danda 1
mahamaya the supreme energ y a formless manifests a
1

form ...
Pti'r~ns are

--·-

the sit of Indian culture. In order to study the

Ind i an ci vila za t ion the .knowledge of different kin d s of PUttfns are

-.-

indespensible. The . PU.ran§.. are not me.re literature 1 they are the recoords of n a tional life from the ancient past of India.
In most of the Puranas different kinds of godesses,the personification of cosmic will or energ y in the evolutionary process are
observed.Due to this
with a

reuso~

every 'DEVI

I

'SAKTl 1 is represented by the

1

1

is inseparately associated

-PRAK.RTI'
·-

and she is the cosmdlc

dan cer who dances before the "PURU~A" in~ol display her dynamic ·
1

capacities .
t ' ;,~

/

Creativity involves movement, 1 sakt;£ 1 of Cosmic:jenergy stirs,

it vibra tes what is potentionl becomes kinetic and there is an ordrly moveme nt of the Cosmos. In the womb of atom 1 subatomic particles
gre performing energ y-dc:mce.
Thi s energy is considered as the inherent power of the TraI
nspersona 1 Brahman I Isvara
which is distinguished as

- 'MAYA'.
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The moet ancient cere of the Piirane 8eem.s to have

•

been limited t o five eubjecta:- (a) .Creation (sarga) (b) recreation
( Prat!sarga) both
and sages

i~c·luding _cosmo~ogy ,cosmogony

(Vam~~)

(d)

c~smic

(c) Genealegy ef gede

cyles (Manyantare) (e) Accounts of royal

dynasties (vamsancharlta)

-·- . - - - -

CREATION (sarga)
~~

is primary creation of the Principles (Tattvas)

and the five elements of the subtle Brahmanda in thought form with
all the potentialities of evolution by virtue of it8 inherent pewer

--

designated as MAYA out of itself.
( b) SECONDARY C~TION (Pratis<t_tsl31).
Here the creator GOB creates the world. Brahma

of the

comprehensible Brahmanda with all the ferteen planes or Lokas with
its inhanitants, within the framework of space-Time cousation

(~

kala-Nimltta) and the cosmic laws relating to them, and also dissolution of the manifested Brahmanda into its casual state or subtle
seed from at the end of a vast period called KALPA , are described.
(c) GENEALOGY OF GODS.

Description of the PRAcrAPTI (Cosmic Progenitors) whom
Brahma created from his mind, and the various gods, angels, and other
heavenly beings and demons, and of the seven celestial sages (saptarisi)
-....- and all mankinds, and of all the other creaturee, who desended
r

from the PRAJAPATI is depicted.

320.

(d) COSMIC CYCLES

(Manvanta~)

Here we come across the description of the fourteen
MANVANTAPRAS or Ages of the MANUS, the vast cosmic periods presided over by the different MANUS from the beginings of the cycle

-·

of creation,(KALPA) and important happenings in those periods (ArnanvantaTa runs to 30,67,20,000 years).
(e) ACCOUNTS OF ROYAL DYNASTIES (Vam~anucharlta).
Here we get the description of the lists of kings and
rulers of various dynasties in Bharatvare (India) with persidentship of the seventh ~~nu the vaivasata Manu. He is considered as
the progenator of mankind after the great Deluge (a great flood).
With the growth of population and the widening of teritory of Hindu culture there occured the

~ense

development of the

different aspects of the cultural and intellectual· life. More than
eighteen MAHAPU~~\S(great pura~~) with over 400,000 verses and
over eighteen UPAPORA~~ (subsitdiary pura~!) came into being to
record the life and culture of the ancient people of India in
h~rmony

with the cosmic aspects. They described and account ef the

different arts and sciences of the time. Some of theam became like
encyclopadians dealing with topics such as sll~ (arts and crafts)
Vaidya (Medicine and seV9ery), Sa~itya (Literature) Alamkapa (Poetics ana Rheotonic), oiPdharvavidya (Music, Dance and Drama), c~
(

rakala (Paintings) MurtT Vijaaa (Sculptor) vast~llpa (Architech......ture and temple building), Joytl~~ (astronomy) Nyaya (Logic),

321·

Ganita (

~~~hemati c s

) a nd other

ve ~1

useful subjects.

To gi ve a cosmic context , they conceived of cosmic presiding deties for the se differ{C!nt arts, crofts and sciences who manifest them on eorth through mankind . The eighteen

PURA~AS

are com-

pare d to the eighteen limbs of tr.e COSMIC .PERSON.

II

- ..

Taam Dhi Taam Tatt Ta Thai
Taam Dh1. Taam Tatt Ta Thai
Taam Dh1 Taam Tatt Ta Thai
Taam Dh1. Taam Tatt Ta Thai
•raam Dhi Taam Ta.tt Ta Thai.

--

"

Ebl ( rhythem ) Bharat NatY,am.

The creuti o n o f the Universe is the result of the dynamic
ene rgy o f the supre me one. Dynaminism or
of Gatl or
of sound

1

LMYA

1

DHAWNI

movement is the origin

is rhythmic. Then again movement is the origin
from which music takes its birth. Thus the

Universe is b o und by rhythm and sound.
Siva or l\'ata r7lj

is consj_dered a s the Supreme Energy and the

art of donee is one of his major a ttributes, Rhythm and soun d are
understood as

div1~e

actions out of which the creation is possible

due to mysterious be ing -

Nataraja . The Cosmic activity is the

centro l motif o f Natara~'s dance. In this dance posses one witness
I

,r

I

the reversal of roles of Slv a a nd sakt1 , his spouch, as the Manifest-dynamic principle . Rut in case of Nataraja,

i ..

s~va

is usually

des cribed as an silent witness .

- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- -
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Among the va ricus d a nces of

Na tara~

the Sa iva scriptures

e!T'mara t e se v e n impor t a nt ones :1

Q

" •
L

The KA LII:V\ TAND\Vr-..

re resents Creation.

The GOVRI TAND'\Vt"\
a nd

each denotes both aspects; origi-

SANDHAYA ThN:I:)hVr-..

nating and protectio n.

-

3.

-

Sig nifies the veiling power.

Th e T PIFUR I"\ D\NCE

-

4. The PPALAYA TAND-\VA

Specifies the destruction of the
UNIVERSE.

5 . The URDHAVA

-

Speci fies release from the bondage

T~N[hVM.

or liberation.

-

conotes the d a nce of the supreme

6 . The ANAN!)A. TANIYWt"\

bliss.
I

All these posses of Siva encompass the idea of creation, of
the Universe, i ts pre servation a nd final dissolution, or absorption , b a ck in to Absolute a t

t h e end of the cycle.

Much me a ning is attached to the MUDRAS - the poses of the hands
a·ncl f e e t o f

Natara ja . f\ ll these indicate the SUpre me

ies in different aspec ts,

Lord ~'s •

activit-

In mos t of the images especially in the
/

magnificient Cole b r on z e s of the nin th and tenth centuries. Siva is
depicted wit h four -• arms and flying t -r esses, dancing . on the prone
figu r e on a dwarf demon known a s MUlayaka, the APAS~~RA-PURUSA,
synbol o f ma n' s

ignora nce or ego. The back right hand of NATARAJA

holds the DAMAPU or TABOUR and the front right hands gestures with
~

the

ABHAYA~UDRA -

symbolisi n g GOD's protection. The rear left hand

holds fire in its palm, and the front left hand is held across the
Lord ' s chet in the Gf\JA-HAS TA or elephant pose, indicating auspiciousnes s . The r a is ed left foot indicates the Lord's grace in granting libera tion a nd the firmly pla nte d right foot gives shelter to
weary souJ s . The locks of Nataraja • s hair sta nds out in several

323.

strands and mingled v1ith

~anga. His curling hair represents the

curved spaces du e to g e ne r d l

theory of relativity of Einstein.
I

r-\nd the crescent moon r e calls Sivo. 's protecting gra ce, renunciat
-

a nd TAPASYA .
ting the

I

SIVA ' s fi g ure is e ncircl e d by a ring of flames deno-

Lord's aure ole. Fire held in the palm shows reabsorp~

tion of the Universe b a ck to Himself.
I

Siva 's gestures a re fivefold and indic a te his fivefold acti-

vity ( PA NCHA.f<~ TYA ) • The DAMARU symbolizes the Cre a tion, out of
this sounds the Uni verse is produced. These sounds are electromagnet ic vibrati o ns. The Lord himself is the Primal Erergy,

the

CreCJ tive power of the Father and .Mother of the Universe dissolve
in the e n d .
~F )pOSMOGONY -:- HINDU.

" can . you fe e l

the flow qf time,

whose chariot is ever advancing "
The question aro

Rabindranath Tagore.

in the mind of mankind regarding the begi-

nning i.e. cre a tion, the pre sent and future.

From when did man

came a nd what does his future hold.
First of alJ creatio n,
sthltl

) a nd Dissolution

rather projectin ( Srsti ), sustenance
(, pralaya

) into the casual st a tes of

the Br a hmanda are hel d to go on cyclically, without beginning or
end in t ime_, go on space -

Time-r causation themselves being the

324.

fra mewoek of a c reu to r - God d e signated as Brcthman. His life-span,
therefore of His 1 if e - spun, therefore of e a ch Bra hmanda is camposed a s shown i n the foJJowin g , scale :1 Human year of 360 days

=

1 day of the gods

12 lunar months of 30 T1this
360 Celestial d a ys
12000 ce les tia 1 ye a rs

) ( or celestial day )

=

1 celestial year.

=

DBy-time or Active period

1

( consisting of 4 Yugas )

called KALPA, when the

lC OO Maha-Yugas.

Bra hma is in a state of
manifestation.

14 Manus r ule as the manJfested Bra hmanda successively during
the Kalpa , each for vast period, called a Manuvantra.

2

1 . Th e four Yug a s in a cha tur-Yuga or Mahayugas are named Krita
( or sa ty~ ) Tr e t a , Dvapara a nd Kallyli.ga which move in a cycle.
In the new syste m of Cosmic t ime -scale, they were alloted 4000,
3000, 2000 and 1000 celestial years, instead of 2500 ordinary
human ye d rs equally to the four YUgas as of old. Just as there
are morning and evening twilight periods at the two ends of
the d ay -time along with the sandya periods. such sandhaya periods were conceived for each Yugas in either side equal to 1/lOth.
of its dura ti o n. Thus a chatur-YUga along with the
period t a kes up to 12,0GO ye a rs.

Sandha~

Manvan t a r a consists of 71 Mahayugas made up of 15 K:ta-Yugas
periods .
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of 4800 celestial years (4800 X 360) which totals up the balance of

6 Maha-YUgas to make up the 1000 Maha-YUgas. A Manvantara in itself
will comprise 30,67,20,000 (30 crores 671 lakhs 20 thousand) years
and each sandhl period willbe 432 crores of years.
With each Kalpa-Ending, ther is dissolution ~f the Brahmanda
(pralaya) into the subtle

cau~al

or seed state. Then it is the night

state of Brahma, lasting for 1000 cele~tial Ma~yUgas. Thus a day
a nd night of Brahma c~nsists of celestial Mahayugas.
Next day again another Kalpa begins and the Brahmanda is
manifested with all the past SAMSKARAS (Impression and tendencies)
of the creatures in the previous cyole, just as we wake up from
sleep and begin a new-day with all previou_s memory.• In fact these
Samskaras which lie dormant are the motive power for the next cycle.
Every c ycles is not a mere repitation fGr the Samaskaras go on accu-

~

mulating, modified and perfecting during the cycle and in each subsequent cycles, as we go on improving our experiences and impressions
from day to day thus leading all towards ultimate perfection.

This

creation, preservation and dissolution of the Brahmanda go on till

_,

100 years of Brahmas life are completed every year consisting of
360 days and nights of 2000 celestial MahayUagas. Then there is MahaPralaya (dissolution of Prak:ti in primal cause). Then a first
Brahmanda comes into being on a new plan presided over by a new
Brahma·, even as a man is reborn in a fesh
body after death te the
........
present boay with a name and fresh association •
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Fo r t h e p r e s e nt c ompu t a tion of time , it is regarded that
Br ci hma i s now in his s econd h a l£ ( Dv"it_!ya Pari:irdha' ) of his life
a nd the current KALPA , s ix tvla nva ntc. r a s, pre sided over vai vasvata
Ma nu i s r u nning , h e nce it is cal le d the Vaivasvata Manvantara. In
this Ma nvanta r a , 2 7 Mahayugas, of which K~ta, Treta and Dvapara
Yliga s a r e over. We are now in the Kal1yuga ( Consisting of 4,32,
0 00 ye a r s

). The present Kaliyuga is said to have started on 18th.

Feb. 31 02 B.C. and now ( in 1 9 93 ) the 5094th. year of the Kall~

is r e main i ng .

rhis vast c omputation may be speculative, but it serves to
give a vd st time-sca le and helps to conceive time in the Cosmic
context. The Hindu sages show that this vast infinite Universe
cannot be thought of with ordinary

t~e-scale

of human events. In

modern times we use lightyears to compute the distance of very
distant astronomical bodies. It is all speculative, for there have
been vastly differing computations changing from time to time and
these can never be actually verified. But still they serve the
purpose of conveyi,n g the vastness of the physical UNIVERSE.
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COSMOGRAPHY

" The phys i cal world is an abstract creation of mind
pa~tern '

of man, modelling for him the

of pis · .sense-

perception. He is therefore free to build into his
model, any features of which render the model effective for its purpose."
-- Lawden.

..

From Vlsnu PUrana we h a ve a new and grand ideas about the
COSMOLOGY simultaneously COSMOGRAPHY as well.
Visnu is the source of all existence and is bOth material
cause and efficient cause. The first step manifestation take

I

place, the pure potentials ( essence ) of the elements, called
• tanmatras ', either ether,air, light, water and earth emerged.
These being pure potential are not endowed with qualities, They
combined with one another and they assumed through their mutual
association the character of one mass of entire unity and form the
direction of spirit with the arguments of the indiscreate principle,

)(

1

intellect and the r e st to the gross elements formed an egg. This
gr~ dually

expanded like a bubble of water.

In this egg, the conti-

nents, seas and mountains , the planets and divisions of the Universe, the gods, the demons and mankind exist. 2
One of part of the egg develops into the earth as well as other
regions in space. The earth composed of seven continents and

1. that is, the principle of materiality.
r

..

.

2. Visnu PUrana, Vol -

I. pp- 38-40, in collected works of H.H.

Wilson. Vol. VI. London, Trubner

&

co., 1864.

and seven oceans composed of milk and •utter,and melases etc. the
last is of fresh water. Beyend the sea of

f~sh

water is a

twice its extent,where the lanQ ef Geld and where no

re~ion

livi~

of

beint _

resides.Thence extends the t.kaolke meuntain which is ten theus&nds
v

Yojanas in height,and beyond it, perpetual darkness invests the moun-

-~-·-

tain around.This darkness is again encompassed by the shells of eqgs.
such an arrangement is the earth which with its continents,m.untains,
oceans and extetior shell of fifty creres of Yojanas in extent~ ·
Besides the

earth,the~

are ether regions of the universe

that evolves out of an eqg-. '!here are seven regions below the earth

-

ATAIA, V!TALA,NITAL,MAHATALA,SUTAI.A and PATAIA where

recegni zed as

dwell DANAVAS,DAITAS,YAI<AS, amd SNAKE-GODS.Below theae
--..~
twenty eight hells.

the~

are

There are elso spheres abode the earth."The sphere ef the
(or Bhuloka) comprehendig its ocean mountains and rivers,extends as
~

far as it is illuminated by rays of the sun and the Moen.The sphere
of the (BHUVARLOKA) which is to the same extent beth in diamet«r and
circumference as thw Bhuloka, spreads over it (as far upwards as to
the planetory sphere or SWARLOKA) .Then abeve it exists DHRUvA-U>KA
(the pole star). Abeve Dhurvaloka at the distance of ten millien lea2
..

gues lies the

sphere ef Saints (or MAAAR-LOKA) • ·--The inh4tants - of._· -.. '·

tbis ·loka dwell in thr.ughout a KALPA (or a day of Brahrna) At twice
,..,_

r

the distance i s situated JANALOKA where the pure minded one of
Brahma resides.
j

1.

Vlf!_l}~ ~~- Vol-II, in collected works of H.H.Wilson pp-224.

2. Ibid. pp-224.
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At four times the distance of the last two lies the Tapaloka
the sphere of spiritual heat ). This is inhabited by deities
called vairajas and who are unconsumable by fire. At six times
distance of this Tapaloka is situated the SATAYLOKA ( sphere of
truth ) the inhabita nts of which never again know death.
Aga i n,

1

" The region which extends from the earth to the Sun

in which the SI DDHAS and other celestial beings move, is the atomspheric sphere which also has been described. The interval between
the Sun and DHRW/4. extending fourteen Hundred thousands of leagues
is called by those who are acquinted with the systems of the Universe, the he<1venly spheres. These three spheres are as transitory.
The three highest J ANAS, TAPAS and SATYA are durable. MAHARLOKA as
situated with PATALAS,

1 . Log cit, pp- 224 .
2 . Log cit, pp- 227 .

X

r

I have thus, Maitreya explained to you. 112
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K.a lpurusa :

'

The Cosmic man.
"On e very side are the hands and feet,
On every side his eyes,
on every side his ears,hxs heed and his face,
He stands encompassing all the World"·
- I
- /
-.Svetasvatara
Upanlsd.III.l6
~~~~~~~---~------

"From Him springs forth the breath of life,
the power of thought and all the senses,
space,wind ,light and water
and earth; the great supporter of all ...
Mundaka upanlsd;

•

II,i.3 •

Ka lpurus a is the symbolic a 'spect of the unmanifested Brahman in the dynamic movements of continuous change and ultimate changelessness. The doctrine of KA~,(time) as Brahman,the beginingless
eternity in manifestated form, is set forth in the Atharva - Veda as a
Cosmological conception.

It is restated in . .the t-t:ahabhara ta anthropolo-

gical c oncep ts, being concerned mainly with the fate of man- is joy
and

sorrows ~

Kala is like a ocean without island in it.

Everything in the world around us is temporal. Time

(~),

stands at the begining of all yhings. But the source of time is not

,
tempera!, reality is temporal, for it comprises pure transcendence.
In the Bhagavadglta Lord Krisna identifies himself with

~la,

the

imperishable time, and the colossal manifestation- all-embracing,
all - con suming blazing forth in lurid-colours - in which he appears
be fore
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.

.

Arjuna is Kdlpurus d , the cosmic man, that is Brahman manifested.

.

Ka l pu rus a is the p rimo rdial i ncarnation of the Brahman as
manifes t ed COSM OS , i t is t h e f r ame work of the entire creation. The
ove r- t r a nsc e n de n t backg round on whi ch app ears all that
' ca nbe '. It s y mboli ze the eternal 'IS

1

-ness and

1

1

IS

1

or

NOW-ness, the

ete rna l fulln e ss in wh i ch de a th and deathnelassnass merge together . It i s in t he sup r e me sta tes tha t is a knower, the means of
k now l edg e a nd t he o b j e cts of knowledge and the objects of knowle dge be come one . In this s t a te
Ka l a pu rusa a n d
one . Tha t

I

That

I

1

11

(

~

),

the microcosmic

i d am ) the micro-cosmic Kalpurusa are

t h o u art ( TATVAMASI ). 1

Kalapu rus a i s one o f t h e fun damental in Hindu astrology
which b e lie v es tha t the p a r a me t e r of astrological functional transc e nd s the v a s t exi)e ns e o f physica l Universe and penetrdtes the
inne rmost r e gi ons o f r e l at i o nship

between . various planets in

co nsta n t motio n gene r a t e s energy-pa ttern causing many different
t yFe s of physica l , physo lbg i c a l, a nd psychical natural inclination
in man a s wel l as di f f ere nt t y p e s of events in his life.
rh us, no n e t he contituants o f man belongs to the individual.
The anc i ent t r aditio n co n sidered the vita l

centres ' of man 1 s organs

h i s mind, which are r e co g nized as DEVATAS.
Different parts of the
c ons t i t ua nts of man be longs to the individual DEVATAS. This idea
gives r is e t o the pa r a -sci e n c e know ASTROLOGY. For instance, the
sig ns of t h e Zocal Ma n.

"

.
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J<l.\ u\C HAKPA

II ·

.

In r t"' l i gious symbolism Kalachakra is one of

a ll-powe rf u ll weupons ( suda rs a n Ch a kra
the h a nd o f Lord
Real i ty

1

vi~~~'

1

) in

an all-pervading

a s pe rs o n i fi ed in the Vedas.

11

In e a rly Vedic t i me, the v a st time-scale has invented and
the as tronomic a 1 sys t e rn known as ' KAir.CHAKffi

1

1

, the

" whee 1 of

t ime " or the a stro nomica l clock h a d been developed. Here the
who l e of t h e Univers e i s de pict e d like a wheel whose centre is
the unifi e d force of Bra hman is a symbol representation. This us
r e pre sente d by in a lucid manners as follows

:-

" Upo n this r e vo lving whe e l of Five spokes, all the •
world a r e s uppo rte d. Although heavenly l a den, it
never g ets hot a xle d.

Its na tive has form ancient
2
time s n :.ma i ned unbroken. "

The s a me suprPme ene r g y holds together the Time-sequence and
a l l succ essive e v e n ts in the world :)i

In a l l civ iliza t io n t h e past events are fixed by some method
of r e cord ing the d ate a nd time. Though eras based on some signific a nt eve nts in na tional lif e or a ssociated with the birth of some
n o t a b le a ct o f a gre·) t person have be e n used as fixed points for
reco r d ing p a s t or fu ture events, mankind has to depend ultimately
upo n the u ndersta nd i ng o r the actual r e lation to each other. These
1 . Time ,

lik e s p a ce is no t

s p ace a s

j _t

l ine a r. Being integrally associated with

is c y nnmic p o we r, time rolls in cycles, which des i-

g na t e a s d ay a nd n i g h t , month, ye a rs et<.• Henc e the phenomena
i s d e s ig na t e d a s

1

KA IA CHAK R->

r e l i gio ns s ymbo l ism .

1

or the

1

WHEEL OF TIME

1

•

In

It i s one of the all powerful weapons

( sUda rla r;a chakrd ) in the ha n d of the Lord Vi snu, the all
pe r v c1 ding .
2 . Pg Ve d a ,

I , 16 7 , 13 .
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ac t a n d t ime wh a teve r the era .
In no n -hi ndu civiliza ti o ns, t h e astronomical clock has played
o n l y a limited r ole for c a lcul a ti on of the d a ys, motions and the
yea r s whe r ea s the d iffere nt e r a s na v e pl a y e d the dat e or events,
such a s the Cri stian Era , the Hijri etc.

1

The calenders of festi-

v a l s a nd s a cre d f u n c tio ns have bee n b a sed on significant events
in life o f a n a t i o n or of the founder of the particular relig ion.
The s e are a gai n r e l a t e d to terristial dating.
The s e k ind of da t e s a r e also found in · the calender, but this
te r r i s tial d at ings which a re relate d to the move ments and position
of t h e Ear t h and t h e h e a v e nly bodie s a re different in Hindu system
of ca l e nder .
1

-v

YAJ NA

1

(

In f a ct , fro m the e a rly Vedic times all

1

YAGAS

1

and

religio u s s a crifice ) and other sacred rites were re-

late d wi t h the move me nts and position or heavenly bodies in such a
man ne r s o tha t astronomi c a l work of 13th. century B.C. ( VedangaJoy tis a

) was c o n side r e d a s a subs i diary limbs of Vedas. Even upto

t h e p r e sent da y, ma ny of the h o ly d a tes are fixed on the basis of
ast ro nomi c a l f acto r s a nd not by the bright d a y and night the positio n of them mo o n in the different NAKSATRAS.( lunar asterisms )
-/

the po s i t i on of the sun in the RASIS ( The sign of the Zodiac ),

1. Bef o re t h e Ch r is tia n,

;

there were other eras, both in the East

a n d the Wes t, such as the Olympi ad of the Greek beginning from
71 6 B. C . The Ch i ne s, Jews a n d t he Roma ns too probably had their
own e r a s for da ti ng even ts from e a rly times.
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the periods of the s ol a s t i c a n d equi no xes, and the seasons as
r e lated to the SUN ' s positio n etc. a ll the s e f a ctors play their
part in determining the d ate and time o f the s a crifices, r ituals
and festiv a ls . This astronomi c a l cl ock prov i de d the Hi ndus a
nat ura l a nd impers o na l stand a rd tha t is un i versa lly a p p lic a ble.
I f the Ka l achakr rt or a stronomica l is used as in fi g . the
is

ecliptic ( KRANTICHAKR-\

t 'he celestial

1

circle

1

along which

.I

are t h e 12 RAS IS , the ste l le r consta llations or the signs of the
Zodia c, whi ch a r e numbe r s i n d ic a ting the twelve sola r months of
the yea r. Th e Sun a nd th e ' moo n a r e the two hands of the c

·k

and

the earth is th e centre .

z 0 b i !\.C.
-------

-~-

- --

--- ----------------------------~
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(~ )~ MACROCOS1'1IC OR UNIVERSAL PlANES.

*"om,

Bhur-Bhuva-svah tat-savitur varenvm

VabJ• devasya Dlbrn mahi Dh1uoyonah pr•chedayat,
"Let us mediate

~n

on••.

the glory of that Divine Beibg

who created Shur-Bhuva-svah,the three worlds.May
He direct our understanding".

Hindu

c~smolo9y

is evident in the famous GAYTRI MANTRA

which occurs in the Vedas 1 • At first this mantra ana h~ reffered
to the Sun but afterwards it reffered tQ the

et~rnal

soul.

Yogf-y!Jtiava&ka says:- at the time of creation my the
se-lf-Existence one himself uttered ( Vyahriti) with his

knowled«Je ~

body(j~adeha) the words, 'Bhur-Bhuva-sv~ ang three Vyahriti.
Different ef takas.
1. Our emperical Universe with its different types of »einq designed the

Bhu

er Bhuvaloka,the qross physical planes.

2. In Bhuvah or

Eh~valoka,

the suotle and psychic Plane,an inter-

midite reqions with the Manes and ether suatle ee•ues and invisi•le
beinq which are thought te 8e present.
3.Savh or savarloka, censistinq of several heavens with the different types of

an~les

and geds.The highest heaven called the a»ode ef

Truth(Satya-leka) with the Supreme personal God.This is the causal
Ot!'

potential plane.

4. As the time passeti the theee lokas raised to seven as the sub-

-

division of the planes as Savah, Maha, Jana, Tapha and satyam,
__....

S. Above these planes t~9ether constitute the entire phenomenal
1.

~Veda ~~~,62,10.
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Cosmic Universe called BRAHMAN LOKA(the infinite) which is the
supra.corporal and is beyond the werlda and heaven( Lokattara).
It i!J tne A~LUTE(TURIA). It is pure,infinite,spiritual existence ,
the source of ether planes.

r
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&\SIC NOT ION

FO ~

THE C REATION OF THE UNIVERSE:
BUDDHISM .

Th e Buddhi s t s c o s mology do not o f fers many new things due to
the f a c t t ha t the Buddh a r ef us e d to specul a te about the origin of
the worl d . Buddhist c o s molog y de v e loped in later Mahayna literature . In some p ages it s eems c l ea r tha t world originated from the
fo ur or fi v e primo r d i a l e l e ments.
(1). Wa t e r or fl udity

(2). Earth or inertia or solidity.

(3). Fire o r Hea t.

(4). Air or wind or vibration.

.
1
( 5 ) • Et h er or vo 1 atl t y .

vma t e v e r would be th e na t ure of this c osmos its compounds are

..

i n pe rmane nt mo t i on a nd c o nsta nt cha ng e . Time is composed of Ksana
that i s pas s ing e ve nts or mome nts .
The Buddhi sm e xplains be a utif u l .1 y the puzzling harmony of the

c osrv:os wi thout an y res tori ng to the myster i ·o us and unknown force.
Fo r g e ne r d t i ons peopl e h u. v e be en acc ustome d to call the mysterious
and unkn o wn force a s GOD.
Universa l

In Bud dhism like everything else. The

l aw o f c a use and effe ct wo r k s an ywhere in cas e of physi-

c a l p l a nes or i n the me nt a l pla ne . Even we stretch our hand or bend
our a rms , certa i n l a ,.vs o peru. t e t h o ug h perhaps we do not realise this
for t here i s no l a w-g ive r, no God. Though the Universal laws of c a use
a nd effect work s e verywhere, but it will t a ke long-time more before
t his ca n be proved t o the peop l e s of the v a st, through the controlled expe r i me nt s a nd thei r test-tube . 2
I , 125 , Ang ut t ra N ika~ IV, 312.
2 . Buddhism and Scie nce . Eger to n c . Ba p t ists , Mahabodhi society
of India , sa r~ n ~ t.h vara nasi , 1959 , pp. S .
J . Digh a

tJik~y~ ,
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Accerdinq to Buddhism creation is some what caused by the
mental velitiona l process. It is

hatred,hankering,~reed,desire,

which keep the creation ef emperical ohjects going on. If a state
of passionless and detachment from emperical

thin~s

can

ched the creation would automatically stepped.Here tnat
precess of the Upaai~a~ie 1~ atressed.
Accerdin~

»e

r rea-

sam~aric

1

to Buddhism, there ere five orders in nature and

the "Bi ja f/iyama" •r the order ef seeds ~erma is one of tpese. It
tells us hew rice, for instance is

producedf~m

the r-i

rice-se~ds

and not frem other seeds. Sugar teste from sugger can8 •nd se. Hew
all the defferent caaracteristices

of different fruits depend upon

their species • The ser.m
and evum tee »elonqs te
V'

~his

order seeds and

germs • Life mu at come from antecedent life.
'· '

1. "It is the

·~apma

ef the creature which keeps the creatien

»e en".
I

-

-Svetashvara

Upanl~~,

IV,4.
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COSMOGRAPHY..;- BUDDHIST •
. .. ---- . .1.: ._ .

According to the Buddhist cosmography,the universe consists of·
innumerable spheres, CAKRAVALA§, surrounded by mountains. Each circle has its own sun, earth,moon,heavens and hells. Certain hells called LOKANT:\ RIKAS, are located between those spheres. Each eph:!ra is
divided into three AVACARAS

or regions,called LOKAS, of which the low-

est is KAMA LOKA. There desire and love prevail. The middle is characterised by

~,

i.e.

fo~.

It is the place of those men and gods wl

who are guided by DHYANA or meditation, in its four stages,. The
highest is characterised by ARUPA or formlessness. It is inhabitated
by the BUDHAS, ~he PRATYr..Ki\- BUDil-lAS, the ARAHATS, the DEVAS, the NAG
NAGAS, the RAKSASAS, the ASURAS. The punishment for evil thoughts is
--~--

greater than that for evil deeds. In this wa_y we can observe how cos~
mography is linked with Ethics.

r
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0< .0 INDIAN

ASTROOJ'J_O.MY.

"Around the ancient track, marched, rank
en rank,
The army e f unaltera:Dle law".
- GOege ~redith.

Astron$my is as revealint as it is fascinatin!.Emerging ameng
the first science at the dawn e£ civilazaticn it has aeen at the
ferefront of natural studies ever since. Much of the knowledqe of the
cosmic werld was eatained through the

~cience

$f Astronomy fGr which

India was the most advanced land in thw Ancient world at least up to
the middle ages.
One of the subsidiary studies (Vedan~a) ef the Veda was
joytis, a primitive Hindu astronomy,which had been
the purpose of

settim~

dis~ned

mainly fer

the dates and times at whicb periedical sac-

IV

frice { Yjna) were to be perferrned.
In the Vedic period the sa;es,studied the visiele world aro~
und them and also the vast space above them through critical e8servations and experiments. This has constituted the study of astronerny
and their knewledge in astronomy indicates how far the Aryans were
adept in studyinq the normally the visible

p~rtiGn

of the Universe.

The Rg Veda is the oldest scripture which had been compesed
in 5000 a.c. or earlier. SAMHITA and BRAHMAN pQrticms of this were c
composed nearly 1000 B.C. ang 800 B.C. respectively. In

a~g

Vedic

SUkta it is stated that the period of rotation of the earth around ~
f
!

the

SUn is 360 days and nights. The

annual rotation of the Sun was

compared with a wheel containin, twelve spokes and

rrom

this it is

understood that sagws were acquinted with 12 menths of an year con-
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In Rg veda there is

1

YOGNASA

1

consisting of ribs and Yognas-

va signifies the v1hole sky where the Sun, the Moon, the five planets and 27 constellations exist in their respective places. The
s a g e s dived the eliptic path of the rot a t ion of moon into conste-llation and in th.e ne xt day it will be f oun d near another constalJations.

In t his manner a fter every 27th. night the moon will re-

turn back to its original position.
Afterwar ds it was found that these divisions of the path on
the basis of 27 constella ti o n was not much effective for the calculation of the days. For conve nience this Eliptic path was divided
equa lly int? 12 parts which a re known a s the signs 'of ZODIAC.
The Hindu astronome rs found that apparent movements of the Sun
desc ri be a bigger circular path and this is called the

1

RABIPATH

1

and this may also be divided into 12 · signs of the Zodiac. The years
are calculated by observing the period of time required for arrival
of the Sun to its sta rting star. The period of time required for
the Sun to pass a sign of Zediac is known as 12 solar months.
In the latter peri od of Samh1ta and Brahmana the domain of the
study of ast ronomy had b een so long that it necessitates for compo-

.

s i tion of an individual tre aty . Thus Vedanga Joytisa contains the
most important of the short text of the principles of the calender.
Its main purpose was to fix the dates of ceremonies, so that the
COS!'~ IC cycle answering

its regularities.

Corr.posed at the close of the Vedic period this treaty contains
the most important o f the short texts on the principles of the
calender . The c a lender was arranged on th e basis of five years cycle of

~
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sisti r.g of 360 d a ys a nd 360 nights .
n g~s

1

They also found that the cha-

of s e as ons is due t o apparent rotation of the sun.

2

They were a lso a ware of solar years, twelve lunar months and
exte nde d month

3
In this era
( m ala m~s a ) af t er e v e ry three years.

afte r obse rv ing anrl form analysis of the mo tion of the Sun and the
Moon they found out 2 7 constellat i ons in this sky above.
From the sca ttere d writting of vedic literature it was recognized t hat the shape of the Earth is §pherical. BOth axial rotati on or ,orbi t c.l motio n of the earth which are controlled by the Sun

4 we come across the seven
were known to the Arya ns of Rg samhita.
differe nce kinds of r a ys of different colours. In Eiteria brahman
it is ment·ioned that the Sun is the course of air-flow. Regarding
the Sun-rise and sun - set the Samhita states that in actual sense
the Sun ne v e r ri se no t set, r a ther due to rotation of the earth
along its a xis we bec ome aware of the existence of day and night.
From the Vedic litera ture it is also evident that the Sun is with
its myste rious power holds the other planets in their respective
C'

pos i ti o n s . J The appa r e nt annua l rotation of the sun is divided
into

t~~

sections - wh en the Sun proceeds to the North, it is known

as UTTA P.AYA N and whe n the Sun proceeds .to the south direction it is
known a s a DAKSIYANA •
1

AYAN/\ S

1

6

F rom Kaus1tik1 Brahman these two kinds of

sta rt from the ,

1

win ter solastics and the

1

summer

1

solastices , r espec tively and these facts have been established in
moc'lern time a s welJ . Eclipse of the Sun and the moon were studied
critic alJ y by the arya ns. 7

.
Rg
.

1 . Rg Veda 1/1 64/11

( 2 ). Rg Veda. 1/164/2

(3).

4 . Pg Vedd 10/89/8 .

(5).

(6). Rg Veda 10/8 9/8 •

Veda 1/2 2/ 5 .

~g

Veda 1/125/8 •
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TWENTYSEVEN CONSTALLATIONS OF HINDU -.•ASTRONOMY.

~-·~ - t~

stallatie n
1. ~vini

.

2. Bharan1
'

1

Main· stars
cen- ~ 1n atare a Ceo - -·1 Name of the
-. . . accerfoing ·te ~Kolbruke
c~nstallatien din~ ·to Kolbruke

'

15. svati

o<.-Arus
~-Musca

o(

16. a!~aka

c<-Liltral

3.

Kart

11 -Tauri

17. Anuradha

••

Rehlni
,

-<.-Tauri

18. Jesta

s.

Mriqastra

6. Adra

)..._-Orion is
o<.-Orionis

7. .PUnarl&asu

..

8. pUsaya

.

~

-Gemixorum

S -caneri

I
9. Aslesa

o(-caneri

10. Magha

o<:-Leenis

12 Uttarfa .

b-

Leenis

~·

Leonia ·

13. Hasta

-1- and S-corvi

14. chitra

e»< -VirCJ inus.

.

~-Scorpieness
Q(-Scerpieness

19. Mula

~

20 Piirt>asada
I

sects

•

21. srabana

•

22. Uttarasada
•
23. ohan"'.stha
•
I
24. Satabhisa
•
25. Piirbabhaarapa&l
26. Uttarabhadra
pada
27 • · Rebat'i

-scerpiones

b -sa 9 ittara
c{- Aquilea

-/-sogittarie
o(.,-Delphene
«_-Aquari
o(.-Pegase
c;(_ -Andromenc!a

~- Piscium

1830 days . with 266-d~ys ye~t divided inte three equal seasons.The

cycle equalled oppoximately sixty-day(62) syndocal mont¥s- the thirty first
and the sixty seconds were omitted in each cycle. Thus Lunar and solar
Ye ckoning ce.fcide at the beCJinning and other periods were never either
purely lunar or purely solar but lunisor.
Although the Vedas have survived the attack of time and climate
it is cenvnon blowledge that many ether works connected to Indian cul-

~
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ture including science and astronemy,have been lost.A vast qap more
than thousand years formed between the

edic literature which was

scientific one and the developement of Indian culture and science in
early Christian era.
By the early christian era,India had a long period of cont-

act with Greece,Rome,and Western Asia.It was at this time the
HANT6' astronomy which had

g~t

'SIDD~

the influence of Greek astrlogy first

came intQ existence.These sTddnantas are of five astronomical systems known as "PANCHASIDnANTA".These are l.sU~.!'" 2.Paitamah 3. RCI)m~

'

-· -

•.Poulisha, s.vaisestha.
.

the sixthe astrono*er,in his

' ·hese

are all summerised by varamihir

'Panchasiddantas.

Among these Pait%maha,vai$£stha and Poulisha follow •va~nga'
c

•. -

Joytil!~· ~ Siddhanta determine a

'KALPA' or 'YiiGA',The 'Remaka'

and the 'Poulisha' may well have been influenced by Rome and Paul of
Alexendria.The 'Paulisha', however,seems to have been purely astronomical,not astrelogical.
From the above discussion it has become evident that Indians
acquirea knowledge from the foreiqners withGut any hasitation.varamihir wrete though 'Yavanas' were untouchable. they are adept in

---

astronomy and so they are as respectable as the rsrs.
mentioned e.g.

'Kendra'

orne werds

'Haria' 'Drekkan','Lipta',have been adopted

from the Greek words like 'Kentos',

'Orizos'.,

'Dikanos'and 'Lipte.

So it can be said ancient Hindus were adequdnted with Greek
and

~man

thou~hts.

None of thise system,however,stood the test of tlme,each
being replaced by ~ev one •£ the siddhantas.Only Surya s!ddhanta

I
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could survive.The Indian Astronomers had noticed that the

equineti ~

cal and solastical points do not remain stati0nary.This was

menti~

ned in the SU£Ya S!ddhanta, which speaks a libretory m.tion rather
~

than a rotatory precit

.• In this ltook the right means ef de term-

i ninq the time of solar eclipse and lunar eclipse were mentioned
and many problems of spherical astronomy were solved.
Astronomy ef India had been flourished in the time ef Aryabhatta

. who lived durin!J the period in which the '·

;suray? slddhanta 'was composed.

He

compOsed the ..ix:Jok known as

•A.rya-

bhatlya' at the a9e of 23 years only.A concise and brilliant work 0f
Astronomy and mathematics,the Aryabhat!ya established the matur4ty ·· e£

~ientifie

thought in ancient India.A8 an lndian he was the first

to determine that the earth revolves in its own orbit.He discoverd
the 'Sine' in trigonometry and applied it in
He

.,.
"

also formulated an equetion

astronom~cal

calculati•n

with tpe helf of which the correct

'orbit 'of a planet can be determined. He also fermulated an equation
fer

determin~ng

the ecliptic.

the ·correct ascension and declension of a point in

He

also found out the

diame~er"-

anqle of the shadow

of the earth which covered the orbit of them moon. He calculated the
duration of eclipse and found out which of the portion of the moon
and how much of the moon would · ·be covered due to eclipse. Though he
had qot a due esteem for the older scriptures,he unhesitently stated
the cause of the lunar eclipse and solar eclipse ·a N not due to swallow of the Rahu and ~.When the moon comes between the earth and
the Sun,the lunar eclipse take place.According to him the number ef

days in a year are 365'258608 and this is more accurate than that of
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·Ptolemy's calculation.

1

From these facts it is very easy to mark the

superiority of Aryabhatta's genius.Amengst his

disci~les

Nhisanka,

Panduraanqa Swami and Latdev wefe famous.
varamihir,who wrote the Panchasidhanta su rnmerising the astronomy of the five Siddhants was bern in 505 A.D. when Aryabhatta .
was alive.He described some comets and definite times of apPiarance
and the intervals of their existence,their course of motion and duration of their existence in the sky.All these were written in his -.
work,•the Arihadsambita (the great compendium) in which he shews a
mastery of wide fields of knowledge.
After this period,Brahrnagupta was by far the mest distinguised astronomer.He was born in 598 A.D. and worked in Ujjain. He wrote
his Brahmasutrasldhanta - in 628 A.D~ and the
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(L),NA T~RAL SCIENCE OF THE HINDUS.

That wh i ch conta i ns in it action is a

11

co-existe nt c a use of ma tter.

11

. I
-k a.
-- VaJ.sesJ.

11

All t h i ng s are by the conglemerations of

collection if power and energy.
--

11

BhatrThar~ .

In India and in occident idea of natural science plays a grea t rol e in formati o n of basic notions for the creation and evolutio n of the

physic ~ l

Unive rse.

KS

such , the idea of natural scie-

nee of th e Hindu are

discus ~ ed

here.

It is said tha t in ancient India no science did e ver attain
an independent existence and was not · cultivated for its sake. Whatever of any science is found in Vedic India is supposed to have
originated a nd grown a s the handmade of one or the other six membe rs· o f the Ve d a s
pri~ary

( six different philosophical thought ) • The

objects o f the developments of science was to help the

Ve dic rituals.

It is perhaps wa s
. 1

The re is a story in the Chandogya Upan1sd . •

•

It is said that

onc e upo n a time Na r J d approached sanatkumar,and asked Narad to
sta t e a b o ut the sc i ences a nd arts he had already studied so that
h e ( s a n a tkumar ) might judge what still remained to be learnt
b y him. The t e xt inc lu de d astronomy ( NAKS.l>TAA VIDYA ) and arithma t i c (

-/

-

RA~~] D~\

) • Thus the culture of the science and math-

e ma tics or of an y other branches of science of secular knowledge
H d S

not c o nsid e r ed hindrdnce to spiritual science. In fact the
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. . ~p..\PAVIIWA

( Spiri tual knowledge ) • was then considered to be a

helpf ul adjunc t

to the PARAVIDYA ( Spiritual knowledge).
MA TTEr~

- - PATr'. NJA L I 'S

t-'!AHABHAYA .

The mos t importan t fund a menta l entity of the natural science
is the ma tte r.

science

3S

Ide a of ma t te r h ad been developed in Hindu natural

follows :-

...,c c ording to t h e g r a rrunatical commentary of PAT.'-\NJALI ( 1580
B. C .) the suf f i xes

' TVA ' and

'TAL' towards to denote qualities

.

( guna ) • These q ua li ties are those sensible

pro~rties

such as

s ound, touch , c o l ou r , taste, and smell, that which is different
all the s e is c alled a thing ( DFAVYA ). Next question
dra vay ( thj ng

ar~se

is the

) diffe rent from the qualities such as sound, touch

etc . are iden t ica l with them '?
Though t he l eng th a nd bre adth of a
be the s a me ,

yet when they are

l~p

of iron and

cotton

placed on a sca lepanes of balance

no s i de g o e s up and the other si de g o es down. From t hi s we can
infe r tha t

there mus t b e some c auses from which this happens. That

c a use cre a ts the difference between iron and cotton is called
DPAVYA or things.
A dravya is tha t

the e ssence of which i s not changed inspite

of the cha ng e of its qualiti e s. New q uestion arises what is this
esse nc e '? In answer , it may be s a id tha t it is the being of the
thing . For example a plum or a n AMALAK I fruit is sometimes yellow
and some tim e s red, but it is a ll the while a plum or an AMAlAKI
a nd the identity i s ne v e r change d with the acquisation of new
qualitie s . ..... drc v ya is so c a lle d beca use the qualities assembles
( from the root

11

C'RU

11

to fl o w to in it.
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In another place while distin9uishing between a class notion
and in individual

thin~,patanjalr

said that even indivividual mater-

al oeject such cow or horse including all the sensible properties
that it possess is DRAYXA(thinq).
The words DRAVYA was thus used by him in twe senses.First in
ordinary sense of matter or material things, the individual o•jects.
Secondly,1n the sense of mass forming the essence of matter.
Mass or

~ravya,accordibg

to Patanjali, is that which 9ives a thing

its weight,it also regarded as the ba~is of the greater coheveness
of the atQms constituting a thinq.Its is regarded as permanent
r~ceptacle

of matter which is the

~sis

of all change of qualities.

In explain18ing tne Patanjali_'s idea of matter Bhtrihafl -

says in his .vAKYAPADIYA . that it is regarded as different frem indi... . .
yidual objects and it is called by various name~,~uc~ as atman(s~ul)
~

vastu(thing) svabhava(nature), tattva(realijy) anc dravy~(mass er

--·

matter) and in this respect it is eternal and indestrctible 1 •
Helaraja, in his explanation of the view of Patanjali as exe~ ..p-

__

ressed in the -vakyapadia,says
that since matter is the common eleme·__.,
· nt in all individual material it is different to difine its nature
2
except »y tpe desitnations ef "this" or "that " • due to the existence
of differences in the constitution of the essance ef thin9s by virtue
S"£

--

1. atrnavastu svabhavasca sarTran tattvam itypi dravyam itasyaparil~ .

yayastacca niyamitT smrtam.
0

"

2. Helaraja,vakyadiya III,2, 11.
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of which we call the manifestation of qualities as the matter.Thua
according to vakyapadia dravya is descriaed as the unspeakable entity
fn another place it is said in the so second Adhya of ~.ahabhasya of
Patanjali that which is the principal a,ent and which renders the
I

accomplishment of action er motiom possible is ener,y oe power(saktll
which renders action possible,

*

-

1. vagapadiya,

III, 2, 11.

.

1
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I

NATURAL ENERGY OR POWER (SAKTI).
"Sakti-saahara-matram ghtadayah".
-Patanjali.
"Things appear as but conglomerations of energy"
As regard the question of force and its distribution it i
is held by the MAHABHASYA (as represented by Bhtrihari and Helaraj)
"
the things can generate action or motion not by themselves but by vir;

tue of ENERGY or POWER (Sakti).

Thin~s

apart from the innate energy

cannot exhibit mf any increase or decrease of motion 1 or any variation
which can be effected at one time and

so as to another. Thus things

appear as but conglomerations of energy 1 These things appear as energy
but a some are such that they are only manifested in the capacity of
opposition to

oth~r

powers; some of them are such that they are only

manifested after a lapse of time. It is not· difficult to understand
why certain actions are limited to certain causes 1

~s

erentiation in the mode of the operation of diverse
energies functioning in the mode of the operation

there being diff-

energ~s.

These

are often looked

upon as things taking part as agents in the permanances of divers actions. The manifestations of energy into the accomplishment of actions.
are always taking place and th7se are only imagined by us as forms of
divers relations - the subject 1 the

obj~ct

1 the objective, the objec-

tive , the locative of the life.
The relation of the energies to the action are not
applicable for they in teality form but one whole. One interpretation
of them in diverse relations are but impossible of our own intellect
and imagination. That an action sometimes appears ~s

dependent on one
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qnether or that it manifests itself of our conceptional system of
thought.
~

In thid action itself there era mo such distinctiens. Accordingto Pata;anli to Patanjalf things themselves were but the mass . ;
tbhe background of all
them~elves.Different

~henomena

of gravity etc. held hidden within

kinds e£ enervy which under the influence ef -

cellocation •f auch other ener9ies transformed itself into action.E
Everywhere there are various transfermati9n of enerqy on the mackqround ef mass and the conception of sequence of
ive

moments,~he

actiQn~

in succes-

agents of action, the objects and the like.

The conception here expeessed shows that mass or the thi09s

is~nert and characterless something, whereas all characters and actions due to the ma~ifestations of diverse energies located in it.It
is not possible to producw to produce any change or transformation _
in the nature of the masses. The things remainin static with its association of energy and whem there is

dis~alance

the things are moved and the energies are

among these, there

manife~tated.

MATTER AND ENERGY IN SAMKHAYA PHILOSOPHICAL
LITERATURE.
The samkhya theory holds matter as to be the combination of
--

supersubtle mass-unit and ener9y-unit.These combinations of mass-unit
~

and the ener~y-units are so arranged by their naturel tencencies into
fiv~kinds of infraatomic-potential that there are again fresh un4on

of mass and therby five kinds of grossmatter.The mass-unit and the
enerqy-units are inseperah1e from one another and all varities in

1

,
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matter are due to the unequal aggregation of mass and energy. The
properties or qualities of matter are not different from the matter
to which we think them attached but identical with them.Thus all
mass-units are also as to indicate heavyness (guru) or wei~nt.

I

MATTER AND ENERGY IN VAISESil<A PHILOSOPHICAL
LITERATURE.

·-

The relatien of matter ana enrgy ib one or great importance

.

in Vajses~ka
- - scool of philosophy.Matter and energy are described as
the

enti~y

The'dra~a·

in wnich all effectspactions and qualities are associated.
is regaraed as tnat which stands as the ~si~ ef~ all

causes and e££ects. It i~ eternal and inde~truct1ble.5hridhara in
his NAYAKANDALLI, described matter as possesing not only motion
but inertia ef motion(vega). He considered it as a speciffic quality
different or

distin~t

from motion.Ragunath

/

Siroma~!,

-

in his Padartha-

tattva-ni~fupanana describe matter as that which is the permanent and

unddssociable seat of vibration.
In erder to discuss the above topic effectively ATOMIC natuure o£ the n~tter is to »e conb.idered. This wi~~ be diacussed in ~
detail in a -Seperate cnapter

Q··

tl1is thesis.
/

MATTER-- VENKATANATH DESIKA.
Ouitedistinct from the atomic theories of the Nyaya-V•16esi.,
ika etc. there is anether theery of matter which was prebably as old
as any of these, but which was begin to be revived from the 49tl&.
century A.D. and was cla · £ied by Venkatanath IDe~1ka,a qret follower

...

of vaisnava
Ramanuia •
.__.
.-~

According te Venkata therefs one primal matter which is
und~£ferentiated

an itself and particles.This is sometimes called

'MAYA' since it ceuld produce various types ef creation,sometime cal-

.-

led 'PAAKRTI'(matter) for the evolutes that it can

produced.~

It is

partless as it is made up of small parts suvh as the atoms or the like.

.

It may be comcieved thl
porti~n

·~

it undergoes one kind ef changes in some

of it and anGther kinds ef changes at ether portion ef it

and can differentied itself

~y

~

its inherent energy by the will of GOD

into diverse space,time,and object relations. ""the theory that these
into diverse by their combination make up all thin9s is untanable for
there is no evidence that there are such partless individual atoms
having no manifestation.Small paeticles or atoms may be admitted te
exist

~nly

so far as they may be actually

. experienced as in the du•t particles

ex~rienced.This

floatin~

may be e

in the air as reflected

in the Sun's rays c&ming through a small hole or as may be infferred
by smallwhich indicates that there must be small invisible particles
floating in
time

th1~ e

air which contribute to the small.But apart frem t

time is ne proof of the existence ef much atams as the VaiSes-

slka admits. T •,e arguements that ciivisiltlity of matter must have an
-...Ultimate limit dGes not prove the existence of •the

~toms aeyond the

kneweled1Je of experience, for we may take these small particle II\ which
may be experienced as 0ur ultimate limit ef divisi.ility.Aqain if
divisi•ility would ~ allowed to extend to a infinity than it has to be
supposed that since a mustered seed and ·a meuntain are both liable t•
infinite divisions, the difference of size ~tween )hem t~o weuld

-
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1
vanish for both of teem are cemposed of an infinite and the ether •
So it is better ta admit that there was ori9in«lly an undiffe

erenti•ted, unmanifested suotllerentiated, unmanifested,s~tle mass

-

/

which was variously called AVYAKTA, AKASA, or TAMAS.
-

-I

AKASA accordinq te Venka ta, is a sults tance, -·- ·

.. -

. ,. r r.:

which i~ the .aeat ef 6ome kinds of sounds and wive roem for all metiona.
hf'

.

Li~ht

is regarded that kind of substance which is partless

1 -,~ velocity

and energy. It manifests itself in asseciatien with

lamp,the Sun etc.In

according

with the source from which it spri-

ngs forth,it can serve differ8 nt functios such as that of drying,c
cooking, by chemical heat(PAKA) and illuminating.Velocity is inse, .d
rahly connected with it and this produces constant change in its s
state.A ray of light is said t0 remain contracted er expanded according as it is obstructed.The light-substance
drying,expandinq,heatin~(in

tiQns of

perfp~s

various func-

the sense ef preidicing chem-

cal changes) accGrding as the source rrem which it is derived varis.
this differences in the

constitnti~n

of the

li~ht-heat

substance as

performing different functions is often reffered to in seme detail
by the

-

I

tlaya-Vaiss~~ka

school ef theuwht,which also think ef li9ht-

substance as corpuscles emitted from a flaming seurce.Thus Govardhaana in speakinq of the chanqe of coleur,taste,smell and teuch in
objects by 'PAKA' says the 'PAKA' means the cembinatiGn ef differene
kinds of heat. There is one class a»£ ilqht-sulDstance which generates
different kinds of colour, there is anether class which wenarates
taste,another class which
generates touch.Thus

generates smell and another class which

accordin~

to the diversity of effects different

:..
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kinds of

1

1

PA KA

heat ) are to be inf e r ed so it is that the same

(

kir.d o f the earth atom s are ofte n found as appearing in diff e rent
forms by the influence of PAKA . Thus atoms form into dyad molecule ( DVYANIV1. ) a nd these agai n into

TRY~l!UKAS.

The ·o nly f a ct that

they mention is tha t he u t disintegra tes the moleculer structure
of things into atoms a nd gene r a t es new characteristic in them and
further helps them to comb i ne togethe r to form new me lecules. The
Nyaya and Veda nta a lso spe a k o f the light r a ys a s giving the pov.ter
of penetrc ting through gl a ss and water and also of penitra ting
through an imperviyus vessel and heating things placed on it.
is a lso found in the
reflected back

fro~

1

VARTTIKA

1

1

It

that t he rays of light could be

the sur£ace of a morror and thus could genera-

te in image which is re garded as unreal by the Vedantist like Apy1

ayadiks t s in his

1

Siddhanta nt ales , this image could be seen in

the prolong a ti o n o f the direc tion in which the retlected ray reached the eye .

2

It appea rs tha t light was conceived sometimes as the visiT

ble ray of light, sometimes as that which was visible as well as

1. Udduotarkara s Va tti ka ano Vatsyana 1 S

IJI ,

Bha~ya on Nyaya suttra,

14 .

2 . Th e r d y from the eye str iking aga inst mirrors , water etc, on
n~ turning is a s s ociated with one 1 s f a ce, the image is seen in
the prolong a t ic n of the direc tio n in which the
r e turns o
Ib id , Nyaya sutra . III ,1,49.

~eflected

rays
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t angi ble in gjving the sensation of heat, sometimes as being neither t a ngible nor visible. Thus the

1

TEJAS

1

or the light-heat

substa nc e was r ega rde d as exis ti ng in different forms.

1

Tej d s

subs t a nce is said to be existing ultimately as atoms or corpuscles , they al J poss e ss both heat and white colour, but the heat
.a nd colour may exist ei ther in potential unmanifested forms

(ANU•

BHUTk ) 2 or in ac tual a nd manif e st forms ( UDBJ:-iUTA ) • Nyaya-Vaisesika belie ved that the
ori a ccount o f which a ll

TEJ~~
PA~

exis t e d store d up in the world etc.

changes

chemical changes

) by heat

in the orga nic nature t a ke pla ce.

1. There are four kind of TEJAS :(a)o that which has both colour and touch like the ray of
the sun ..
(b). that which h as no touch but only colour like the r a y
lamp both these have colour dS their rays possess the
manifestctt ion of col o ur properties.
(c). that which has t angible hed t property only, but no
visible colour as in the case of heat in water.
(d). that which has neither the tangible properties of heat
nor visib ility as colour, as the ray of light that
starts from the eye . None of these two is visible becaus e the y neithe r colour nor visibility.
2 . In a tom s of wa t e r and TEJAS colour exists eternally. Again, the
natura l eternal colour of both the Tej a s substance regarded as
being white its visi ble r e d or brown colour is due to its asso c i a tio n with othe r ma tt ers . Its touch is also always hot
( though , or course , it could sometimes exists in an unmanifest ed form ) .
Nya ykando_1.~ on Pra&:lS t pada 1 s

Btla sya .
.)
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Venkata believed that heat existed in a potential form in

------

etc. en acceunt •£ which they could burnl Tejas is said te
in feur seurces in the

Nyala-vai/e~Ika:-

the SUD, metereos,and electricity of ehe clouds etc.
as bedy heat producing all meta»elic chanves in the bedy,aeqinwith diwesticn precwss.
heat underneath the surface $n the earth in the mines transthe earth atoms into the metals •uch as 9old etc.
The intense vel$city of Tejas is also neticed by Vascasp~
descevered it in the
erne

li~htness

foll~winq

manner; en account ef extre

the velocity of Tejas is simple

unthikahl~e,

the sun rises,on the peek of the eastern hill

as soen

imme~iately

litht

into houses.
Frern the above consideration we see that

li~ht

and heat were

considered to be the same entity, theU9h sometimes they ceuld have
an unmanifestated .-. ;or:m as well.This li4Jht-heat substance was
c~nsidered

I
by Nyaya-vaiseiXka
as corpuscles which are emitted from

---

their sGurce Gf conglomeratien whereas the Vaisnava scoo~l..did net
accept the atomic theory r.,of li41ht out regarcled .1!t as a subtle tbi

•

thiny itselt . This by its different kinds ef modification, manitesta
ted different kinds of heat and light.
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MOT ION.

etc. which seve the
-~ d

~s

the

s ui t~ b le

pl~ce

~f

m~nife~t~tiGn

~upport

rel~ting

hich brings

~bout

d destroy it

t~ke

t he energy with

t hing, The thing wh ich is
tee

c~nnot

c~lled

rel~tion

residing through

V~i~esik~

~

rel~tion

atM1 J s. It ia &n

ultim~te

.;;. 11

dislunctions (SAMYOGA

cont~ct~

o n is

~

~nd

moment~ry

of

i~

reg~r-

it only when ot her
only when

is only

~ctiQn

with

thing~

~n

&gent

or retarded

~

or the energy.

philo~ephy,

of

wh~ch

~nife~te ·.. i t

ener~y

~ction

m~~~

thing with which it is found

th~

of the

The

m~nfests

p~rt.

~n ~gent

de s troy t he

According to the

~his.

the energy,

combinat i o n or existence

~t her me~n s

~ ~s

f~r

of

KARMA er

in~ep~r&ble

..

;~eti~a_i~ ret~r-

connecti~n

with the

conceptiG n in it self which is the c&use •f
~nd

phenomenon involving the

~- IeHAOA).
m~vement

EACH unit ef metef &n &tern ef

it~

own unit •~ •Pac•, •nd &s & ~ sult conj~ncti~n and di~junction with
t he~

&terns t&ke
M tin s

ot i~n

-~

•~e

pl~ c e.

c•

is •n ultim•te

~s i f ie d

~nd

~ccerding

tG) different directi•ns - such

simple entity by itself; it is

by •ny other simpler things ef its own

cl~ss n~r

neith~r gener~

c&n it gener&te

t hings with which it is found te be &ssoc~&ted. The different kinds ef
upw&rd or downw~rd motion, or th•t exit &nd entr&nce, all are due te &sso~ on s wi t

ot er t hi ngs whi ch gives ou~ n~tien of

meti~n•

relative

descri~d

are ditterent frem tne five kinds ef equal metien as

abeve.The relative metians •re considered te be unreal,

8ein9 enly apparent, ier at the same time there cann•t be twp different kinds

·~

metion in a thinq.As such the condradictery appearances

of motien are therefore subjective appearances.
A unit of motien is the ultimate pnenemena which explains tne
displacement et an atem

·~

its ewn unit ot space.The unit of metion

cannot generate further motien. But the continued pressare ef impact
(ABHIGATA) which ~enerated the metion produce thrcuqh it a SMS~ or
/

persistent

ten~ency

to mption

(~).

~hris

the cause of metion ef

the thing in one direction ( (NIYJttA-DIK-PRABABHA-HETU). This Vega is 1 .~
destroyed by cGffiin9 in contact with a dense thing which sometimes

-

takes the motion itself .Motion CJenerates one VEFT (impeessed motion,: ,
m0memtUm) which lasts till the cw cessatio of motion.~yjy~ supposes
that there is a series of SAMSKARA§ (m.mentum) each ef which 9enerates
~

the one that succedes it. The Vaisesika hold that the VEGA once genarated,g~es on produceinq a series of motions. The vai,eslka helds that
Ve~a

·-

•radually exhausts itself while continuning te preduce motien

by overceming opposition.As the power of Vega is reduced to a minimum,
it cannot

OY~T~ome

even the oppesition e£ still atemsphere, this is

what arrests the motion of an arrew after a lon9 upward £light when it
falls back to the ground.
Gravity is the quality of things that •rim9 them to the ground
PatanjalJ, the cemmentator er Pan!ni,reqarded it as being due to the

----· ............

attraction ofthe earth on things.Bhaskara regarded it as beinq due te
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the attracyion of the earth on things. Bhaskara egarded it as being
due to the attraction of the earth on thin9s.Thin9s that fall frem
aoeve to the earth begin their first unit of motion under the in£luence of gravity, the first unit Qf

~tien

under the influece of

gravity,the first moment of motion generates a yega and thus Vega
the force of gravity is added;this accelrates the motion.In the vv
·pward flight of arrow, it gees upwards only se lon, as its yega is
suffient to overcome the eppositatien of qravity. Ttv5 the ve!a
exhausts itself in its attempt to

vercome the oppositien of obstrac-

tion (PRATIBANDHAKA) of· gravity, then the object falls dewn to the
ground.
Feur classes of ffiQtion are descri»ed in the NAYAKANDALI:(i). Motion by NODANA or continued pressure as in the case
Gf the motion pf an object pushed and pulled by the hand, of heavy
stones sinkinq in the mud, of the arrow flung out of bow

strin~,

motion of volume of clouds or saillinq Vessels.
(ii).~~tions

produced by any sudden shock or

impact(ABHI~

GHATA) as in the case of a stone fallinq to the 9rcund and br.e

(iii). M0tion due to direct contact with an elastic
which exercises a

movin~

body ~

force by means of elasticity in its tenden-

cy to return back to its original form as when a bent bow tries to ·.
retain its ori9inal straightness when it is relieved of its pressure.
~iv). Where motion is conducted frem one ~dy possesing

VEGA to anothe r moving body by direct contact 1 •
1.

NYAY~DALI;

karma-grantha.

----

- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - -
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Accordinq te Samkhya, mass-reals and energy-reals are inseparably associated.In Nyaya-Vai~eslka, motien is an entity which inh.

eres inthe at&ms.

··----

In samkhya the mass-units and the energ-y-units . •

exists toqether in eternal association much beyond the

at~ic

or

even infra-at mic stage; Theugh these are differant from ene another
that none of them can be manifested. This unmanifested unknown union of mass and energy holds within itself in potentially, all the
later forms of developement as matter or motion of different kinds.
There is no actual PARISPANDA at this stage of perfect balance. The
mass is beyond atoms or infra-atoms, beyond the powers of

gravita~

tion or anything else. It only stands for the real which is acted ·:
upon by the energy

~al.Itis

not one,

~ut

many.These mass-reals

an~

energy-reals are the cause of all werld.
Venktltd diffe-rs from ,Nyaya-Vaise~Jka and Samkhya in his conception of motion.He holds that motion or KARMA is that which
uces the motion or movement.Patanjall

prod~

states that motion cannot be

define d as that which causes displacement of anything generating ..
conjuction and disJunction,but i t is the one whole of movement prGducing a corresponding to us.Itbis

not mementary but a whole invol-

vinq the spatial dissociation at one point and associatian at other.
It is n0t an entity different from things but represents only a condition of it. 1 ·

--

-

......-::

1. NYA-YA-SIDDHANTAJNAN.
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MATTER -- BUDDHISM.
The Budd h ists pro ceeded on qui te another line other than
the Hindu , in their conception o f ma tter . They realised that
there is a re a l which effe cts us. These real does not consists
I

in any aggrega te fo rm so

ciS

to form o ne connected whole. While

they pro v ed their exis t ence by their diversity of e ffects as
manifes t ed in the diversity of sensations. Man himself aware
on ly of a number of se n sa tio n-points and apart from these sensation-poi~ts

or effec t-produc i ng re als , there is · no proof that

there exist many wholes or objects. It is these sensation-points,
(

'

mass -poi r.ts or r ea l-points, due to their multiple effects produce
in us the impression o f contineous mass or whole . The sensation

of mdss - point as contineous whole is due to their spread in the
space , but there is no p roof th a t mass as a whole is continuous.
The noti on o f g ro ssness or continuity as a whole is more or less
a psychological error due to the simulta neous pre sentation of many
discrete mass - points . There mass-points have different characteristi cs

po~,o;ers

in accordance with which they can differently affec-

t the dif J.erent senses .
vasubandu , a great Buddhist 's thinker, sta ted in his Abhfdha;_
rmakosa Sas tra that each unit of the rect l represents, a unit possessing the poten ti a l Cd pacity of effe cting our four senses as colour , smell , t as t e a nd touch and

-

PAPA~ANU

( atom ) is the smallest

particles qf RUPA • He re we come across the atomicity in Buddhism
which will be discussed sepa r a t e l y .
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M'\TTERa- JAINISM.
The Jainas in discussing the nature and their preperties
hold that from some point of view matter alone may be regarded as
real whereas the p~perities - of _ qualities may be regarded as differ•nt manifestations of matter itself.Besides, from another point
of veiw it may be stated that all effect us are but the phenomena
of qualities. It may be stated that all effect us are but the phenomena of qualities.Now a question arise about the thing which may
be said to exist beyond these phenomena

~f

actions and qu&litaes. In

the case of qualities some new ceme in, seme remain
sGme pass away, but

ne~

pe~anent

and

so the things themselves.A thing is never

found either as permanent, produced or perishing, because it is a
mere fiction, a mere airy nothing.We have never found a thing as
pre~duclhg
v--

a quality though the some t~tal of qualities are often

illU80rilly supposed as rhings.Whatever we experience are but qualitjes.Accerdinq te the fermer point of view, things alone, such as
9~ld,

them.

silver etc. exist, the qualities have ne existence apart frem
It is the things that remain permanent and suffer chamges

of qualities and remains permanent in themselves.The qualities cannot be regarded as having independent existence apart from the
things as they are supposed to beleaq. Qualities have the same
identical existence as thinws themsrlves. 1
Jainas,it is

~possible

According to the ~

to assert realiry of either matter •r

qualities to the exclusion ef the other.M&t~Qr(~udgala) exists
beth in atomic state as well as in cempeund forms(skanda) where
two or more atoms combine tonether
in
..,
1. vaise~Ika-bha~ya, pp-1052-1062.

·. ·

~

~~~ups.
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INDIAN ATOMISM{ \ ORIGIN OF INDIAN ATOMISM.

"Sa ya

Esehap~ated

atyamidong

Sarbang tat Satyangsa atman!.
-

Chhandoyga Upanisd •

•

"This ANIMA . (atGmism) is the soul of ehe whele body."

-·--

Earth,water,light,air,akasa,time,space,manas and souls . are
the nine substances were

c~nsidered

as to comprise

and incorporal things in Indian philosophical

ANU

about
-

·. "lll cerporal

literetur~.Ide•~

and PARAMXNu* are promenent in the VaiJesika school of
~--

· -

philosephy. But

I

Vaises~ka

4.-

4~

is not materialism since it admits nenI

material substances like souls but thetr minutest particles ef
nine elements have many individuals.
are extended
a~le

na•e

1

the

These with exception of seuls

relations e£ diat•nce and proximity. They are cap-

ef action and possess speed.

2 -Akasa,time
_,
1
and space are a 1-per-

vadinq.'n)ey have the largest dimension·s and are the commen receptacle of the real things, 3 soul,manas,aka,a,time and space and air

-.

.

·, *'paramanu' is the con~ined f•~ of PARAMA (the highdeqree) and
.

· ~~· (very minute) paramanu means what is minute to the utmost.·
degree.

1. Anektvam pratyekam vaktr phedah (Nayakandali
2. Ibid pp~21.

Ibid

3 3.Ibid pp-22.

pp-31.
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?re net ordinarily perceptable -.. ~A

diatinc~isn

iS 111aae between

cORPOREAL {murta) and ELEMENTAL (bhut•) substance. The fermer have

different d1mensions~ act and meve.Elemental substance singly er '
in cembination, bec~e the material cause of the products of the
werld.

In the texts on Indian philosi9phy two words like ~X and

'p ILU 'were also singly atom. Kana comes rrem the name

1

~ADA 1 (a tern

I

eater) ; · the feunder ef vaise~Tha philesophy.There is alse 'pilUpakav~da'

-doctrine of the chemical change due to heat takes place

in the atoms themselves.

Acc~rding to scholars like Jac~&i and ui 3 ·ne trace •f the
a t&mic theory is to be found in t9e Upanisds
•.
-

r

-'0

'81it~. i.t has been -. - .
.-<'•

•

•

found some hint at the · theory may be contained in the views or

~

alaka and Aru~_!. in the Chhandogya Upan'i~~· Here it has been expla l~"!"
ned

'~hat

thinqs

was the oriqinal condition of matter and hew were concrete

~r•dually

formed frem it?"

Uddalaka reply to this:- matter was f•rst_a chaetic mass
·the juces of various trees

indiscriminete!"sr- - ~

blended

together in honey. In order to develope :. name · and forms, teD descr1minate things from one another, Qr to set them in erder,the Universal
spirit came not in its Universal form, but as the living principle,
and entered int• fire,water and Eerth.After separating their cemponents but qualitively distinct pdrt lDHATUO,it made numerous nes
1. ~-i~e~~ sutra.

pp-132.

2. Studies in the Histeeyof Indian phil0sophy.

I

3.yaisesika philosophy pp-19.
~-
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n~ w

combin a tions of them . By profound ing the theory of combina-

' c ~ and sepa r a ti o n of particles Udda laka anticipated the atomic
e o ry Kaz;ada
.1

.

Udda laka a profounde r of Kanada in respec t of the atomic
.heo ry profounded the th eo ry of combination an d seperation of
1rtic le s

d disjuncti o n are
· 1

I

.
-------

7 In thP. Vaisesika vi ew , it may be noted, conjunction
g ive n an importd nt role ao far as the mater-

products are concerned . Productio n and destruction mean. Only

·' conjunction and disjunction of the component parts respectivly . The proc e ss of crea tion ( SRIST I

) sta tes when movement is

reduced in the separa te atom s and it compels them to get joined
~o

one anothe r and again , the process, dissolutio n ( PRALAYA )

s t ar ts when movemen ts i s produced in the atoms constituting the
b ody etc. a nd it compells the m to get separ6 ted from one another.
The atomic t heory of Kat;add a nd for that matter of any other
schoo l does . that simply std nd upon the fact of the combination and
s e para tion of particles .

It involves on the other ahdn so many

oth e r fund 3 mental issues, s u ch a s, the moti o n o f the infinitesimal,
minute, to l arge process of causation, an absolute distinction
amo ng th e material eleme nts a nd their atoms etc. In fact,

the Jai-

nas and the Buddhists formulated their own atomic theories; although t hey did not expe ct the conjunction of particles or the atoms.
Identi fy ing the atomists and the anti-atomists in Indian Philosophy it is clearly th at generally the atomic theory was subscribe

1.

A

Kistory pre-Buddhistic philosophy , pp. 137-138.
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t• and opposed e respectively by the realities and the idealist,,
realist or a materialist who explains all reality in terms of matter
alene can be consisered to be the eriginal exponent ef an atomic t .-theory.Schelars ef repute have sought te sh~w that Uddalaka,ArGni,

-e-

hyloz~ist

proaably the first Indian phi&osGpwer,was a
tive materialists.

1

•

If this is taken to

that Uddhalaka doctrine might have had the

»e

i.e. a primi-

true,it may be assumed

p~tentiality

for devele-

ping at()lllic the.,ry.
Some internal evidence for speculaticn of the at•mic theory
may be ~ound in the Chhando~ya Upani~~itself.

In answering the ques :

tion of Svet&ketu,son of Uddhclaka, Uddhalaka explained a»eut tke
atem fr.m

y.hAc~ (ATYANTA-STUu\) the qress physical world come out.

Atom had been reqarded as(ATYANTA-SUKSMA)~which i~ SAT. Uddhalaka
$t&tes that the atcms are

··subtle- and · invisiltle - but .·they actually

they forms the large gress materials.
If this
linkin~

'SAT' of Uddhalaka~ · is really identical with matter

•f the atamic theory fer the present instance tends to illu-

strared the ideas that the

~ross

world is produced

f~

very minute

elements •f matter.This is producgd from very minute elements of
matter. This ene of the mest · basic idea behind the atemic theory.
But this theory is not explaining the

'SAT' which is the

8B'~bmQD',th~ ultimate reality in idealistic Vedanta.

~

1. w.~ban,Studies in An~dian Thou~h~, Uddhalaka and
Yajnabalka,P pp-77-90.2. Chhando9ya upanlsd VI,l1,3.

-

-·-·-

3. W.Ruben,Sturiies in Ancient Indian Thouqht,pp-80 and pp-89.

. . ..

t-
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NYAYA-VAISESIKA--ATOMISM •
In Nyaya-Vai~~~!ka scHool•£ philesophy ~ad's fe~ulatien of
atcmic

th~ory

tried it to si.m plify the werld of theught.

All things consistin9 of parts
a'b~

eri~inate

frem the part which

··ii¥tnjuctien.The things that we experience are all preducts ef dis-

crete er made up of parts.They are therefore non-eternal earth, water,
fire,and air are -.th eternal and non-eternal,while ·akasa is only ete~
rnal.The cempeunds which are preduced are non-eternal while the cempenents particles which are net preduced

~·

... :eternal.The invisiJtle eter-

nal atem marks the limit of divisien.If it is endlessly divisi.le inte
parts, then all materials things would be the products of an equally
endless number pf constetute parts, so that differences in the dimensicns ef thints

~

cannet 8e acceunted fer.If the matter were infinete

ely divisi~le, then we should have to reduce it to nothing,and admit
the paradoxial

1

position that magnitudes are built up what has no ma9-

nitude, bodies out

o~dyless. Infinite

smallness are n<nt realised . ; ·

They are the upper and lower limits ana what we knew is the intermid-Late between the two.Twe at&ms are the material cause of effects.Theugh
they are supersensible, they

cann~t

be classified f~ the standpoint

size,shape,weitht and density.The ·. ~' qualit1;es .

which they preduce

in the different forms of sens.ible thinqs help us in the

classificat ~

ien of atoms.rt is assumed that there are four classes of material
o • .jects, earth,water ,fire and air. These feur classes of ~raniabus are

said to preduce the four senses of to~h,~a4te,s~Oht and smell and
P-

.
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this is why each special senses reveals a single quality • ...:'.Th~9h>.:..g ·-.
qualit~es -~f

earthly thin9s are coleur,taste, smell and tanvibility,

vanish on destruction'

ef thing itself,they are •lways feunQ in their

respective atoms. As of earth and atems of earth some qualities are
pr~duced ~y

lar

heat (pakaja) water,liqht, ang air de net suffer a simil ~

cha~e.

There can never ceme a time when there will be an utter anihilatien of things.Theugh the structures built are perishable the stenes
of which they are
a

wh~le

~uilt ate eternal 1 The components which unite te fe~

and therefore were previ0usly

ab!~

to exist apart from exist-

ence and return to it.Fabr~c arter ~fabric ~ in~tie ~ visible.='e~~Qpt• ·
the terrestrial mass itself may be dissolved but the atems will abide
ever new and fresh ready to form another structures in the ages yet

~

to ceme.The individual atoms cembine with ethers and centtnue in the
ce-operative existence for sometimes and again

disintegra~e

inte the

Griginal sol·i~tary being te form new ccmbinations. The process ef CJreU. ....

-

ping and seperatiGn goe~ on endlessly.Accer~in9 to vai6eslka atems de
not exist in an uncombined state in creation~ During creation they are
said to possess a vibratory motion (parlspanda). Singly the atoms
•
are productive. Shridhara argues that if an eternal thiD - 98 were sing-

'

"

ly preductive,there weuld be an unceasing preduction.Tbis would

nee~

ssiate the admission •f the indestrcticility ef the preducts also.
At the beginin9 ef a new creation,the atems are set in metion
1. Naya Bhasaya,
,_

IV, 2, 16.

2. Atmespheric air is an exception to

this rule, since it is said to c~nsist of masses ef atome in a loose
uncembined. state.
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orde r

: first onl y two atoms combine to form a dyad or

naka •, and then three dyad s combine to f orm a tried or

.

.

dvy~-

1

1

trya-

nuka , the smallest visible substa nce. Neither three atoms not
two dyads tog e ther c a n produce any subs~a nce.

1

It is to be noted

that e a ch and e very conjunctio n between atoms does not give rise
to a new substa nce and acc.ordingly, the conjunction of atoms may
be ei t her product i ve ( arambhaka ) or non-productive ( anaarambhaka

)

A

productive co n junction can occur only between ato ms of

t he s ume kir1d and ne ver be tween atoms of a dissimilar kind. Thus,
for insta nce, two ea rth-atoms or two water-atoms may combine to
form an e a rth-dyad or water-dyad, but an earth-atom conjoined to
anot her wa ter- atom wil J not produce a new substance.
SAMKHYA ATOM IS M

The samkhya c ar. not be included into the camp of the atomist
for a number of r easo ns thoug h at least one comnientator and some
modern scho l a rs a ppea r to have tried to do so.
No au thentic work of the system has made explicit or implicit refe re nce of the atomic theory from which the doctrine of
a tomosm may be est<-;. bli she d. There is indeed a reference to the
a t om in the Samkhya-stitra which is asc ribed to sage Kap:rla. But
scholars a r e almost unanimous, it is a very late work - not earlier than the fo urtee nth A .D. The important fact is that the atom
is cle a rly mentio nen therein the context of the reputation of the
ri va l theorie s o nly . ·

1.

""
Vijnabhlkshu
on samsuttra ,

v.

pp- 8 8 and Yogasutra. B.N. Seal,
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:v -

Vijnabhiksu, a

la~e

commentator of the samkhyo-

Yog~

gf

about 1650 A.D., has sought to consider the 'tanm~tras of yhe ~ya
are equivalent to the paramanus of the Nyaya-vasesika. But it is hardly
poss.i.bl~

r~l¥

to

upon his interpretation, for he aeeks to deal with

the samkhaya not as opposed to Vedanta but as reprensenting aspect of
the truth of this system,
The

'TAN~~TRAS'

1

may be somewhat linked

t~

the

-

'PARAMANUS' in

the sense that they are also very subtle yet there is an fundamental
difference in the approach leading to the conception of the two. The

.

paramanus are a kind of ultimate reals, partless and indestructible
and they remain, as they are even at the time of dissolution l.-f .laya J.
The 'Tanmatras', on the otherhand ,are may be somewhat linked aggregation of the three gunas. They are not the ultimate cause of physi-

'

cal world.

BUDDHIST--- ATOMISM.
BOth the two scools viz. Sautratika and the vaibhaseka,subscrived to the atomic theory. Both these schools admit the reality of
the external things. BUt whereas the former holds that these can only
be inferred,

the later holds that these can be only directly apprehen•

ded. It is difficult to form a definite ideas about the

fo~er's

pos-

ition for, no important text of this school has come to us. On certain
specific points only information as regards its position may be gathered from other Buddhist and non-Buddhist

~-

works,.s~uch

as Abhidharmakosa

of vasubandhu, the sar,!?adar£ana .sangraha of Madhavacharya.
IN Abhldharmakosa,
an authentic text on the Vaibasika
,
1

1. Keith,

"A

History of Sdnakrit literature ..

p-89.
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system~

things (dharma) may first divided into two classes -samsx;ta ~
1
waaeone that is caused and Asamskrta, the ones that are uncaused. The
~-~~-

samskrta was one again, are said to be of two kinds called skandas namely :- ~· Vedana slanda

b. sam1na skandha

c. samskara skandha

d, vi jrrana skanda e • .~ skandAa. 2
Of this five, the last one only has rewevance of our pre
sent discussion, for matter and its different forms all are indluded
3we have the five sense-organs :- the
in it. Thus under the Rupaskanda
visual,the gastatory,the auditory,the olfactory and the cutaneous. Acc-

·-\bhuta-vlk~ra-vis'esa)~

ording to vaibhaslkas,

and

/

~parsyavya)

th~se

are only special

The five senses (viz.

fo~s

transformed

matter

rupa,rasa,gandha,~abda

are materials as earth,water,fire and air.

According to

Abhldharmako~~,

~he

sense-orqans ..are not only

material but also atomdc in structure. The respective objects of
five senses also are stated to be the nature of aggregation

~he

of atoms.

An atom is the smallest unit df matter,but never occurs alone. What is
then,is the smallest aggregate? Jacobi informs us:-

. "the Sautrantlkas seem to have regarded th• aggregate
of seven atoms as the smallest compound (anu). Their opinion seems to

-·-

have been that the (globular) atoms did not touch one another completely, but that there was an interval between them, but some held

di£f~

erant views ~· 5
I.Abhldarma Ko~~ i, 4 and s. 2. Ibid i,7 3. Ibid i,9
/
4. Yasomitea on Abh~darma kosa. i, 9.
- - -......==- - - ' -

s.

Jacobi--- Studied on the History of Indian Philvsophy vol.I, pp-121.
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According to AbhTdha~a-kosa

1

the smallest aggregation

seems to be composed of not less than eight atoms, but there is no hint
as to their relative positions. The aggregate of the constituting ato/

ms ranging from 8 to 11 is diveded into two groups, non-sounding(asabda) and sounding (sa§abda) and each of them again may be of three var- ·
iets. These may be listed as in the

:-

AN aggregate, non-sounding and wiyhout amy sense-organs

A(I)

(asabda-anTndrrya):4 atoms of the four elements(i.e. one eadh of PrithivT-Ap-Tej~

-vayu)+ 4 atoms of the derived properties (i.e. one each of rupa-rasa/

gandha-spars?)

=
A( II).

8 atoms.

An aggregate,non-sounding but with a sense organ

/

(~sabda-Send-

rTya) :8 atoms as in A(I) + 1 atom of the cutaneous organ

j...

= 9

,.

An aggregate, non-sounding but with sense organ l,asabda-sen-

A( III).
drT~)

atoms.

:9 atoms as in A(II) + 1 atom o f any one of the

vis~al,

the olf-

actory, the auditory, and gestatory organs
= 10 atoms.

B(I).

An aggregate, sounding and with sense organs(sasabda-Sedrra)
/
8 atoms as in A(I) + 1 atom of Sabda = 9 atoms.
I
.
An aggregate,sounding and with a sense organ(Sasabda-Sendr!ya)

B(II).

/

9 atoms as in A(II) + 1 atom of Sabda

= io

atoms.

An aggregate, ~ounding and with sense organs (S9sabda- Sendrla)

B(III).

/

i a)

10 atoms as in A(III) + 1 atom of Sa b~
f. ..

11 atoms.

J V

~~~------~-------------------1.
11 . 1-v

JA INA ATOMISM.
Jainas are definitely atomists. The Jains mantain that e
everything in this wokld, .except souls and space, is produced from matter\pudgala) and all ~~ter consists of atoms (parama~). Each atom occ-

' of space. Matter,however,may be considered
upies one point (pradesa)
as the gross state (Stula) or in the subtle

etate(suk~ma),when

~

it is in

the subtle state, innumerable atoms of it cccupy the space df one gross
atom. The atoms are eternal as regards their substance, eac¥ atom has
r·

one kind of taste,

s~ll

and colour and kinds of toucb.These qualities,

however, are not permanent and fixed for the several atoms, but they
ma·y be changed and developementhem. The figures fort}led by the

arrang~

ent of the atoms into groups which may be manifold. The atom may develope a motion of its own , and this motion may become so swift that by
means of it an atom traverse in one moment the whole Universe from one
end to the other.
There are not different kinds of atoms corresponding to
the four elements, earth, water, firellland wind. B.lt though it is explicitly stated; still we may assume that the atoms by developeng the chaeecstic

abete~ements,

become differetiated and thus

fo~

the four elem-

ents.
In

discussing the Jaina atomism, we must conaider the the-

••

cry of KARMA which is of material nature(~udgal!ka). The soul by its com-

bination with outer-~~rld becomes literally penetrated with material particles of a very subtle kind. Thase become KA~A and build up a special
body.
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THE PROBLEM OF ATOMIC COMBINATION.

The atomists in Indian philosophy
paradoxial problem of

t~

In the first

across

th~

most

combinatiion of atoms. The problem before

them be divided into t'WO part viz.
tion.

c~

p~ace;

'HOW • and 'WHY? of atomic combinathe problem arise how it is possible

to unite with one another, as atom by its very conception is somthing
individual. It is natural that conjuction take place between partly
divided two or more entities with a view to be manifested as a whole.
'

The

.

....

·proh!em

becomes

a

delicate one particularly for the

Naya-vais4ka, the most ardent supporter of the atomic theory. This is
,;'

dueto their Oecilar conception of conjuction(Samyoga>. Conjuction according to them, is included in the category of quality~u~a).

-

,_

The Naya-vasistka view on the production of a complete t

•

thing called 'AVYV4N(whole), out of the componant parts or AVAYANVAS
unique in certain respects. Briefly in

t~

production of an AVAYVIN(WH

(whole, theAVAYI\VAS) are the inherent cause (samavayi- I<araa kara~}
in which the AVYAYV~ is produced and also the subsiste through the rela
tion of inherence (SAMAVAYA) and the pecuiliar comjuction is the non-in1 • Thus the role of conjuction in this
herent cause (ASAMAVAYI)KARANA)
~spect

is a vital ome. AVAYIN formed in this way a distinct entity and

is s~thing over and above the AVAYAVAS. It is not a mere collection
of the AVAYAVAs but is .something extra, havinq a seperate existence of

it~

Ol:ll"'n.

2
*1. Tarka- sangraha pp-26-27.2. Ibid PP-58·
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1

-

The BUddhists and the Jainas

,!

2

on the otherhand are uni-

ted in rejecting SAWWAYA AS well as SAMYOGA is distinct entity. They
reject the role of conjuction as mentioned in the

I
Naya-vaiee~i'K~

by ,

maitaining that the socslled effects our comjuction are really pecuiliar

~
transformation(AVASTHA ~VISESA)

3

/

-

or VISISTA- PARINAMA

4

which is

i

#

developed by the thing itself and which is subject to constant change.
Again they do not consider the AVYAVIN to be something distinct, Accor9ing to the BUddhists all objects are only mwre aggregates of atom{PAR~
AMANU PUNJA) and nothing more. For them

4

mere contact

of the atcms :

is enough for the constitution of the atoms is enough for the object.
For the Jainas tge so-called AVAYIN is only the parts in a changed
siate is absent.
Thus in short, it was diff,cemt for theNyayas specially

.

to proceed with the atomic theory unless the problem of ato mic unions
was satisfactorjly solved.
--

I

According to Naya-vaiseslka :-

.,-

First, an atom is partless entity is excepted as a matter of logical
necessity to explain what cannot be explained by any other alternative
theory. Thus for the possibility of their mutual conjuction for productnon of things one has to admit the partlessness of atoms.

5

*1. Tattvasamgraha Vi~e~ pp-673, 2.Prameya-Kamalamartanda pp-613.
3~ T~ttvasamgraha Verse 669 and Prameta- Kamalarnartanda pp-545.

4 ~ ·· prameya-.Kamala-rnartanda, pp-614. 5. Phanlbhusana,Nyadar,ana
vol. -

v,

-----·-----------

pp-118.

Secondly, a distiction is to be made
due to

dete~ina~e

be~ween

divisions

and division due to the posession of parts. The lat-

constitutes the basis for a real division, but the former does not.
space (dlk) for instance,is all-pervading one makes such distinction
as the

11

region

occu~ed

by the chair 11 or "region occupeid by the table"

and so on. The difference exists nOt to space, as such, but only to
the determinates,the chair or the table. ~imillarly, an atom is EXHPOTHESIS partless and thus the second divisions of the atoms being due
to quality of atoms are drawn together

~sAMGACCHATE)

are get accumu-

laed. The whole world is formed in this way. Again,it is not that all
atoms invariably share this quality or have it in a sufficient degree.
Thus there may be many atoms, lying

s~parately,

which never come toge-

ther due to the complete absence or presence in a lower degree of this
quality in themselves.

1

In Nyay-va£eslka,
a product resulting from the combination
,---

of a viscid and dry &toms would be impossible. According to the

~vaj~~sTka argue that a productive conjuction can occur only between
2
two atoms of similar kind • Thus the combimation a£ viscid and dry at
atoms,which is productive in Jaina view,wou~a be non-productive in Nyi:
I

ya-vaise~lka

veiw. Again, the combination of two viscid agoms (e.g. two

fire atoms) is productive according to the Jaina.
In the second part,the questions the atomists is expected
to ahewer is : why should one atom be combined with another atom? Even
though theco njuction of atoms are taken tc be true, it remains to be explained what brings them together. Is it some ~ro!9rty located in the a
- *1. f\abyantha-sidCifil - ~· rlka. Verse No-51
o- • 2. vaisesika Sil'tre

-IV,

124.
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.

the atom themselves os something external to them7
In answering this enquiry following discussions are put
forward:-

The Jainas claims that their view is confirmed by corrrnon

experience. As such, particles o f barly-meal(SAKTU) come together and
form one hemp. When drops of a a ter fall u pon them. Here it is thought
that general1y a visci d (SNIGDA) atom may combine with a dry(RUKsA1)4)
-· ~atom.1some atoms a re by nature visu~a and somatoms are dry and a combination may take place between these two kinds of atoms. However,there
are different degrees of visicidity and dryness and sometimes there
may be no conjuction at all. The exact degree that are capable of combination and the ones that are not have been discussed in the
TH StrrRA.

'TATTVAR~

2

Subhagupta, a BUddhist gave answer to the problem of atomic combinataon in his own way.

A~cording

to him, while forming an obj-

ect the atoms do not enter into actual combination but the accumulated toghether. The cause of such accomulation is some potency inherent
in the substance (i.e. the atoms themselves (DRAVYA~KTI).

From the above discussion it has been evident that,according to the

-

I

N a ya-Vaise~Ika,

in the production of composite things,conj-

unction of parts plays an indespensible role. Thus at the bigining of
creation, in initiallya conjuction between two atoms - the dyad may
be produced and the processes of creation may be start. But conjuction

l.Tattvatha-Sutra,S,32. Ibid,S,33. 3.
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b r~ug ht.

i s .,e ne.o.l l y

&beut by moment

V&isesik& view the question specially
&tern~

ment in the

(~N)

iSi

1

why

• Therefctre,
~hould

in the Nay&

there be meve-

•t the beg1n1ng ef cre&t1en7

In the ew.rly ~-~es'I'ka ~nadw. repeatedly w.sserts thw.t, the
- - i- -

cause of crew.tive mlttien is believed tto oe

~ ·ADR~TA'This

is the unseen

moral force which gu i des the desiny of souls according to their KARMAN
&nd regulates them to be provided with properly equiped bedies. This
ple&e~

bedies •re &n w.ppropir&te objective world for the experience of
ure and pain.

c~un t le ss

e £ t he ele r a l

v&iety ef things •r• fermed due te the eper•tin
2
force s t h e &toms st&rt moving to get together. P&r&s&s-

tap&d& w.dds later two more conditions, the will ef GOD (Mw.hesv&r&)
and • conjuction of the &toms with individual selves (ATMANU- SAMYOGA)

3

.

In later ~y~y&.Vw.i~es1k•
works, ADRISTA is invariably exp.
l&ined in the sense

~

DHARMA (merit &nd demerit) which belongs to the
I

-

c&teqrory of quality. It is moreover • specific qu&lity (VlSESGUNA)
-~~-~-

f t he

i nd ~vidu&l

s elf, e.i. belongs to the self only &nd not to &ny

ot he r s ubs ta nc es,, Bu t
orig inally ADRSTA

--"'-

u ppe ~ rs

that there w&s

iii

l&ter modification and

me•nt the UNSEEN- the . unknown c•use which explain

certain effects which cannot be explained by &ny wellknown or ordinary
causes . ADRSTA explains the cause of upward movements of the fire, the
--~-

oblique motion of the &ir, the movements of iron towards the magnet,
capi llary motion a s of liqued particles from the root of the stem of
plant etc. 4
1 • f'.ly~y:-r-U!nu d~. Ch .otnd r•, note 24.
v•ise~ika Metaphysics". p- 147.

2.

Bht.duri,

s. "St~dies in Nw.y~

3. P&r&s&st•p•~- Bh~sy&; sec-

.,

tion on t he preces s o f c reation and De s truction 4. vw.i£es"ikw. Su-t?• V,l,l 5 •nd V,2, 7 ,l3.
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GOD-- niDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.
GOD--THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE.

uo r.aw giver,the gurdian of all the universe;

o

the charioteer in the eternal t~e

THE SUN, THE MOON, THE stars,eternal
Time and space; meditate on you ...
---Rabindranath Tagore.

-

According to the Aryans idea of

'GOD' may be considered

as originated from their wonder at the charming and to fear the terr~
ible(destructiin aspect of nature). They recognized all these in an

·

. anthromorphic polytheism. 3radually monotheism is developed from the , .
plythiesm which ultimately changed into 'Monotheism'

•

GOD is considered as the creator of the Universe, Creat-

CR.EATION" may be regarded as an 'Art' or the creator.

'Art' is some;.

ing greater than man, the real beayty of art is t he beayty of value
and wonder. Art is akeen to the religion. Both are the expression of
man's senses of spiritual significance of the Universe.The unseen and
eternal is the

SUPRE~ffi

ENERGY and according to the philisophers,scien

tists,metaphysicians is the creator of the Universe. various names
have been given to the energy which is usually termed as GOD.
It will not be impertanent to consider that ghe act of
c reation is centered round the two basic entities viz.

~TTER

and

• Max r-iiller introduces "Henotheism'' as a transitional sta9e from
'.A:::>lytheism' to 'M:motheism'. "Henotheisrn .. means ~-lief in_ Qne . GOD,
because the Vedic Aryans regarded any god they were prai§~gas tr1e
most supreme and the omly GOD •

•

374.

•cre•ter• •s &n efficient c&use cbd the •erection• is the fer~l
c•us e. Acc&rding to the

Up~nis~

the'mctericl cause'.

In Indicn philGsophiccl literature idee of GOD, the erector,
hc s 0een d epicted ib different m•nner of school of philesophies •s
vcrie d one, but t he c entral idees of ell these ere basically remain t h
1....

t he s •me. Here, GO D, •
tor Qf everything

~n

··SUPREME ENERGY' man i fests Himself &s tthe ere&-

the Universe.
GODS OF THE RG VEl).<\ (

"Ekong S&dbipr• b&hud& V&dcnti".
--Rg

Veda.

The ecrly Vedic Aryans, primitive, semicivilizwd end b&rb&rous setteled by on the bank 0f the Im:lus river. We have much knowledge of the religions of the early Aryans from the 1028 hymns of the
Rg Vedc, which is the oldest religious text in the
probably

compos~d

w~rld

and which was

between 1500 and 900 B.C.

The chief objects of wership were 'DEVAS'; the root erem
which this

w~rld

is derived,'DIV' is connected with brightness and

r&dicnce and the the dev&s by connection were "the shining ones". The
ecrly gods of Arycns were chiefly connected with the sky and were
predomin•tely mcle. A few godesses occur in the Rg Veda e.g. §RTHVI
,
• personificction of earth, ADITI, ~he gre~~ · mother ef gods, u~s,
the godess of dcwn, RATRI , the spirit of the night ARANYANI, the
--.,~

forest. None of them, however, played • significant part in the cult.
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tue Lady of the forest. None oc these,oowever, played a significant
part in the cult.
A brief outlines of the gods ~re described belews:1

t.

INDAA

Indra,the greatest god,fulfilled the dual function of wargod, end weather-god. Indra as the head of Aryans host, des-

troyed the fortresses of the o\SAs and slew evil dragon y_ffrA w~ · · ·held
back the waters,amd thus he brought rain to the dry land. Indra is associated with storm and thunder and hold thunderbolt (VAl.~ .\) withwWiBh
.../

he destroyed enemies.
2. MARUTAS ~
2

With Indra in his course across the sky rode the bri9ht

host of Marutas. They sang material songs as they helf the war-god in
his battle. They sang martial songs as thelf the war-ijod in his battle

3. SURYA --The common word for the Sun ~~ . a;sociated with several gods •

.

surya drove across the sky in a flaming. ~riot.
o·

Savtf the stimulator,waco anotRer god,a beautiful vese in
whose honour the so-calle~ GaytrT was composed inthe
is also a solar god driving daily across the sky,

~Veda.~~

vi~nu,a

god connected

in Part with the sacriface,also had solar characteristics which covered
three paces e.g. Heaven, Earth and Hell.
4. AGNI

--~The

Jire-god was the object of much primitive mysticism and

speculation. He is the god of the

or~est,

is the intennediary between

gods and men for he assumed the sacrifice and carried it to the gods.
He dewlt in the water of heaven in the fonn of lightning, and in earth
in many forms. He was hidden in the fire-sties. AgnT exists everywhere.
was there only Agni7 or were there many Agnis7 Queasions like these are
asked in the ~g Veda, and shows the earliest signs of the tendency
towct rd MONOSM.
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v•ru~•

fcrem~st

w•s firstand

• king , • mighty emperor

gods aroumd him. MGst important of these w•s - ~l?RA, • god with some so

wv::-ld takes its regular course, day follows night and succeds because
of RTA, man must live according
w• s used for untruth and sin •s

RTA. In the later date the word
·'nonrta' (anrta). Rta is depended on

t~

-·- ·-

fi ed as e rector-god .
6.

YAMA---

~is

the lord of the dead, the first man to die. He

became the gurdi•n of the wc:>rld of the fathers
de~ d

persons who have performed

th~

\ ~here

the piousdead

rites of the Aryans led •

joy-

ful life for ever.

~

7. RRUDRA ----- Rudr• like Varunc, had • dangerous side to his ch•r•c'
ter, but, unlike VaruQ•s was a moral.He was • remote to god, dwelling

in the mountain, and was generally an object of fe•r which can bring
di•s•ster. He is •lso beneficial to these whom he favoured
ily by givining

arbitra~i

e•lth • s he is the gurdian of healing herbs.

GOD ---- in VEDAS.

The main

f~llacy

in yhe

West~rn

mistaken belief t hat the Vedic seers were

int~rpretatd0n
s~ply

lies in the

inapired by primi-

tive wonder and awe tow•rds the forces of nature. On the other hand
the the orthodox view in regards to their

c~mposition

is th•t the

Veda s •re eternal or 'APOURESIA' which shpws th•t these two views
----~

are philosophic•lly contr•dictory.Vedi.c hymns express mystic expe-

(
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r~ences

and intuitive spritual nnsight.

In the Vedas

w~

find indescri-

beable absolutism. These \'lhich hold both monoism and pluralism together
which ultimately transcends both monoism and pluralism, These are beautifully and perfectly developed in Upanlsds.
~--·-

In Vedas,
the gods are regarded as mere manifestation of th
-.- "SUPREME GOD".

Here are some illustrations in support of thes.

real essance of the Gods is one'
the ~g Ved« as

is

The same real is worShipped

'AGNI' in the Ya~uh and as

th~ oBU'-!•~inn 0 1:

'MHAVATAPA' in the

"The
~-

Sam. 2

He

tneii"'stthe <:: custodian of tbhe Ella.' Rta {Truth), the

·-

bimcing soul of the Universe;unity-in-difference in the Cosmic and
moral order. 3

*1. ~<l__Y'ed~, iii, 55.

7. Eiteri~~ Arapyka, iii, 2,3,12.

.:....--

3. Rg Veda X,1,90

378.
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GOD IN 11PAN ISDS .

Bramarpangng brahmahdbT brahmahgnou
brahmai;)a hutam
Brahmaiba tena gantabayong brahmakarmasamadhlna.
---The Bhagavatglta.
11

person who knows the BRAHM<\N considers the offering of materi-

A

als,Ghee,th~nsacred fire of the ~yajna, the person who offor~ these
,..,........

and the Yajna

.

(aacr~fice)

itself are the manifestation of BRAHMAN."

In ancient India, there were thinkers who asked deeper

ques~

tcilon s e.g. "How the whole of the universe is created7 Who is the vrea
tor7 For what purpose do I exist 7
Answer of these questions were recorded dan the Vedas. The
culmination o t

the Vedas ,was expressed by the rsds in the

~

Upanl-

sds. Those e risis declared that there was a selfless existing,

t~ne

less 'SPIP.ITUAL REALITY' behind the creation. This Reality is the tota
lity of everythi ng.

It is the tota lity of space, time,matter,life

and mind.
Everything thd t we encounter, is included in thet Reality .
The name given to that absolute REALITY by the ancient seers was 'BRAH :
MAN'

root

which literally meahs 'THE GREATEST • The words derived from the
·~~~·,

which signify to grow or to evolve, Thus it can be s aid

that:( 1).

(2).

It is the ultimate cause of the Universe.
In t he ~~hagaray~akd Upasd, it seidescribed as
......

'TAJJALANA ·
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GOD IN UPANISDS.

samadhin.a ".
----- The Bhag•v•tgitc.
"!(

pe rse>n who knows the Brahman cohsideres the offering ()f the

mat~rial,

offers

Ghee, the s•cred

th~se

fest~&tion

f~re

'Ycjn~·

.and the

ot the Yatna,the person who

l s c~crifice )

itself are the

mani~ -

of BRAHMAN"

In ancient lndia, there were thinkers who asked deeper questions e,g. "How t h e whole

O l:

creator'? For wh•t purpose do

t he Universe is creiited'? Who is the
1

exist '?

I

Answer of these question were recorded in the Vedas. The

~

culmination of t 1e Vedas, was expressed by the risis in the Upe.nosds.
Those risis declared that there was a srlfless existing, timeless
'SPIRITUAL REALITY' behind the cre•tion. This Reality is the tot•li t y of everyt hJ.ng. It is the tot•lity of sp•ce, time, m•tter,life
a nd mind.
Everything th•t we eocounter, is included in th•t.
Re l it y .The name given to that •bsolute REALITY by the •ncient seers
as 'BRAHMAN' which liter•lly me•ns 'THE GREATEST'. The words derived
f rom the root

(1).

'BRH', which signify to grow or to evolve. Thus it c•n

It i s t h e ulti mdte c•use of the Univrese.

(r). In the ~;h•d~r·~~-k~ Up•nisd, it is de•cribed •s
I

-

' TAJJAI.ANA

I

•

f
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In the Brhadaraynaka Upan rsd
, , it is considered as
~

'TAJJA-

l£N' that (Tat) from which the world &rises (J!) into which the worl
world returns (1~) and by which it is supported and lives t•n).
~he

notion of Cosmic Unity w&s developed during two fairly

disti nct periods, the first m•dnly represented by the interpretation
of 'BRAHMAN ' in upani~ds, the second by the formulation of the netion
no~ion

by the Ved&nt•ns.
In the earlier Up&nisds the expression 'EKAMEVADVTTIAM'

.i is introduced to denote «n
ing principle. These

n~tions

inlp~rsGri&l,

e~e

rn•l., self existent unify-

supported by such comprehensive express-

ions •s "S&rv•mkh&li"Tdm Brahman (all this reality is BRAH.t-1AN), T• j j~

-

l•n• (in it everything is born) everything exists and everythingiis
absorbed). Brahman is invisible, ungr&pseable eternal witheut qu&lities, i.t is imperishable seurces of all things.

1

It is the'f&lling

tegethe~, unific•t ion of •11 opposite~.

But m&ny passages of the Upanisds the Br•hm•n is obscured
red by the rr&ditional view of the C-e&tion and Creator. The remaining 0f the creative instrument as -:'- B,RAm~AN so AS TO •ssctci&ted it
with

BRAH~~ N.

Again with this doctrine ' the

has not been s o lve d when

~rb~e~

of Cosmos Unity

when the Cre&ter is called &s PURUSA OR

PRAJAPATI.
In t he s e cond pPP s~~he ide• of CesmiG Unity is subjected to theological influences, trpresented by the variant view of
v.:dsn.w ~ .

S•kti. sects •s well •s by P•urinic and Epic-reinterpreta-

tio n of ancient myths, which were reprensented in the form of &llegory, fable •nd psuihistgric•l legends. Despite these ingluence,the
nf,t i on <» ± BRAHMAN bec .ime ·! irml y es t•bl ished •mong the Ved«ntans •nd
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standing the incompatability of tge theory of Creative Brahman (sagupa)
gun~)

~rahmana and that of the Uncretive (Nirgu~~) and eternal Brah'
man amd the creative instrutW..ent persisted. The pro L e was solved

by the doctrine of the

'TIN1'1URTI' (The three in one) which presents

srahma, Visnu and ~iva as the three aspects of BRAHMAN. Blt tnis thre
----.'-

--

theological suitability

t~resents

only tne monotheistic manifestati

ion of arahman, little different from that of 'Prajapat~', and othse
creators. These problem is philosophical rather than theologQcal

"

and was only solved by the recognition of visnu and siva as the inst-

t

-·-

ruments of Cosmic continuity.

As the notion of unity gradually permeated Hindu religioaa

...

-

life,so with tne tneory ot 'ATMAPARMATMAN' the motion of branman beearne

le~s

-

I

of an abstraction. vfsnu and Siva also loose their theistic
-o-t/

different4on, In the tQtle 'ISVARA';the Lord of Being( A furer contribution to the monoistic theory was the notion of Zero) .ntroduced by
Indian mathematics in

·~he

4th. centuryr\A .D. which was cocieved as a

symbol of Brahman and the matrix of the

'ALL' and the 'NONE'.

GOD IN--- f'!\DVAITA VEDt\NTA.

--

Hindu philosophy starts from the Vedinta or Upanlsds, but the

·-

Advaitin or monoist took the name to themselves as a speviality, because they wanted to base the whole their theology and philosophy upon
~he yeeanta and nothing else.

1-~fhadara!lyaka upan~~g, III, 14.
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There are three principai variations among the Vedantiats.
On one point they all agree, and that is that they all believe in GOD.
(1). The oualistss- The DUalists believe that GOD, who is the creator
of the Universe and its ruler, is eternally seperate from nature,
eternally separate from humah Soul, God is eternal, nature is eternal,
so all souls. Natural and the Souls become manifested and change, but
GOD remains the same. According to dualists, again, this GOD,iwho is
persomal dn that He has qualityes, not that He has a body. He has hu
human attributes; He is merciful,He is just, He can be prayed for,
He can beloved. He loves in return and so forth
(2). The Uualified Non-dualist:The real Vedanta philosophy begins with those known as
the qualified non-dualists. They make the statement that,the effevt
is but the cause reproduced is another form, If the Universe is the
effect and GOD the cause, it must be GODGDmroself, i t cannot be anything but that it is • They start with the assertion- that GOD is both
the efficient and the material cause of the Universe; that He Htmse
· elp is the Creator,and He Himself is the material cause out of which
the whole of nature is PROJECTED. Here the equivalent . wird for "Creation" in the occident in saaskrit is the "PROJECTION", Now, the whole
Universe, according to this sects,is GOD Himself. He is the material
of the Universe.weU±cQti:hin the Vedas,

"A5 the l!AAtiABHI(Spider) spins

the thread out of his own body ••••.•• even so the whole Universe h~
come out of the

'BEING'.
If the effevt is the cause produced,thequestion is:

"How is that we find this material,dull,unintelligent Universe produ-
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. (3). NON- DUA LIS TIC VEIY\NTISH:-

b~t

Now,the last

not the least,

we coma across to ~ DVAITISM or Non-dualistic Advaism. Th4s the fairest
flower of philosophy abd religion that any country in any age has
produced,where human thought attains its highest expression and even
goes beyond the mystery which seems to be impenetrable~ Thesis the
Non-dualistic Veda ntism.
BRAH.MJ.\N---~!ON-DUAL ADVITA~.

According to Advaita~ BRAHMAN is reality is to say that i t is
1
different from the phenomal,tha temperal and sensible.
Brahmab is
what is assumed as foundational • though it is in no sense a SUbstance
nee 2 It is not in any point of space,thaugh it may be said to be everwhere sibce all imply and depend on it. Since it is not a thing, it
aannot have spati a l

to anything else, and is therefore nowhere.

It is

not a cause, for that wauld be to introduce time relation.Its natuee
is inexpressible, for when

~~

say thing of it

~e

make i t into particu-

lar thing. Brahman has noyhing similar to it, nothing different from
it,and no internal differentiation sibce all these are emperical distinctions. AS it is opposed to all emperical existence, i t is giveh
to us as the negative af everything that is positively known.

samka~

declines to characterise it even as one exact in the sense of secondless, but call it non-dual Advaitin.

It is the

11

WHOLLY OTHER 11 but not

being. Though the words used are negative, what is meant is intensely
positive. 3 The Upanisds as wellaas

.- -~Okmkara

at\asya,

~mkara 4

deny of Brahman both be

IV,3,14 •

•

3. Samkara Bhasya III, 2 ,22.

,.

---

4. Pransa Upanisd•

c ed from a GOD, who is not material,but who is

e~ernal

intelligen~e?

How if the cause i s pure and perfect. can the effect be quite

diff~

erent 7"
The qulified non-dyalists say that these three existences,
of GOD, NATURE and the . sou~ a re

om~.

The whole Universe and all souls

a re the body of GOD, blJt the ch-a'n,9'ei n t 'he Universe

Yhough the whole

Universe !s the body of GOD, but the change in the Universe does not
effect GOD. After Creation of the Universe, at the end af a
body becomes fi ner, it contrats,at the begining of another

F

cyc~e

His

cy~le

it

becomes finer,it contracts, at the begining of another cycl it becomes

e~xpanded

expanded again,and out of it evolve all these differeht

worlds.
The God of the qual i fied non-dualists is also a Personal
GOD] the assyl em o f a n infinite number of blessed qualities, only He

is i n terpretting everything in the Universe. He
thing and everywhere.

~s

immanent in every-
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being and
of

non-~~ing

expei~nce "

of the type with qhich we are familiar in the world

We can at best say what Brahman not and what it is.

vle can understand the nature ~f Brahman until we let go the

formal and finite.
reali~d

If we call it infinite,since personally cannoy be

except under the limiting condition of non-ego. The Absolute

is not a persony
vfuen the Absolute is said to be NTrg~~ this only means that
the Absolute is emperical, since gUnas are the products of Prakrti and

•

the Absolute is superior to it. It is the eternak because its completeness and perfection are unrealized of t~e. 1 It is SAT(real) meaning ·
that it is not

ASAT(un~al).

-

It is CHIT(bliss) meanin§ the Brabman is

not of the natu~e of pain(dukha-svaru~).

1. Cp. Spinoza •••.•••• qEverything cannot be defined in terms of timS
nor it have any relation to time".
(Ethics, VSI.Schlium).
"2 •

f)! us sen

de£ ines 'CHA ITANYM' as a POTENCY which lie at the root of all

aJl motion and ehange in nature which is therefore also ascribed, for
example to plan and means thus rather the capacity of reaction to outer
influences a potency which in its highest developement reveals itself
as human intelllect, as spirit.
--- Duessen's System of the Vedanta.
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..

Here is the Absolute (a) and this is the Universe (b).by

. coming through time,space and causation (c).This is the central idea o
of Advaita. Time,Space and causation

~re ~ike

the glass through which

the Absolute is seen, and when It is seen on the lower side, It appear
ars as the UNIVERSE.

(a). The Absolute.
<c)
Time

space
causation

(b). The Universe.

_....,
GOD ---- SAMKHYA PHILOSOPHY.

samkhya system of philisophical ideas is one of the system whic
which is dependent on the Vedas as Astlka category, again the elements
of the sdmkya were introduced in the Upanisds and the Bhagavatgf~ to
a n ideali.s tic theism. It did not eegard

1

PURUSA
--.-

1

and 'PRAKRTI 1 as

self-supficient realities, but represented them as modes of one ultimat
ate

1

BRAHMA~

1

•

In its classical form, however, perhaps under the influence
of materialism. Jainism and Early Buddhism become atheistic. Again it
dors not established the non-existence of GOD. 5amk¥fa accepts the
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coo is unjust and cruel, or He is not free and all-powerful. If He is
determined by the law of (Karma~, He is not free ,if not He is tyrant.
Ag a in,GOD being pure knowledge, this material world cannot spring from
Him. The eternal existence of the Purusa is inconsistence with GOD.
If they are created by GOD, they are subject to destruction.
Hence there is no GOD.

I

GOD---VA ISES IK.A PHILOSOPHY.
- -

11

&-

Tadvachanad amma yasya pramanym"

The authority of the Veda is due to its being His word".
Kanad sutra does not openly refer to GOD. According to him the
primal activities of the atons and souls are to the principle of
1

ADRSTA 1 • Though he

-•--

ass~ed

to have been satisfied with the explana-

tion of the Universe b y th<!! principle of the ADRSTA hisfollowers felt
·--~--

that the pr inciible of

1

SDJ3STA

1

was not distinct one and at tbhe same-

time it was unspiritual. They made it depend on GOD's Will. GOD is the
efficient cause of the world, while the atoms are the material cause.
It is very douBtful that whether ._
Kanada
, _ himself felt ~e need of a divne being. The famous passage as written above which has been made to
support theism

__

by the lattet commentator,Kanada
felt that ¥he Vedas
_.,
.

were the work of the Seer1 and not to god.

Kanada,
founder of

--

/

vaises~ka
.

··-

believes in spiritualism and mark:

the physival Universe is not eternal. It is the world of GOD Hhich mal
ma kes at authorti tive, COD is omnipresent, eternal and
I

1.

Vaise~1.ka

Philosophy I,l, 3, X 7, 9 o

perfect~=
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,tht'!ory of a Vyavasthapaka ~vara. who at the time of creatiion,arran-

--

ges the succesive developements of 1PRAKRTI 1, Siva, visnu etc. are

·-

.. -

regarded as phenpmenal! The Samkhya admits the existence of an immergent I.S'vara previously absorved in 1PRAKRT I 12 are said to be all-knowers and all-doers. 3 These characteristics are gradually attributed

·-

to GOD, but, as samkhaya holds that 1PRAKRTI' is always under the
ru1es of anotyer, 4 these gods are not independent.
Now we come across a question how does it happen that the

.

evolution of 'PRAKRITI' is adopted to the needs of spirits? PBAKRTI
without PDRU~~ is helfless;no r can PUru~ gain freedom without the
helf of prakft1.

It is difficult to regard the two as entirely distin

net. BUt Prak~t1 is not conscious

5

Again, in the end only the PURU~

is said to be liberated and not Prak~tl. "The Pradho'ina being non-intell
lligent and the PUrUsa indifferent, Without a third principle to conne

-·-

ect them there can be no connection of the two".

6

·-----

PUrusa falls by error into a confusion with P~akrti and the

.

remedy seems to b e to make the comfusion worse

pe~rplexed.

The

~rusa

is liberated when it gets disgusted with Prakrto's doings.
Those who refuse the existence of GmD give the

followin~

arguements:I f GOD is effected by selfish motives, He

~s

-

not free,

If He free, He 1vill not create this world of pain and misery.Either
~sarnr~ya pravac a nu SUtra,

r;

III 57. 2. samkhya pravana Bhasya III, 6.
'
3. samkhaya prava c a na .S 'utra iii, 6 . 4 . Samkhaya pravacana SUtr9rV,i.:.i
3. s~okavartlka, ii,2,7.
6. slokavartika, 11,22,8.
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THE IND M N VISION OF COD AS MOTHER.
Who is there,who can understand what
Mother Kali is?
Even the six Darsanas are powerless
to reveal Her:
It is she, the scripture say, discovers
all the joy;
See tha t,Her own swecy will, inhibits
every living thing.
l
l

In all Semitic religious - ~ Jewish,Chrisation and Ismalic,
FATHER is the supreme word for

GOD and Mother has got no place in thes

these type of religions. But the concept of
in the varies

c~l

God as MOTHER was present

ts that existed in the t-ledterra!an region the course

of time o.l o such cults we'l(eflestroy~d by Judism amd Christianty.
EVOUJT ION OF THE MOTHER CULTS

IN INDIAN

Original mother cults were preserved and developed and evantually given a very high st ~t ~s throughoght r ancient Indian culture. It
is most interesting ond Lmportant to note
ng of the pre-Vadic

r~ther

thar~

there occured a blendi-

cults and thenVedic Father cults.These

cults in the course of time time mingle and merging in a few centuries
to become the Indian people. Thus in preVedic age dt the time of Indus
Velly civilization Mother Godess or Mbther Earth was considered the pr
priciple source oflife; the energy produqing corps, v~getables and trees.
trees and,vegetables and down wards and leges extended upwards,with a
plant issu.i ng out of her womb 1 •
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With the

tou~

of the philosophy of ADVAITA VEDANTA, the Ind-

ian Mother cults dwveloped into the full SAKTA religion and spiritually
and spfead to a 11 parts of Indian M:>ther cu"lts developwf of lhdia M::>ther cults dwvelopes into the full SAKTA religion and spiritualty, and

__

/

I_

spread to all parts df lhdia in itw saiva, Vaisnsva
and sakta forms.
- .,
_,_ -

I

samkaracharya was the founder of Advaita- vedanta and sakta forms.

~,

samkaracharya was tthe founder of a Advaita-vendata.
He stressed this
-......
concept of GOD as t-1other about 12 hundred

ye~es

ago. At present Shri R

Ramkrishna highlighted idea once again. ?his idea proclaims that behind
L
'

ind the Universe,there is a pulse of the

~bther-heart,

the pulse of the

energy of compassion, love and protective attitude which are rleted
wiyh the idea of Mother.
Indian sages discovered the significance that 'SAKTI', of
the

'PRAKRITI' of the Mothre-he&rt behind and the Universe. So they

spoke and song of God as Pother, as 'PARASAKTI (, the SUpreme Energy

-

'PA~FRAKT!',

'J?URGA"s'

the

Sup~e

nature, and Her exquicite manifestation of

KALIMVI, and RADH.-:i..

is interwsting to

Indians speak of
·
mote that GOD is the nueter,

GCID as a 1'-bther. BUt it
as 'T' is Brahman,as'~ 1

•Tat ~~t, Brahman is beyond all &he' or'She'. Again

con•

is described

,S'

----------------------------------------------------------------------------~ lndian presents the human soul also as essentially the
sexless
'Self' on the

realisal~on

'S

of which truth, every man or woman can surp-

ass the limitations of masculinity and
uen of the e phisical body.

f~minity

which are the cGnstitute

394.

· ns t!eecribed as the combination of HAN, MALE and

-

F~I...ALE,

which may be

./

r e presented by '.ARDHANARISVARA;.
The idea of DIVINE MOTHERHOOD in the ancient and later
Indain culture is quit evident and Sri Ramkrishan, Ramprasad and
Swd mi Vivekanda revive the doctrine

n the modern age, This will ha-

ve a gseat appe al to the "Eastern mind in the coming era.
Sister Nivedita quotes swami Vivekanda's words about the ·reality of the

lSI

DIVINE M:>ther :-

''You see, I cannot but believe that yhere is somewhere a
L

great power that thinks of HERSELF as faminine, and called KALI and

_

1
!v\other... . . . And I believ-e in Brahman;
... too".
Ramkrishna also said 'TARA' as

BRA~AMDYEE'

the manifes-

tation of 'BRAHMAN'.
/

The nature of the DIVINE MOTHER as DURGA, Kalt; Saktl or
Devi are r~aJized by Ramkrishna in our time and all these form originated from the manifestation of the SUPREME

BR~HMAN.

The saint-poet, Ramprasad sang the attributes of Kali as:"when man a spiers to under stand Her,
Ramprasad must smile,
To think of

~nowing

Her,he says, is quite

as laughable
As it imagine one can swim across the
boundless sea;
But whJke mind has understood, alas
my heart has not
Thoggh but a dwarf, it still would strive
to make a captive of the moon"
f.Nivedita, Sister. "The Master as I saw". pp-170

-, .
394.

(p).THE EXPOSITION OF THE

BUDDHA.

With heat spiritual Rregard,~harmakritf saluates the BUddha
whom he dedlares to be rUre Consciousness transcending

salaate~ories

of the intellect(VI"dhutaka.lpanajala ); frorm-rtflhom tays of consciousness b
burst forth in every directions (samantaphurnat!vlty ),who isp pure
!lxist~nce (Dha.~ka ya ). He is Oeep and Pure Bliss ( Gambhirodarad-muktT
~
.
v

i.e. sam sambhomakaya); and is full of compassion on all sides (samanta-bhadra i.e. Nirmanakaya) 1 • lh conformity of his adute ligic he is
forced to say that yhe Buddha is absolutely reluable, not because he
L

•

knows and atates the me a ns to achieve true knowledge, to realize what
is good and what is bad. 2 Dharmakriti thus

a

eniee omniscence even to

the Buddha. The BUddha is reliable because he possesses

t~1e

knowledge

(Jaiavan), because h 0 i s f11ll of compassion (K3run-ikha) and because
h e i s o"VerwhemingLy k i nd( ta yavan). Hi s \-.rords are not false because
h a ving realized true knowledge and the right path, he has prescribed

j

them for all to pra ctice.

3

5 A reliabi:e person should be niether omni-

scient nor far-sighted. Omniscient in this world is ~ssible and 1£
far-sighted. Omniscience in this world is linpossible and if far-sightedness is to be criterion of truth,then let us adore the vultures.

-

,;

santar3ksita, however, strangly differs from

-

~rmakrlt),

.... on t h e p~imt and fi rm ly decla res the Buddha to be Omniscent. The Mirnanmks a ka a rgues that an Omnipresent Being is impossible, ome cannot: ·~ 
KNOW EVERYTHING. Of course, one may call h.im 'All-knowing' who knows
the meaning of the ALL(sarva)

~~~~---=~------------------------------1. Pra~x;~-Vartlka- I, 1. 2. Ib1d, li, x 32.
3.

Ib1d II,24S-246 •

y
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It is s a id

that the BUddha is like the

'Chit~~~ Jewl

end when he sits in mcditotion, even the walls freely peoclaim hie
techings. Such absured atatements can be believed only by thase who
have blind faith.

We

are not blind pollov;ers; we Nant reasons. 1

The objections of the r~mansaka are answered by santarakslta and K.amal c:.hil a thus :"It is "''rong to say that because the Omnipresent Being is
pcrci~ v ~ d

not

there fore he does not exist. Mere non-apprehension can-

not prove the non-existenteof a thing • Evenn ih his existence is not
proved there should be only Doubt about his existence, not certainly
2

about his non-existence •
Moreover,we imagine th&t en omniscent Being exists. He cannot percieved by ordinary people. How can a person percieve the Omnihimsel~

scent unless he

becomes omniacent7 Only the saints can direc-

'

tly realize him; or the Omniscent Being; being self luminous, Mimself 3 •

i

The existance is nothing else than the highest stsge of

I

knowledge.

4

A man may by acquiring true knowledge thropgh constant

1 10 practices can become the BUddha. The SUddha for our benifit has

.
·--procladmed tye doctrine of Nairatmya which is the uniquuwcatway has realized this truth cannot be represented with any defect, for defect and
truth,like darkness and light, are opposed to each other. And where
there are are no defects and to attachment,all 'coverings' of languege
ignorance are removed and consequently Omniscence is realized and One _
ness with the Buddha is attaibed 5when the trUth that consciousness is
the only reality and that ultimately,there is no object(dharma-Naitratv-

m:v<J ) . and no subttject (pudgala-~Jalra.i-n~.y'a is realized,the cycle of birth

-

1 . Pramana-vartl b~ ,, K, 3 51 0 2 Ib ~· d K
-

•-

5 • l b \.cl ' l< ) '3 '2. 7 6

-

•

I

I

3276

3. Ib1d,K,3290.4,

Ibid, ,K,3589
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and death comes to a

standstill. This state is called AP/I.YARGA.

The Merciful BUddha who is the true freind

qJ

1

all, has taught

the right doctrine to everyday without making any distinction of any kind

2

The wi se brahmanas a re thQsr who have removed all their sins by practising the teaching of tlaratmya and they a re tdl be found in the religion
..,/

fo"..lnded by the N Enlightmed Stage.

3

'

(tl).THE TATHATA PHILOSOPHY OF ASV.-\GHO~.

The great philogical work of Asvaghosa, ~he "Mahayanashddhotl§da "or the
'Awakeing of faitij in the ~ahanayap~ Which entitle him to the rank of of
expounder of Mahayana. This same is not available in sanskrt. It has been
transl a ted into F.nglish from the Chineese translation of .Paramarths by
~

D¥T. Richard. Onr study of Asvaghosa is minly based on tbhese two transla-

'

tions.
He

held that in

t~

soul t•,!O aspect may be' distinguished- the

aspect as 'thatness(bhutatha) and the aspect may ~ <li.sli.n9li.Lshed
cycle of birth and death(Sam~ara) The soul as bhUlathffita means the oneness
nes of the totality of all things(dharmadhlatul. Reality of the tota~ity
of all things (dharmadh6.·

Reality is Thata, As the ultimate WXistence, it

is called Bhutathata, as Pure Spirit it is called Bodhi or Pralana or
alayavljfrapa, as a Harmonious Whole, it is called Dhamakaya or ~armadha~,
and as Bliss heving infinite merits,

It called Tathagate.-Bliss having

* 1. Pramana- vart1ka-k, 3222. 2. Ibid K 3589. Ibid K 3589.

~-
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infinite merits, it is c a lled Tathatagarya. Viewd from the empercal
v

stan dpoint,it isSca lled sams~ra or that cycle of birth cind death.
Ve~ed from ultimate from the ultimate standipgint,

the realizAtion o f

posit~

of the understanding.

bliss.

It is bey nd

th~

it is Nlrvana .!r
~-

c~tegofies

four

It is neither existence nor non-existance nor

bOth, neither it is unity· nor plurality. nor both,neither existence
nor both, neither it is unity nor plurality, nor both, neither

aff~r-

mation nor negation,nor both nor neither- when it is that all wordly
things are unre a l, what is meant is that they are phenomenally real.
The Absolute is the ultimate Reality. All phenomea are found to be
mere relative. Relativity(PratityasamyPada) is the work of

I~norance

Ignorance has no existence of ti.ts ovm, yet it is not entirely unreal as
it produced the objective world.
The Absolute itself through Ignorance appears as the manifold world of phenomena, JUst as the calm water of the ocean, on aceou nt of wind,appears as wave, simillarly Consciosness pn account of
ignorance, appears as finite

intella~aects,

Just v as clay is tra-

formed into various ki nds of pottery, similarly One Consciousness manifests dtself us so many finite intellects.

4

Absolute SUchness, ultima-

tely speaking, transdendes everything. But combind with ignorance it
manifests. But combined with ignorance it manifests itself

a~

Condi•-

tional SUchness. Our phenomenal world, subjective as well as objective,
is the result of the sport of this conditional SUchness ••. ~

mien

.

knowledge dawns we realize that we are no more finite beings by

;»

.

lt manifests. But combined with ignorance it manfests it self as
conditional suchness. CXlr phenprnomeaal wpYL~ -. . subjective as well
as objective, is the result of the sport of this conditional Suchness. our phenome nal world, subjective aw weJl as objective,

of

result

~s

the

Buddha, the shinig sun of Enlightment kindly rises in

this world to d estroy the darkness of Ignorance.A Boddhisattva, who
h&s realized what is to be realized and for whom nothing remains to
be done, following the example of Buddha fears his own Nirva~a'

with view to liberate tyose who are still captive in tqe rn•hsof
supfering. J.
All the important doctrines in any school of Mahayna can be
traced back to As vaghos.
Asvaghosa said that Tatbata is neither slinnya nor Asunna~
nor both nor neither because it transcends all categories of the i
inteJ.lect.

11

All things in the world fran begining are neither matter

ter nor mind (emperical ego),nor consciousness (momentary and individual) nor non-being nor being;they are afterall

inwxplicable.~

But this does not mea n that there is no reality because it is the
Re a l Jts!O! lf t,·hich a p,pedrs 'The divine nature of the Absolute Reait
lity ds not unreal&'

*

1.

(_l<.), .. l;$tayan ay c

/

J::Tdherna , Ka n ayakllinaring dhimahr

t a nnodurgaprachodyt 11 •
·' ---Tait~rriya Upansd.
/
(
Worship of the ~flk tl h a d b e en in vouge -£-ronrth; '"p
' re-historic
.'

e r a in India. Almo st f ive thousond yeae s ago it is evident that poeples in Hara p pa i n the panjab and ib

~~henj&daro

in Sind were devo-

tees of Female-GOD. From the relics found under the ground by side
~f

the river Sind a nd great number of the satues a great number of

the statues of

f ema ~e-goddesses

we re discovered. Ther female-god was

chief deity of the inha bitants of these two cities.
;

'Sakt!' i s the DIVINE POWER or ENERGY persoruified as female a
and dynamic as d i stinct from its male or passive aspect. 1 It is infer re d that t9e concept generally lacking in the Rg Vede, where the
notion of

t

t h~

ma n, am<;:hence

"

divine power is contrasted with the limited power of
h i s consta nt appeals to the Gods for helf.

Not~hstanding

lly 1 of

t ·
~ a kti

tb i s, it is inferred that the concept genera-

a s an anothe0m0rfic-fernale was prevalence. From the

'DEVISUKTA ' and 'RATRISUKTA ' of the Sam Veda it is

distinctly evi-

l

de nt that. the doctrine of SAKTI(Energy) had been developed in the
Vedic era. BAKL daughter of sage .~rn,
_ , ,_ was the founder of the id
idea of eight-fold DevT-Sukta. Ba~ proclaim~d herself as the Brahmotl
(when she felt herself as o ne with the Brahman);primal godess and
ruler of thevUniverse. Different forms of the Devls are as follows:*1.

But in few p a ssage of Hindu Tantrac works, p&rticularly the
/

Pariyapurana m, a, cononical t~xt of Tamil Saivisrn the active fundtion
i s as signed to sava

~oo.

I

Bist·.radurga, slndhudurga and Agnidur:;a. The doctrine of sakt"l 1 Brahman
and powers ~re integral-- can be known from t~he Kenoupanl~d of the
sam Vedao
From a brief reference to the gnas

1

in the Rg V.de S(VIII
~ - ·...;.....--

51,2) suggest that 'natural-power had already began to be associated
with the female energies long before the advent of Tantric doctrine.'
In

t}Je _p;arkendya Ptirana, chapters 81yh. and 93rd. describe

the singularitjes of the Devi or the

Chand~

which fibds its root in

the Vedas. Its prJmilry characteristic is equivalent to the -Rg
Veda;
and

m~ddle

is equivalent to Yajur

Ve~.

Metre of these three composi-

tions ilre Gaytrt, ~n~k and Anupstapa respectively. Accordingly to
the

-~

Veda, by enchanting the mantres one can possesses the 'brahman-

Teja' and can lengthen his duration pf life, finally can feel an asthetic emotion (Paramananda). Meditation on the
~

'

~hanaf

commences with

the metre •aayatrl' thrice viz. in morning, in midday and in the evening is tye canonical verdict of the Veda. cayatrr is considered as
the originator of the ye das and the greatest

·~mantra"

of all the

v

Vedas. Pedation on tthe Gaytr! thrice .viz • .tn mornim;] 1 c..ayatr! is the
Kumar.l (maiden), the authority of the Rg
. Veda, in the midday she I1is
'Yubat1• (the prime of her youth) and is the authority of y.ajur Veda.
in th~ evenin~, sh~ is 'Eridh~( (old woman) and is the authority on

"
the Sam Veda. According to this idea the SUpreme sakti
is Brahman~-

I

-

similar to Brahman in the morning as a maiden, is Maha~aksml in ~idday
4

·-

similar to vr~~~ as a wanan and finally tvahasarswatT, equivalent to
Siva as an old woman in the evening.
2. Literally,

'woman •

-
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It is evident from the above that the Chandl and the aaytriis the feminine gender are tha different aspects of power of the
S'.lpreme One, as a neutre ~ender. Finally i t may be stated that the
1
"Vedarrata 11 , the origin of the Vedas is manifestated as Chandl

DOCTR ThTE OF

"
11

~KT I

IN THE VEI)b. .,' .

Ahameba vat eb pra ~myabhra~na bhubanan! biswa,
Parodc!va ena orithivai tabatT mahani sanviebuluva ...
Rg Ve~-1 0/12 /8.

7

"I as causa 1 forqe remain alone as the spontaneous flow of
air.

I am involved in all the manifestations in the akas and

earth 11

•

Alrrost five thausand years .ago, the seers of the Vedic era,
ciuld realizeed the fonn of WENERGY which pervades the whole of the
Universe aith the 5elf of minds eye. They expressed it through most
I'

intellectual woman, daughter of the seer Ambhrin whp is 'saktl• or
---- · -~·

---

'ENERGY' herself.

In the

~pan~~dic era the seers feel

this 'energy' as the

.,.I

'energy' of the Vl.svapatT (GUrdian of the Universe) who has been
considered as the'Parambr~an and declares:Parasya

~ktibibidhaiba

sruate

svaohab1.k1 j~nbalakriy'abalakriya cha" 2
,t

I

1. Jagadishvaaranda, Swam~ ~hri Shri Chand!~ Udvodhan Karyalaya
Udvodan Lane.

Bagbazar, Calcutta, 17th. edition.

2. svetasvara

u_panisd. 6/8.
....

-
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I

Active fot:m of the 'S.<\KTI' is the energy of material world
and as

vit:a~

energy of physique and mind of livuing world. Another

form of this can

~afluence

contact eith it.

It js as good as the life-energy and psychic energy

th~

materials and lives which come in

of the biological world.
From the microbs to the Universe are being ruled by the Eneergy af this Parabhraman. He is the founderl of all law of nature such
..,
as law of gravitation and rules the explicity and implicit world
through the unavoidaBle laws. Science only disc<.
concepts

o~

. ~rs

t~

them.

energy of the Universe in diffent Indian philo-

sophical literatures are discussed here in a nutshell.
( 1). NCN-DUA LIST IC VED\NTA.
I

It is thought that the dqctrine of saktr and Brahman is duel
form would be stand in the ..,,ay of nondual ani! eternal entity of Brahman • Though Sri Bamk~charya could not pind any exiatence to be true
other than the ·Brahman, is absolute. Aqaiu he mention about 'MAYA'

r:sz:::s=a-

{illusion) is th e supreme energy of the

Brahm~n

iaBQ livings beings

and the universe is formed du~ to the energy of Brahman! i.e. MA~.
Brahman's 'Maya-fakyi' is not different one from Brahman
Brahman has t\\10 different existence· -

sagfu}~

and NTrg~r;~ In

Nirgup~ Brahman, as a spectat:or, no energy of ~ay~ has been imposed

and as such,nothing is created out of this
~

Nlrgu~a

Brahman, When the

Brahman is covered Hith H:i"ya, he become active or saguna Brahman and
creats the

~

-

orld, This sag~na Br a hm~ n is the Parameswara or supreme
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1

B God. ':'hough Samkarachar.aya .Is nondualistic, godesses firid their ··
existence in all the ~~THAS founded b¥ him an all over India, These
a re the mother o f the world a nd reoresent Primal

~ergy.

( 2). THE C:UA L!F IED NONDUAL IS'RIC VED\NTA.

VISTADVAITAVADIIC VED\ NTA.

According to this school of philosophy both Brahman and truth
exi st, and from His wi l l for vma nifestation to be many, is the cause
of Creation. These living and non-living beings are also not illusory, as these h ave been crea ted from the Brahman,the true existence.
To become many from a single one is regarded as the 'LilA' and according to t the thoughts of this school 'ENERGY' is the root oause of
a 11 the Creation a nd this energy is of three categories e.g.

• Para •

I

'Apara• and 'Avldya '. Energy out of which whole of the Universe is
created is identified a s
ofests as

vi9al-eo~~~'

'Para-s'akt-; • or Yi::z:~-s'akt'!';Apara-6akt~ manwhich is the cause of livibg beings, The

energy, which is the cause of death and birth is considered as the
' AvTdya •.

(SA~~ YA

PHILOSOPHY.
samkhya is du6list, according to this Prak~ and pura~

are eternal. Sattva, Rajas,Tamas are involved in Prakrtu. Under the
influence of thre e ~~~ Prakrt! areats this wdrld for enjoyment and
liberat don of pUru~. Prak~t~ is the source of all various kinds of
energy. 1ne Univerlse has been cre a ted

.due to the energy of ~S~rt~.

404.

pUrusa
--,-

has got no vital ingluece in the creation or the World.Hence

existence of GRd is invalid for proper reasons. Prakrti

g doeS every-

thing, so it Jts un,...orthy to admit the God as a Creatcir.
Again

~reation

is possible as the Prakrti becones in immed-~-

..

iate contact of PUrusa
becomes 'CHINt10YEE' Mahadevi or
- - - and Prakrti
--.;I

Hahamaya. This is the rreason for which our prayer is not' Siva', it

is' slvaya'.
( 3) • YO<:;l\ PH ILOBOPHY.
Patanjali is the originator of this school of philosophy. He
states:I

'Yogatabacchlnna dharmapah saktireva Dharma' means the valid
speci~l

quality of the substunce or of

th~

religious person

or reli-

gions itself are regarded as the religion. The validity of matter is
signified by the amount of work

~an

ter is signified by the amount of
In

~~stern

be performed. 1h validity of mat-

wor~

can

science 'eNERGY' is defined as tge capacity to do work.

In Yoga the word Energy in material science are almost identical. Y

Yoga philosop hy follows the samkhaya ph~losophy fully except the idea
of non-existence of God; in Yoga,
valid. According to

-

e p

Philosophy idea of God is fully

Yoga Prakrtl supported PUrusa is the 'ISVARA'
~-

--~-

(God), this God represents that He as the supreme energy and Mahamaya, God and Godesses or Supreme Energy are the same.
(4).

MIMANSA PHILOSOPHY.
Aecording to this school of philosophy a Supreme

En~rgy

directs both the living and nom-living substance. This Energy may be

'•
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.. be compared wiyh the living and nom-living substance.This Energy di

dm~~cbe with the,to some extent, the ~YA in nondualist yydantin.

( y)

PHLOSOPHY.
·NAYA
- According
to

this philosophy there is no natural inherent

Energy of all materials. It admlts the existence of a Divine energy,
the existence of Energy rulling the world. Paramatmau is the same
as this Divine Energy.

(6). VA I~ESIKA PH II..DSOPHY.

·-

Atomic

theo~'

is the most important idea of thaQ school of

philosopny. It states that Atoms are the ultimat&constitute of thes

---·---

this Universe. and combine together to form 'dvanUka' or 'tranuka'

--·---

which give rise to the appearance and shape of certain body,

'Param-

anu' (atoms) are real and without any shape. There are different ki

~·-

kinds of 'atom'. The substances with the helf Gf which one can degenarates the propisition
as

I
'Vis~sa'.

ther~

·must

of the different kinds of atoms, is known

Thus it is evident that atoms are creative, certainly

exist a kind of 'Energy' within the atoms for creation.

From the above discussion it has become evident that in the
light of

~ix

schools of phildsophy that there is a unified energy

which creates this Universe. From analytical point of view it is evi~

dent that as a primal Energy, which is the source of power in mztter,
is also the same as vital energy amd within the mind it is will-p

power and divine energy.
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There is no wider content in any language than the Sanskrit
term

'~K~r·

in yhe highest causal sense is GOD as Mother.; and

in other sense it is the Universe which issues from Her womb. And
wha t is there which is neither one nor the other7
At -fresent Western science speaks of Energy as the physical ultimate of all matter.

So

has it been for ages to the S~ta,

as the worshippers os sakti are called. But they add that such
Energy is is only limited manifestation(as Hind and Matter) of
almighty infinite Sup reme Pov.re r
(~Cl,

t~

/

(l.<aha·-sakt1) of becoming in "'l'ha t"

which is unitary Being (sat) itself.
The concept of kkt1 is not,however, pecuiliar ~o tho Salstas
l

.

Every Hindu believe s in sakti as God's Power_, thou§h

- ~

·h

. - .

.

~- dif-

'

fer as to the nature of the Universe created by it, The word Sakt.%
is grarrrnitically feminine.,

It is said

of the M:>ther- "Thou art neit-

h e r girl, nor maid,r.or old. Indeed Thou art inconceivable, immeasurable Power, the Being of all which exists,void of all duality, the
Supreme Brahman, attainable in Illumination slone".l
Sakta doctrine is a special prensentation of so-called
/_

monoism(Advaita): not two ) and sakta ritual is a pracyical application of it.

'-

sakt ~ -doctrine

is(like Vedanta doctrine in general, may

be call~d a theology based upon revelatdon of the so-called 'Spiri-

tual' or 'Supersensul experience, in its primary and secondary sense.
The basis of knowing, whether in super-sense or sense-kno~

407.

~ledge,

is a actually experience. Experience is of two kinds : the

Whole or full experience, abQ incomplete experience - that is of parts
not of, but . in,the Whole or full

experience,~d

incomplete experience

rn the first case consciousness is said to be

'upward'-looking~=

(UnmGkhr)- that is 'not looking to another. In the second experience it
is

'outward'-loo ki ng' (Bah1rmukl). The first is not an experience of
.s(' ::..<!71 J l.s -n-&
the Whole; but the Experience-l-lhole. The - ·
. :.-·:, .., t an experience

not of parts of the whole, for the latter is partless, but of parts in
the whole, and issuing from its infinite fewer to know itself in and
as the finite

cent~es,

as the many. The

~

first one is the fact and the

'I

secomd the i'act- section. rn the Isa Ypani~_9 calls the Supreme E:xperie.
nee - PUma, the Full of Whole.

-·T~e

life of tthe individual is an expression of the same laws

which governs the Universe. Thus the Hindu

~nows,

from his own daily

rest; that the Power which projects the Universe rests, To the 'akta

.

/

the thrill of union with his Saktl is a faint reflection of the infin'
ite

s!~a-~ktT t3 us ~ -<h.a·~

and with which all Universe are born. All

ma tter is a relatively stable form of energy. It lasts awhite and disappears into

Ener~ y.

The Univers a e is maintened awhile. Here the notiom

Ene~ 1 rt

t ion o f s a ktl is ; person i cation o£
I

is said to have

~aktis

I

,

vi z • .§£1, Bhu, sarasvat!, Prl.tT, Krrti ,santi,fistT,and PU'st~. These are
a re r egarded as the light-channels through which the protective energu of the G0 d, c a n displey their beneficial activiry

1

.

ap rejuveriascent molecular activity,is gooing on as the

kkti Brahman!. At every moment there is molecular death and loosing

·-

/

of the form, the work of 'Rudra nl .sakti. ~reation did not take place

·- -----

408.

only at some p a st time,nor is dissolution only in the future. At every moment of time there is both,
so it

~s

As

it is now and before us tiere,

'in the begining'.
I'-

,.

The 36 Tattva (accepted by both Saktas and saivas) are tbe
sta g e s of evolution of the ONe asto the

many as mind and matter.

P.an 's consciousness has no fixed boundary. On the co•
.L

ary, it is a t the root of the Lnfinite consciousness, which

appt~ . ~

J

I

in the of a contra diction(Samkoca), due to liberation as saktl in
the form of mind and matter. This contraction may be great or less
l\ s

it is gradully loosend, consciousness expands by degrees until,

all bonds being gone, it becomes one with the Full Consciousness "

-·-

o r PUrna .

-·-

Wha t

then is the Reality or F'Urna 7 .It is certainly not

a b a r e abstraction of intelligent, for the intellect is omly a a fracticnal Power or
man.

/

sakyr

in it. such an abstraction has no worth for

Ih yhe Reality, which is

In tge supreme

Re a ~ity,which

t~e

Whole, which has no wdrth for mam.

is the Whole,there is everything which

is of worth to men,and which proceeds from it.

"~he fwithout' appea-

a rs,without onl§? Because it is within" Unworth also proceeds from
its not in the s a me that i t is there As unworth:but because the wxperience of dua l i t y , to which evil is attached, arise in the Blissful
vfuo l e. The Ful l

i s not me rely the collectivit,ly (sam~t~A of which

exists for it is both immunent in and trasceds the Universe.
The fully Real has two aspects is called Sfv~, the static aspect of consciousness, and the other is called sakti, the Kinetic a spects o f

t h e s a me. For this reason'~li sakti': dark as a thu-

409.

pdercould is represented standing and rroving on the Vlhite body of
~'-r
th e S1va,
He is whi te a s illuminat ion

(

-/ \
PrakasaJ.
He is inert, for

Pure Consciousness is without action at rest.

It is She, His power,

v1ho moves. Dark is ShEi,His PoWf~r,who moves. Dark is She, here reprres~tad as Kal1. She dissolve all in darkness, that is vacity ofe '-·

--

existence, which is the Light of ~ing i tself. Agaib She is Creator.
I

Five corpes-like Siva form the support of h Her throbe;set in the
wish-grantinggroves of the island of Gems (r.-anldvrpa) The golden sa
sands of the Island a re wished by the still waters of the ocean of
Nectar (Amrita),

•

In bath cases we have spictu~eial presentation of

theological form of the scientific doctrine that to every form of ,
activi ty there is a static background.
I

But untill there is an change, Sakti is merely tr.e Potence of s Becomin in Being and as such, is wholly one wdty it. The
/

/

Power(sakt1i)and the posseror of Power (S3.ktlman) are ome. As therefore He is Eeing-Bliss- consciousness; so:1 ds 8he. She is also FUll
( PU:rna)
- .Th~ potency is acyualized as the Universe, and this also

is Sak ti, for effec t

is the cause modified.

It will have been pbserved that Cosmic evolutaon as in
the nature of a polarizatnon in Being into static and kinetic aspeet
This is sumbolozed in the

i~ktiJantras

by their

~omparison

of Si-

va-Sakti and to a grain of germ(Canak). This has two seeds which
are to go close together as to seem ome, and which eee surrounded
by a single sheath. The seeds dre

~Iva

and Saktr and the sheath is

Maya . When the sheath is unr-eled,
that is wh en
r~

~y~

/
saktr
operates,

410.

~he

two seeds come aparte The sheath unfolds when the seeds are

re a dy to germinate, th5t

~s

the!

the remembrance of pasi enjoyment in Form

~·lorld-Consciousness

gives rise to the divine

v1hen in the dreamless slumber(susptl)
of
c

~reative

'thinking' of'imagining'(SrstTkal-..o~

pana) which is 'creation'. As the universe in dissolution sinks into a memorp which is lost, so it is born again from the germ of re~mory

called

which is lost, so it is born again from the germ of

,.

recalled memory or

sa~tl_.

Again the World is called a Pvapanca,that is an Extention of the five forms of sensible matter (Bhuta). Wftere does it
go at dasslution7 It collpse into a Point(BTndu). we may regard it
as a metaphysical poiht which . is the complete 'subjection' of the
divine or full

'I' (Purahanta ), or objectlyely as a mathematical poi-

nt without magnitude. Round the POINT is
W~bh

,

called

a mathetical Line

being in touch with every point of the surface of the Point

make~ one Point with it. What then is meant by this symbol of the
Point and ~ine? It is said tyat yhe Supreme Siva sees Himself in and
as His own Power sakti. He is the 'white Point' or 'Moon' ~ndrt),
which is illumination and in the complete prodess, the 'I'(Aham) side
of experience, She i s

,,.

'Fire' which is the objec~ of a~rience or

~

''T'his • here is notbing but • mass of SIVA 'a own illwn1natill9 fays.

..

This are reflected in Himself as Sakti, who, int.l:)e KAW\AAIAVI~SA, is
called the '.Pure

Mirror'of Siva .This is the 9ertn of what we call

'Otherness'but here the 'Other is and is known as the Self. The relation and fusiiotBtwo Points, White and Red, is called the Mi.xad Point or

.,

-

,

'Sun'. The.se are the! three Supreme ... i9hts A= Slva, Ha= sakti, which

.....
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place it is comcieved as a real

powe~

:'.:·

of Being and as such is one
.

with the Full Reality, and thea Full, free of jJlusion, experience
t he producing of the finite centres and the centres themselves in a
and as Itp own changeless particl• :

qelf. It is these individual

centres produced from out of power as Maya- ~ktl which are • Idnorance' or Avidya Sakti. They are so called because they are not a full
experience but an experience of parts in the Whole. In another sensse
this

'Ignorance• is a knowing, namely,that which a finite centre al-

one has. Even God cannot · have man's

~.ode o~

without becoming man He by and as His
remains

~wer

knowled9e and enjoyed
does become man and yet

imself because, as Kali * , She dissolves all in darkness,

that is vacuty of existence, which is thw Light of Being itself.

* -

/

·: ~.

/

~~-- Godess Kali, the Sakt~/ of ~, is called by many names

___

satr, Parvati,
ourg~
-

....

uma.; -Ehavani
--- •

..,___

Kali, symbolizes eternal time and hence She both gives life and
destroy it. Her appearance is described as a frightful fear armed s
slender figure of woman with fang-like teeth, who swallaws 9reedily

~1 beings. She holds a pa~a(noose, khatamga (Skull-stopped staff)
~khadga(sword) ~nd a

~

.

-

severed head. The weapons denote har pcwers of
destruction, the sevesred head that there is no escape from time,

and that individual lives and deaths are merely minut• episodes in
time contineum.
Her hakedness indicate that she has stripped of all the veils of exist~nce and illusion ~~ya} arisin9 from them. Her only
garment is space. She is also described as black, the colour in which
all dictinctions are dissolved. As al~andeeet48ednasstands on Siva
(the unmanifested one). Her hands show the fear-removing(~~haya) and
boon-granting Ibarabh
)mudras.

412.

~ain

She is Creatix. Five corps-like Sivas from the support Gf Her

throne; set in the wish-granting groves of the island of

Ge~s

(~

dvipa). The golden sands of the l s land are washed by the still waters of the ocean of Nector (Amrlta).

c ~ ses

In each

we have a pictu-

rial presentgtion of theological form of the scientific doctrine

t~t

to every form of activity there is a static backgreund.
~an

is Power in limited form as Avidya, the LGrd's unli-

---

mited Power as Maya.

In shcrt t -he knowledae

whi~h

i• Full

~xperl.enC"'!

is one Gme thing and the knowing pf the limited experience is another. The latter is
are Avid~

,q

~vidya

and the Power to produce it is Maya Both -,

akti come and go. ~Bahlatee~t4snAwi4fPeana etieRtte't*tyt.,
1~-

phedgbethe forms The Universe is real as a limited things to the
ted experience who is
the

h~lf

a part of it. rut theexperiencer

ef

upeeme Peraen(parahanta) is necesserily different , ltflerwise

it WGUld not

be th e S upreme Experence at all. A ,... .... d 'IJho
V'W
...
experiences

just as man dGes is no ~d but man, There

is therfe~re, ne~ experiencer

to whom the World is illuti~n. H
e who sees the w~rld in the normal
Waking Eapete~n~eses it in that ferm on

ecastasy(samadhi) be said th-

at the SUoreme Evn-rien~ i
~-

~~

s en~ire and unchanqinq and thus the fu~ly
Real;and that, though the limited
experience is also in its own way,

it is yet an experience •f change in its twin aspects of Time
ce • Maya is therefore' is the power which enrrender•
-~

centres in Time and Space, and Avld -

----~y_a

i

~

and Spa-

in itself finite

s such experience in fact of

the finite experiencer in Time and Space. So in the BHAIAAVAYAMAI.A it
said that

Mahadeva(~Iva_) distributes His

rays of power in the year.
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That* is, Tim eless Experience eppears in the finite centres es b"ken up into periods of time. This is the 'Lesser Time' which cernes
in with the Sun, Moon, Six Seasons end s~ f<»rth, which are ell Sak- .: ·
~is

of the l.Grd, the existance of Time and Space.
Modern western SCience
~tter

derable

n~w

ale• dematerielizes the pon-

of the universe into Energy, This end the ferms in w

which it is displayed is the Power of the Self to appecr as the ebject of a limited centres of knowing. Mind again is the Self ••appear
asioaeee8je¢tm,£ed

~tmitedfOwer int~

such a centre. By such centr•-

ction there is
S.th Mind and Matt~r exist in every p&rticles of the
universe though net explicitly displc~d in the same way in all. The
Th~se

is

n~

cerner of the universe which centcins

cnyth~

either

potential or actual, which is net te be feund elsewhere. Some aspect

f

ct of

~.

etter •r Mind may be more

~r

less explicit er

~licit.

So

in the Mantra Scrioture it is said that each letter of the alphabet
eenn4ans all sound.The sound of a particulars letter is explicit
and the other sounds are implicit.

Th~

sound of a particular letter

is a particular physical audible mode of the sabdabrahman(Brchrnan
i

as the cause ef Sabda orSound

)J in whem is all sound, cctual end

potential. Pyre Conscieusness is fully involved in the denswsests
forms of gross or organic matter, whuch is not'ibert' but full of
'm.vement' (Spanda); for there is naught but the Supreme Conscious/

ness (Cit sakti).

InGrganic matter is thus Censciousness in full sub-

jectien to the Power of

~nerance-

It is thus Consciousness 1denti-

fying Itself with such in0rganic matter. Matter in all its five fe

41~.

fying

It~elf

with

~uch

inorganic matter. Matter in all its five fer-

rna ef density ie present in everything. Mind teo is there. though, owm
owing to its

irnprisebent in Matter, undevel•ped. "Thi Brahman sleeps in

the stone". Life too too enters in the organization of matter as Being
i

though it seems to be lifeless. Frern this deeply
enters into higher and higher organized ferrns,
manifestation of Sakti. Power
e~ibition

inv~lved

Pr~nas

state Sakti e

or vitality is a

is displayed in the Forms an increasing

ef Conscieusness of the plant and the greater censcieusness

of the animal and to the more highly developed consciousness e£ man, Man
in the completeness

~f

his own individual evolution becomes freed ef M1

Mind and Matter which constitute the FoDn, and thus is one with the Suprerne Censciousness Itself
The vital

phen~ena,to

which we give tye name of 'Life' is

net than something entirely new, which had n• sert of being
such Life is only a limited

'1

m~de

befo~e.

For

of Being, which itself is ne dead thing

but the infinite Life of all lives. Thus to the Hindu the difference between plant and animal, and between the latter and man, has always been
ene rather of degree than of kind.There is one Consciousness and one M1
Mind and Matter

thr~ugh•ut,

though, the Matter is organized and tthe M1

Mind is exhibited in various ways. The one sakti is the sal£ as the 'String'(Sutratma) on which all the Beads of Form are strubg, and again are
limited

~des

ee Herself as the 'String'. Evolution is thus the loosen-

ing or the bonds in which Consciousness(itself unchang4ng) is held,such

I

loosing being increased and Consciousness mGre fully exhibited as thepro~ess

is caried forward, J~t length is gained · that human state which the

scripture calls so 'hard tG get'.

SUNYATA
·-

.-- VOID.

"You; the silent Gne, •bsorved in a Bivine glaf4ness
Pervade the whole of the void of Grand Space".
--I<aji Nazrul Islam.
There is the Hindu cencepti•n e>f

1

-

Pancha-Bhuta 1 er five

,

pervading the world. 'l"'hey are _!q)~(earth), ~PHA(water), ~A_tfire)
MARUT(wind) and VOYM(space).

Thes~

are the natural phenernena.

VOYM in Himdu concepts signifies SUNYA ( V• id ) er the space,

·-·--·

which is the cosmdc origin. CQsmcs indicates disclipline and erder1
and also

ti~

Universe as an erdered

wh~le.

There are of course, no direct or even indirect relations
in the majority of cases between the meaning and sound •£ the words.
But still,

~~

sometimes dQ find an interdependence between the defi-

nition of a wCtrd and its cOIIlbinati n of its ee\IDdB.
Hindu language systems the conceptien of

~~

the combination C)£ syllableJ A; U;and M. This

D1 the ancient

which 1s

.:£!:!

1

~ught

to be

is censidered to

be the grandest and the most transcendental ~ne. Thds ene dyn•mic

werd is tye · symbolic expression for the entire universal order which
manifested its grandure as an explosive sound in veid.
signifies much m0re than the

phenG~nal

~~~·,

r~wever,

Universe; it includes within

its cennotations n&t only the visible Universe, i t includes within
its cennetaticns net enly the visible Universe but alae the spirit
which pervades and permeates thruugh
(fo~er)

the l•tter is but a

g~oss

YA.Ml\(Eternity) appeals (II£

_,___.

phenomen~l

and visible
1

creation and •£ which
manifes~r1on.

·-

IT 1 in the Kathaopanisd thus, _

-
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. "This expression "em"' which is but as symbol of the same things . , the
• BRAH~N'

'this is relative) and the Super-Brahman ( thilt is abselute)

lute), when we realized it in life, yhere is nethinq inaccessible
tc us".
'I'heugh

'OM'

i.!! a sound in the VOYM this is thliught te red-

uce the entire universal system i.nte a rhythmic unity. This is the

-

Supreme Spirit tha.t creates and is the 'NAD\ BRAHMAN'

Tb. conception of physical things and phenemena as tr«nsient manifestations of an underlying fundamental entity is net enly
a basic elements of quantum field theory, but also a ba8ic element
f the Eastern World-view. Like Einstein. the ~astern mystic consider this underlyinQ entity as the only reality: all
manifestatiins ate seen as

transit~ry

and illussory.

t~
~s

phenemenal
reality

of the eastern mystics cannot be identified with the quantum Field
of the physicsts because it is seen as the essance of all phenemen•

f

i.n this werld and consequantly is beyond all concepts and ideas.

The quentum field om the otherhand, is • well-defined concepts which
only accounts for same of the physical phenomena. Nevertheless.,
the intuitien behi.nd the physicists' interpretatiin of the subatomib
mic

w~rld

in terms of the quentum field is clesely paralleled by ;

that of the Eastern mystics whe interpretes his or her experience
of the world 1n terms of an ultimate underlying reality. Due to
'field concepts' physicsts have attempted te unify the yarieus fields i.nto a single fundemental field which will incorporate all ghysical phenomena. Thus the idea of the

'SUPRRFIRCE'Ja unification of
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rl,

1 kinds ef ferce has been f~rmulated in Weatern scientific view.

The Brahman ef Hindus; like the Dharmakay& ef the BuBdhists can be
seen1as the almeet ultimate Unified Field fremmwhich springs net e
enly the phenemena studied in physics, but all ethet

phen~ena

as

well.
In the Eastern vaew the reality underlying all phenemena is

beyond all forms and defies all descriptien and specification. It is
therefore ~ften said to be fermless,empty, •r S~A. ~ it eften
eexpressed that ~HHb•N and SUNA YTA are identical. In the Mildhamike
scheol in Mahana Buddhism,

~nptiness

can be seen as indicatinq the

same- empty •f any centent. Thus both ~vaita Vedanta in Hinduism
1
and the Madhy•rnlka schcol in t-ahoayancs Blddhism are identical. And
this identity is pe sited by beth these whe are hestile te cenverge
between Hinduism and Buddh.ism 2 and these whe be net. 3
1 • Bas ham,A • L. •The Wender That was India ' ( Lenden, Fentana Beeks,
197l)pp-330-331.
2. F.C•plesten re~rks: "Accerding te Madva, there was really ne difference between the Advaitin Nirguna Brahman., the qu.litiless AbBelute and the Buddhists cencepts ef Emptiness. He does net hewever
intend this assertien as a cempliment te the Advaitins".
Religie n and the One: Philesgphies ef Eaet and West (NewYerk: Cressr.ad 1982)pp-86.
3. K.. Sachidanacta MUrty "Reveltatien and Reaaen in Adve.ita Ved.inta
(NewY•rk, c.-aabeadU6 !&ets1ty Press, 19590 pp-158-159.
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discussi~n

It is the purpese e6 this
need not necessarily be

t~he

case

i~

tc

~hew

that this n

the arguement is based on 'CON-

'fBNTLESS • or 'UNDIFFERENTIAL' of either.
Let the case of'C•ntentless'1 'C•nsciousneas' be examined
first.

If according to _!dvaitic Hinduism and

Nanayan~

Slddhism, the

ultimate reality is cGntantless, then obvieusly, beth the cenceptien
are identical. ·Brahman is pure censciousness, witheut any centent indeed. This is how Bfhadranyka 4 "Na

~ya

Nsamjnef!t'l'•

(

When he ia de-

parted there is ne mGre separate or particular C•naciousness) is underst•ed. But the statement by itself simply says there is oe consciousnees.
Contentless, hewever, can be of different types. BUt
we turn

tG

bef~re

that pGint let it be realizwed that emptiness by itself

does net ensuere identity. Let us suppese one has two cups and beth
are empty. Dees tnis make the

tw~

cups one-even if they are of iden-

tical make? The cups are nQt identical; it is their emptiness which
is identical, ther• are still two cups. Speaking conceptienally, therefore, and

~t

mystically, it is clear that beth

BRAH~

and SUNYATA

could empty and yet different.
But emptiness or rather
A larder may be empty and

contentle~sness

can itself differ-

a glass too - but ~9e larder is lacking

in sGlid nature of the fact is different. Thus in sunyata, nothing
possesesses its own existence apart from Brahaman, whose
is not doubted; hence its contentlessness.
:'1 • ~had.3.raYl;laka Upanll1d•

IV,5.13.

exi~tence
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Let us now examine the view that there are n. distinctien
within SUnayta And Brahman. It may be argued that as neither SUnya- ·
ta nor Brahman possesses any

distincti~n,

they ceuld net be diatin-

guished frem each other ana therefere the same.
N•w Sunyata suggests thata"undifferentiated emptiness is the sole abselute truth.
Nirvana is therefcre the mental state in which one realize that all
things are really n•n-existent and that they are ultimately all the
same. The ffiQIT\ent •n individual realizes the Buddha nature wi;hin .
himself. He eradicates from his own mind net only the cencept ef
his own individuality but alae the cencepts

~f

substantiality ef

~

everythinq. He cannot distin9uished himself from any other things er
even from the abselute,

~or

he has merged inte the abselute. Since

the Abselute er the Budhha nature is eternal he also became eternal•~
BUt distinctienlessness can be ef twe typess the disof

tincti~nless

pceaence&ell.ee,u~r

t"bekdUttbet.Siqlless ef presence.

Let us look at the sky when it is cle•r. - beth blue •nd empty. There
re are

llCI

distinctions in it because it is empty but there is no d

distinction 1n the blueness either. But the emptyness of the sky r
represents the distinctienless of absence; the blueness ef the sameness.
Finally, it may be said that however fine a hair we miqht
split, a hair-breadth difference seems to
and

pe~s,ats

between Brahman

sunyata.

1 1. I<.enneth,K.S.Ch'n, Slddhism: The Light ef Asia(NewYerk, e-rron's Education Series, Inc l986)pp-73.
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Buddhists exprese the same idea when they call the ultimate reality SUNYATA- • Dnptiness • or 'the Veid ' - and expresses th
that living Void gives birth to all fonns in the phenomenal world.
The Eastern sages atate that they

c»

not mean erdinary

emptiness whem they talk abGut Brahman and SUnyata, and as the source of infinite creative pogential. Thus so far as the creative potentiality is

c~ncerned

this may be

c~mpared

it gives birth to an infinite variety of

with the Quantum Field,

f~rms

which it sustains a

and eventually, reabsorbs. As the ---Upanlsd
,_ says:~
"Tranquil, let ene worship it
As that from which he came forth
As that into which he will be
As that in which lw breaths ... 1

1. ~~ndogya Upan!sd, 3.14.1.

diss~lYed
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TIME, SPACE IN lNDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURES.
"~ara :t~ah J?drovyak.tab, andam ayykta-sambhavam;

Andasyanth tu 1me lokah, saptadvipd ch medini",
I

"Narayana 1 the

,-

upreme Being,the underlying Reality in all ·
'-"""'

entities and - Being;parah, tra!l.Scends yne ~ ~Avyakta, t}Je unmanife s ted PrakrtT or Protonature, the Anda(Brahmanda) the
unmanifested Cosmic Universe, from the Avyak.ta All these
(Cosmic worlds, fourteen world planes) with its saptadv1E§
(seven Island or continents) are located within the , t!pda ".
t~es

The Hindus, from the most ancient
cepts o t

had developed cone•

reaativity, infinite space, eternal time, and Universal

causation, and the absolutely in infinite Supreme Reality beyomd Space-time-causation,in their religious, philogical, social and

~eclur

v

views. They thought in term s of man and not the nation, again though
they had their own individuality, their vision was always directed
to universlility.
-

-I

Akasa, space and time have no lower species and are names of

individual~. 1 To explain the variety of experience these comprehensive
unities are assume d . All phenomena take place in them. , ' Space and
Time a r e the instrumental causes of all producing things. 2 Reality
i -=> a proce s s or a pa ss age 1

and . is t herefore spatial and

1. Fa d arthadharma samgraha of Prasastapacta--pp-58.
2.

I b id--p p-2 ~ .

temporal.
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In the case of physical changes we requjre a whole they

occ~

ur. All atomists ascribe reality to empty space. If there were more
than one space then

ato~

which whirl about in different spaces can-

not have any t nir.g to do with one another. Space is the basis of t
the notions of East and West of far and near.

1

The apparent divers-

ity of space is determined its effects 2 • Tnings maintain their relative position which they could not do apart ±rom space.
The notion os time is essential to the cQncrete changes
of nature, such as production,destruction and persistence of things.
It is not the cosmic power which is ti1e cause of movements 3 All
perc(

tible things are

_ perc~ved as moving, changibg,coming into
v

' '

existence and passing out of it.
Descrete things have no power of Self-organization or
self-moving. If they had, there would not be that mutual relation
of things which persits in spite of all changes. Time is regarded
as the indepedent real pervading the whole universe and making the
ordered movements. Fpr the odered movements there must be a reality
which is general relation to all things 1 .e. time. lt is the basis
of the relations of priority and posterity,simaltanuity and non-simulmity, and of the notion of soon or late. There is only one time
which is omnipresent in dimension, individual in · naracter and has
the quality of conjuction and disjunction, conventional notions, as
moment, minute, hour, year etc. are divaded by absyraction from
concrete time. According to
*l

,

__

,
Vaisesika
time is eternal

s~tance

and

L.Tarkasamgraha, pp~l6, Bha~a:pari~nticlq, pp-40...:4 7. 2. vai~eS;i}(a ·

S}Itra,2,13. 3.__ This view is not to be confused with th.~K<il~vadC!
which define time:

423

0

the basis of all experience. We have got no idea what actually is
time is in itself. It as the formal cause of the relations of priority and posta rity, while their material cause is the natuEe of
objects, as jar, cloth and like. In actual practice time is one by
but which

appe ~ rs

as many on accoun t of its association with the

changes that are related to it.
The distinction between time and space is notiched in the
I

·-

vaiseslka

'

treat~es:

space deals with co-existence, time .. with succes-

ions, qr mere accurately, space deals with visible objects; while
I

,

time deals with things produeed and destroyed. Samkara Misra holds
that t h e notetions of time are constant or irreversible (nlfata}
while these of s pace are not irreversible &aniyata). Thin9s move
, by virtue of time and hold together by virtue of space: while space

and time over the most comprehensive kinds of relations, transition
rrQm place to place, or state to $tate, spatial locomation &nd ternporal alteration, they are only formal and empty real things which
move and change. ~pace is the general cause of effecte.
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I

EXISTENCE OF TIME IN COSY.LOWGY ---INDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL
LITERATURES.
,._

__ -·

"''

* "Kalosm1 lokaksayakarl pra vrddho

---------·-=---

lokan samahartUm cha pravrtbah

•

;te pitvam na bhavisyanti sarva,
ve vasthiah pratyanlkesu yodhah"
--Shrimadbnagat alta

xi, 32.

"Time am I, world-destroying, grown mature engaged here
in subduing the workd Even without thee (thy action), all
the warriors standing arrayed in the opposing aDnies
shall cease to be".

The singularuty of traditional Indian ideas is that a ·
sense Gf consciousness exits at all the time in past and will be
tgere in future in man and this consciousness exists at all the
time in paslJ and will .. be .· ·there in future in man and this consciousness with its attempts to helf man to understand tl1e significance
of his own existence will find for him an aternal source of an asthetic sense (Aw\N.DA) ·
Our idea of the Universe is a hypothetical one which

has got its existence in the realm of our idea and this idea is in£uenced by the churacteristics of planets, stars, their various '
k~nds

of

radiat~on.

The gravitational forces betwwen the different

luminari Qs and earth and how far this force is active on the anim,
als specially on man huve become d clear to the subtle state of our

~

--

....
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mind. The mystical scientists of India could speak about the nature
of events in advance 1 This investigation reveals that yhe nine different kinds of powers of planets, satellite 1 par•satelote and _ --·
stars (the

~un)

;

are always related to a singular force - the man.

these are signified as "Langas ...

~gain

the influence of these lumi-

naries are active dire ct upon man, rather it is the mind which is
active in all cases, as such 1 different men are engaged in differ-ent actions.
The consciousness of man which in other sense is an asthetic one,makes our thinking ration•l and ln actual
due

to~impact

~ sense

our mind

with this . consciousness can make the sense of past,

present and future. Persons ewith a sensa ·. .of spiritual consciousne
ess can only recognize

t h is.~~terialistic

science remaims silent

here, as t h is ha s not been solved with the helf of mathematical formula of physics. The mystical astrology gives an idea of the course
of flow of time or space is related with the consciousness of men
and not to only materials.
Indian traditional idea of background of time may be
explained that t he preditermined happengs would lie under the influence of yhis domain of past and future and this manifests as the
different happenings.
An epic depending on the indications in puture course

of time, had been composed by the &eer Valmiki which has been boun
nded by the vast epace of the Universe and this epic indicates that
the future emerges out of this consideration.
Now-a-days it has been recognized tnat these seers found
out how the future co y rse of time in human consciousness be
a led.
-en reve-
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~

/

I

VISVARUP IY\RSANA YOOA.

MTasmat tvam uttistha yaso labhasva
-

I

Jltva satrum

bhnik~va

r~yam s~;ddham

Miyai 'vai nThltah purvam eva
N.Imittamatram bhava ..;)avya.sachin ".
-----Shrirnadbhagad Gita.

"Therefore, arise thou and gain glory conqyiring thy foes,

r

enjoy a prosperous ki..' lgdom. 8y Me alone are they slain already. Be thou merely the occasion,

"

According to Ba.la deva,
the Gita as

Upan~sd,

'

1

o

Savyasachin (ArjUna)~

•

Qne of the many commentators of

five varied categories are the essence of the

s ame. These are GOD( LIVING ONEr NATURE7 TIME and KARMA.
(1). The Absolute is endowed with glorjes.
(2). Living onea are composed of subtle particales.

-·-

(3). Prakriti or nature is the abode of the properities(GUna) like
.-

Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.

( 4 ). Time as an inert substance devoid of tnree qualities.
Real " characteristics of the GOD is determined due to
t he f unction(Kauna ) of an unforseen existence (PUrusa). Amongst the-

---·-

se the four substances indluding GOD are eternal and the four substances including living ones are pervaded by the Absolute Ones are pervaded by the absolute One. Karma as prLmal one is endless but perish,/

1. s wami Jagadisharanda,
11th. edition. pp-33.

"6r1mad bhagavad Gita, Udbodan- -lane 1 CQlcutta-3
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able. God and livimg beings are responsible as the abode of Knowlerv'- I

dge (jnasrya) and are the cause of manifestation of ego.
In

~I

-

I

V~svarupdarsan

Yoga above mentioned categories are evi-

dent. A beautiful description of the

Un~verse

so far as the varied

funvtions like creation, sustention and destruction are considered,
depicted in a very

exqui~ite

practical and logical manner. Here it

is proposed that the living being suseptible to destruction • Creation followe the destruction and these two appears as distinctive
ones due to "TIME" which is

r

relative~

111

Time"

is eternal,past,present

and future · are relative terms used for needful purpose. An 0utline
of the structure of the Universe is also evident.
A conversation between
also

de~cribed

Arju~~
•

and

I

Srik~s~,
•

p

the diety,ie

that we need not look upon the whole cosmic process

as nothing more than unfolding of a predetermined plan, the unveiling of a ready-made scenario. Behind tpis world of space-time int-

t

e rpre t ing it is thel · ere a ti ve purpose of GOD. We must understand
that supreme design and be

cont~nt

bol of something far beyend itself.

to serve it. Every act is a sym-
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SUPERDETERMIN ISM ----- lliDIAN V:U:W •

~la

or Time is the prime mover of the Universe, If G

GOD is thought of as time, then He is perfectly creating and destroying. Time is t9e streaming flux which moves in unceasingly.
The Supreme Being takes up the reaposibility for
creation and destruction. GOD

~th

has control over times because He is

outside of it and we also shall obtain power over time. We know how
all events are controlled and so tells Arjuna that causes have been
at work for years and

~re

moving towards their natural effects which

we can prevent by anything we can do now. The destruction of his enemies is decided irrevocably by acts commited long ago.
The God of destiny decided and ordains all things and
Arjuna is to be the instrument, the flute under the fingers of the
Omnipresent One who fulfils His own purpose and is working out a mighty evolution. This is quite
as

from the word expressed by the Diety,

'nlmrttamatram babha Sabyasach~n' which means one is merely the

occasion and it indicates thdt the doctrine of Divine representation
u nd also indicate the utter helplessne s s and insignificance of the
individual and the futality of his will and effort.While the cosmic
process as nothing more than the unfolding of a predetermined plan-the

unvei~ing

of a readymade scenario. Here it is expressed that the

unforesens,blesness of human acts as affirming the meaning of eternity in which all t h e moments of the whole of time past,present and
future, are present to the Divine Spirit. The rddical novelty of each

moment of evolution in time is npt inconsistent with Divine
eternity.
The ide a s of God are worked out through human instrumentally. If we are wise, we so act that we are instruments in
His wafu~s. We must recleve His command- and do His will with the
cry ''In thy will is our Peace". One should feel,

"Nothing exists save

save Yhy will. Thou alone art the doer and I ·am only the instrument".
Behind this world of space-time, interpenetrating

r

it, is the crea tive purpose of God. We must understand that supreme design and be content to serve it. Every act is a symbol of
something far beyand itself.
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(U) ,CONCePT OF ORIGIN OF ~~~ (LIFE) AS DEPICTED

rn
11

HllJDU PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.

Without the assumption of an atomic soul the cornnonest and

the most general phenomena of Chemistry ere inexplicable.
Plea~ure

pu~sion

and pain, desire and aversion, attraction _and re-

must be common to all

at~

of an a99regate, for the

movements of atoms which must take place in the formation
and dissolution of a chemical compound cen be explained only

r

by attributing tc them SENSATION AND WILL~"
---Haekel ..
"t-Ddern Science · itself has been driven to the same com conelusion. Even in the mechanical action of an atom there is

a power which can only be called an inconscient will and in a
all the works of nature that pervading will does inconsciently the works of intelligence. What we call mental intelligence is precisely the same thing in essence".
-----Shri Arobinda.
RIG
VED\.
;

In the Rg-Veda creation was thought of by some as the effect
'

of a premeaval sacrifice. It was also suggested that i t was due to a
sort of sexual act. 1 •elsewhere thw word was said to have originated i
in a 'Golden Embryo' (HIRANYAGARBHA) 2 Procreation is considered as the
individual counterpart of Cosmic Creation.
1. Rg Veda, X,129,46 5 .

2•

Ibid, X I 12 1 •

/
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'

.

CXle of the first mystic philosophers of India is RsT Dir-

•

s1 ·
ghatamas, a

pseudonym given ta a thinker who graples with Long Dark.
2
ness or Mystry of creation • His vision unfolds m.any cosmic,biological

p s ychological realities and other mysteries, yet he cannot unviel
one Mystery 1 the First cause of t h e Universe 1 This is the Long Darkness of the Mystic. Yet the world can

~

seen. It is held together by

certain basic elements: heat from the Sun, water, air, earth, sky or
heaven. The forces are at work in the biological

w~rld,

the

~ther

or

Earth and the Father or Heaven. The Mother is the Principle of life
(PAANA),
~-

!"'iitter and Hind. The father is the principle of Fo.rm or act-

ivity.

1 • Log Cit 1 1 1 16 4 1

2. Vasudeva

s.

1-5 •

Agcrwala, "Vishion in Long Darkness" (vir~nas'l,

Vedaranyaka Ashram) 1963, pp-1.
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·-"The same wave of

UPI-. N ISADIC VIEW.

vital force which propog•tes day and

night, through my veins and ·arteries pervades the whole
Universe with a dance of splendid postures and aweet
melody".

~~~adic

view is based on pantheism. The principle doctr-

ine of Hinduism is the idea of imrn«nance of God or Br•hman. Everything
whet~er

matter and living are the part and percel of this Brahman.

r

Most of the early Upanrsadic philosophers considered ".!a:2

- - .. - -

hman" as not being .something transcendental, superhumane, supernatural
or otner wordly. They did not recognize an§} God as the creator, comtroller and designer of the world. To them Brahman is not a GOd, but the
infinite totality of existence. Br•hman is SAD- CHIT -

ANANDA.

Brahman manifests both in matter and life and due to this
they are influenced by the attributes of Brahman. In living objects ,
influence of Brahman is essentially greater than in the non-living
entities.
S'\D (True).
11

l"'k:)yee sarbamidang Protangsutre manlo•n!l.aeh."
----G!t& 7/7.

Br•hman is the only truth, re•l and the sole existence
and all other things are unreal. All other kinds of existences and all
other things are unreal and apparent. Brahman is the only truth which
i s known as ••:-\.iyat>ad" (doctrine of Miya "}.
The~ is another doctrine known as parinama.Nd which .

--·---

r

~

,

, I
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admits the ?r•hman as absolute one and he manifests himself as many
in the World. 1 • So this world cannot be regarded as unreal as it originates £rem a real

on~,

and this is only be tre•ted as unreal or 'AS

'ASAD' when it becomes transient and not

'Ol~IEXISTENT'

Apparant, phenomenal and spiritual are the three stages
of the existence of this world. According to 'May~~d 1 apparant form
of the world transcends phenomenal and spiritual aspect of the same.
on the otherhand • ~rln~mat:>ada • which is perishable hence
hence 'Asad'(unreal) and when this 'phenomenal' existence ·of the world
2
disappear only the spiritual existence pervades. • Brahman is 'SAD'
due to its spiritual existence.
~.

(CONSCIOUS).

"Tasya ~sa sarbi.metad bibhati"
'Everything is divine due

t~

his glory'

He is CHIT. He is formless with divine Halo and everybody in
the nature become glorious, due to his glory. He is kn0wledge; and this
external knowledge is the source of our intellect. He is the light which illumin•tes the darkness within our conscious.
Again manifestation of this

'CHIT' is not same in all subs'
tances in tne Universe, but it is different in accordance with the li
little and the objects of its manifestation. In man, the supreme ere•tion of

Brar~n.

But rationality, conscious become apparent not upto

-·-'Rajas•

the fullest extent, as man is associated with the Nature(Prakrtl) whichid under the spell of three gunas or properties f'

..

-

-

,.

* 1. !«datmanang Svaymkrut~ -- Taitteria Upanisad.
2ouB1nshong Svabina~ayantanif'-- Glta, 13/27.

'Sattva•,
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9nd 'Ta mas'.
• Pas sion •,

'Knowl edge'

originate~

fro m 'Sattva$ 'Greed' from 'Rajas'
_

-·-

'Unconsciousness are the outcome of Tamas. These three gunas

na s do not remain separatly, rather they are manifested in associanion
tion. Even the highest intellectual is not free from the effects of t
t h ese _,_
Gunas as such they remain unconscious. To be a really
wiyh helf of which one

c ~n

con~cious

feel the Real one man should cross the are-

n a of these . three Guna~, One becomes

'

'N!straigunya•, free from GUnas.

I

- · -

CHIT (Conscious) and ACUIT (unconscious).

~

LIVll~G

and NON-LIVING (MATTER).

"Nainena kinchi'nanahrtang nainena kinchanasabrtamong"
There is nothing wh ich he does not pervade.

From t h e above discussion it has become evident that the
'Element' One' i s ma nifested

a~

consciousness in everything of the uni-

Universe, as such, everything should be conscious to the same degree.
In

fact, we find the existence of conscious and unconscious -

and matter. When everything in the world is

th~

Living

manifestation of the

Conscious Brahman, why all the substances (material) are unconscious
and devoid of life7
In

actual practice; difference between the living and non-

living is apparent, not real one, but our crude

sen~es

could not £

feel thisand we experience a vast gap of differences. His degree of m
manifestation differs in different substances.
Bised on this natural scientists differentiate the whole
content of this Universe into two distinct classes namely 'Organic'
a ni;J· 'Inorganic'

. I
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ANAND\

(Bliss).

''VI j'n.Imanandam Br• hmeln, sat yam, Shiv•m, sund• ram "•
( (He

"

who is true a.nd conscious is full of bliss.

Manifestation of ~ •nd ~ ends in ANANQ:l (Bliss).
Brahman is full of ·~·(nector), living become blissful as
they taste this nector. He exist• as bliss, so His creation is full
bliss. He is

gl~d

and gladens His Creation.

('~/)_ ..ILWsrRAT ION OF ORIGIN OF PRA~A (LIFE)
IN DIFFERENT UPANISAOS.
~--

I

( i). CHHANDOG\ YA UPAN ISO~. :- ARilN I - SVETAKEl'U SAt1a"A;DA.
ALL IN ONE.
I
Aruni
told his son Svetaketu
who returned back to him after

performing the rites of Brahmacharya for twelve years.
Oh~soumaya,

if you can know the nature of •

lump qf earth, .

you will realize all other different formg made out of earth. Differenee in forms is expressed in different names, i.e. earth o is the oml
only truth and all the different objects made out of earth are omly
various form of earth.

---6/1/4.

Initially the Universe existed as true and absolute. The
Absolute desires,

"I will be many, let me born". He is born cs Energy.

Energy breed5 water. water desires to be mcny, and Energy breeds water.
So where there is rain corps are grown •

4 36.

·~·,

'·

the materials, are of three kinds in accordance with

their origin, viz.born from eggs, born from animals and born from pla
planets.
Then t he

Ab~olute

One desires,

11

Well, I will myself enter

into these three kinds of existence (Energy, water ana material). AS
the essance of life and will manife~t as Nama(name) and Rupa(form).
Thus he enters into these three entities as the essance of life.

--6/3/1.

CompositGon of the three are as follows:-

= 1/2

Energy

Water = 1/2

energy + 1/4 water + 1/4 earth (material).
w~ter

+ 1/4 energy + 1/4 earth (material).

--6/2/3.
( i i) .• t1UNIY\.KA UPAN ISAD.
(2
I"By energism of Conscio¥-Sness., Brahman is massed from

that Mltter is born and from Mitter Life a.md Mind and the other worlds"
worlds" +

)-

(i.i ) .

I

PRASNA

·-

UPAN ISAD.

)

,

?r~~n~ Upani~a.da state~ that ~;I~t! (creationO is the

manifestation of Brahman. This world and lives shine as the glory of
God and so through his

creatior~

one can gradually arrive to the Brah-

man, the creator lies behind the Creator.
I

(a ) •

PRA SNA

..i;

4•

Brahman when manifested himself as the Creator,

i~

kno-

wn as 'PRAJAPATI'. Prajapatl creats,produces and sustain the creation.
As he mediates over "Crea. tion '' of the li.ving beings,

..

'MITHUNA' is pro-

---•-

duced. MithUna is a dialectric one for the sake of creation •

• In mo~t of the Upanisads 'ANNA' symbolises 'material'
+ As interpreted b¥ Shrr-Auroblndo.

-

.
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The dilectrica.l existence does not signify two opposites propositions; rather these are the two varied aspects of a single one.
One

is known Cis "living force", other is known as 'inanimate' objects
In

ine1n~te

objects living force exists1 but this is too

feeble to our perception due to our crude sense.

l b-)

PRA ~~A

~

5•

P~ana
--.-

(vit•l force) is the Aditya and 'Rayeeh~

and Cha-

ndra (l'10on) exist at the begining of the creation. The Sun symbolises

r

•

the living force and the moon

sign~fies

the inanimate objects,

50

the

Sun is the enjoyer and the moon is the enjoyable as the living force
can enjoy. So life is enjoyer and the matter is enjoyable and represe·:
ent two distinct aspects of the all-pervading ABSOLUTE.

(c). PRASNA-- &7.
I The sun is known as • Baisvanara
• and • Bisvarupa
•. He _,

pervades all living beings (i). Both living and non-living are the mani-

- festation of Aditya.

'ii). as a living energy he vitalises

(iii). as

Agnl (Fire) he forms all.
This is the TRINITY of the all-pervading energy of c_
this Universe. Aditya (SUn) is its AdTdaiblc form. Agnl· (Fire) is its
AdhiboutTc form
(d).

and Prana (Vital force) is its Adhyatm~c form.

-- ·-

PraJna-- 14 .
'Anna is the _PrajapatT. From this 1~ 'sperm cells are
1

born which a~e the seeds of formation of man. From these sperm cells
animals are bprn.
According to gradual evolution 'Anna• is produced from

- .,
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union of the Sun 1 the moon 1 years,month and night-day. This Anna is
Prajapati,hence is dilectical and procreates. Prajapati a3 Anna is the
sperm which are produced due to assimalation of Anna which in its turn
areproduces secration, blood and sperm cells. This sperm
Praja~ti

so is also a dialtic; hence is

c~~ ~ o re legarded
~ells of man are

~ble

eel is the

to procreate. The sperm

as endowed with life and
regarded as endowed with life and the sperm cells of

women are materialistic in nayure. Union of these two can produce animals.

-.-

'Pranava signifies the caitanya- maya - brahman unift4d
with Adya s'ukyi •.

BrahmaJ'l the creative t--1a, nifestation of the SUpreme Brahrnclf!.o
The

u,

three letter~ A ,

which by the rules of

A

M •re the component part~ of the Pra~~,wh
Sa.ndhJ becomw "On". Here A is vl~hnu, the sec-

ond is Mahe~vc:-.ra. and the third Brahrria. The 'Qork.!la- Samhlta says:

"a:

/

"Iccha, Kriya, Jnana are Gourt, Brahmi, vaisnavl.. The threefold Saktl
is ~anent in (abides in) the world. Beyoud the.!!e is the Saktf. From

__ __

, va which i s the Svarupa. of the Adya Sakt"I, theee three
the Prana
have ema.n•ted for the purpose of Creation,

,~intenance

~ktls

and Dissolution.

lee~, Kriy~, JKana. Lccha is Geuri (Manakali)
::=::::>

These three S'akt.Is are

She, united withRt-·i M3.hesvara and a.,sociated with

Tamo-GliQa, dissolve.

Kr~y~ SaktT !s BrarunTv (12:1-~sarasvity). She, united with bral"lfna and

ass~ciated

with

Raje-~~creats-,

Jnana

~kt1

1.!!

Vai~~avi.

She, unit-

ed with V!snu amd associated with sattva-GUn• , ~intains.Here caita~

-

'·-

~ associut.ed with Mul~prakrtl or Adya· ~kti is the object of worship.
I

....

-

.,_-

The s-ktis Icc~, Kriya, Jnana are but aspects of the TUria Brahaman
as!!oci.ated with

{Upahit~) Ady~ ~kt1. The ~~~ therefore is expres-

sive of Brahman as united with (U~hita) MUlaprakrt~ which is the ~ta
state

8£

equilibr.iltF·

(samyavaet~ Lo£

.-

-·-

tbe GUnasHe is spoken of •s ere•-

---

tor, l•iii.intainer, Dissolver. Were Brahman not united with Prakrt1. then
there wold be no a ctivity (Kartriva) in Him and no Caitanya in Prakrtl

,

_,_

By mutually entering into one another Prakrt1 acquires the Chaitanya
of Brahman,cnd Brahman Kartriva of Prakrti. When separated they may b
~

5 both be

c~lled

Jada.

r
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/

I

{ ;, J). CIT-Si\KTI, M'\YA-SAKTI.
(The Conscious n~ss aspect of the Universe).
"Chlt is Being

~r

Reality it:5el£".

John woodroffe.

"t,ay~-S'aktT, the One Entity with duw.l aspect is the
sole Reality which presents itself to view as the
infinit~ly

varied a.nd wondrous picture of the Uni-

verl!!e."

/

Ch1.t-Sa k t1 is

I

.f.!!,

--- Haecke l.
I

«s sakt'I, t hat is as Power, or that as-

pect of clt which as s ociated with Miya-~ktT is operative to creat4 t
t he Universe.It is a commonly accepted doctrine that the ultLmate Reality is Samb~d , caitabya or cl~.
what il!! c1.t7 There is no word in the English 1-.nguage
which adequ-.tely d e scribe it. crt may be signified with bhree wotds,
namely, Consciousnes s ; Feeling; Experience. To the first term there •
are several objectionl!!. For if we use an English word, we must understand it according to its generu.lly recieved meaning. Gener•lly by "Con
"Consciousness " is me a nt

s~lf-consciousness,

or at least something p-. r-

ticular, having direction and form, which is concrete and _conditioned;
an evolved product m•rking the higher stages of Evolution.According
to some, it is a mere function of experience, an epiphenomenon, • mere
accident of mental process.In this sense it belongs only to the highly
developed organism and involved a .subject attending to •n object of
which,o s of itself, it is conscious.
It is true tha t now in the

r~st

there is growing up a w

\>lide r use of the term "consciousness" has yet gener•lly acquired the
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wide signification o

.

we- must give it

c ..

If then we U~e the term "Consciousness" for Cl t,

ordinary Englisn

ib«rlanc~.

Ag.ain, i t is to be remem-

bered t n ut wh.iit in eitner view w e understand by consciousness is somether~fore

thing mcnifested, and

limited, and derived from our finite

--

experience. T"e Branrnan as cit

is the infinite substratum of that.

Cit in itself (Svarupa) is not particular nor conditioned and concrete.
Pa rticularity is

t/,a va

th~ t

a s pect in which i t manifests .as, .and tbough,

~aktl.
The re s ponse which inorganic matter makes to stimuli is the

manifestation of cit through the
I

-·-

sattvag~~

of

~ya-

£akt1. Bee«u.se o

-.~

I

Sakti in it-!5 :torm ets Prakrtl- SCiktiL The manifest.ation is slight and
e.ppa.rently mechanical because the

Tamogup~

is predomin.atea in the same

/

.

Prakrti-Sakti. Tue limited and extremely regul.ated ch«r«cter of
~-

movern&nt is observed.

It is currently assumed that we have

th~

rner~ly

;·

to

d eal with what i s ., n unconscious mechanical energyJ where all volitiona 1 proces s

G. ti

knov-•n to u ..., is excluded.

Vitality is

s~emingly

ident-

ified wit h the appcrent mechanical process and we a.!!Ssume mere uncon.!!Sciouct mechco.ni8ffi. But in t•ct, tili.s app.arent mechanical process is but
the form ass umed b y the conscious Vital Power · which is in •nd works in
all matt.ar whotever tit be. Thus the ~tter appears Jad• (or unconsci ..
ou~)r and both in common English and

Indian ~ense we call that .alone

living oe~a wr.ich, as organized matter, is endowed \viyh body •nd
.-,enses.

In p la n ts clt is les~ observed, and there is the senti•-

-

ent life which gra d ually e.A-pands in animc.tl.::> and men. As c1t gilins freed o1 n of manifest.::ttion t. 1rou.gh tne increa.!led oper&tion of Sattv.aguna in
~-
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the veniclet; of Cit. This vehicle s are mind •nd

~ense~

&nd the mors

e l&bor• te organiza. tion of t nt! bodily particle s .
W'n&t i s t n us germinal s entiency, m•king unconscious mech•nic•l

movement~

in jnorg•nic matter, expands by degrres into feeling ide-

ntic•l to our &wn anci into all other psycic functions of consciousnes
e ss ,
tne

per~eption,

inher~nt

re•sonii~,

memory and will. Inorganic m&tter through

element of sentiency is endowed with c<apacity of feeling

and respon s e to phy s icQ1 and chemic&l stimuli s uch as light, temperature, s ound and electricity, magneti ti m and the •ction of

chemic~ls.

All .such phenomena are the example s of the faculty of perception .an u
response to outside s timuli of matter. We must here consoder the chemical s en s entiency Qnu memory; th•t is the atom's and molecule's remembrance of its own i dentity and beh•viour therewit h . Atomic memory do
d oes not of cours e , imply self-consciousness, but only inherent groupspirit wn i c h re s pon d s

in a cl-1aracteristic way to given outside stimul

ult. We may call it atomic or physical consciousness. The consciousne
ne ss of plants i s not prominent, though some of the h igher aspects of
s entiency of the v e get a bles world are highly inter•sting: e.g. as the
turning o f f lowers to

th~

sun; the opening and shutting of leaves

a nd petals at certa in times 1 sensitivitiveness to the tempera.ture
a nd the o bvious s ign s of consciousnes s shown by the sen~4tive and
in s ectivorous pl a nts. Th e micro-organisms which dwwll on the borderl a nd between the v e geta b le and animal worlds have no senses organ~,
but a re only endowed with motion ana self-reproduction. BUt they •re
pos s esed of psychic lcbfe, sentiency, and inclin<ation 1 whwreby they
percieve their enviornment and position 1 approach attack flee :trom

•
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narmfull subHtancesG Every cell both vegetable and animal, possesses
a

bi~logical

or vegetative. consciousnes s , which in health is polari-

zed or subordiante to the government of the total organism of which
it forms an integral part. These are locally impaired in disease
and ceases altogether at the death of the organism • . In plants7 however (unlike animal) the cellular consciousnes s is diffused or distr ibuted

among~t

the tis s ues or fibres; There being apparently no spe-

cial comducting or centralizing

being apparenyly no special conduc-

ting or centralizing organs of consciousne ss such as we find in h
higher evolutionary forms. Animal consciousness in its highest modes
becomes self-consciousness. The

psy~hologjcal

of the lower animals

is still the field of much contraversa; some regard these as Cartesian machine and others ascribed to them a high degree of psychic de
developement-. In the animals there is dn attempt of contraction of
consciousness which reaches its most eomplex staqe in m&n, the poseessor cf the most highly organizwd system of comsciousness as the
huma~ being consisting of the nervous system and its centre and fun-

ctions Sentiency or feeling is a constitute of all existent. We may
call it ' consciousness, however, if we understand the te~ *consciousness" to include •tornic or physical consciousness, the trance conscious ness of plant life,animal consciousness and man's complicated
self- consciousness.
All is Crt, clothing itself in forms by its

own power

I

of crt-SO&ktT and t-'~y4f'- ~kt1: and that power is not different from
itself. Cit is not the subject of knowledge or speech. What it is
Itself, is unknow n b ut to these who become. It i s f u 11 y realized onl y
i.n the highest

s t a te o£ Ecastasy (.3arnadhi),

